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Abstract

Association mining consists of two important problems, namely frequent patterns
discovery and rule construction. The former task is considered to be a more challenging
problem to solve. Because of its importance and application in a number of data mining
tasks, it has become the focus of many studies. A substantial amount of research has
gone into the development of efficient algorithms for mining patterns from large
structured or relational data. Compared with the fruitful achievements in mining
structured data, mining in the semi-structured world still remains at a preliminary stage.
The most popular representative of the semi-structured data is XML. Mining frequent
patterns from XML poses more challenges in comparison to mining frequent patterns
from relational data because XML is a tree-structured data and has an ordered data
context. Moreover, XML data in general is larger in data size due to richer contents and
more meta-data. Dealing with XML, thus involves greater unprecedented complexity in
comparison to mining relational data. Mining frequent patterns from XML can be recast
as mining frequent tree structures from a database of XML documents. The increase of
XML data and the need for mining semi-structured data has sparked a lot of interest in
finding frequent rooted trees in forests.

In this thesis, we aim to develop a framework to mine frequent patterns from XML
documents. The framework utilizes a structure-guided enumeration approach, Tree
Model Guided (TMG), for efficient enumeration of tree structure and it makes use of
novel structures for fast enumeration and frequency counting. By utilizing a novel
array-based structure, an embedded list (EL), the framework offers a simple sequence
like tree enumeration technique. The effectiveness and extendibility of the framework is
demonstrated in that it can be utilized not only for enumerating ordered subtrees but
also for enumerating unordered subtrees and subsequences. Furthermore, the framework
tackles the unprecedented complexity in mining frequent tree-structured patterns by
generating only valid candidates with non-zero frequency count and employing a
constraint-driven approach. Our experimental studies comparing the proposed
framework with the state-of-the-art algorithms demonstrate the effectiveness and the
efficiency of the proposed framework.
xxi

Chapter 1
Introduction
We are drowning in information, but starving for knowledge (Han & Kamber 2001).
Many business practitioners and researchers have recently applauded data mining as a
means of satisfying the hunger for knowledge. Data mining, which emerged during the
late 1980s, has made great strides during the 1990s in transforming vast amounts of data
into useful knowledge, and is expected to continue to flourish in the new millennium.
With the growing adoption of the so-called digital life style (Gates 1999), the problem
of managing information these days has become critical. Not only can information now
be collected in a much more efficient way, but also with the growing adoption and fast
evolution of the internet as well as the vast availability of the high volume storage
devices, businesses and institutions are tempted to collect more and more information,
believing that they can capitalize on the information that they have collected. Anderson
(2006) believes that in these multiple terabytes of user behavior data, there is a clue to
how consumers will behave, which in turn prompted him to coin the infamous ‘long
tail’ concept. T he problem is that information is an invaluable asset only when it is
utilized. Human ability to understand and grasp knowledge can hardly keep pace with
the rate at which the information is collected. At the same time, the quest for
knowledge, rather than diminishing, is growing intensively. Ultimately, this leads us to
a knowledge crisis.
Information is data with semantics, and knowledge is information with useful patterns
and relationships. Extracting knowledge involves understanding and abstracting the
patterns and relationships embedded within the repository of information. Information
that is organized systematically embodies knowledge. The extracted and accumulated
knowledge forms a corpus of knowledge. By searching for new information, the
knowledge body is enriched and enhanced. We have been enlightened by the knowledge
that we perceived. Knowledge that has useful relationships to other areas of knowledge
and has been proven to become the basis for other knowledge is called wisdom. The
ability to apply, relate and devise a strategy to maximize the knowledge is called
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intelligence (Zhong 2002). Gates (1996) believes that information is a strategic
ingredient of an emerging world economy.
Bill Gates, one of the icons of the digital industry, in (Gates 1999) suggests that one of
the key success factors of a company in the digital age is to build a Digital Nervous
system that triggers one’s reflexes to react quickly to any kind of situation with the
right, proper and controlled action. It makes one aware of the essentials while blocking
out any information that is irrelevant or unimportant. The core competency needed in
order for any business to survive and grow in the competitive business environment is
to know how to get the best out of the information and take the right action and
decisions. Previously, businesses or scientific observations dealt with data that was
manageable in both size and complexity. Information was not collected at the same rate
as it is collected today. Gates (1999) about a decade ago predicted that it is the velocity
that will be the decisive winning factor in the competitive world and this is already
happening. The urgency of having the right technology such as data mining that deals
with the massive amount of data and is able to efficiently extract the gold from it did not
seem as challenging then as it is today.
According to the Gartner Group, "Data mining is the process of discovering meaningful
new correlations, patterns and trends by sifting through large amounts of data stored in
repositories, using pattern recognition technologies as well as statistical and
mathematical techniques." Hand, Mannila & Smyth (2001) term data mining as the "...
analysis of (often large) observational datasets to find unsuspected relationships and to
summarize the data in novel ways that are both understandable and useful to the data
owner". Han & Kamber (2001) refers to data mining simply as the process of "...
extracting or mining knowledge from a large amount of data". Despite subtle
differences between the various definitions of data mining, we can agree that by and
large, the most important aspect of data mining is to convert information from vast
amounts of data into useful know ledge. When we are talking about data mining, we are
dealing with a large amount of data and the end goal is to acquire knowledge. The real
challenge is that we want to obtain such knowledge as efficiently and as quickly as
possible.
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Kantardzic (2002) sees data mining as a convolution of many different disciplines in
which two major disciplines - statistics and computer science - have a major influence.
Data mining is different from conventional statistics in the sheer volume of data to be
analyzed (Hand, Mannila & Smyth 2001). This creates a very different challenge than
was for the case for statistics, a conventional method for analyzing data. Modem
science and engineering tends to use theory or formulas derived from first principles to
confirm the theory from the observational data. This is not viable in the case where
there is a large amount of data and the model inherent in the data is very complex. It
becomes very difficult to devise a mathematical formula describing the underlying
models of information from such a complex data source. When the volume of data is
tremendously large, it becomes almost impossible to analyze and focus on the important
information. So it is very challenging to derive knowledge from it, when the activity is
done manually by humans whose ability is limited when it comes to dealing with
voluminous and complex data. Data mining tries to capture the underlying model
directly from the data and uncovers the functions governing the relationship and
semantics inherent in the data. However, this does not mean that data mining does not
rely on the human abstraction ability (Kantardzic 2002). In fact, Uthurusamy (1996)
thinks that data mining should be human-centered. On the other hand, it would be
unfortunate if statistical methods were totally removed from the data mining process
(Elder & Pregibon 1996).
In the next section, some motivating examples of success stories of data mining are
presented. Data mining as a phase of the knowledge discovery process is then described.
Then some common tasks of data mining are discussed in Section 1.3. Type of data to
be mined and the type of patterns to be discovered are discussed in Section 1.4 and 1.5
respectively. The motivation for this study addressing the current problems that are
outstanding to be solved is presented in Section 1.6. The scope of this thesis is presented
in Section 1.7. The chapter concludes with the plan of the thesis.

1.1 Motivating Examples
In this section, some motivating examples and stories are given to illustrate why data
mining is one of the important technologies with a significant influence in the digital
society.
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1.1.1 Affinity Grouping
The task of Affinity Grouping or commonly called Association Analysis is to determine
which things go together (Michael & Gordon 2000). Association Analysis deals with
the problem of uncovering associations: for example, which products tend to be
purchased together (Agrawal, Imielinski & Swami 1993; Agrawal & Srikant 1994;
Agrawal et al. 1996). A variety of commercial data mining systems support association
rule mining and they are now routinely applied to a range of problems from database
marketing to product placement for supermarkets. One of the real world examples of
this application is a product placement system employed by Amazon.com. Customers
who are registered and have some transaction histories stored in Amazon.com system
will be offered products that are more relevant. This in turn will help Amazon.com to
target relevant products to the potential buyers based on the purchasing patterns of the
customers detected by their system. At the same time, the customers might be well
informed about certain product promotions or services being offered; for instance, if
they buy those relevant items together, they will save a certain amount of money. In
"Market Basket Recommendations for the HP SMB Store", (Singh, Thomas &
Sepulveda 2006) present the application of market basket analysis to Hewlett-Packard’s
online store and call center for cross-sell and up-sell associations..

1.1.2 Fraud Detection
A variety of data mining techniques have been used to develop anti-fraud systems,
which can detect fraudulent credit card transactions (Lacerda & Carvalho 1999). This
problem is challenging due to the size of the datasets, the rarity of the events of interest,
and the performance requirements for near-real time detection. Data mining has also
improved fraud detection in other application areas, including tax fraud detection
system (Fan, Zheng & Xiao-Ling 2003), telecom fraud (Hollmen & Tresp 1998) and
insurance fraud (Hunsoo & Jean 2006). Fraudulent use of cellular phones is estimated to
cost several hundred million dollars per year in the United States (Hand. Mannila &
Smyth 2001). Former president Bill Clinton mentioned to the Democratic leadership
Council on November 6, 2002 that not long after the events of 11 September 2001
attack, FBI agents examined great amounts of consumer data and found that five of the
terrorist perpetrators were in the database (Larose 2005). One of the terrorists possessed
30 credit cards with a combined balance totalling $250,000 and had been in the country
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for less than two years. This suggests that if we proactively search through these types
of patterns, we can be in a better situation to deal with potential terrorist attacks.

1.1.3 Genomic Data
Genomic data is stored in various different formats and managed by a variety of
applications and systems (Sidhu et al. 2004). Recently, systems have been developed
which allow discoveries to be made involving information distributed over several
systems (Miled et al. 2004). Kochut et al. (2003) present a design and an initial
implementation of a distributed workflow system created to schedule and support
activities in a genomics laboratory to discover protein-protein interactions of fungi. The
techniques developed for analyzing genomic and other types of scientific data can be
expected to play a significant role in analyzing a broad range of biological data (Hadzic
et al. 2006; Sidhu et al. 2006).

1.1.4 Text Mining
Advances in computational linguistics provide us with techniques for extracting relevant
information, categorizing documents, automatically summarizing text, indexing text by
topic and keywords, as well as grouping similar documents (Sullivan 2001). Recently,
data mining has been combined with algorithms from information retrieval to improve
the precision and recall of queries on very large collections of documents. In particular,
some of these algorithms have proved useful on multi-lingual collections and others
have shown their worth on querying using concepts instead of keywords. Google
AdSense is one of the most innovative and successful context-sensitive advertising
systems that helps advertisers meet potential buyers and has positioned Google as one
of the most successful internet service companies. It provides an easy way for website
publishers to display relevant advertisements on their websites. Because the
advertisements are relevant, i.e. they match the characteristics and interests of the
visitors or the potential buyers, website publishers have a means of both monetizing and
enhancing their content pages.
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1.1.5 Pattern Detection
Advanced Scout is a PC-based data mining application used by the National Basketball
Association (NBA) coaching staff to discover interesting patterns in basketball game
data. Advanced Scout (AS) software seeks out and discovers interesting patterns in
game data (Larose 2005). With this information, a coach can assess the effectiveness of
certain coaching decisions and formulate game strategies for subsequent games. In the
1995-96 season, AS software had been distributed to sixteen of the twenty-nine NBA
teams. While some of the teams were at the early stages of evaluating its use, others (i.e.
New York Knicks, Orlando Magic, Seattle Supersonics) quickly integrated the software
into their game preparation and analytical processes. The positive feedback received
from coaching staff indicated that it has been a valuable tool. Bob Salmi (while at the
NY Knicks) likened it to having another coach on the team. It has also been well
received by the NBA because it contributes to improving the quality of play, which
provides additional value to fans of the game (Inderpal et al. 1997).

1.2 Data Mining as a Phase of Knowledge Discovery
Uthurusamy (1996) refers to knowledge discovery as the overall process of discovering
useful knowledge from data, while data mining refers to the application of algorithms
for extracting patterns from data. The relationships and summaries derived through a
data mining exercise are often referred to as models or patterns (Hand, Mannila &
Smyth 2001). We are interested in looking for patterns. The major barrier in obtaining
high-quality knowledge from data arises from limitations of the data itself.
Knowledge discovery is a significant process of identifying valid, novel, and potentially
useful, and ultimately understandable patterns from large collections of data (Cios &
Kurgan 2005). One of the crucial knowledge discovery phases is the data mining phase.
We should make a distinction between knowledge discovery and data mining. Data
mining is an important phase in knowledge discovery. A common mistake is to use the
term "knowledge discovery' and "data mining' interchangeably, when in fact the two are
quite distinct.
There are a few different propositions involved in knowledge discovery phases. In this
thesis, we are going to divide knowledge discovery into pre-data mining, data mining,
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and post-data mining. There is not a sharp and agreed segmentation of the phases of
knowledge discovery; however, most of the proposed models in general cover the same
class of tasks (Hand, Mannila & Smyth 2001).
In the pre-data mining, we try to understand the problem. A domain expert might help a
data miner with apriori knowledge, translating the knowledge in the domain of interest
into another form that is understandable by the data miner to model the problem. In this
phase, it is very often that the problem is presented in the form of raw data. The syntax
and semantics of such raw data needs to be understood fairly well before it can be
transformed into a form that can be processed by the next phase in knowledge
discovery. Moreover, this phase can include data cleaning, data integration and
transformation, and data reduction (Han & Kamber 2001).
This thesis will focus mainly on the data mining phase of the knowledge discovery
phases with little emphasis on the rest of the phases. Topics related to pre-data mining
and post-data mining phases will be covered sufficiently to support the clarity of the
data mining phase. Knowledge in data is present in various forms. The data mining
system can often be classified according to the task with which it is associated. For
instance, to find associations between data, a specialized data mining technique for
association analysis is used. To discover different classes of knowledge from data, a
classification data mining technique is used. In regards to this, we view the data mining
phase as a more specialized phase in knowledge discovery that deals with extraction of
various form of knowledge using specialized approaches. The most commonly known
approaches are Characterization, Estimation, Prediction, Classification, Association,
Clustering, Outlier Analysis, Regression Analysis, etc. Data mining is different from
Pattern Searching in that the context of data to be analyzed in data mining is abundantly
large. To tackle large datasets with large dimensions a more specialized approach needs
to be considered. The challenges faced by data mining are therefore more difficult to
deal with than in Pattern Searching (Kantardzic 2002).
After the data mining phase has been completed, we enter the post-data mining phase.
In this post-data mining phase, knowledge discovered from the data mining phase is
analyzed and evaluated. After the discovered knowledge has been processed, we are
ready to use the discovered knowledge to support any action that benefits from such
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knowledge. An example of this would be to use the knowledge discovered from affinity
analysis to devise a marketing strategy to boost the sales of particular items in a
supermarket (Agrawal & Srikant 1994).
Post data mining involves evaluating and interpreting the extracted patterns to decide
what constitutes knowledge, consolidating the knowledge, resolving conflicts with
previously extracted knowledge, and making the knowledge available for use by a
performance element. (Uthurusamy 1996) emphasizes that the value of the discovered
knowledge lies in its appropriate use. It must be consolidated and resolved with
previous knowledge, shared, reported, disseminated, and acted upon.

1.3 Data Mining Tasks
A data mining system is commonly categorized based on the tasks that it performs.
Such tasks can be broadly divided into two categories: (1) predictive tasks and (2)
descriptive tasks (Michael & Gordon 2000; Han & Kamber 2001). The following is a
preview of the major tasks in data mining:

1.3.1 Predictive Tusks
Predictive task is mainly to predict unknown or future value of events or attributes from
the known ones, and these include the use of techniques such as classification,
estimation and outlier analysis.
1.3.1.1 Classification
The main objective of classification is to categorize samples into different classes.
Given a set of data, the classification task is mainly concerned to find a function that
maps the collection of different samples into one of several discrete classes (Juan et al.
2003). Such a function will then be used to classify unseen samples with the expectation
that the unseen samples will be mapped to the correct class as accurately as possible. An
example of the classification task is a task to build a system that can identify and
classify previously unseen customers in direct marketing campaigns into groups that are
likely to buy certain products. Hence, this reduces the total costs of the marketing
campaign (Weiss et al. 2005). The goal is attained when the built model can assign
previously unseen records as accurately as possible (Han & Kamber 2001).
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1.3.1.2 Estimation
Estimation is different from classification in that the target variable is numerical rather
than categorical (Michael & Gordon 2000). One possible example of an estimation task
is to build a model to predict the future financial performance of any particular
company. The model is fed with the past historical variables that affect the company’s
financial performance in order to estimate the future growth and profit of the company.
1.3.1.3 Outlier Analysis
The fact that real world datasets are often accompanied by various types of anomalous
entries, introduces additional challenges to data mining and knowledge discovery (Han
& Kamber 2001). These anomalies (outliers) need to be detected and dealt with in an
appropriate way depending on whether the detected anomaly is caused by noise or
whether it is truly an exceptional case. Outliers in a dataset correspond to a very small
percentage of the data objects. Outlier detection is useful for applications where the
intention is to find exceptional or rare events that occur in a particular set of
observations. These rare events are mostly of greater interest than the common events in
applications such as: fraud detection, network intrusion detection, security threats, credit
risk assessment, pharmaceutical research, terrorist attacks, and some financial and
marketing applications. In general, outlier detection is used in applications where the
analy sis of uncommon events is important and can provide extensional knowledge for
the domain.

1.3.2 Descriptive Tasks
A descriptive task is mainly concerned with discovering patterns from data that can be
valuable and includes the use of techniques such as association analysis, clustering, and
sequential pattern discovery.
1.3.2.1 Association Analysis
The association analysis is known as market basket analysis or association mining.
Association mining is a popular data mining technique that aims to discover novel and
meaningful associations between existing data objects. The discovery of interesting
associations can assist in the decision making process and provides the domain with
new and invaluable knowledge. Association mining consists of two important problems,
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namely frequent patterns discovery and rule construction (Agrawal, Imielinski & Swami
1993; Agrawal & Srikant 1994, Agrawal et al. 1996). The former task is considered to
be a more difficult problem to solve than the latter and has become the focus of many
studies (Abe et al. 2002; Chi, Yang & Muntz 2004; Chi et al. 2005; Nijssen & Kok
2003, Ruckert & Kramer 2004; Tan et al. 2005a, 2005b, 2006a, 2007; Wang et al. 2004;
Zaki 2005). The goal of association mining is to uncover rules quantifying relationships
between two or more attributes. Association rules are of the form “If A, then B”. A is
commonly called an antecendent and B a consequent. The well known example of this
task is to find the associative meaning that a customer buying a certain product will
result in an increased chance of him/her buying certain other products.
1.3.2.2 Clustering
Cluster is a collection of patterns that are similar to one another, and dissimilar to
patterns in other clusters (Sestito & Dillon 1994). Clustering can be considered as the
most important unsupervised learning problem; so, as with every other problem of this
kind, it deals with finding a structure in a collection of unlabeled data. A loose
definition of clustering could be the process of organizing objects into groups whose
members are similar in some way. A cluster is therefore a collection of objects which
are “similar” between them and are “dissimilar” to the objects belonging to other
clusters. The goal of clustering is to determine the intrinsic grouping in a set of
unlabeled data (Han & Kamber 2001). The difference between classification and the
clustering is that clustering does not rely on a predefined class or labeled data (Michael
& Gordon 2000). An example of a clustering task is a task which segments a market
into distinct clusters of customers with a similar property so that they can be identified
as a market target to be reached with a distinct marketing mix.
1.3.2.3 Sequential Pattern Discovery
The goal of mining sequential patterns is generally to find a strong dependency between
different events that happen at different times. Often we are interested in frequent
sequential patterns from a large database. If one is interested in inter-transactional
patterns, sales data is a good example of a sequential pattern (Yen & Tee 2001). Other
examples of sequential patterns include DNA sequences in DNA databases and events
that are ordered in time in real time databases. There are two different sub problems in
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mining frequent subsequences, i.e. problems of addressing (1) sequences of items and
(2) sequences of itemsets (Zaki 2001). Addressing sequences of itemsets, i.e. sequences
whose elements consist of multi items, is a more difficult problem and poses more
challenges (Tan et al. 2006c).

1.4 Type of Data
A task in data mining is characterized by the type of data, structures and patterns to be
found (Zaki 2005; Han & Kamber 2001). In this section, we will discuss three
categories of data type: relational data (structured-data), semi-structure data, and
unstructured data.

1.4.1 Structured Data
In the relational model, data is represented as a two-dimensional table called a relation
and we often use the term relational data. Relational data is a representation of what we
call structured data where the schema of the data is fixed. Relations have names and the
columns have names called ‘attributes’. The element in relational data is atomic. This
type of data has no concept of hierarchy between entities and has a flat structure. The
research on mining relational data is ubiquitous and many efficient techniques have
been developed (Han & Kamber 2001). Association mining has been very successful in
discovering useful associations between data, particularly for relational data (Agrawal,
Imielinski & Swami 1993, Agrawal & Srikant 1994, Agrawal et al. 1996).

1.4.2 Semi-structured Data
The increasing need for representing information through more complex structures
where semantics and relationships among data objects can be more easily expressed has
resulted in many semi-structured data sources. (Abe et al. 2002; Chi, Yang & Muntz
2004, Chi et al. 2005, Feng et al. 2003; Feng & Dillon 2004, 2005; Kuramochi &
Karypis 2004; Nijssen & Kok 2003; Tan et al. 2005a, 2005b, 2006a; Termier, Rousset
& Sebag 2002; Wang et al. 2004; Wang et al. 1998; Yan & Han 2002; Yang, Lee & Flsu
2003; Zaki 2005). Structure comparison among semi-structured data objects can often
reveal valuable information, and hence tree mining has gained a considerable amount of
interest in areas such as XML mining, Bioinformatics, Web mining etc. Semi-structured
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data has no absolute schema or class fixed in advance, is implicit and irregular, nested
and heterogeneous (Suciu 2000). Mining semi-structure data is considered to be more
complex than the structured data (Feng & Dillon 2004).

1.4.3 Unstructured Data
The third type of data is unstructured data. Unlike the structured and semi-structured
data that have schema that describe the underlying structure of such data, unstructured
data has no schema (Weiss et al. 2005). Data with some form of structure may also be
referred to as unstructured data if the structure is not helpful for the desired processing
task. There is no clear underlying structure that describes unstructured data. Examples
of unstructured data may include audio, video, and unstructured text such as the body of
an email or word processor document. The processing of unstructured data is
recognized as one of the challenges in the data mining area. Techniques that work so
well on structured data might not work so well when it is used to process unstructured
data. Often substantial modifications or extensions are required.

1.5 Type of Patterns in Data
There are at least three different known interesting patterns that one can discover from
data. The differentiation between them comes from the uniqueness of the relationships
between entities that each pattern captures.

1.5.1 Sequential Pattern
This type of pattern can be seen as a Hat structure with no concept of hierarchy between
data entities, and the order of the data entity is important. Sequential patterns exist in
data such as DNA string databases, occurrences of recurrent illness, etc. Other examples
of sequential patterns include DNA sequences in DNA databases and events that are
ordered in time in real time databases.

1.5.2 Tree-structured Pattern
Unlike the sequential pattern, tree patterns capture hierarchical relationships between
data entities. Hence, a tree pattern captures richer semantics than the sequential patterns
and also introduces extra complexity when processing this type of pattern. This
hierarchical relationship between data entities in a tree pattern is often called a parent12

child or ancestor-descendant relationship. The increasing popularity of XML data and
the need for mining semi-structured data has sparked a lot of interest in finding frequent
trees in large tree databases. There are different types of trees. One can distinguish
between unrooted unordered trees (free trees) (Chi, Yang & Muntz 2004; Ruckert &
Kramer 2004), rooted unordered trees (Nijssen & Kok 2003), and rooted ordered trees
(Abe et al. 2002; Tan et al. 2005a, 2005b, 2006a, 2007). The three types of trees have
increasing topological structure (Chi et al. 2005) as one progress from the first to the
third.

1.5.3 Graph-structured Pattern
A graph-structured pattern can be considered as the superset of the sequential and treestructured patterns. Additionally, graph patterns can capture unique relationships
between data entities that the previous two patterns are unable to capture such as a loop
(cyclic) relationship, i.e. a relationship between an entity and itself. A graph is a set of
objects called points or vertices connected by links called lines or edges (Han &
Kamber 2001). Many structures can be represented as graphs such as the web
navigation structure, the ontology, and network.

1.6 Motivations for the Thesis
Association mining is a popular data mining technique that looks for associations
between data entities that can potentially reveal novel and meaningful associations
based on which, important decisions can often be made. With large amounts of data
continuously collected and stored, organizations are interested in discovering
associations within their databases for different industrial, commercial or scientific
purposes. The discovery of interesting associations can aid the decision making process
and provide the domain with new and invaluable knowledge. The well-known
motivating example of association mining is the market basket analysis. The market
basket problem has received a great deal of attention recently, partly due to its apparent
utility and the research challenges it poses (Brin et. al. 1997). Market basket analysis is
a technique for capturing association relationships between customer transactions of the
type that if one buys a certain item(s), one is more or less likely to buy another item(s)
(Han & Kamber 2001). The often cited example is the study of a Wal-Mart database
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showing a strong association between the purchase of a brand of baby diapers and a
brand of beer by male customers (Kelly 1997).
Association mining consists of two important problems, namely frequent patterns
discovery and rule construction (Agrawal, Imielinski & Swami 1993; Agrawal &
Srikant 1994; Agrawal et al. 1996). The former task is considered to be a more difficult
problem to solve than the latter and has become the focus of many studies as well as this
thesis (Abe et al. 2002; Chi, Yang & Muntz 2004; Chi et al. 2005; Nijssen & Kok 2003;
Ruckert & Kramer 2004; Tan et al. 2005a, 2005b, 2006a, 2007; Wang et al. 2004; Zaki
2005).
A substantial amount of research has gone into the development of efficient algorithms
capable of finding associations in structured or relational data. (Agrawal, Imielinski &
Swami 1993; Agrawal & Srikant 1994; Agrawal & Srikant 1995; Agrawal et al. 1996;
Bayardo 1998; Bodon 2003; Han et al. 2004; Park, Chen & Yu 1997; Zaki 2003). In the
database field, relational study has excelled in providing robust techniques to deal with
storing, querying, and processing this fiat data. Relational data, which has a flat
structure, contains no hierarchical relationships between entities. This flat structure
tends to be an oversimplification of the structure of many relationships and semantics in
real life. For instance, structured data is unable to capture hierarchical relationships
(vertical relationships) and is capable of expressing only linear (horizontal)
relationships. In addition, structured data tends to be homogeneous where there is only
one fixed schema defined for any particular set of data. Thus, structured data, despite its
popularity, lacks the aforementioned properties.
There are some common structures for which we can see knowledge present in data. In
increasing granularity, the following are some of the representative structures: relational
(list), tree structure, graph structure (network), bitmap/photographic. The last one could
be an important area to explore as it comes close to describing how humans can
understand knowledge by looking at pictures. Simply adding more granularity to the
data poses different challenges and so development and exploration of techniques
dealing with tree-structured data is an important step toward solving the bigger
problems in knowledge discovery.
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Research in both the theories and applications of data mining is expanding, driven by a
need to consider more complex structures, relationships and semantics expressed in the
data (Feng & Dillon 2004). An emerging trend in data mining is to deal with knowledge
that is manifested in a form that has a more complex structure such as tree or graph
structure, into which many relationships among data in real life can fit. Unfortunately,
the processing complexity of extracting higher granularity knowledge inherent in the
data is also increasing. Despite such challenges, adding granularity to the data enriches
the semantics and relationships that can be obtained from the data. Thus, research into
this area is essential in order to advance the progress made in this field.

Compared with the fruitful achievements in mining well-structured data, mining in the
semi-structured world still remains at a preliminary stage. Semi-structured data has a
number of properties that are considered an improvement over the structured data.
Semi-structured data captures and allows not only linear relationships but also
hierarchical relationships to co-exist in data. By enabling hierarchical relationships,
semi-structured data adds a new dimension to the relationships among entities in data.
Thus, it enables two dimensional entity relationships modeling, where relationships
between entities in data will have horizontal and vertical components. In addition, it has
an advantage over the structured data in that it allows data with heterogeneous
structures. This implies that there can be more than one schema defining the different
structures that co-exist in the data. The most popular representative of the semistructured data is XML.

Currently, XML is penetrating virtually all areas of Internet application programming,
bringing about a huge amount of data encoded in XML (Feng et al. 2003). In addition to
the underlying hierarchical structure that is present in XML data (by definition of semistructured data), XML data has an ordered data context, and a much bigger data size
(Feng et al. 2003). The bigger data size arises from two sources: a) an XML record is
more annotated through the tags than a relational record, and b) the actual amount of
semi-structured (or unstructured) data (documents) greatly exceeds the amount of
relational data (Luk et al. 2002). The increase of XML data and the need for mining
semi-structured data has sparked a lot of interest in finding frequent rooted trees in
forests (Chi et al. 2005).
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The problem of association mining is heavily reliant on efficient frequent patterns
processing which involves enumeration of substructure. To check if a subgraph G is an
isomorph of subgraph G ‘ is an NP-complete problem (Garey & Johnson 1979);
Therefore unlike tree structure algorithms, graph algorithms are not likely to be efficient
in addressing the frequent patterns mining problem. In fact, many problems can be
modeled using tree structures without losing too much semantics. Furthermore, there are
many efficient algorithms and techniques developed to deal with tree-structured data,
and the complexity of processing tree structures tends to be more manageable than
processing graph-structured data. In addition, the hierarchical structure, as an
underlying structure of XMT data, is naturally of a tree-structured form.

The frequent substructures that we would like to discover from tree-structured data are
commonly called subtrees. There are different types of subtrees, the two most prevalent
ones being the induced and embedded subtrees. These two types of subtrees are
commonly sought after. Finding frequent embedded subtrees is considered as being the
most complex task among finding other types of subtrees (Tan et al. 2005b). An induced
subtree is the subset of an embedded subtree. In its simplified definition, an embedded
subtree is a subtree which can contain nodes that form ancestor-descendant relationships
in regards to the original tree. On the other hand, only nodes that form parent-child
relationships can occur in an induced subtree. Formal definitions of these two subtrees
will be given in Chapter 3.

There are tree-structured data for which the order of sibling nodes is important. Sibling
nodes are nodes that form sibling relationships. The formal definition of sibling nodes is
given in Chapter 3. We call such a tree/subtree an ‘ordered tree/subtree’. An example of
tree-structured data that belongs to this category would be a DNA structure database.
Otherwise, when the order of sibling nodes is not important, we call such a tree/subtree
an "unordered tree/subtree'. An example of tree-structured data that belongs to this
category would be an XML database of books. Typical sibling elements that we find in
the books database are author, title, ISBN, price, etc. Normally, we do not want to
impose order upon these sibling elements. Consequently, such a differentiation poses
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two important problems in the area of frequent subtree mining field, i.e. mining frequent
ordered subtree and unordered subtree.

From the perspectives mentioned above, we are mainly interested in developing an
efficient framework to discover frequent induced/embedded ordered/unordered subtree
patterns from tree-structured database in order to facilitate mining of XML data. The
development of the framework is aimed toward a unifying view of mining treestructured patterns from XML documents. It is also the objective of the study to provide
a theoretical overview and the discussions, supported with extensive experimental
studies comparing with the state-of-the-art techniques in the literature. The objectives of
the thesis are outlined in more detail as follows:

To develop an efficient, predictable, scalable, and extensible frequent subtree mining
framework with the following sub-goals:
•

To provide a suitable framework to be used in XML association mining

•

To investigate optimization techniques for semi-structured data since, in general,
it has a more complex structure and is much bigger in size. This includes
possibly developing novel representations to efficiently process and manipulate
tree-structured patterns

•

To develop an enumeration technique that is tractable, optimal, non-redundant
and measurable that improves on the join approach

•

To provide a mathematical formula as the basis for measurability of the
complexities of the proposed enumeration model. This will assist an analyst to
deal with the sheer complexity innate in the data and predict the complexity of
the proposed enumeration technique; it also serves as an implementation
independent model of the proposed enumeration technique

•

To develop a unified definition of induced/embedded subtrees such that it allows
a unified view when solving the two types of subtrees

•

To investigate the uses of support definitions when these are applied to treestructured patterns and develop efficient and appropriate frequency counting
mechanisms
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•

To develop techniques that can scale well for attacking both ordered and
unordered subtree mining problems

•

To develop a way to control complexity by introducing appropriate constraints

•

To develop framework that is extendable, to a certain extent, over other closely
related problems (sub-class and super-class problem domains).

1.7 Scope of the Thesis
The goal of this thesis centres on the development of efficient, scalable, and expandable
framework for discovering frequent tree-structured patterns from XML documents as a
case in point.

As XML documents can naturally be modeled as tree-structured, the study focuses on
discovering tree-structured patterns, in particular in finding frequent induced and
embedded subtrees among the collection of a tree database. The study also pays special
attention to a subclass problem of mining unordered and ordered subtrees. Both have
important applications and pose different problems to solve.

The study aims to provide a unifying framework for mining tree-structured patterns
from XML documents. To show the effectiveness and the flexibility of the proposed
techniques, the thesis is also interested in exploring the notion of applying the
framework to discover other patterns such as sequences which arguably are a sub
problem of tree mining.

The first problem associated with the efficient mining of frequent patterns is to utilize
an efficient representation for processing. The study will explore and develop efficient
representations and data structures for mining frequent tree-structured patterns from
XML documents.

Thereafter, the purpose of the study is to propose an efficient and optimal enumeration
strategy. The mathematical model and its analysis will be provided to validate and
measure such an enumeration approach. The mathematical model will be used to also
validate the results obtained from experimental studies.
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Another important aspect of mining frequent patterns is an efficient counting approach.
The study proposes and explores efficient and robust counting methods. Together with
the efficient data structures, optimal enumeration strategy and robust counting methods,
the study aims to deliver an efficient, scalable, and expandable framework for mining
frequent patterns from XML documents which is the fundamental first step toward
association rule mining and any other mining tasks (Han et al. 2004).

Mining tree-structured patterns from a collection of large tree database is a complex and
costly task, and encountering combinatorial explosions is a common occurrence. The
study will look for an effective way to manage complexity by introducing some
constraints. The introduction of constraints is expected to help users to control and
manage complexities inherent in the data to be analyzed and serve as a limiting factor
preventing the occurrence of a combinatorial explosion.

To validate the effectiveness, flexibility, and robustness of the proposed framework, the
developed approach will be compared against the state-of-the-art algorithms in the same
class and area. Experimental results and detailed analysis will be provided. The
experiments will be run against both real datasets and generated artificial datasets.

Due to time and resource constraints, the framework is expected to scale well despite
the limitation of one processing unit computing power. Hence, our study does not
include devising algorithms with relevance to parallel and distributed processing; we
consider this as a possibility for future work. However, at the end of this thesis, we will
provide a brief overview of areas that need attention in order to bring the framework up
to the next level of scalabity.

1.8 Plan of the Thesis
The thesis is organized into 11 chapters.

Chapter 2 discusses existing works on association mining. It gives an overview of the
theoretical foundations of topics related to association rules mining and frequent
patterns mining in general, and frequent subtree mining in particular. The aim of this
chapter is to outline the achievements of traditional association mining and explore
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techniques and theories that can be extended as the building block of the proposed
frequent subtree framework. Existing techniques will be examined. We conclude this
chapter by highlighting the current difficulties and challenges that remain outstanding.

Chapter 3 describes the problem definition that serves as a basis for discussion of
subsequent chapters. The chapter starts with general tree concepts and definitions.
Definitions of uniform tree, bijection, tree isomorphism, ordered and unordered
subtrees, as well as right-most-path are given. Formal definitions of induced and
embedded subtrees are discussed. The problem of association rule mining in general is
formulated. The important building block of association mining, a support and
confidence framework, is described. In view of tree patterns being the associative
patterns inherent in XMT documents, XML concepts and definitions are provided.
Parallelism between XML and tree structure is developed. Problem decomposition for
frequent subtree mining is given. Support and confidence definitions are developed.
Two different constraints are defined. Different types of support definitions are outlined
and issues related to the use of different support definitions are elaborated. Issues in
tackling the problem of mining frequent unordered subtrees are outlined. The problem
of mining frequent subsequences is also presented.

Chapter 4 provides an overview of the proposed solutions to the problems given in
Chapter 3. The rationale for the choice of canonical forms is discussed. Representations
and data structures utilized by the framework will be overviewed. The overview of the
proposed framework for mining frequent ordered subtrees will be presented. The
rationale for the need of a constraint-driven approach is given. The overview of the
proposed candidate enumeration strategy is given. The strategy for performing efficient
frequency counting will be discussed. Issues related to the usage of occurrence-match
support definition are elaborated and the overview of the solution is given.

Some

optimization techniques are discussed. An overview of the extension of the framework
to mine frequent unordered subtrees is given. Finally, the overview of the extension of
the framework to mine frequent sequential patterns using the vertical tree approach is
given.
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The main body of this thesis, which addresses the problems pointed out in Chapter 3, is
given in six chapters: (5) Representations & Data Structures (6) Mining Frequent
Ordered Subtree: The Algorithm (7) Mathematical Analysis (8) Comparison Studies of
the Proposed Framework for Mining Frequent Ordered Subtrees with Existing
Techniques (9) Extension I: Mining Frequent Unordered Subtree (10) Extension II:
Mining Frequent Subsequences.

Chapter 5 describes novel representations and data structures for efficient frequent
subtree mining. In this chapter, two problems of representation are discussed. The first
one is related to how the actual subtree is modeled and represented in memory or
secondary storage. The choice of the canonical form representation is discussed. Then,
we will discuss how to efficiently represent XML documents. The second one is related
more to the way that complex computations and data manipulations can be performed
efficiently and effectively. Several proposed data structures such as dictionary,
embedding list, vertical occurrence list, recursive list, and RMP coordinate list are
discussed.

Chapter 6 discusses the proposed framework for mining frequent ordered subtrees. First,
we will be presenting our MB3 Miner algorithm to mine frequent embedded subtrees.
An optimal enumeration strategy called the Tree Model Guided (TMG) approach will be
formulated. Frequency counting technique utilizing a vertical structure, VOL, is
presented. The strategy for efficiently counting support using transaction-based and
occurrence-match support will be presented. The pseudo-code of the MB3 Miner will be
given. We will be presenting the second proposed algorithm to mine frequent induced
subtrees, iMB3 Miner. The strategy for employing the TMG enumeration approach that
utilizes the maximum level of embedding constraint will be discussed. The pseudo-code
of iMB3 Miner will be given. The third algorithm to mine distance-contrained
embedded subtrees. RAZOR, is presented. The motivating example for mining distanceconstrained support is given. A strategy to impose the distance constraint on the string
encoding is presented. The optimization techniques through the utilization of an RMP
coordinate list and a recursive list will be presented. The advantage of storing only the
right-most-path coordinate instead of the full coordinate of subtrees will be illustrated.
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Chapter 7 presents the mathematical model of the enumeration approach proposed in
Chapter 6. The mathematical model can be used for analysis of complexity and for
enhancing the predictability of the approach. Also, it can be used as a means of
validating the correctness of the approach. Furthermore, it functions as an
implementation-independent model of the approach. In addition, the complexity
analysis of enumerating induced and embedded subtrees will be provided as a
theoretical basis to underline the importance of the maximum level of embedding
constraint to help us constrain the complexity of mining embedded subtrees to a
manageable level.

Chapter 8 evaluates the proposed algorithms, MB3 Miner, iMB3 Miner, [i]MB3‘R
Miner, and RAZOR, for mining frequent ordered subtrees by comparing them with
other algorithms such as PalternMatcher, VTreeMiner, X3 Miner and FREQT. Among
those algorithms, VTreeMiner is considered to be the current state-of-the-art technique
existing in the literature and is one of the first techniques proposed for solving the
problem of mining frequent ordered embedded subtrees. The chapter begins with the
rationale of the experimental comparison. To demonstrate the effectiveness and the
efficiency of the proposed framework, extensive experiments will be conducted using
both synthetic and real datasets. We will divide the experiments into three experimental
sets. The first one focuses on the MB3 Miner algorithm. The second one focuses on the
iMB3 Miner and the [i|MB3'R Miner which implements the optimization through the
utilization of the RMP coordinate list and the recursive list. The last one focuses on the
RAZOR. Each experimental result will be discussed, highlighting the strengths and
weaknesses of the proposed framework in comparison with the other approaches.

Chapter 9 presents an extension of the proposed framework introduced in Chapter 6 to
address the problem of mining frequent unordered induced and embedded subtrees. This
extension is carried out in a complementary thesis (Hadzic 2008). We present some
results here to verify the capability of extending our methodology to unordered subtrees.
In this work we will present results for induced and embedded subtrees as well as
transaction and occurrence-match based support. A comparison of unordered and
ordered subtree mining is also presented. Some practical comparisons, done by
conducting experimental comparisons against the state-of-the-art algorithms such as
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HybridTreeMiner, RootedTreeMiner (uNot) and SLEUTH, will be presented. The
experimental results will be discussed, highlighting the strengths and weaknesses of the
proposed framework in comparison with the other approaches.

Chapter 10 presents another extension of the framework introduced in Chapter 6 to
address the problem of mining frequent subsequences from a database of sequences.
The main objective of this chapter is again to show how the proposed framework, with
minor modifications, can be extended to address

different

problems.

The

conceptualization of sequence as a vertical tree will be discussed. Enumeration of
sequences by reusing the TMG enumeration strategy, and a hybrid strategy of horizontal
enumeration and vertical counting will be presented. Some practical comparisons by
conducting experimental comparisons against the existing algorithm PL WAP will be
presented. The experimental results will be discussed, highlighting the strengths and
weaknesses of the proposed algorithm in comparison with the PLWAP algorithm.

Chapter 11 concludes the thesis and provides insights into future works.
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Chapter 2
Existing Works
2.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses previous work on two areas that have become the basis of this
thesis. Thus the main goals of this chapter are to present the current state-of-the-art of
the existing research literature in the areas of tree mining with association rule mining
as the case in point and XML documents mining as one applicable example, more
importantly, to expose the problems, which remain outstanding. Readers should expect
that each topic in this chapter is discussed from a high-level perspective with just ample
details to understand and evaluate the techniques. This chapter is not written for the
purpose of explaining concepts and definitions in great detail and the readers should
consult Chapter 3 for more detailed information, regarding the concepts and definitions
used in this thesis.

The chapter outline is as follows. Existing work in association rule mining will be
discussed in the next section. Related work is divided into several sub-sections:
elements of association mining, problems of enumeration, problems of frequency
counting. T his chapter narrows down the focus of the subsequent chapters into the
problem of frequent pattern mining. Then, in Section 2.3 the discussion is focused
towards data with a more complex structure. The chapter starts with a discussion on the
increasing adoption of XML as a data exchange and storage medium and the challenges
it poses in the area of frequent pattern mining. An abstract representation of XML
documents is a tree-structured representation. Related and existing works in frequent
subtree mining are discussed element by element. Section 2.3.8 discusses literature for
unordered subtree mining. One of the goals of this thesis is to develop a framework that
is extensible over other closely related sub/super class problems. The problem of
sequential pattern mining is picked as a case study to display this goal. Section 2.4,
therefore, presents existing work in the area of sequential pattern mining. The chapter
closes with a conclusion, which summarizes the open issues.
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2.2 Association Mining (General)
Association rule mining, which often called just association mining, has been very
successful in discovering useful associations between data (Agrawal et al. 1993;
Agrawal & Srikant 1994, Park, Chen & Yu 1997; Bayardo 1998; Feng et al. 2003; Feng
& Dillon 2004; Han et al. 2004; Zaki 1997, 2000a, 2000b; Zheng et al. 2001). Many
businesses are interested in mining association rules from their databases to discover
interesting association relationships among huge amounts of transaction records. Such
discovery can help businesses make the right strategic decision to boost their sales and
hence do a better marketing campaign (Han & Kamber 2001). The well-known
motivating example of association mining is the market basket analysis. The market
basket problem has received a great deal of attention recently, partly due to its apparent
utility and the research challenges it poses (Brin, Motwani & Silverstein 1997). Market
basket analysis is a technique to capture association relationships within customer
transactions that if you buy a certain item(s), you are more or less likely to buy another
item(s) (Han & Kamber, 2001). The often quoted example is a study on a Wal-Mart
database showing strong associations for male customers between a brand of baby
diapers and a brand of beer (Kelly 1997). A general explanation is that purchases of
diapers are many made by men who are on the way back home (do not have time go to
pub) who therefore, often buy beer at the same time. By stocking the beer on the shelves
next to the diapers this boosted the sales of beer.

2.2.1 Elements ofAssociation Mining
Association mining consists of two important problems, i.e. frequent patterns discovery
and rule construction (Agrawal, et al. 1993; Agrawal & Srikant; 1994; Agrawal et al.
1996). The first problem, which is considered the more complex and costly to solve, is
frequent pattern analysis and has become the focus of many studies (Abe et al. 2002;
Agrawal et al. 1993; Chi et al. 2005, Flan et al. 2004; Nijssen & Kok 2003; Ruckert &
Kramer 2004; Wang et al. 2004; Zaki 2005b). The goal for frequent pattern analysis is
to enumerate and find itemsets that are frequent. A pattern is frequent if its frequency
count is > user-specified the minimum support threshold a (Agrawal et al. 1993). An
itemset is a set of unique items. The uniqueness can be determined by the item name (or
id) or position of an item in a set whenever an order is important (Zaki 2001). An
itemset that consist of k items is often referred to as ^-itemset. An itemset is frequent if
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the number of its occurrences in a given dataset is greater than or equal to the minimum
support count. A support count is basically a frequency count. The second part is to
generate association rules in the form of A=>B; A is called the antecendent, and B is the
consequent. Once the frequent itemsets have been discovered the rule generation is
more straight-forward. The task is to generate and obtain frequent rules that satisfy a
confidence constraint (Agrawal et al. 1993). A frequent rule would have confidence >
user-specified minimum confidence threshold x. The confidence of the rule (A=>B) is
computed by calculating the conditional probability (A|B)=P(AUB)/P(A). Thus, most of
research is directed toward finding an efficient and scalable way to perform the first
task, although there are a number of interesting research problems related to the rules
generation. For example the issue of “too many rules” with the proposed solutions is
discussed in (Webb 2007). Moreover, (Sestito & Dillon 1994) discussed the issue of
applying double implication on rules which can be potentially useful to deal with weak
rules. (Srikant & Agrawal 1995) formulates the problem of detecting a taxonomy of
items at any level that presents in the discovered rules. (Brin, Motwani & Silverstein
1997) proposed a notion of mining rules that identify correlations (generalizing
associations).
2.2.1.1 Frequent Pattern Mining
Frequent pattern analysis is by itself an important data mining problem. It becomes the
basis and pre-requisite for important data mining tasks such as association mining
(Agrawal et al. 1993, 1996; Agrawal & Srikant 1994; Mannila et al. 1994), correlations
(Brin, Motwani & Silverstein 1997), causality (Silverstein et al. 1998) and sequential
mining (Agrawal & Srikant 1995; Ezeifc & Lu 2005; Tan et al. 2006b; Zaki 2001),
episodes (Mannila et al. 1997), multi-dimensional patterns (Tent et al. 1997; Kamber et
al. 1997), maximal patterns (Bayardo 1998; Chehreghani et al. 2007), partial periodicity
(Flan et al. 1999), emerging patterns (Dong & Li 1999), and many other important data
mining tasks. Moreover, frequent pattern analysis encompasses patterns from simple
relational data to tree structures and graphs.

Generally for such mining tasks the performance is often determined by how well it
performs the frequent pattern analysis. Many frequent pattern mining techniques uses
candidate enumeration techniques. Another technique is to construct a compact form of
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the database utilizing FP-Tree structure (Han et al. 2004). However this approach comes
with its own limitations. The recursive process used to form a large number of projected
databases can be very expensive (Han & Kamber 2006). For the candidate enumeration
technique, in general, the process exhaustively enumerates all possible combination of
itemsets that are a subset of a given database. Since the number of candidates to
enumerate is usually large and in many circumstances for real world data there can exist
fairly long frequent patterns (Bayardo 1998), this process is well-known to be very
expensive. Efficient techniques attacking different issues and problems around the
enumeration problem are therefore highly sought after. In addition to the enumeration
problem, another important problem of frequent pattern mining is to efficiently count
and prune infrequent discovered itemsets. Due to the large number of candidates which
can be generated from the vast amount of data, an efficient and scalable counting
approach is critically important (Zaki 2003).

Other solutions to overcome the problem of numerous candidates enumerated are to
only look for closed or maximal patterns (Han & Kamber 2006; Pasquier et al. 1999b;
Taouil et al. 2000; Uno et al. 2003; Wang, Han & Pei 2003; Zaki & FIsiao 2002;
Chehreghani et al. 2007). Discovering all maximal patterns however, unlike the closed
pattern, does not come with a complete support count of each frequent itemset and thus
will not be appropriate for data mining tasks such as association mining (Bayardo 1998;
Chi et al. 2004b; Pei, Han & Mao 2000). Discovering closed itemsets instead of
complete frequent itemsets is reported to be more desirable and a relatively new
research area to explore. Note that the number of closed patterns can be smaller
however the compression comes with a trade-off that decoding all the sub-patterns
support requires extra steps.
2.2.1.2 Association Rule Generation
A general problem of rules generation is there are too many rules generated. In fact we
are only looking for interesting rules. Sometimes an additional rules pruning scheme
might be necessary if the number of rules returned is very high and often most of them
are bad rules. There are different proposals for discovering interesting rules from data.
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Some are constraint-based in that they mine every rule satisfying a set of hard
constraints such as minimum support or confidence. Given that all frequent itemsets L,
are discovered, i.e. itemsets whose support > a, and a minimum confidence threshold x,
interesting association rules can be generated by computing the conditional probability
P(fi\Frfi) > z, for /jcG and FjCiZ, (Han & Kamber 2001; Tang & MacLennan 2005; Zaki
2000a). Zaki (2001) applied his sequence mining algorithm, SPADE, to the planning
dataset to detect sequences that lead to plan failures. Since the domain of interest has a
complicated structure with redundancy in data, the algorithm returns a large amount of
highly frequent but unpredictive rules. To deal with that particular scenario, he proposed
3 pruning schemes: normative patterns, redundant patterns, and dominative patterns.
This is, however, not to recommend (but is only an example) that the same pruning
schemes can always work when applied to problems in different domains without
modification. The other research direction to improve over the too-many-rules
(redundant rules) issue is to mine closed frequent itemsets (Zaki & Ogihara 1998; Zaki
& Hsiao 2002; Chi, Yang & Muntz 2004b). Others also try to offer some solutions
through finding only maximal frequent itemsets (Bayardo 1998; Chehreghani et al.
2007). The issue with finding maximal frequent itemsets is that we lose information
since subset frequency is not available (Chi, Yang & Muntz 2004b; Zaki 2000a). Others
use the heuristic method to find rules that are predictive with no guarantees on the
predictiveness or the completeness of the returned rule set such as the decision tree and
covering algorithms (Mitchell 1997). Another way to improve over the too many rules
scenario is to identify only the most interesting, or optimal, rules according to some
interestingness metrics (Bayardo & Agrawal 1998; Webb 1995). For this purpose
several different metrics have been proposed such as gain (Fukuda et al. 1996),
variance and chi-squared value (Morishita 1998; Nakaya & Morishita 2004), entropy
gain (Morimoto et al. 1998; Morishita 1998), gini (Morimoto et al. 1998), laplace
(Clark & Boswel 1991;Webb 1995), lift (International Business Machines 1996) (a.k.a.
interest (Brin et al. 1997) or strength (Dhar & Tuzhilin 1993), and conviction (Brin et
al. 1997).

2.2.2 Problem of Candidate Enumeration
We can at least recognize three kinds of existing approaches on attacking the
enumeration problem. The one most used is the join approach (Agrawal et al. 1993;
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Agrawal & Srikant 1994; Chi et al. 2005, Inokuchi et al. 2002a, 2002b; Zaki 2005b;
Park, Chen & Yu 1997). Another approach is enumeration by extension (Yang, Lee &
Hsu 2003; Tan et al. 2005a, 2005b; Chi, Yang & Muntz 2004a). Both of these
approaches put all frequent itemsets in an enumeration lattice and traverse the lattice
level by level (Chi, Yang & Muntz 2004a). This level wise generation approach is
generally associated with Apriori (Agrawal et al. 1993; Agrawal & Srikant 1994;
Inokuchi et al. 2000). Apriori in most cases helps cut large amounts of infrequent
candidates during the candidate generation phase. This has the advantage of avoiding
worst case scenarios. However, this pruning technique involves generation of (k-1)itemsets at each candidate generation step to check if any of its (A:-7)-subsets is
infrequent and therefore it comes with an extra processing cost (Tan et al. 2005b) and in
general requires more memory since all (A:-7)-subset must be remembered (Chi, Yang &
Muntz 2004a). The other technique is to put all frequent itemsets in an enumeration tree
and traverse the tree either level by level or following a depth-first traversal order. An
example of such an enumeration tree is proposed in (Han et al 2004), which they call it
thq frequent pattern tree (FP-tree) approach. The enumeration technique that is utilized
with the FP-tree is called FP-growth (Wang et al. 2004; El-Haji & Zaiane 2003). The
logic used by FP-growth completely differs from that proposed by Apriori; it uses the
method of growing patterns rather than the candidate generation logic. In the tree
enumeration method, only the parent of a candidate (&+7)-itemset in the enumeration
tree needs to be in memory (Chi, Yang & Muntz 2004a). However, a disadvantage of
this class of enumeration technique is that the generated tree structure can be complex
enough, which to a certain extent can slow down the process because of the expensive
traversal cost to reach the different nodes and FP-growth (Pavon et al. 2006). In
addition, the unique feature of the FP-growth based approach is that it performs no
candidate generation. However, this class of approach may generate many projected
databases, one for each frequent prefix substructure. Thus, with large number of
projected databases the recursive process may become the major cost of the method
(Han & Kamber 2006).

2.2.3 Problem of Frequency Counting
The occurrences of enumerated candidates need to be counted in order to determine if
they are frequent whilst the infrequent ones have to be pruned. As the number of
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candidates to be counted can be enormous, an efficient and fast counting approach is
extremely important. Efficiency of the candidate counting process is mainly data
structure related. More conventional approaches use a direct checking approach. With
direct checking approach, for each generated candidate its frequency is increased by one
if it exists in the transaction. A hash-tree (Agrawal & Srikant 1994) data structure can
be used to accelerate direct checking. In a way, counting on FP-tree based approaches
belongs to the direct checking approach and is very close conceptually to counting using
a hash-tree. Another approach projects each candidate generated into a vertical
representation (Tan et al. 2005b; Zaki 2005b), which associates an occurrence list with
each candidate subtree. The vertical format will consist of transaction IDs of the
transactions that support it. With the advantage of being able to determine the support
count of each candidate directly the vertical format has been reported to be faster than
the direct checking approach (Chi et al. 2005; Zaki 2005b).

2.3 Mining Frequent Subtrees
To date, most of the works done in association mining and other type of mining tasks
were tailored for structured (relational) data and research on this type of data is
relatively mature.(Agrawal et al. 1993; Agrawal & Srikant 1994, Bayardo 1998; Brin,
Motwani & Silverstein 1997; El-Haji & Zaiane 2003; Gouda & Zaki 2001; Han et al.
2002; Hidber 1998; Liu, Hsu & Ma 1999; Liu et al. 2002; Park, Chen & Yu 1997;
Pasquier et al. 1999a; Pavon et al. 2006; Sarawagi 2000; Toivonen 1996; Wang et al.
2000; Zaki 1997, 1998, 2000a, 2000b, 2001, 2002, 2003; Zheng et al. 2001) However
relatively fewer work has been done on semi-structured, tree-structured and graph data
(Asai et al. 2003; Chi, Yang & Muntz 2004a, 2004b; Chi et al. 2005; Dong 2004; Feng
et al. 2003; Feng & Dillon 2004; Kuramochi & Karypis 2001; Inokuchi, Washio &
Motoda 2002; Inokuchi et al. 2002a, 2002b; Nijssen & Kok 2003; Wang et al. 2000;
Yang, Lee & Hsu 2003; Zaki 2003, 2005a, 2005b). The pillar for association mining is
the first phase, i.e. frequent pattern search. This phase poses significant research
challenges and has become the focus of many studies.

Structured data is limited to the ability of expressing only 1 dimensional (ID)
relationships among entities, whereas tree-structured data is capable of dealing with 2
dimensional (2D) relationships among data entities that are manifested as hierarchical
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relationships among nodes. On the other hand, graph data can encode 3 dimensions of
relationships among data entities in the form of network relationships. Generally, new
research explorations on the more complex data (the latter) are sought after due to the
increasing complexity which is present in the collected data as well as an increasing
demand for the ability to describe more complex semantics in data. Many real-world
applications need patterns that are more complicated than data with linear relationships
(sets and sequences) and are better represented through trees, lattices, graphs, networks,
and other more complicated structures (Han & Kamber 2006).

2.3.1 XML is an Emerging Source of Semi-structured Data
Many electronics document format such as HTML, Latex, SGML, BibTex, etc are semistructured (Wang & Liu 1998). Unlike structured data, semi-structured data does not
have a fixed structure and it can consist of data with different structure from several
heterogeneous sources. It is different from unstructured data in that semi-structured data
does have certain structures which are governed through schema.

XML adoption has spread to various domains including banking, finance, media,
bioinformatics, biomedical, information technology and science (Braga et al. 2002; Chi,
Yang & Muntz 2004a; Davidson et al. 2001; Feng et al. 2003; Feng & Dillon 2004;
Flalverson et al. 2004; Hampton & vun Kannon 2001; Lewis et al. 2004; Rajugan et al.
2005; Shabo et al. 2006; Hadzic et al. 2006, 2007; Sidhu et al. 2004; Tan et al. 2005a;
Yang, Lee & Hsu 2003; Zaki 2003; Zhang et al. 2005). In addition, XML has become
the main data transport medium of AJAX technology. AJAX, Asynchronous Javascript
and XML, is one of the pillars of Web 2.0 technology (Gehtland et al. 2006) and Web
2.0 is the next generation of the internet. MacManus & Porter (2005) even suggested
that XML is the currency of choice in Web 2.0. Unlike traditional well-structured data
whose schema is known in advance, XML data may not have a fixed schema, and the
structure of data may be incomplete or irregular. This is why XML data is referred to as
semi-structured data (Suciu 2000).

Several works have been proposed for mining XML documents (AliMohammadzadeh.
Soltan & Rahgozar 2006; Feng et al. 2003; Feng & Dillon 2004; Wang & Liu 1998;
Yang, Lee & Hsu 2003; Zaki 2003; Zhang et al. 2004; Zhang et al. 2005). If the focus is
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purely on values associated with the tags, this is by and large no different from
traditional association rule mining. One interesting work is to discover similar structures
among a collection of semi-structured objects (Feng et al. 2003; Feng & Dillon 2004;
Tan et al. 2005a). Recently, (Zhang et al. 2005) proposed a hybrid approach, XARMiner, to transform XML documents into IX-Tree and Multi-DB depending on the size
of the XML documents. Much research has placed emphasizes on performance but less
has emphasized on the semantics. (Feng et al. 2003) initiated an XML-enabled
association rule framework. It extends the notion of associated items to XML fragments
to present associations among trees rather than simple-structured items of atomic values.
The adaptation of association mining to the XML document as is shown in (Feng et al.
2003) results in a more flexible and powerful representation of both simple and complex
structured association relationships inherent in XML documents. Mining association
rules from XML documents poses a greater challenge due to some of the characteristics
mentioned in their paper: l) ordered data context 2) rendered more complex hierarchy
relations 3) bigger in size. The desire to focus on certain interesting rules leads (Feng &
Dillon 2004) to the use of a template approach to focus the search on the interestingness
of the rule. An extension of this approach to define language constructs that allow one
to carry out rule mining for a language such as XQuery is put forward in (Feng & Dillon
2005). Despite the strong foundation established in (Feng & Dillon 2003), however, an
efficient way to implement the framework is not discussed. Tan et al. (2005a) shows
that finding frequent patterns from XML document without actually performing
transformation to an intermediate representation as shown in (Tan et al. 2005b) can be a
root of poor algorithm, i.e. performance. In general, XQuery-based approaches (Braga
et al. 2002; Feng & Dillon 2004. 2005) suffer from a slow performance if it is used to
mine association rules by exhaustively searching large search space.

2.3.2 Challenges of Mining More Complex Data
The challenges of frequent pattern mining for more complex data in the form of treestructured and graphs are in general associated with an increasing structured complexity
and thus involve more expensive processing cost. Moreover an ability to express more
complex semantics, information encoded in tree-structured or graph form can also
translate to a larger data size than before. For example there is no hierarchical notion
inherent in structured data but it exists in tree-structured data. Moreover, with a more
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complex structure, utilization of novel data structure for processing is becoming a more
natural requirement for efficient processing. Also, computational complexity for such
complex structures can becomes a real issue. For example, a problem of computing if a
subgraph is a subset of another graph (subgraph isomorphism) is in general NP
complete (Garey & Johnson 1979). Fortunately, many problems can be modeled using
tree structure without losing too much semantics, for example XML data (Feng et al.
2003; Chi et al. 2005). Furthermore, it is generally assumed that for NP complete type
problems there is no algorithm known to perform efficient computation. In the context
of frequent graph mining, there is no systematic enumeration of subgraphs from a given
graph. This poses serious efficiency problems. The existence of cycles in the graph is
often the source of processing complexity. In most cases, the number of cycles in graph
instances in a database is limited, or the graphs may even be acyclic (Chi et al. 2005).
An acyclic graph is called a tree and there are many efficient algorithms and techniques
developed to deal with tree-structured data and the complexity of processing tree
structures tends to be more manageable than processing graph-structured data. This
makes tree mining relatively more attractive to researchers than graph mining.
However, processing graph patterns is still an important task and we have broad
applications including chemical informatics, bioinformatics, computer vision, video
indexing, text retrieval, and Web analysis (Han & Kamber 2006).

2.3.3 Subtree Encoding (String Encoding)
A tree structure can be represented using the adjacency matrix and the adjacency list
representation. In the data mining community, a string-like representation is becoming
very popular (Abe et al. 2002; Chi et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2004; Yang, Lee & Hsu
2003; Zaki 2005b). Each item in the string can be accessed in 0(1) time and the
representation itself has been reported to be space efficient and provides ease of
manipulation (Chi et al. 2005; Tan et al. 2005a, 2005b, 2006a). When using string-like
representation, in order to capture the hierarchical notion of a tree, a notion of scope is
used to denote the position of its right most descendant node position. Thus the
hierarchical structure embedded in tree data is semantically preserved and the original
tree structure can be reconstructed from the string-like representation (Tan et al. 2005a).
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There are at least different forms of string encoding used for subtree mining. Tan et al.
(2005b), and Zaki (2005a) utilize a depth-first string encoding. Luccio et al. (2001,
2004]) has also independently defined this depth-first string encoding. Asai et al. (2003)
and Nijssen & Kok (2003) independently defined a similar encoding for rooted ordered
trees using depth sequences where the depth of a vertex is encoded in the string. They
all encode the labels in the pre-order traversal way. With the string encoding, a
backtrack symbol is used whenever we have to move up a node in the tree during the
pre-order traversal of the tree being represented by the encoding. One can use different
backtrack symbols whenever they like. Some used ‘5’, and the others used 7’. For the
sake of discussion, 7’ is used to refer to backtrack symbol. Others utilize breadth-first
string encoding (Chi, Yang & Muntz 2004a). The main difference is that with breadthfirst the encoding is constructed by iterating the tree in breadth-first order level by level
and each level will be encoded. The breadth-first string encoding is good in capturing
and grouping the sibling relationships between nodes in a Tree, i.e. horizontal
relationships. However, it is not as good when describing the parent-child and ancestordescendant relationships (vertical relationships).

2.3.4 Different Types of Subtree
There are different types of trees. One can distinguish between unrooted unordered trees
(free trees) (Chi, Yang & Muntz 2004a; Ruckert & Kramer 2004), rooted unordered
trees (Nijssen & Kok 2003, Zaki 2005a), and rooted ordered trees (Abe et al. 2002; Tan
et al. 2005a, 2005b, 2006a). The three types of trees have increasing topological
structure (Chi et al. 2005) as one progresses from the first to the third. A rooted tree is a
tree with a special node called the root node which does not have a parent. (Tan et al.
2005a) suggested that mining frequent patterns from XML documents can be recast as
mining frequent tree structures from the database of rooted labeled ordered subtrees.
There are various algorithms that mine different types of tree patterns. FreeTreeMiner
for graphs (Ruckert & Kramer 2004) extracts free trees in a graph database. PathJoin
(Xiao et al. 2003), uFreqt (Nijssen & Kok 2003), and HybridTreeMiner (Chi, Yang &
Muntz 2004a), mine induced, unordered trees. Zaki presented TreeMiner (Zaki 2005b),
an algorithm to discover all frequent embedded subtrees in a forest using a data
structure called the vertical scope-list. TreeMiner is one of the most efficient current
approaches to tree mining and the algorithm could be extended for the purpose of
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mining frequent tree structures in XML documents. In addition, since an induced
subtree is a subset of embedded subtrees, the level of complexity of discovering an
induced subtree is also a subset of discovering embedded subtrees.

2.3.5 Constraints
Mining large and complex data can be very expensive and intractable. A constraint has
an important role in performing complexity control (reducing search space) in the
context of frequent itemsets, associations, correlations, sequential patterns, and many
other interesting patterns in large databases (Pei, Han & Laksmanan 2001; Tan et al.
2006a, 2006c). Incorporation of two large classes of constraints anti-monotone and
succinct for frequent itemset mining is presented in (Ng et al. 1998; Pei & Han 2000).
Srikant, Vu & Agrawal (1997) and Ng et al. (1998) incorporated item constraints for
faster association rule mining. Bayardo, Agrawal & Gunopulos (1999) believe both
classes of constraints should be part of any rule mining tool or application. Constraints
can be defined to specify certain relationships between attributes, values or aggregates
results (Han & Kamber 2006). A gap constraint is utilized in (Srikant & Agrawal 1996)
to restrict the gap between elements in a sequence. In this work they use minimum gap
and maximum gap as well as sliding window constraint on the discovered sequences. If
the gap distance is equal to 1 the sequence is called a non-contiguous subsequence. By
restricting the gap between elements in a sequence the complexity of mining a large
sequence dataset is reduced while interesting sequential patterns can still be obtained.
Another example of applying a constraint is to use a regular expression over a list of
strings and to obtain only strings that match with the specified regular expression.
Srikant, Vu & Agrawal (1997) proposed a way to constrain association rules without
doing post-processing. It allows users to look for rules that contain only specific items
or contain children of a specific item in a hierarchy. Grahne, Lakshmanan & Wang
(2000) study the problem of efficiently computing correlated itemsets satisfying userspecified constraints (anti-monotonicity. succinctness, monotonicity) and call those
satisfying constraints correlated itemsets as valid correlated itemsets. Dense-Miner
(Bayardo, Agrawal & Gunopulos 1999) exploits rule constraints to efficiently mine
consequent-constrained rules from large and dense data-sets, even at low supports.
Interesting rules are defined as rules with high confidence but with low support
(Bayardo & Agrawal 1999). Dense-Miner is effective for mining association rules in
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large, dense databases by incorporation of user-specified constraints that ensure every
mined rule offers a predictive advantage over any of its simplifications (Pei, Han &
Lakshmanan 2001).
The basic idea of a constraint is to narrow down the search space such that one can
focus on a more desirable result and filter out those are not of interest. Mining without
imposing user-specified constraints may generate numerous patterns and often it
becomes intractable. In addition, not all discovered patterns are interesting (Han &
Kamber 2006; Pei & Han 2000).

2.3.6 Issues in Enumeration on Tree-structured Data
With more complex relationships inherent in tree-structured data, enumeration of
subtrees becomes more challenging than enumeration of itemsets from structured data.
The relationships between items are not linear (ID) anymore and there are many more
candidates generated from a tree structure with N nodes than structured data with N
items (Tan et al. 2005b). For association mining it is important that the enumeration
technique should be complete so that association rules can be discovered. An optimal
enumeration strategy is often defined as non-redundant and complete (Tan et al. 2005b;
Zaki 2005b).
2.3.6.1 Enumeration Strategies
There are two commonly used enumeration strategies used for tree-structured data;
enumeration by extension and join (Chi et al. 2005). Another reported technique to mine
frequent subtrees is to utilize Pattern-Growth (Wang et al. 2004). This Pattern-Growth is
an extension of the previous work on structured data FP-growth (Han et al. 2004).
Pattern-Growth does not perform level-by-level candidate enumeration as the normal
Apriori-based approach does and it is the only known method to obtain frequent
subtrees without a candidate generation process. Some other previous studies that utilize
Pattern-Growth method are COFl-Tree (El-Haji & Zaiane 2003), TreeProjection
(Agarwal, Aggarwal & Prasad 2001) and H-mine (Pei et al. 2001a).
2.3.6.2 Enumeration by Join
The join approach was first utilized in the Apriori algorithm (Agrawal et al. 1993). In
the Apriori-based technique, the 2-itemsets candidate generation, C2. is done by joining
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Li, frequent 1-itemsets, with themselves, Li * Lj. It means, if the order is important and
|Li| (read: size of L|) equals to n, apriori will generate n“ candidates. For example, with
|L11 equal to 3, the Apriori-based technique will always generate 3=9 candidates for 2itemsets. Hence, the complexity of generating 2-itemsets in Apriori turns out to be
0{n ). Secondly, the Apriori-based technique needs to scan the full database, compare
and count the frequency of n candidates generated with the database. In the worst case
scenario, where the number of existing 2-itemsets patterns in the database is minimum,
the Apriori-based technique generates the maximum combination of 2-itemsets.
Therefore, there are n, where n = (maximum-minimum), number of 2-itemsets
candidates generated wastefully which add to I/O overhead. Let’s take an example of
|L11 = 10 , when order is important, 10 2-itemsets candidates will be generated.
Assuming there are only 10 existing 2-itemsets in the database, there are 10 - 10 =
99,999,900 number of wasteful candidates generated that add up to huge I/O overhead
as a result of the comparison cost. According to (Han & Kamber 2001) it is very costly
to handle 2-itemsets candidate generation for a huge number of candidate sets in
Apriori-like algorithms.

Zaki (2005b) adapted the join enumeration strategy for mining frequent embedded
rooted ordered subtrees. The join enumeration strategy for enumeration of
subtree/subgraph becomes a common technique and is used in (Chi, Yang & Muntz
2004a; Inokuchi et al. 2000; Zaki 2005a, 2005b). As TreeMiner (Zaki, 2005b) is a
derivative of the Apriori-based algorithm, the complexity of Zaki’s approach for 2itemsets is in the same worst scenario of (7(n2). Thus, for 2-itemsets candidate
generation it has the same computational cost problem. Earlier (Park, Chen & Yu 1997)
argues that accelerating the process of discovering frequent 2-itemsets can boost the
overall performance of algorithm. This holds true at least for mining structured data
where the number of 2-itemset candidates generated is normally larger than k-itemsets
candidates for k>2. For tree-structured data, however, this is not entirely true since the
number of candidates generated for k=2 might not be always larger than for k>2 (Tan.
et al. 2005b). Whether or not the candidate generation process of 2-itemsets is the most
expensive, accelerating this process will definitely contribute to the overall efficiency of
the algorithm. Thus, a development of enumeration techniques that improves over the
(7(nA complexity is an important contribution to the field.
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2.3.6.3 Structure-guided Enumeration
An idea of utilizing a structural model for efficient enumeration appeared in (Yang, Lee
& Hsu 2003; Nijssen & Kok, 2003; Tan et al. 2005b; Tatikonda, Parthasarathy & Kurc
2006). The approach uses the XML schema to guide the candidate generation so that all
candidates generated are valid because they conform to the schema. Without utilizing
schema-conscious (Tatikonda, Parthasarathy & Kurc 2006) or structural information, a
candidate generation technique could generate valid infrequent, valid frequent, invalid
frequent, and invalid infrequent candidates. We do not want to generate invalid frequent
and invalid infrequent candidates and this is what the join approach is lacking.

The concept of schema-guided can be generalized to a model-guided or structureguided enumeration strategy to improve over the join approach for which enumerated
candidates might not exist in the actual data. In this respect, a structure-guided approach
will generate fewer candidates as opposed to the join approach. By generating non
existent candidates in the join approach, the overall performance of the candidate
generation process can be penalized because more processing cost can be spent on
pruning those non-existent candidates. In the context of tree mining, the structure
guided can become Tree Model Guided (TMG) (Tan et al. 2005b). The idea is to utilize
structural information from tree structures data that has a model representation with
clearly defined semantics. This approach ensures that only valid candidates which
conform to the actual tree model structure of the data are generated. A study in (Tan et
al. 2005a, 2005b) reported that utilizing the structural information of tree structures data
can at least lower the complexity of generating candidate subtrees with length 2 (2subtrees) to 6>(C*n) from 0(n2) for the join approach. Tatikonda, Parthasarathy & Kurc
(2006) very recently also developed an efficient left-most-path (LMP) based growth that
takes topology of the database trees into account.

In the cases where the model representation of the tree structure is unavailable this type
of approach will still perform the candidate generation according to the structure model
of the document, but may not be as efficient since the model needs to be obtained from
the document itself or from the collection of documents. A candidate subtree can be
considered valid in two ways. Firstly, by conforming to an available model
representation of the document tree structure (schema), and secondly by conforming to
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the tree structure through which the information present in the examined document is
represented. Tatikonda, Parthasarathy & Kurc (2006) defined that a candidate is
redundant, as another way to say invalid, when its support is zero or such a candidate
does not exist in the actual database.

2.3.6.4 Enumeration by Extension
The other enumeration strategy is by the extension technique. In the context of
enumeration of tree structure, the extension approach is more commonly known as
right-most-path extension (Abe et al. 2002; Nijssen & Kok 2003; Tan. et al. 2005b; Zaki
2005b). The enumeration technique used in (Abe et al. 2002) for enumeration of
ordered subtrees, which is extended in (Nijssen & Kok 2003) for enumeration of
unordered subtrees are designed to only enumerate induced subtrees. Definition of
induced subtrees is defined in (Abe et al. 2002; Chi et al. 2005; Nijssen & Kok 2003;
Tan et al. 2006a). Tan et al. (2006a) further developed the right-most-path extension
approach to not only enumerate induced but also embedded subtrees. The right-mostpath extension method is reported to be complete and all valid candidates are
enumerated at most once (non-redundant) (Abe et al. 2002, Nijssen & Kok 2003; Tan et
al. 2005a, 2005b). This is in contrast to the incomplete method TreeFinder (Termier et
al. 2002) that uses an Inductive Logic Programming approach to mine unordered,
embedded subtrees. TreeFinder can miss many frequent subtrees and so becomes an
unreliable technique for association mining for which the completeness of enumeration
is an essential requirement. Without complete enumeration we can miss many
association rules. Independently, XSpanner (Wang et al. 2004) extends the FP-Growth
concept into tree-structured data and its enumeration model also generates only valid
candidates. XSpanner only reports distinct embedded subtrees similar to the recently
published TreeMinerD (Zaki 2005b). TreeMinerD is different from TreeMiner in the
sense that TreeMiner reports all embedding subtrees. Despite the fact that the
experimentation study performed by the XSpanner authors suggested that XSpanner
outperforms TreeMiner, a very recent study by Tatikonda, Parthasarathy & Kurc (2006)
suggested the opposite. Tatikonda, Parthasarathy & Kurc (2006) reported that XSpanner
performs much worse than TreeMiner for the many datasets they used. XSpanner
suffers from poor cache performance due to the expensive pseudo-projection step. They
suggested that in general the problems with the FP-growth based approaches are the
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very large memory footprint, the memory trashing issue, and costly I/O processing
(Ghoting et al. 2005).

2.3.6.5 Horizontal and Vertical Enumeration
The enumeration approach can be further sub-divided into horizontal and vertical
enumeration. Horizontal enumeration has the advantage of allowing level-by-level
pruning to be performed completely. The disadvantage of this approach is that it
requires more processing memory since at each enumeration the generated subtree
would not have the final frequency count yet. This type of enumeration is also
sometimes called breadth-first enumeration due to the fact that it computes the breadth
before the depth. Note that the study in (Tan et al. 2005b) shows that the level-by-level
pruning which is commonly called full (k-1) pruning (Zaki 2001) is important for treestructrured data to ensure that all generated ^-subtrees are all frequent by making sure
that all (£-/)-subtrees are also frequent. For structured data this is more of an option for
optimization purposes. For tree-structured data whenever occurrence-match support
(Tan et al. 2005b) is used and full pruning is not performed, there can be some pseudofrequent subtrees generated. Pseudo-frequent ^-subtrees are basically ^-subtrees that are
frequent however there are one or more (£-l)-subtrees that are not frequent (Tan et al.
2005b). Generation of too many pseudo-frequent subtrees can be a performance issue as
reported in (Tan et al. 2005b). VTreeMiner is a representative of a technique that was
reported to be experiencing this issue because it does not perform full pruning
completely (opportunistic-pruning).

On the other hand, the vertical enumeration strategy, sometimes called the depth-first
enumeration approach, enjoys good performance for processing long patterns (Bayardo
1998; Wang et al. 2004). This enumeration approach is also more space efficient (Chi et
al. 2005; Zaki 2005b) because every enumeration will compute a frequency count of
each generated subtree completely so that we do not have to keep the partial occurrence
information till all subtrees with the same size have been counted. On the other hand, as
mentioned previously the problem with this enumeration approach is that full {k-1)
pruning becomes a challenge because information of {k-1) subtrees are guaranteed to be
readily available. VTreeMiner for example overcomes this issue by implementing
opportunistic pruning Zaki (2005b) which is a work around over performing full
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pruning. It has been shown that on some datasets, this technique can have poor
performance too and can generate many pseudo-frequent subtrees (Tan et al. 2006b).
Although in general the performance of the technique which implements depth-first
enumeration is well acknowledged.

2.3.7 Issues in Frequency Counting on Tree-structured Data
The occurrences of candidate subtrees need to be counted in order to determine if they
are frequent whilst the infrequent ones need to be pruned. As the number of candidates
to be counted can be enormous, an efficient and rapid counting approach is extremely
important. Efficiency of candidate counting is heavily determined by the data structure
used. More conventional approaches use a direct checking approach. For each candidate
generated its frequency is increased by one if it exists in the transaction. A Hash-tree
(Agrawal & Srikant 1993; Chi et al. 2005) data structure can be used to accelerate direct
checking. Another approach projects each candidate generated into a vertical
representation (Chi et al. 2005; Zaki 2003, 2005b), which associates an occurrence list
with each candidate subtree. One way to improve over the space problem of horizontal
enumeration is to combine horizontal enumeration with vertical counting (Tan et al.
2006b). The advantage of retaining horizontal enumeration is that full {k-1) pruning can
be performed completely. The trade off is that you would enumerate the subtree whose
support has been obtained more than once. However, this can be overcome by the
caching technique, i.e. avoid generation of the subtree whose support has been obtained.

One efficient way to expedite frequency counting performance is to store only the
hyperlinks (Wang et al. 2004) of subtrees in the tree database instead of creating a local
copy for each generated subtree. Subtree encoding is used to uniquely identify subtrees.
To count the frequency of a subtree X is to count how many subtrees occur with the
encoding X. The hashing string is more expensive than the hashing integer array (Tan et
al. 2005b). Thus, representing the string encoding as an integer array rather than as
string can have significant impact on the overall candidates counting performance.

There are two known definitions of support in frequent subtree mining literature, fhe
first one is a conventional support which is a derivative from the support definition used
in association mining for structured data (Han & Kamber 2006). This support definition
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is sometime referred to as transaction-based support. The other support definition is
called as weighted support in (Zaki 2005b) and is referred to as occurrence-match
support in (Tan et al. 2005b).

2.3.7.1 Transaction-based Support
A transaction is a set of one or more items obtained from a finite item domain, and a
dataset is a collection of transactions (Bayardo, Agrawal & Gunopulos 1999). For
transaction-based support (Tan et al. 2005b; Chi et al. 2005), the support count of a
subtree will be equal to the number of transactions that contain it. Each transaction will
have a unique ID and so the support count is also equivalent to the number of unique
transactions that contain the subtree. When a transaction contains a subtree we say that
the transaction supports that subtree. Note that the term transaction refers to the same
notion of transaction as in customer transaction rather than transaction as a process in
the database field. In this ease it is a transaction of tree structures. Most of the existing
subtree mining algorithms use this support definition.

2.3.72 Occurrence-match (Weighted) Support
For occurrence-match (Tan et al. 2005b) or weighted (Zaki 2005b) support, the support
count of a subtree will be equal to the total number of occurrence instances of that
subtree in all of the transactions. For example if there are n unique occurrences of a
subtree within a transaction then we say the transaction supports n instances of that
subtree. Occurrence-match support takes repetition of items in a transaction into
account, whilst transaction-based support only checks for existence of items in a
transaction. With the vertical representation approach the frequency of a candidate
subtree corresponds to the size of the occurrence list. With the advantage of being able
to determine the support count of each candidate directly the vertical format has been
reported to be faster than the direct checking approach (Chi et al. 2005; Tan et al.
2005b; Zaki 2003, 2005b) for this class of problem.

2.3.8 Mining Frequent Unordered & Ordered Subtrees
Applications in bioinformatics, digital library, e-commerce. XML mining, scientific
data management, increasingly make use of tree mining algorithms for analysis of
domain knowledge represented in a tree-structured form (Feng et al. 2003; Tan et al.
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2005a; Wang et al. 2004). The scope of their application usually depends on the
assumptions made about the data structure that the algorithm can be applied to. These
assumptions depend upon the domain of interest, and many algorithms have been
developed that mine different types of subtrees. Even though the tree structures
underlying semi-structured data sources are ordered, interesting associations or queries
are commonly based on unordered trees since the ordering among sibling data objects is
not of great importance to the user and is often not available (Hadzic, Tan & Dillon
2007; Shasha, Wang & Zang 2004). This motivates the development of techniques to
discover frequent unordered subtrees from the collection of rooted ordered tree
database.

The uNot algorithm (Asai et al. 2003) mines induced unordered subtrees and uses a
reverse search technique for incremental computation of unordered subtree occurrences.
Nijssen & Kok (2003) present a bottom-up strategy for determining the frequency of
unordered induced subtrees, and argue that the complexity of enumerating unordered
trees as opposed to ordered is not much higher. Breadth-first canonical form (BFCF)
and depth-first canonical form (DFCF) for labeled rooted unordered trees has been
presented in (Chi, Yang & Muntz 2005). In the same work the authors proposed two
algorithms: RootedTreeMiner which is the authors’ re-implementation of uNot, a
vertical mining algorithm based upon BFCF and FreeTreeMiner, based on extension of
DFCF for discovering labeled free trees. As an extension to the work, HybridTreeMiner
(Chi, Yang & Muntz 2004a) is an efficient algorithm that systematically enumerates all
induced subtrees by traversing an enumeration tree which is defined based upon the
BFCF for unordered subtrees. Most of the existing techniques for discovering frequent
unordered subtree look for induced subtrees. Techniques to mine unordered embedded
subtrees are fewer. SLEUTH (Zaki 2005a) is one of the first techniques to mine
frequent embedded unordered subtrees. Recently Chehreghani et al. (2007) developed
the TDU algorithm to mine unordered embedded subtrees. However, they only mine
maximal subtrees which are subset of all frequent embedded subtrees that SLEUTH
discover. We believe that this is one of the reasons that TDU was reported as a faster
algorithm in addition to the authors claim that the use of IRTree allow optimization such
that canonical test renders unnecessary. Having algorithms that mine both types of
subtrees would be a more desirable. SLEUTH (Zaki 2005a) enumerates unordered
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subtrees by using unordered scope-list joins via the descendant and cousin tests.
Another algorithm for mining frequent embedded unordered subtrees is TreeFinder
(Termier, Rousset & Sebag 2002) that uses an Inductive Logic Programming approach,
but which in the process can miss many frequent subtrees. Unordered tree mining has
been successfully applied in (Shasha, Wang & Zang 2004) for the analysis of
phylogenetic databases.

Mining unordered subtrees in general is more difficult problem than ordered subtrees.
For mining ordered subtrees, the enumeration problem is to enumerate all ordered
subtrees. The enumeration problem for mining unordered subtrees is reduced to
enumeration of automorphism groups (Zaki 2005a). Thus, extra computation is required
to determine which ordered subtrees are automorphic. This generally involves
computation of the canonical form of a subtree (Valentine 2002). Therefore, the key to
efficient frequent unordered subtree mining is to devise efficient enumeration and
canonical form transformations (Hadzic, Tan & Dillon 2007) as well as avoiding
expensive canonical test (Chehreghani et al. 2007).

2A Mining Frequent Subsequences
The following literature review is provided as the basis for the minor extension work of
the thesis on sequential patterns presented in Chapter 8. The extension of the framework
to mine sequential pattern is used as a case to show that the tree-mining framework
proposed in this thesis meets the stated goal in Chapter 1: to develop a framework that is
extendable, to a certain extent, over other closely related problems (sub/super class
problem domains). Since the work on mining frequent sequential patterns is not the
main objective of the thesis but rather used as case study, hence, the literature review
provided here is not meant to cover extensively the literature on sequential mining

There are numerous works on mining sequential patterns (Ezeife & Lu. 2005;
Masseglia, Poncelet & Cicchetti 1999; Pei et al. 2001b; Srikant & Agrawal 1996; Zaki
2001). Agrawal & Srikant (1995) proposed three algorithms (Apriori, AprioriAll.
AprioriSome) for sequential mining. The GSP (Generalized Sequential Patterns) Srikant
& Agrawal (1996) is an optimized version of their earlier Apriori algorithms. Pei et al.
(2001b) developed another efficient technique that does not require candidate
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generation which originated in the FP-growth algorithm called Prefix-Span. FP-growth
based approaches in general have performance issues whenever the number of the
projected databases to be generated is large. The cost to form such a large number of
projected databases recursively is high (Han & Kamber 2006). Zaki (2001) earlier
developed the Apriori-like sequential pattern mining approach called SPADE
(Sequential Pattern Discovery using Equivalent classes). SPADE utilizes the vertical
data format.

One utilization of sequential mining is web usage mining for finding the relationship
among different web users’ accesses from web access logs to help server performance
enhancement and direct marketing in e-commerce as well as web customization (Borges
& Levene 1999; Etzioni 1996; Srivastava et al. 2000). Others applied sequence mining
to identify plan failures (Zaki, Lesh, & Ogihara 1998), finding network alarm patterns
(Hatonen et al. 1996).

A task in data mining is characterized by the type of data, structures and patterns to be
found (Han & Kamber 2006). Advancements in data collection technologies have
contributed to the high volumes of sales data. Sales data typically consists of a
transaction timestamp and the list of items bought by customers. If one is interested in
inter-transactional patterns, sales data is a good example of a sequential pattern (Tan et
al. 2006b). Other examples of sequential patterns include DNA sequences in DNA
databases and events that are ordered in time in real time databases. There are two
different sub-problems in mining frequent subsequences, i.e. problems of addressing (1)
sequences of items and (2) sequences of itemsets (Zaki 2001). Addressing sequences of
itemsets, i.e. sequences whose elements consist of multi items, is a more difficult
problem and poses more challenges. Mannila, Toivonen, and Verkamo (1995) proposed
a technique for mining frequent episodes, which are basically frequent sequences in a
single long input sequence. The technique was geared toward addressing the first sub
problem. sequences of items. Similarly, Ezeife & Lu (2005) the developed technique,
PL WAP. that addresses the same sub-problem. SPADE developed by Zaki (2001)
addresses the second sub-problem, i.e. sequences of itemsets. Other techniques that
attack the second sub-problem (which normally includes the first sub-problem) are
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SEQUEST (Tan et al. 2006b), MEDD and MSDD (Oates et al. 1997), and GSP (Srikant
& Agrawal 1996).

2.5 Conclusions
Mining frequent patterns from XML documents can be recast as mining frequent tree
structures from the database of rooted labeled ordered subtrees. Mining association
rules, especially the frequent pattern discovery step, from XML document poses a
greater challenge due to some of the following characteristics:
•

Ordered data context

•

Rendered more complex hierarchy relations

•

Bigger in size

One can distinguish between unrooted unordered trees (free trees), rooted unordered
trees, and rooted ordered trees. When structural complexity is concerned, there are two
well known types of subtrees. They are induced and embedded subtrees. Despite the
fact that induced subtrees are the subset of embedded subtrees, many of the proposed
techniques deal with the problem of mining induced subtrees as totally different
problems and there has not been an intuitive definition connecting the two types of
subtrees. More interesting patterns can be obtained when mining embedded subtrees.
Unfortunately mining such embedding relationships can be very costly and can be
intractable. Therefore, a mechanism to contain the complexity of mining embedded
subtrees for example through constraint paradigm is sought after.

For association mining it is important that the enumeration technique should be
complete so that association rules can be discovered. Without complete enumeration we
can miss many association rules. An optimal enumeration strategy is often defined as
non-redundant and complete.

The two commonly used enumeration strategies used for tree-structured data are
enumeration by extension and join. Other technique to mine frequent subtree is to utilize
the Pattern-Growth that does not perform level-by-level candidate enumeration. The
general problem of the FP-growth based approaches are very large memory footprint,
memory trashing issue, and costly I/O processing (Ghoting et al. 2005; Tatikonda,
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Parthasarathy & Kurc 2006). The issue of using the join approach is that it has 0(n )
complexity when generating 2-itemsets (Han & Kamber 2001). Also, the join
enumeration approach does not utilize structural information to generate candidates
hence it can generate invalid candidates, i.e. candidates with support count zero.

Without utilizing schema-conscious or structural information, a candidate generation
technique could generate valid infrequent, valid frequent, invalid frequent, and invalid
infrequent (Nijssen & Kok 2003; Tatikonda, Parthasarathy & Kurc 2006). The join
approach generates invalid frequent and invalid infrequent candidates. In general this is
what the join approach lacks and the structural model aware approach is a better
approach in this regards as it does not generate invalid candidates.

Enumeration approach can be further sub-divided into horizontal and vertical
enumeration. Horizontal enumeration has the advantage of allowing level-by-level
pruning to be performed completely with the expense of relatively large memory
footprint. On the other hand, vertical enumeration strategy enjoys a good time and space
performance for processing long pattern (Bayardo 1998; Wang et al. 2004). However,
vertical enumeration has its own issue where performing full (k-1) pruning becoming a
challenge and there is no guarantee that pruning can be done completely because
information of (k-1) subtrees are not guaranteed to be readily available.

Efficiency of candidate counting is heavily determined by the data structure used. More
conventional approaches use a direct checking approach. For each candidate generated
its frequency is increased by one if it exists in the transaction. A Hash-tree (Agrawal &
Srikant 1993; Chi et al. 2005) data structure can be used to accelerate direct checking.
Another approach projects each candidate generated into a vertical representation (Chi
et al. 2005; Zaki 2003, 2005b), which associates an occurrence list with each candidate
subtree. One way to improve over the space problem of horizontal enumeration is to
combine horizontal enumeration with the vertical counting (Tan et al. 2006b).

There are two known definitions of support in frequent subtree mining literature. The
first one, referred to as transaction-based support, is a conventional support which is a
derivative from a support definition used in association mining for structured data (Han
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& Kamber 2006). The other support definition is called as weighted support in (Zaki
2005b) and is referred to as occurrence-match support in (Tan et al. 2005b).
Occurrence-match support takes repetition of items in a transaction into account, whilst
transaction-based support only checks for existence of items in a transaction.

Even though the tree structures underlying semi-structured data sources are ordered,
interesting associations or queries are commonly based on unordered trees since the
ordering among sibling data objects is not of great importance to the user and is often
not available (Hadzic, Tan & Dillon 2007).

For mining ordered subtree, the enumeration problem is to enumerate all ordered
subtrees. Enumeration problem for mining unordered subtree is reduced to enumeration
of automorphism groups (Zaki 2005a). This generally involves computation of
canonical form of a subtree (Valentine 2002) and so that the key to efficient frequent
unordered subtree mining is to devise efficient enumeration and canonical form
transformation (Hadzic, Tan & Dillon 2007).
All important achievements of these works to date have been highlighted while some of
the problems which remain outstanding are pointed out and will be addressed in this
thesis. In particular, a number of needs are evident:
•

Optimal and measurable enumeration strategy for a tree-structured pattern that
improves on the join approach

•

Study of the utilization and usage implications of a different support definition
that arises when the data type is tree-structured

•

A mechanism to measure and constraint the complexity of mining embedded
subtrees

•

Lack of framework that is complete:
o

Mine not only induced, but also embedded subtrees

o

Mine not only ordered, but also unordered subtrees

o

Ability to mine other patterns with relatively easy adjustment
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Chapter 3
General Concepts, Definitions and Problem Definitions
3.1 Introduction
The thesis is a study of association mining problems and uses XML data as a case in
point. In this chapter, we will be defining essential concepts, definitions and problem
definitions as the basis for development of subsequent chapters.

The underlying structure of XML documents is in the form of a tree-structured pattern.
Since we are going to approach the problem of association mining on XML data from
the perspective of a tree-structured domain, general tree concepts and definitions will be
given. Formulation of important concepts such as a definition of a uniform tree,
bijection, tree isomorphism, ordered tree, unordered tree, right-most-path as well as
different types of subtrees, will be discussed in the next section. Then the problem of
association rule mining in general will be presented in Section 3.3. The concept of
parallelism between XML and tree structure is given in Section 3.4 and the problem of
XML document association mining is formulated at the end of this section. Of the two
problems relating to association mining, this thesis focuses on the problem of frequent
pattern discovery. Given that XML data is tree-structured data, the problem of mining
frequent subtrees from a database of trees is then formulated in Section 3.5. Within the
same section, important issues related to the problem of mining frequent subtrees are
identified and discussed. Finally, in Section 3.6 the general sequence concepts and
definitions are given and the problem of mining frequent subsequences from a database
of sequences is formulated. The chapter is concluded with the summary.

3.2 General Tree Concepts and Definitions
In this paper, all the trees under consideration are ordered, unordered, labeled, and
rooted trees. Unless it is otherwise specified, when we say ‘tree’ we will assume it is an
ordered, labeled and rooted tree.

The following definitions are extracted from (Diestel 2000; Valiente 2002). An acyclic
connected graph, not containing any cycles (loop) is called a forest. A connected forest
with one node defined as the root is called a rooted tree. A tree can be denoted as
T(vo, V,L,E), where (1) vo

eV is

the root vertex; (2) V is the set of vertices or nodes; (3) L

is the set of labels of vertices, for any vertex veV, L(v) is the label of v; and (4) E is the
set of edges in the tree. In this thesis, we do not consider the edge label. The root node
lies at the top of the tree. In a labeled tree, there is a labeling function that maps vertices
to a set of labels and a label can be shared among many vertices. The parent of node v is
defined as its predecessor, denoted as parentiy). The predecessor ofparentiy) is defined
as its ancestor, denoted as ancestor(v). The ancestor of ancestor(y) is also defined as
ancestor{y). Each node in the tree can have only one parent, but it can have one or more
children, which are defined as its successors. The fan-out or degree of a node
corresponds to the number of children of that node. A leaf node is a node without a
child; otherwise called an internal node. Nodes that belong to the same parent are called
sibling nodes. Nodes that have a common ancestor, that is not their predecessor, are
called cousins. A path from vertex v, to v7, is defined as the finite sequence of edges that
connects v, to vy. The length of a path p is the number of edges in p. If p is an ancestor of
q and q is a descendant of p, then there exists a path from p to q. In a tree, there exists a
single unique path between any two vertices. From this perspective, a parent-child
relationship of two nodes p and q can be seen as a special kind of an ancestordescendant relationship with the length of the path from p to q equals to 1. The height of
a node is the length of the (shortest) path from that node to its furthest leaf. The height
of a tree is equal to the height of its root node. The depth/level of a node is the length of
the path from root to that node. The size of a tree is equal to the total number of nodes in
the tree. A tree of size k is called a k-tree.

3.2.1 Uniform Tree
A uniform tree T(n.r) is a tree with height equal to n where all its internal nodes have
degree r. The closed form of an arbitrary tree is defined as a uniform tree with degree
equal to the maximum degree of internal nodes in the arbitrary tree.
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3.2.2 Bijection
A function/from a set A to a set B is said to be bijective if for V beB there is exactly
one aeA such that/a)=6. In other words,/is bijective if both one-to-one (injective) and
onto (.surjective) (Piccioto 1999; Diestel 2000).

3.2.3 Tree Isomorphism
Let tree T=(V,E) and tree T=(V',Ef. T and V are isomorphic to each other if there
exists a bijection Q.V—^V with QxyeE<^> Q(x) 0(y)eE’ for Vx,yeV (Diestel 2000).
Therefore, two labeled trees 7/ and 7b are isomorphic to each other if there is a one-toone mapping from the vertices of 7/ to the vertices of 7b that preserves roots, vertex
labels, edge labels, and adjacency. An automorphism is an isomorphism that maps a tree
to itself, T(V,E)=E(r,Ef.

3.2.4 Ordered Tree
Let sibling order be a linear order of sibling nodes such that there is linear ordering of
labels of the sibling nodes. Thus, given sibling nodes
only

if (iff) there

is a labeling

comparison

vi, V2,...,vn,

function

vi<

V2<...<vn

r/{L(Vj)}

if and

such that

/7{I(vi)}</;{I(v2)} <...< rj{L(vn)}. Tree T is called ordered tree iff fox each internal

node v, sibling order is defined for all its children so that the first sibling node can be
called the left-most-node (first child), and the last sibling node can be called the right
most-node (last child), and so on.

3.2.5 Unordered Tree
Let yf be defined as a set of sibling nodes whose parent is p. When there is no sibling
order defined in tree T such that for each sibling node vyyf, p{L(\))=C and C is a
constant, then T is called an unordered tree. Thus, values of node labels among sibling
nodes are unweighted for an unordered tree, whereas they are weighted in the ordered
tree. In other words, the nodes labels among sibling nodes have no impact upon the
linear ordering of the nodes.

3.2.6 Right-most-path (RMP)
The right-most-path of T is defined as the (shortest) path connecting the right-most-leaf
with the root node.
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3.2.7 Different Types of Subtree
The following is a general definition of a subtree. A tree T(r\ V, L\ E’) is a subset of
a tree (subtree) T(r, V, L, E) iff (1) FcF, (2) E'ciE, (3) L'<zL and Z,’(v)=Z(v). There are
different types of subtrees, two of which we are interested in are the well known
induced and embedded subtrees.

VWfa') 8('b'

c) 7(3) 8('b'

Figure 3.1: Example of induced subtrees (Tl, T2) and embedded subtrees (T3) of tree T
(Note that induced subtrees are also embedded)

3.2.7.1 Induced Subtree
A tree T’(r’,V’,L\E) is an induced subtree of a tree T(r ,V,L,E ) if, and only if (1)
F’cF, (2) E’ciE, (3) L ’c:L and L ’(v)=Z(v), (4) vcrP, vcrF, v ’ is not the root node, and
v’ has a parent in T\ then purentiy ’)=parent(v). If it is an ordered induced subtree, the
left-to-right ordering among the siblings in T' is preserved. Otherwise, for an unordered
induced subtree, the left-to-right ordering among the siblings in T’ does not need to be
preserved. In other words, the left-to- right ordering among the siblings (taking the
subtrees rooted at sibling nodes into account) can be exchanged and the resulting
subtree would be considered the same. An induced subtree T' of T can be obtained by
repeatedly removing leaf nodes or the root node if its removal does not create a forest in
T.

3.2.7.2 Embedded Subtree
A tree T{r\ F, L\ E’) is an embedded subtree of a tree T(r, V, L, E) if, and only if, (1)
V’czV, (2) L ’czL and L ’(v)=L(v), (3) Vv’e P, Vve V, v ’ is not the root node, and v ’ has a
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parent in T, then parent(v')=ancestor(v) and the sets ancestor(v’) n ancestoriy) * (j)
(form a non-empty intersection). Note that from Section 3.2 a parentiy) is defined as a
special kind of ancestor(v) such that, if u = parent( v), the length of the path from w to v
is equal to 1. If it is an ordered embedded subtree, the left-to-right ordering among the
siblings in T' is preserved. Otherwise, for unordered embedded, the left-to-right ordering
among the siblings in T' does not need to be preserved. In other words, the left-to-right
ordering among the siblings (taking the subtrees rooted at sibling nodes into account)
can be exchanged and the resulting subtree would be considered the same. Examples of
induced and embedded subtrees are given in Figure 3.1 above.

3.3 Problem ofAssociation Rule Mining
One form of knowledge is association among entities. Association rule mining is
interested in finding interesting association relationships among items in a given dataset
(Man & Kamber 2001). The association rule mining algorithm is nothing more than a
correlation counting engine (Tang & MacLennan 2005). The first step in discovering
association rules is to discover frequent itemsets. From the discovered frequent itemsets,
association rules in the form of

are then generated. It is important that the

generated rules meet certain criteria. A rule is said to be interesting if it meets the
support threshold and confidence threshold. In the following sections, general concepts
and terms used in association rule mining will be described.

3.3.1 Association Rule Framework
A transaction is a set of one or more items obtained from a finite item domain, and a
dataset is a collection of transactions (Bayardo, Agrawal, & Gunopulos 1999). Tet
I—{/1,/2,• • •

} be a set of items. Let D be a transactions database for which each T is a

transaction that contains a set of items such that TcJ. Each transaction has a unique
identifier denoted as tid. A set of items is referred to as an itemset. An Itemset consists
of k items and is commonly denoted as ^-itemset. For example a set [A} is a 1-itemset, a
set {A,B} is 2-itemset. and so on.
3.3.1.1 Support
An association rule is an implication of the form A=>B, where A<zL and Bczl and
AnB=(f>. Let’s the support (or support ratio) of rule M=>7? is.v%, this implies that there
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are s% transactions in D that contains item A and B. In other words, the probability
P(AuB)= s%. Sometimes it is expressed as support count or frequency; that is, it
reflects the actual frequency count of the number of transaction in D that contains the
items that are in the rules. If the support ratio is expressed as a percentage value, then its
value ranges from 0% to 100%; otherwise, it can be expressed as a ratio between 0.0
and 1.0. We say an itemset is frequent if it satisfies the user-specified minimum support
threshold.

3.3.1.2 Confidence
The rule A=>B has a confidence c% if c% of transaction in D containing A, it also
contains B. The confidence of a rule A^>B is, in other words, the conditional probability
that a transaction contains the consequent (B) if a transaction contains item antecedent
(A). Please note that antecedent and consequent can relate to an itemset too, such as
{A,B,C}=>{D,E}, etc. We say the rule is strong if it satisfies both minimum support (a)
and minimum confidence (x). Often, an interesting rule is a rule with low support and
high confidence. There are other rule interestingness measures such as importance
(Tang & MacLennan 2005), leverage (Piatetsky-Shapiro 1991), gain (Fukuda et al.
1996), variance and chi-squared value (Morishita 1998; Nakaya & Morishita 2004),
entropy gain (Morimoto et al. 1998; Morishita 1998), gini (Morimoto et al. 1998),
laplace (Clark & Boswel 1991;Webb 1995), lift (International Business Machines,
1996) (a.k.a. interest (Brin et al. 1997) or strength (Dhar & Tuzhilin, 1993)), and
conviction (Brin et al. 1997).

Support count (A=$B)

:\y\,y : {3/ cf | Au B cz

=N

Eq. 1

Support (A^>B)

f-,y.{3t^T\A^Bcity\T\ = N

Eq. 2

Confidence (A=>B)

Support{A u B)
Support(A)

Eq. 3

Association rule mining consists of two main processes: 1) frequent itemset discovery
and 2) association rule generation.

3.3.1.3 Frequent Itemset Discovery
Frequent pattern analysis is in itself an important data mining issue. It becomes the basis
and pre-requisite for important data mining tasks such as association mining (Agrawal
et al. 1993, 1996; Agrawal & Srikant 1994; Mannila et al. 1994), correlations (Brin,
Motwani, Silverstein 1997), causality (Silverstein et al. 1998) and sequential mining
(Agrawal and Srikant 1995; Ezeife & Lu 2005; Tan et al. 2006b; Zaki 2001), episodes
(Mannila et al., 1997), multi-dimensional patterns (Lent et al. 1997; Kamber et al.
1997), maximal patterns (Bayardo 1998), partial periodicity (Han et al. 1999),
emerging patterns (Dong & Li 1999), and many other important data mining tasks.
Moreover, frequent pattern analysis encompasses patterns from simple relational data,
tree structures and graphs.

The problem of mining frequent itemsets can be formulated as: given a user specified
minimum support threshold a, find all frequent itemsets whose support > cj. This step is
considered the most difficult and essential part of association rule mining. It is not only
complex and expensive, but also the overall performance of the association rule mining
technique is determined by the initial step of discovering frequent itemsets. Therefore,
many have studied association rule mining and most focus on frequent itemset
discovery. Frequent itemset discovery, in general, is comprised of candidate generation
and candidate counting processes.

The problem of candidate generation is to generate all subsets of itemsets from the
given dataset. The common approach is to generate candidate 1-itemset, 2-itemset, ...,
^-itemset. Another approach is to perform frequent itemset discovery without candidate
generation (Flan et al. 2004).

The second problem is to count the frequency of enumerated itemsets. Given that the
enumerated itemsets can be numerous and very costly to compute, we are generally
interested only in frequent itemsets, that is, itemsets whose support is > a. To avoid
generating unnecessary candidates, pruning techniques are used. The most common one
is to utilize the downward closure lemma (Agrawal & Srikant 1994) that states a kitemset is frequent iff all of its subsets are also frequent. If any of its subset is
infrequent, then all of its superset would also be infrequent and there is no need to
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further consider such an itemset. Since this technique utilizes an a priori knowledge, this
pruning technique is commonly referred to as the Apriori technique (Agrawal et al.
1993). This technique, in most cases, helps to eliminate a large number of infrequent
candidates during the candidate generation phase. However, this pruning technique
involves generation of (£-7)-itemset at each candidate generation step to check whether
any of its (k-1)-subset is infrequent. However, despite the advantage of avoiding the
worst case scenario, it comes with an extra processing cost (Tan et al. 2005b).
3.3.1.4 Rule Generation
The second phase of association mining is considered straightforward. Given that all
frequent itemsets Lt are discovered, that is, itemsets whose support > a, and a minimum
confidence threshold x, interesting association rules can be generated by computing the
conditional probability P(f\Frf) > r, for/icz/q and TqczZ, (Han & Kamber 2001; Tang &
MacLennan 2005; Zaki 2001). Sometimes, an additional rules pruning scheme might be
necessary if the number of rules returned is very high and often most of them are bad
rules. For example, Zaki (2001) applied his sequence mining algorithm, SPADE, to the
planning dataset to detect sequences which lead to plan failures. Since the domain of
interest has a complicated structure with redundancy in data, the algorithm returns a
large number of highly frequent but non-predictive rules. To deal with that particular
scenario, he proposed three pruning schemes: normative patterns, redundant patterns,
and dominative patterns. This is only an example and does not imply that the same
pruning schemes, without modification, can always work when applied to problems in
different domains. The other research direction aiming to address the too-many-rules
(redundant rules) issue, is to mine closed frequent itemsets (Chi et al. 2004c; Zaki &
Hsiao 2002; Zaki & Ogihara 1998). Others also try to offer solutions by finding only
maximal (Bayardo 1998) frequent itemsets. However, the problem with finding
maximal frequent itemsets is that we lose information since subset frequency is not
available (Zaki 2001; Chi et al. 2004c).

3.4

XML and Association Mining

In this section, XML concepts and definitions in relation to mining association rules are
discussed. One of the tasks that needs to be performed in order to mine frequent patterns
from XML, is to find a representative structure with which XML can be modeled. Given

that XML data contains a hierarchical relationship between nodes and there are no
loops, XML can be modeled using tree structures.

<?xml version="l.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<Bookstore>
<Book isbn="123-013-1931">
<Author>
<Name>Michael Foster</Name>
<Company>IT Profesional</Company>
</Author>
<Title>Data Mining Concepts and Applications</Title>
<Price>41.50</Price>
</Book>
<Book isbn="113-011-1911">
<Author>
<Name>Michael Foster</Name>
<Company>IT Profesional</Company>
</Author>
<Title>XML Bible</Title>
<Price>49.90</Price>
</Book>
</Bookstore>

Figure 3.2: Example of XML fragment

In the following sections, we define how XML data can be viewed as a tree structure.
Concepts and relationships that are developed for XML will be approached from the
perspective of the tree structure domain.

3.4.1 XML Document Entities
In this section, we will describe XML constructs.
3.4.1.1 XML Nodes
Nodes can be categorized into simple and complex node (Feng et al. 2003). Simple or
basic nodes have no edges emanating from them. In a tree structure, this type of node is
called a leaf node. Complex nodes are also called internal nodes. From these complex
nodes, two important relationships can be constructed: parent-child and ancestordescendant. These two relationships are equivalent to the same parent-child and
ancestor-descendant relationships defined in the Section 3.2 and mark the important
parallelism between XML and tree structure.

From Figure 3.2, a representative example of simple nodes would be <Name>,
<Company>, <Title>, <Price>. These do not have any children and/or descendants. The
complex nodes example is <Bookstore>, <Book>, <Author>.

49.90

“XML Bible’

Figure 3.3: Illustration of element-element and element-attribute examples

3.4.1.2 Element-attribute Relationships
The relationship between element-attribute in XML is of significant value. When it
comes to tree structure, this is more or less a depiction of a node with multi-labels and
the level of relationships among them is of equal value. One is not more important that
the others. When one needs to consider such a scenario, it is more appropriate to use the
next type of relationship: element-element.
3.4.1.3 Element-element Relationships
Relationships between elements in the XML are the basic construct for hierarchical
relationships. The relationships of two elements are either parent-child relationships or
ancestor-descendant relationships. The two elements that are connected by one edge are
the basis for a parent-child relationship. The two elements that are connected by more
than one edge are the basis for ancestor-descendant relationships. The element-element
relationship must be constructed only by two elements from different levels. If two
elements have the same levels and they belong to the same parent, the relationship
between them is a sibling relationship. There is no edge connecting sibling nodes, so it
is more of a virtual relationship.
3.4.1.4 Tree-structured Items
The basic construct of XML is based on tree-structured items. This is in contrast to
relational data whose basic construct is of atomic items and contains only 1-1
relationship between items in itemsets (Agrawal & Srikant 1994; Han & Kainber 2001).
XML, on the other hand, contains more complicated hierarchical relationships than does
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relational data between tree-structured items. A tree-structured item that does not have
any children is called an ‘element’. Examples of tree-structured items from Figure 3.2
are shown below.
Author

49.90
Name

“Michael Foster”

Company

“IT Professional”

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4: Illustrations of tree-structured items (a) tree-structured items with size 3 (b) tree-structured items with size

1

3.4.2 Parallelism between XML and Tree Structure
A tree is an acyclic connected graph. XML data can be easily represented in a tree-like
structure. A rooted tree is a tree in which one of the vertices is distinguished from
others, and called the root. All well-formed trees have only one unique root node. XML
data is a rooted, well-formed tree (Feng et al. 2003). We refer to the vertex of a rooted
tree as a node of the tree. In the case of XML data, ‘node’ refers to tag or element. A
rooted ordered tree is a rooted tree in which the order of the children nodes of each node
is important. Hence, if we have k nodes as children of say node A, a node at the left
most position would be at position 0 and the nodes at its right will have incrementing
position numbers up to the (k-l){h child. A rooted, unordered tree is a rooted tree in
which the order of the children nodes is not important. A labeled tree is a tree where
each node of the tree is associated with a label. Two or more nodes may have the same
label. An XML document possesses a hierarchical document structure, where an XML
element may contain further embedded elements, to which a number of attributes can be
attached. Elements that form sibling relationships may have ordering imposed on them.
Each element of XML document has name and value. If only structure is to be
considered, then only element name is considered. Given such parallelisms, an XML
document can therefore be modeled as a labeled ordered or unordered rooted tree.

Given that XML data is modeled through the above said constructs and there are strong
parallelisms with tree structure concepts, from this point forward the thesis can

concentrate on discussing tree structure. Thus, it can be assumed that XML is an
instance of tree structure. Techniques developed for tree structure can be assumed to
work as well for XML. If there are tasks that need to be performed in a more specialized
way for XML, these will be identified and discussed whenever necessary.

3.4.3 Problem of XML Document Association Mining
The problem of finding frequent patterns from XML data relates to tree-structured data
and to presenting associations among trees, rather than among simple structured items
of atomic values. However, if each of the tree-structured items contains only a root
node, then mining XML data will be equivalent to mining traditional structured data.
The task of mining frequent subtrees from XML documents also consists of a candidate
generation phase and a frequency counting phase. The candidate generation for treestructured data however, is different and has to be formulated differently. It is more
complex and the number of candidates generated from a tree with n nodes is generally
much higher than that of an itemset with n nodes. This is due to the hierarchical
relationships inherent in tree-structured data. In general, candidate generation for treestructured data is a task undertaken in order to enumerate all possible subtrees from a
database of trees.

As a corollary to the problem of mining frequent itemsets in traditional association
mining and modelling the database of XML documents as database of trees, the task of
mining frequent tree-structured itemsets from a database of XML documents can be
formulated as a problem of mining frequent subtrees from a database of trees.

3.5 Problem of Mining Frequent Subtrees from a Database of Trees
Let Tdb be a database of trees consisting of N transactions of trees, K\. The task of
frequent subtree mining from Tdb with given minimum support (rr), is to find all
candidate subtrees whose support is > a. This problem applies to mining frequent both
unordered and ordered subtrees. In this section, the problem of candidate generation and
frequency counting for tree-structured data will be formulated. The task of mining the
most frequently sought subtrees, induced subtree and embedded subtree will be
described. The two definitions of supports will be provided. Important lemmas and
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definitions related to mining both ordered and unordered subtrees will be given as the
basis for later chapters.

3.5.1 Induced versus Embedded Subtree
The two most frequently sought subtrees are induced and embedded subtrees. An
induced subtree is a subtree where the parent-child relationships must be the same to
those in the original tree. In addition to this, an embedded subtree allows a parent in the
subtree to be an ancestor in the original tree and hence the information about ancestordescendant relationships is kept. Induced subtrees are a subset of embedded subtrees and
the mining of embedded subtrees is more complex than mining induced subtrees (Tan et
al. 2006a, 2007b). Many algorithms have been developed to mine both frequent induced
subtrees (Abe et al. 2002; Asai et al. 2003; Chi, Yang & Muntz 2004a, 2004b; Hadzic,
Tan & Dillon 2007) and embedded subtrees (Hadzic et al. 2007a; Tan et al. 2005a,
2005b, 2007a; Zaki 2005a, 2005b; Wang et al. 2004).

While more interesting patterns can be obtained when mining embedded subtrees,
unfortunately mining such embedding relationships can be very costly. This may
produce computationally impractical situations where one would be forced to constrain
the mining process in some way so that at least some patterns can be discovered.

Additionally, to the best of our knowledge most frequent pattern mining algorithms
proposed in the literature normally can tackle induced but not embedded subtrees, or
vice versa. Since many consider these two subtrees to be of equal importance, the
development of a technique that tackles both simultaneously, would be highly desirable.

3.5.2 Candidate Generation
Here, we are concerned with a systematic way of generating candidate subtrees. An
optimal enumeration method should generate each subtree at most once, and generate
only valid candidates according to the tree model. It should also be complete, in the
sense that it generates all possible candidate subtrees from a given database of trees.
Thus, the candidate generation technique should be non-redundant and complete.

The problem of candidate generation of mining frequent subtrees can be generally
formalized as follows. Given a A:-subtree, the candidate generation task is to enumerate
(A:+7)-subtrees, (&+2)-subtrees, (A:+3)-subtrees, and so on until all unique subtrees are
exhaustively generated. The generated (A:+7)-subtrees is referred to as superset of the ksubtree.

3.5.3 Support Definitions
When the dataset is from tree-structured data, there are at least two support definitions
that one can use (Zaki 2005b; Tan et al. 2005a, 2005b): transaction-based and
occurrence-match. Zaki (2005b) refers to the occurrence-match support as weighted
support. The term transaction was originally introduced in the data management field
where it refers an atomic interaction with a database management system. However, in
the data mining field the term transaction has adopted a different meaning. To clarify its
use in the context of tree mining we find the following definition suitable. A transaction
is a set of one or more items obtained from a finite item domain, and a dataset is a
collection of transactions (Bayardo, Agrawal & Gunopulos 1999). Hence, in context of
a tree database, a transaction would correspond to a fragment of the database tree
whereby an independent instance is described.
3.5.3.1 Transaction-based Support
The notation t k, is used to denote an embedded subtree t which is supported by
transaction kc:K in database of tree Tdb• A transaction k supports subtree t if it contains
at least one occurrence of subtree t. If there are L occurrences of / in L a function g(t,k)
denotes the number of occurrences of t in transaction k. For transaction-based support, t
^ k=l when there exists at least one occurrence of t in transaction k. In other words, for
transaction-based support, the support of a subtree t is equal to the number of
transactions that support subtree t.
3.5.3.2 Occurrence-match Support
For occurrence-match support, t^k corresponds to the number of all occurrences of t in
transaction k, t^k=g(t,k). Suppose that there are TV transactions ki to k\ of tree in Tdb,
the support of an embedded subtree t in Tdb is defined as:
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Eq. 4

The following examples illustrate the effect of applying different support definitions as
described above.

Figure 3.5: Tree Tu T2, 7s and TA with subtrees S\ and S2 to illustrate transaction-based and occurrence-match support
definitions

Assume that we are talking about embedded subtrees. In Figure 3.5, there are four tree
transactions 73, 73, 73 and T4. Suppose that transaction-based support is used, the
support of subtree Si is equal to 3 as Sj is supported by 73, 73, T4 but not 73, that is, Si ^
Ti, S1 -< 73 and Sj ^ T4. The support of subtree S3 is also equal to 3 as S2 is supported by
73, T2, T4 but not 73, that is, S2

73, S2 < 73, S2 ■< T4.

If occurrence-match support is considered, the support of subtree Sj is equal to the sum
of its occurrences in 77. 73, 73 and 73 that is, g(S/,T/)+g(S/,T2)+g(Si,T3)+g(Si,T4). It
can be seen from Figure 3.5 above that there are five occurrences of Sj in Ti, one
occurrence of S/ in 73. none in 73 and one in 73, and hence the occurrence-match
support of subtree Sj equals to 7. Counting the occurrence-match support of subtree S3
in the same way, gives us the occurrence-match support of 9 as there is one occurrence
of S2 in 77, four in 73, none in 73 and four in 73.
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When mining frequent patterns from a relational database, downward-closure lemma
holds (Agrawal et al. 1993), as automatically every subset of a frequent itemset is also
frequent. However, when mining frequent embedded subtrees using occurrence-match
support, this property does not automatically hold, but needs to be enforced. This issue
will be discussed in more details in Chapter 4.

3.5.4 Frequency Counting
Frequency counting is an important task in mining frequent patterns that can become a
serious issue if not performed efficiently. After candidate subtrees have been
enumerated, the next task is to determine whether those subtrees are frequent. This is
done by computing the support of that subtree and involves counting the occurrences of
that subtree among the database of trees. The frequent subtrees are those whose support
are greater or equal to the specified minimum support a. In a database of labeled trees,
many instances of subtrees can occur with the same encoding. Depending on which
support definition is used, the support of each subtree can be computed differently.
However, regardless of which support definition is used, the frequency of subtrees that
share common encoding <p must be determined.

3.5.5 Constraints
In this section, two types of constraints are defined: maximum level of embedding and
distance constraint (Tan et al. 2006c).
3.5.5.1 Level of Embedding and Maximum Level of Embedding Constraint
If T(r\ V, L\ E') is an embedded subtree of T, and there is a path between two nodesp
and cy, the level of embedding between p and cp denoted by H(y?,ry), is defined as the
length of the shortest path between p and q, where peV’ and qeV \ and p and q form an
ancestor-descendant relationship. A maximum level of embedding constraint, denoted by
A, is the limit of the level of embedding between p and q. In other words, given a tree
database Tdb and the maximum level of embedding constraint 3, then any two ancestordescendant nodes present in an embedded subtree of Tdb will be connected in Tdb by the
shortest path that has a maximum length of 5. In this regard, we could define induced
subtree T as an embedded subtree where the maximum level of embedding that can
occur in T is equal to 1, since the level of embedding of two nodes that form a parentPage | 87

child relationship equals to 1. Throughout the paper, we will use notation A(p,q) to refer
to the level of embedding between two nodes p and q. We will occasionally use notation
A to indicate the level of embedding concept when there is no reference to two nodes.
When referring to the maximum level of embedding constraint, we will use notation S
so as to avoid confusion.
A A

3('d' )-•-4-('e'

5(T ).~v

4('e' )-

Figure 3.6: Illustration of restricting the level of embedding

From Figure 3.6 the level of embedding, A, between node at position 0, no, and node at
position 5, n$, in tree T is 3, whereas A(no,ns)=A(no,n4)=2. According to previous our
definition of induced and embedded subtree, subtree S\ is the only example of an
induced subtree, whereas the rest are examples of embedded subtrees.
3.5.5.2 Distance Constraint
A tree T(r\E, L\E’) is an ordered distance-constrained embedded subtree of a tree
T{r, V, L, E) if it satisfies all the properties of an embedded subtree (above), and Vv’EF
there is an integer stored indicating the level of embedding A in tree T between v’ and
the root node of T.

With a distance constraint, the distance between the nodes is used as an additional
equality criterion to group the enumerated embedded subtree candidates. To illustrate
the difference that this additional distance constraint will impose on the task of mining
embedded subtrees, consider the example tree shown in Figure 3.7. If the traditional
mining technique for embedded subtrees is used, a subtree LA C' by occurrence-match
support definition would have support equal to 8 with the following instances indicated
by their coordinates {(0,2), (0,3), (0,5), (0,6), (0.7), (1,2), (1,3), (1,5)}. On the other
hand, if the distance equality constraint were added, we would need to divide this
candidate into three candidates depending on the varying distance between the nodes.

Hence, the three ‘A C’ subtree candidates would have varying distances of 1
{(1,2),(0,6)}, 2 {(1,3), (1,5), (0,2), (0,7)}, and 3 {(0,3), (0,5)} and the occurrence-match
support of 2, 4 and 2 respectively.

Figure 3.7: Example tree with labeled nodes ordered in preorder traversal

For subtrees with more nodes, the stored distance for each node will correspond to its
distance from the root of that particular subtree.

3.5.6 Transaction-based versus Occurrence-match Support
Transaction-based support has been used in (Chi et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2004; Zaki
2005b). However, occurrence-match support has been less utilized and discussed. In this
study, we are particularly interested in exploring the application and the challenge of
using occurrence-match support. Occurrence-match support takes into account the
repetition of items in a transaction, whilst transaction-based support checks only for
existence of items in a transaction. There has not been any general consensus about
which support definition is suitable for which application. However, it is reasonable to
say that whenever order is important and repetition of items in each transaction is to be
accounted for, occurrence-match support would be more applicable, that is, when we
are considering items as structured entities. Generally, transaction-based support is very
applicable for relational data, since order and structure are generally not important in
this case. To illustrate the importance of occurrence-match support, consider the partial
XMT representation of protein data displayed in Figure 3.8. The original dataset
describes a protein ontology instance store for Human Prion Proteins in XMT format
(Sidhu & Dillon 2005). Protein Ontology (PO) provides a unified vocabulary for
capturing declarative knowledge about the protein domain and classifies that knowledge

to allow reasoning. Information captured by PO is classified according to a rich
hierarchy

of concepts and their

inter-relationships.

Using the

PO

format,

ATOMSequence labels can be compared easily across PO datasets for distinct protein
families to determine sequence and structural similarity among them. Structured
ATOMSequence labels, with repetition of Chain, Residue and Atom details can be used
to compare a new unknown protein sequence and structure with existing proteins in the
PO dataset, which helps users in drug discovery and design. In this case, the repetition
in the structure of the protein is of considerable importance.
< ATOMSequence>
<ProtemOntologyID>POOOOOOO0O18</ProtemOntoli>gyID>
<_ATOM Chain>A</ ATOM Chaiit>
<_ATOM_Residue>TYR</_AT OM_Residue>
<AtomID>425</AtomID>
<Atom>HE2</Atom>
< ATOMResSeqNum>78</ATOMRes SeqNum>
<X>-13.17</X>
<Y>2.158<A>
<Z>1.718</Z>
< Occupajtcy> I </Occupancy>
< Tc mp rature Fac to r>0< /Te mp ra ture Fac to r>

< Ele me nt> H< Me me nt>
</AT OMSequeitce>
<ATOMSequence>
<ProtebtOittologyID>P00000000018</Prote:btOiitologyID>

< ATOM C hain> A</ ATO M C hain
<_AT OM_Residue>TYR</_AT OM_Residue>
<AtomID>426</AtomID>
< Aio m> HH< /Atom>

<AT OMResSeqNum> 78</AT OMRes SeqNum>
<X> 12.281 </X>
<Y>-1247</Y>
<Z>124</Z>
< Occupancy> 1 </ Occxipajicy>
< Te mp rature Fac to r> 0 </Te itq) i-atm-e Fac to r>

< Qe me nt>H</Ele ment>
</AT OMSeque nce>

Figure 3.8: Snapshot of the representation of Human Prions protein data in XML format

Another scenario where occurrence-match support may be important is when
performing specialized queries on a tree-structured database. As an example, consider a
library-based application where author information may be separately stored in each
transaction. A user may be interested in finding out information about the authors who
have published at least A books with publisher Y. To satisfy this query, the repetition of
the author-book-publisher relation within a transaction will need to be considered. In the
aforementioned scenarios, the repetition of items within a transaction is considered
important and the knowledge of the number of repetitions provides useful information.
Hence, for these purposes, occurrence-match support would be more suitable than the
transaction-based support. Further study on combining the transaction-based support
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and occurrence-match support has been motivated by the fact that occurrence-match
support considers repetition of items within a transaction. (Hadzic et al. 2007b) term
this new support definition the ‘hybrid support’. The utilization of this hybrid support
can be very promising given that it considers both traditional support definitions and the
occurrence-match support.

3.5.7 Issues and Concepts of Mining Frequent Unordered Subtree
The main difference between mining unordered subtrees and mining ordered subtrees
lies in the candidate enumeration phase. It is the problem of determining whether two
trees 7a and 7b are isomorphic to one another, denoted as Ta=Tb, and finding a canonical
tree Tc from those isomorphic trees. Two trees are isomorphic if there is a bijective
correspondence between their node sets which preserves and reflects the structure of the
trees. In mathematics, automorphism is an isomorphism of an object to itself. It is in
some sense symmetries of the object and a means of mapping different forms of
isomorphic objects to itself. Let Auto(S), for S:{sj, ...,sn} denotes the automorphism
group whose member are subtrees Si, ...,sn and S\=S2, S2^si, £n-i^£n. If permute(s) denotes
a permutation of all possible subtrees that are isomorphic to s, then X is an Auto(S) and
S:{sj, ...,s„} iff S\permute(s\) for i<\<n. In other words, S must contain complete
permutation of isomorphic subtrees. In the context of mining unordered subtrees, by
automorphism we refer to label-preserving automorphisms (Zaki 2005a) where X is an
automorphism group.

Thus, the problem of candidate generation for unordered subtrees is to enumerate
canonical subtrees from X, and the problem of frequency counting for unordered
subtrees can be formulated by counting the frequency of each automorphism group
subtrees. By enumerating random subtrees by default, ordered subtrees are generated.
Extra steps are required to identify ordered subtrees that form an automorphism group.
Further, a canonical subtree needs to be chosen from such an automorphism group. Due
to this extra processing, that is, the enumeration of canonical subtrees, we can see that
the mining frequent unordered subtrees is more difficult than mining frequent unordered
subtrees. On the other hand, when the notion of order in data is considered, the
processing complexity can increase due to potentially numerous combinations of
entities in data.
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The following illustrates the concept of an automorphism group. Let X be an
automorphism group Auto({s\,S2,si,54}). If all permutations of subtrees in X are
performed, the resulting subtrees are ordered subtrees s\, S2, S3, and S4 (see Figure

3.9).

Hence, the task of mining frequent unordered subtrees is associated with the task of
finding and counting the frequency of an automorphism group. Also, since there can be
many ordered subtrees that belong to an automorphism group, we need a means of
determining a canonical representation of an automorphism group of subtrees. In the
following sections, formal definitions and lemmas related to this problem will be
provided.

Figure 3.9: Permutations of subtrees from an automorphism group ^4 w?o( {57,52^3^4} )•

Given any two subtrees X(r) and Y(s); let T\{r) denotes the subtree X with root node r.
Let children(r):{cj,...,cm} be the set of children of node r and childrens):{c\,...,cn} be
the set of children of node s. \children(r)\ denotes the number children of node r. We
define label{c\) < label(c}) if label{c\) is lexicographically sort smaller than label (cj) and
so Tx{r) < Ty{s) iff:
a) Iabel(r) < label(s) or,
b) label(r) = label(s) and \children(r)\—m, \children(r)\-n:
i.

for \<i<j<m\n(m,n) there exist / such that T\{c}) = Ty(c\) and T\(c}) <

7Y(cj)

ii. m<n, for V 1 <i<m and m<n, T\{c\)=Ty{c\)

Please note that our definition b(ii) above is slightly different from the one defined in
(Nijssen & Kok 2003; Zaki 2005a). Zaki defined it in the opposite way. This is due to a
different assumption than we use in that, in our case, the backtrack symbol in the string
encoding is assumed to sort smaller, rather than the opposite. Assuming that we use
standard tree notation, that is, the parent node is positioned at the top. descendants are

positioned at the bottom (vertically), and a child node that sorts smaller is sorted to the
left of the node that sorts greater. By assuming that the backtrack symbol sorts smaller,
the subtree with fewer descendants (including children) will be sorted smaller (swing to
the left) and if the opposite assumption is used, then the subtree with fewer descendants
will swing to the right. We do not have any evidence indicating whether such an
assumption will be more beneficial than the other. However, theoretically we can see
that if most of the trees in the database are random imbalanced trees with more
descendant nodes to the right, then assuming the backtrack symbol to sort greater might
not be as efficient as assuming it to sort smaller and vice versa. Given that in a common
scenario, we generally are not certain of the characteristics of the dataset, then both
assumptions are equally likely to be advantageous, unless the database has been
globally sorted one way or another.

Given that a subtree is commonly represented in the form of string encoding (p (Tan et
al. 2005b), and so (px and cpy are string encoding of subtree X and Y respectively, we
define (py<(py iff

a) \(px\ < \<py\ and (px[f\ =(pY[i] for V 1 < i < \ <p^9 or
b) For V \<i<k<min(\(px\,\(py\), (px[i]=(py[i] and (px[k\<(pY[k\.

A similar definition is proposed in (Chi, Yang & Muntz 2004a; Zaki 2005a) with again
slightly different assumptions from ours. Their similar definition of (a) assumes the
opposite direction; that is, \(py\ < \(px\ and <px[i] =(py[i\ for V 1 < i < \(pY\. Our perspective
on this assumption is again similar to the previous definition above.

Based on the above definition, thus X<Y<^> (px<(py. Given that we have now defined the
tree ordering function, we can now define how we can select a canonical subtree Sc
from an automorphism group Auto(S). Many (Asai et al. 2003; Chi, Yang & Muntz
2004a; Nijssen & Kok 2003; Zaki 2005a; Hadzic, Tan & Dillon 2007; Hadzic et al.
2007a) defined a canonical subtree Sc as the smallest subtree min(S) in Auto(S) for
which S':{5i,such that if each subtree in S is ordered in an ascending fashion so
that sj<S2<...< s„, then Sc=min(S)=s\. In our opinion, one can always elect any function
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that can consistently map one of the subtrees in an automorphism group to such a
canonical form in a consistent and logical manner, such as the max(S). Interestingly,
however, it is quite common for many to use the min(S) function.

Lemma 2: Given an automorphism group X, denoted as Auto(Q, a subtree Sc is a
canonical subtree iff SeCi:{si9...9sn} and if each subtree in C, is ordered ascendingly so
that S]<S2<...< s„, then Sc=min(S)=s\.
Lemma 3: A subtree Sc is in canonical form iff for V vertices veSc, and
children(v):{c\,...,cm}, S(c\)<S(Ci+\) for 1 <i<m.

One can mine unordered/ordered, induced/embedded subtrees. When mining embedded
subtrees, more interesting patterns can be obtained. However, the complexity of mining
such subtrees is also expensive. Furthermore, one can adopt different support definitions
when mining frequent subtrees. The challenge of utilizing occurrence-match support for
mining embedded subtrees is that there can be pseudo-frequent subtrees which can be
generated if full (£-7)-pruning is not performed. The following examples are used to
illustrate how different support definitions, transaction-based and occurrence-match
support, are applied to both unordered and ordered induced and embedded subtrees.
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Figure 3.10: Examples illustrate the use of different support definition transaction-based and occurrence-match over
ordered/unordered induced/embedded subtrees

Consider subtree t\ from Figure 3.10, transaction-based support and ordered subtree is
considered. If an induced subtree is considered, and we set the minimum support count
threshold at 1, then we find that t\ is not frequent in tree T\, 73, and 73. So also is the
case with subtree h_. If an embedded subtree is considered, we find that t\ is frequent
with support count of 1, similarly with t2 with support count 2. Whenever occurrencematch support is used and an induced subtree is considered, we find both t\ and t2 are
infrequent. On the other hand, whenever an embedded subtree is considered, we find
that the support of q is 1. and t2 is 3 in contrast to only 2 whenever transaction-based
support is considered. When an unordered subtree and induced subtree are considered,

we still find that t\ and t2 are infrequent on using support definitions. If an embedded
subtree is considered, we find that both t\ and t2 support count are > the specified
minimum support threshold (1). On transaction-based support, the support of t\ and t2
are both 3. On occurrence-match support, the support of both subtrees are 4. From this
example, we can see that sometimes we do not find frequent patterns unless embedded
subtrees are considered. Also, we found that the chance of a subtree becoming frequent
is higher whenever we consider mining unordered subtrees. This is because we relax the
order among the sibling nodes and so it does not become so restrictive especially on
data where order among siblings is not important semantically. Thus, it can be seen
from the above table that the support count of t\ in T\ and 73 are zero when order among
siblings is considered, but 1 and 2 respectively whenever occurrence-match support is
used. From the example above, we can also learn that utilizing occurrence-match
support instead of transaction-based support can also increase the chance of subtrees
being frequent.

3.6 General Sequence Concepts and Definitions
A sequence S consists of ordered elements {£],..., en}. Sometimes elements of a
sequence are referred to as events (Zaki 2001). Each element in a sequence can be either
an atomic or a complex type. For a sequence with atomic elements, there is one entity or
item per element. If the element is of a complex type, each element can have multiple
items (itemsets). The itemsets can be ordered or unordered. In this paper, we will show
how our approach is designed to mine both sequences of ordered itemsets and
sequences of ordered items. We refer to sequences of ordered itemsets or items as
simply sequences of itemsets of items. A sequence 5 is denoted as e\—^e2~^...—^>>en and
|ej| refers to the size of itemsets. We refer to the first item of the sequence as its root. In
the case of sequences of itemsets, the root is the first item of the first itemset in the
sequence. Zaki (2001) described e\—>e2—>...—>en to refer to the same notation. A
sequence can be identified uniquely through its encoding which is a string of element
labels separated by an arrow —In a case of a sequence of items we assume that each
even e, as an atomic item. Encoding of a sequence a is denoted by (p(o.). An element
with / items is denoted by e:{2i,..., 2,} where 2; is a label of item i. A label of an
element with j items, denoted by

2(e),

is a concatenation of 2i+...+

2j.

Say a sequence

a:{ei,e2j where e\:{A,B) and e2:{C.D}, the label of e\ , /.(ef), is LAB' and the label of

element e2, k(e2), is ‘CD’ and the encoding of sequence a, (p(a), is ‘AB—*CD\ This
labeling function translates equivalently for an element that consists of an atomic item.
We normally refer to a sequence by its encoding without quotation marks. Consider a
sequence with n elements. We refer to a sequence with k items as k-sequence, that is, k
equals to the sums of \ex\ for

For example, AB—+CD is a 4-sequence and

AB^DF^G is a 5-sequence. A subsequence is a subset of a sequence such that the
order of elements in the subsequence is the same as the order of the elements in the
sequence. Accordingly, a subsequence with k elements is called a ^-subsequence. We
say that a subsequence 5 is a subset of sequence T if the elements of subsequence S are a
subset of elements of sequence T and the ordering of items is preserved (,S < T). A—+C is
an example of subsequence of AB^CD whereas AC is not. A is a subset of AB and C is
a subset of CD whereas AC is not a subset of either AB or CD. We denote that element a
is a subset of element /? as ac; p. Further, the ordering of elements in a sequence follows
a certain ordering function. The most common ordering function is a time function. If an
element a occurs at t\ and element [1 occurs at t2 where t\ < t2, the position of a and /? in
a sequence is i and j respectively and i < j. A gap constraint (Srikant & Agrawal 1996)
is very similar to the notion of level of embedding A (Tan et al. 2006a) between two
nodes in a tree with an ancestor-descendant relationship. The gap between two elements
in a sequence is determined by the gap distance ( V) between two elements at position i
and j, that is, Fis a delta betw een i and j. A subsequence r is said to be contiguous if
there is no gap between every two consecutive elements. In other words, for a
contiguous subsequence every two consecutive elements have a gap distance 1.
Subsequences that contain any two consecutive elements with V > 1 are called non
contiguous subsequence. Suppose we have a sequence (p\A—+BCD—>F—*GH^>IJ—+JK.
A—+B—+F and A-+F—+K are both subsequences of <p. A^>B—*F is a contiguous
subsequence of <p since the gap distance of every two consecutive elements is 1,
whereas A—+F—+K is a non-contiguous subsequence of (p. Because the gap distance
between A and F in A-^F^K is 2 and between F and K is 3. The database D for
sequence mining consists of input-sequences. Each input-sequence can contain one-tomany itemsets. Each input-sequence is identified through a unique sequence-id (sid)
whereas each element (itemsets) is identified through a unique event-id (eid). If D
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contains sales data, the sid can be a customer-id. A common event identifier in
transactional databases is a timestamp.
3.6.1.1 Problem of Mining Frequent Subsequences from a Database of
Sequences
Mining frequent subsequences from a database of sequences can be formulated as
discovering all frequent subsequences whose support count y is greater or equal to the
user specified minimum support threshold cr. We say that a sequence a has a support
count y if there are y numbers of input sequences that support it. An input sequence
supports sequence a if it contains at least 1 occurrence of a.

3.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have developed essential concepts, definitions and problem
definitions as the basis for solving the problems that this thesis attempts to address. The
thesis reflects our interest in the problem of association mining, using XML data as a
case in point. A formal definition of association rule mining has been provided. The
concept of parallelism between XML and tree structure was developed, and the problem
of XML document association mining was formulated. The thesis focuses on the
process of frequent pattern discovery' based on the two processes of association mining.
The problem relating to the mining of frequent subtrees from a database of trees is
formulated, and issues related to this problem are identified and discussed. Finally, the
general sequence concepts and definitions are given and problem of mining frequent
subsequences from a database of sequences is formulated.
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Chapter 4
Overview of the Proposed Framework
4.1 Introduction
XML has increasingly gained popularity and been adopted as a platform-independent
data exchange medium and its use is becoming increasingly ubiquitous (Chi et al. 2005;
Tan et al. 2005a; Ling et al. 2003; Ling & Dillon 2004). The thesis is interested in the
problem of XML data mining space. As XML is a manifestation of tree-structured data,
the main problem that is going to be addressed in the thesis is centered around the
development of an efficient, scalable, predictable, and extensible framework to mine
frequent subtrees from a database of trees.

This chapter provides a high-level highlight of the framework, the specific details of
which will be left for discussion in later chapters. In the next section, the goals of the
development are described. Section 4.3 highlights various representations and data
structures. In Section 4.4, the overview of the proposed framework to tackle the
problem of mining frequent ordered subtees from a database of trees is given. Strategies
to deal with complexity through a constraint-driven approach are presented. The
overview of the proposed enumeration strategy and the frequency counting mechanism
are illustrated and several optimization techniques are introduced. The extension of the
framework in order to tackle the problem of mining frequent unordered subtrees from a
database of trees is discussed in Section 4.5. An overview of the framework for tackling
the problem of mining frequent subsequences from a database of sequences using a
vertical tree approach is given in Section 4.6. Finally, a summary of the chapter is
provided.

4.2 The Goals of the Development
The core goal of the development is to produce a framework that is efficient, scalable,
predictable and extensible. We define the notion of performance within the context of
the criteria mentioned above.

We define efficiency as a metric of the performance of the algorithm. One way to
measure efficiency is to benchmark against state-of-the-art algorithms in the same class.
An efficient algorithm justifies itself through a comparable, if not faster than the current
state-of-the-art, algorithms in the same field. It is assumed that state-of-the-art
algorithms are those that have been acknowledged and reviewed considerably in the
literature. So, we view efficiency here as a relative efficiency rather than an absolute
efficiency.

Whenever the size and complexity of the data to be consumed is altered, a scalable
framework behaves in a linear fashion and its behavior does not saturate easily. It is also
an important characteristic of the scalable framework that its performance be
measurable algorithmically. Thus, its ability to perform a task is not heavily dependent
on the existence of the super computer. On the other hand, the acceleration of
performance should be noticeable whenever better processing power is utilized.

A framework is said to be predictable whenever its behavior is measurable across broad
characteristics (size, granularity, complexity) of data with different complexity, whether
it be artificial data or real-world data. Also, the boundaries and limitations of the system
are known and an alternative solution exists whenever such limitations are encountered.

A framework is extensible whenever it can be utilized to tackle different subsets or
supersets of the class of problems to be currently solved to the extent that it handles
such problem sets generically with seamless or minimal effort. It is even desirable
whenever the framework can be so generic that, whenever it is to be utilized to tackle an
unseen domain, it can morph into acceptable behavior and the previously mentioned
criteria still apply.

With these definitions of performance, we do not limit our criteria when measuring
performance based solely on the timing variable. Timing is an important criterion to
consider; however, it becomes less important if it does not handle other criteria
gracefully. A framework that is faster than other frameworks only on data with certain
characteristics, but very poor on different data, is a poor framework. A framework that
is fast and efficient on small data, but is helpless when dealing with a large dataset, is
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not normally useful. A framework that provides solutions to a problem, but is incapable
of dealing with similar problems or sub-problems of the domain of interest will have
only a short lifetime and few applications in both scientific and industrial areas.

With these goals in mind, the purpose of this study was to develop and design a
framework for mining frequent tree patterns that is efficient, scalable, predictable, and
extensible. A means for verifying these criteria will be provided in this study by
conducting comparative studies against state-of-the-art algorithms that solve the same
class of problems.

4.3 Representations & Data Structures
Knowledge discovery is about processing raw data and turning it into something useful.
One of the important steps in knowledge discovery is data mining. The input to the data
mining process is pre-processed data. For optimal processing, data must be cleaned,
transformed, and formatted (Flan & Kamber 2001). This process is one of the most time
consuming processes in knowledge discovery. Due to the scope of this thesis and time
constraints, we do not consider the cleaning and transformation processes. Instead, this
thesis concentrates on the format or representation of the data as an input to the data
mining process.

Representation is one of the essential parts of any algorithm development, especially
when it relates to data processing or manipulation. Here, we are concerned with two
kinds of representation problems. The first one is related to how the actual subtree is
modeled and represented in memory or secondary storage. The second one relates more
to the way in which complex computations and data manipulations can be performed
efficiently and effectively.

To deal with the first representation problem, a way to uniquely represent subtrees in
memory or secondary storage is proposed. Such a representation is commonly referred
to as ‘canonical form* representation.

For the second representation problem, we propose several new data structures as
follows: dictionary, embedding list, vertical occurrence list, recursive list, and RMP

coordinate list. The first three are the ones into which readers want to get an insight for
a better context when we are discussing the actual framework for mining frequent
subtrees.

We will first describe the canonical form representations in the next section. Different
kinds of canonical representations for labeled, ordered and unordered trees are
overviewed. Our justification for using a certain type of canonical form will be given.
Then, we provide an overview of different data structures used for efficient
computations and data manipulations.

4.3.1 Efficient Canonical Form Representation
A canonical form (CF) of an entity is, in general, a representative form (or a function)
with which many equivalent variations of an entity can be represented (mapped) into
one standard, conventional, logical form in a consistent manner (Chi, Yang & Muntz
2004b; Valentine 2002).
4.3.1.1 Canonical Representations for Labeled Trees
A canonical representation for labeled trees is a unique way to represent a labeled tree
and is related to the way trees are represented in memory or secondary storage (Chi et
al. 2005). A function/that maps a labeled tree to its canonical representation should be
bijective. The two famously known representations for tree structure are the adjacency
matrix (Inokuchi et al. 2002) and the adjacency list (Kuramochi & Karypis 2001). In the
field of frequent subtree mining, however, many tree mining algorithms also use string
like representations for several reasons. This type of canonical representation is
normally referred to as string encoding (cp). First, string-like canonical representations
are more compact and hence, more space efficient. Second, a string-like representation
is easy to manipulate and provides an efficient data access mechanism. For the
unordered subtree case where automorphisms of trees need to be determined, the choice
of an efficient data structure is crucially important (Chi, Yang & Muntz 2004b). This is
because there is an extensive processing cost associated with detecting whether two
subtrees are automorphisms, and such processing is normally expensive as it requires
costly operations such as sorting.
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4.3.1.2 Canonical Representations for Unordered Trees
One key problem of mining an unordered tree is the representation issue. There are
multiple ordered trees that map to one canonical form of an unordered tree. For an
unordered tree, there can be many automorphisms (Zaki 2005a). From these many
automorphisms, we want to uniquely select one as the canonical representation for the
corresponding unordered tree. The work on unordered tree mining was essentially
carried out in a complementary thesis (Hadzic 2008). Thus, the problem of
representation for unordered trees can be defined as finding a representative canonical
form of automorphisms of the same trees. Different ways to define a canonical form for
an unordered tree have been proposed. Chi, Yang & Muntz (2004b) defined a canonical
form based on depth-first traversal, depth-first canonical form (DFCF). Asai et al.
(2003) and Nijssen & Kok (2003) also defined equivalent canonical forms. Later, Chi,
Yang & Muntz (2004a) defined the breadth-first canonical form (BFCF) in his
HybridTreeMiner algorithm. He applies this BFCF to handle free trees. In general,
canonical forms for unordered subtrees can be classified into these two categories DFCF
and BFCF. In our work we use DFCF (Hadzic 2008).

4.3.2 Efficient Data Structures for Trees
In general, the processing of tree structures is computationally complex and expensive.
The standard way of representing a graph is through a collection of adjacency list and
adjacency matrix. A tree structure is an acyclic graph. The adjacency list in general uses
less space than the adjacency matrix. The adjacency list is preferable for representing a
sparse graph. The adjacency matrix, on the other hand, is preferable for representation
when the graph is dense because it gives faster data access. Ideally, a better
representation would possess the good characteristics of both structures, that is, it is
space efficient with fast access time.

The efficiency of an Apriori-based frequent subtree mining technique is measured by
how well it perforins candidate generation and frequency counting tasks. Due to the
large number of candidate subtrees that can be generated, it is important that the
candidate generation and frequency counting process be performed in a very efficient
way in terms of time and space. Thus, the choice of data structures becomes a very
important factor.

Several data structures are proposed to improve the efficiency of the candidate
enumeration and frequency counting processes. A dictionary structure is used as a
global look-up structure that allows fast data access and reduces multiplication of the
same information that would otherwise be stored in each generated subtree locally. A
novel embedding list is proposed in order to provide an efficient candidate enumeration
process. The embedding list and the dictionary are the basic constructs for the candidate
generation process that will be explained in Section 4.4.2. A vertical structure, vertical
occurrence list, is proposed for fast frequency counting. To take the space efficiency of
the embedding list further, a new structure called a recursive list as a fusion of the
embedding list and the dictionary is proposed. Furthermore, the efficiency of the
candidate enumeration and frequency counting process is enhanced by storing only the
right-most-path coordinate of each enumerated subtree. We refer to the structure that
holds only the right-most-path occurrence coordinate as the RMP coordinate list.

The overview of the new data structures we propose in this thesis, namely dictionary,
embedding list, vertical occurrence list, recursive list and RMP coordinate list, will be
given below, whereas the details will be left for more in-depth discussions in Chapter 5.
An insight into these representations is important so that the interaction between these
structures and the proposed framework for mining frequent subtrees (described in later
sections) can be understood more clearly.
4.3.2.1 Dictionary
This dictionary structure functions as a look-up structure so that each generated local
subtree during candidate generation can be reduced in the form of integer hyperlinks
(Wang et al. 2004). This dictionary structure is useful when it is utilized for frequency
counting and pruning purposes. The look-up operation is done in 0(1) because the
dictionary is represented as an array.
4.3.2.2 Embedding List
The embedding list structure is adapted from the conventional adjacency list format by
relaxing the adjacency notion into an embedding notion in order to capture the
embedding relationships between nodes in trees. It has the space-efficient property of
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the adjacency list and the fast access time property of the adjacency matrix. We use this
representation to expedite the candidate enumeration process.
4.3.2.3 Vertical Occurrence List (VOL)
For efficient frequency counting, a vertical structure, called a vertical occurrence list, is
used to store the occurrence coordinate of each generated subtree. With this vertical
structure, the frequency count of each subtree is equal to the size of the structure
vertically. The advantage of using this vertical occurrence list is that the frequency
count does not need to be updated separately in addition to inserting the occurrence
coordinate; whereas, the occurrence coordinate is needed for the candidate generation
process.
4.3.2.4 Recursive List (RL)
For in-memory space optimization, we consider merging the embedding list with the
dictionary by collapsing multiple embedding lists of a subtree into a single flat recursive
list. Due to its compact format, the utilization of the recursive list can result in space
saving and offers slightly better performance than utilizing the embedding list.
4.3.2.5 RMP Coordinate List
Storing coordinates of long subtrees can be a performance degrading factor. Space
optimization can be obtained by storing only the right-most-path coordinates. We call
the structure for storing these right-most-path coordinates the RMP coordinate list.

4.4 Mining Frequent Ordered Subtrees
The end result of association rules mining is a set of rules in the form of
{predecessor} —>{antecedent} that are produced from basically two main processes:
mining frequent patterns and rules generation. Rules generation is considered a less
challenging task and most of studies recall it being a quite straightforward task
(Agrawal et al. 1993; Han & Kamber 2001). The former, mining frequent patterns from
data is considered as a more challenging and difficult problem to solve (Chi et al. 2005;
Tan et al. 2005b: Zaki 2005b). Many data mining tasks can make use of the results of
the frequent patterns mining and one of them is association rules mining. We are
interested in tree-structured data. Thus, the problem of mining frequent subtrees
becomes the focus of this thesis.

The two important elements of mining frequent patterns are candidate generation
(enumeration) and frequency counting. There are frequent pattern techniques that do not
require the candidate generation process. Such techniques are normally a derivation of
the FP-growth technique. Despite the fact that this technique has been reported as being
efficient for tackling the problem of frequent pattern mining, in some situations it can
also suffer performance problem. FP-growth based approaches partition the database
into a set of projected database and construct an FP-tree and mine it in each projected
database. Whenever the number of the projected databases to be generated is large, the
cost of forming such a large number of projected databases recursively is high (Han &
Kamber 2006). In this study, we are interested in utilizing the candidate generation
technique to discover frequent subtrees because we think that the FP-growth approach
can be as expensive as techniques that utilize the candidate generation approach.
Furthermore, FP-growth approaches need an FP-tree structure and the construction and
processing of the FP-tree might not necessarily be less complex than using other novel
structures that can be just as, if not more, efficient. A very recent study conducted by
Tatikonda, Parthasarathy & Kurc (2006) indicates that XSpanner, an FP-growth based
approach for mining frequent subtrees, performs much worse than that of TreeMiner for
the many datasets they used. XSpanner suffers from poor cache performance due to an
expensive pseudo-projection step. They suggested that the problems with the FP-growth
based approaches are: a very large memory footprint, a memory trashing issue, and
costly I/O processing (Ghoting et al. 2005).

In this section, we will provide our overview of the solution to the problem of mining
frequent subtrees. In the next section, we will present our constraint-driven approach.
We develop two constraint notions: maximum level of embedding and distance
constraint. The maximum level of embedding constraint helps us devise a strategy for
providing a unified view of tackling the problem of mining frequent induced/embedded
subtree. The distance constraint is used to split embedded subtrees into more granular
distance-constrained embedded subtrees which might be useful for certain applications
where the distance between the nodes in a hierarchical structure could be considered
important, and two embedded subtrees with different distance relationships among the
nodes needs to be considered as separate entities. Then, we will discuss how we address
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the two important elements of mining frequent patterns: candidate generation
(enumeration) and frequency counting. Finally, we cover the optimization techniques
and strategies utilized in the framework to expedite the process of frequent pattern
discovery.

4.4.1 Constraint-driven Approach
Applying constraints is useful to help us limit excessive exposure to something that
would be uncontrollable or difficult to handle otherwise (Tan et al. 2005b). In addition,
constraint can be used to split an entity into many entities with a more granular property
so that further distinction of such entities can be obtained. The framework proposes two
types of constraints: maximum level of embedding and distance constraint.
4.4.1.1 Feasible

Computation

through

Maximum

Level

of Embedding

Constraint
There are different tree-structured patterns. Because patterns can appear as sub-patterns
of the other patterns, we normally refer to patterns within a database as a sub-pattern. In
regards to tree structure patterns, we commonly refer to the sub-patterns as subtrees.
Mining different patterns means different levels of complexity when processing them.

The two major types of subtrees are induced and embedded subtrees. Given a set of
embedded subtrees E and induced subtrees /, which are subtrees of tree T, 1 is subset of
E. Mining embedded subtrees is naturally more complex than mining induced subtrees.
The framework developed is designed to tackle the problem of mining both induced and
embedded subtrees. The other motivation for mining embedded subtrees is that it
represents the most complex type within the context of mining frequent subtrees. In
general, by being able to tackle the more complex and difficult problem, one can
overcome the less complex and easier problem.

An induced subtree by definition is a subset of an embedded subtree. The formal
definition of an induced subtree is given in Chapter 3. Most of the other studies also
adopt this formal definition. However, in this study we develop a definition that shows a
closer relationship between the induced and embedded subtrees, rather than just stating
that one is a subset of the other.
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Our framework is unique and is the first to use this concept to tackle mining both
induced and embedded subtrees. Utilizing the notion of level of embedding, we propose
a framework that can be flexibly switched between mining the two major type of
subtrees. Most of the known approaches will normally adopt a specialized approach for
tackling each subtree variant.

Motivated by such a proposition, we utilize the concept of level of embedding that
connects induced and embedded subtrees, which is different from the way that they
were traditionally defined.

The level of embedding is defined as the length of the shortest path between two nodes
that form an ancestor-descendant relationship. Intuitively, when the level of embedding
inherent in the database of trees is high, numerous embedded subtrees exist. Thus, when
it is too costly to mine all frequent embedded subtrees, one can decrease the maximum
level of embedding constraint gradually down to 1, from which all the obtained frequent
subtrees are induced subtrees. With such a process, we would see induced subtrees as
embedded subtrees with the maximum level of embedding that is allowed to occur is
constrained to 1. Hence, the mining of frequent induced subtrees can be done in the
same way as mining embedded subtrees with the maximum level of embedding being
constrained to 1 (Tan et al. 2006b).
4.4.1.2 Splitting Embedded Subtree through Distance Constraint
In this study, we extend our past work by developing an algorithm for mining embedded
subtrees when the distances of the nodes relative to the root of the subtree need to be
considered. We felt that the traditional embedded subtree definition may allow too
much freedom with respect to the embedding of the subtrees extracted.

The embedded subtrees extracted using the traditional definition are incapable of being
further distinguished based upon the node distance within that subtree. For certain
applications, the distance between the nodes in a hierarchical structure could be
considered important and two embedded subtrees with different distance relationships
among the nodes need to be considered as separate entities. The distances of nodes

relative to the root (node depth) of a particular subtree will need to be stored and used as
an additional equality criterion for grouping the enumerated candidate subtrees.

This notion of distance-constrained embedded tree mining will have important
implications for biological sequences and web information systems. Knowledge
merging is another area where the distances between the nodes within an embedded
subtrees may need to be considered. Inside a concept-hierarchy, the distances between
the nodes indicate the amount of specific knowledge that is known about a particular
concept, or is needed for the accurate classification of that concept (Tan et al. 2006b).
The structure-based approaches for schema matching commonly take the distance
among the nodes within a sub-structure into account when evaluating the concept
similarity across different schemas.

The major extension requirement to implement such a constraint is for an appropriate
candidate encoding scheme to distinguish subtrees based upon structure and the node
distances within the structure. The structural aspects need to be preserved, and extra
distance information needs to be stored. We present an encoding strategy to efficiently
enumerate candidate subtrees taking into account the distances of nodes relative to the
root of the subtree.
While the number of unique candidate subtrees to be enumerated will increase because
of the added granularity, this constraint can be used to filter out certain embedded
subtrees based on the distance criterion. In addition, this constraint can be used to
further distinguish what would be otherwise just an embedded subtree into its distancecoded variants.

We slightly modify the string encoding discussed earlier in order to implement the
distance constraint. The distance to the root is worked out from the node depths stored
in the dictionary, where the root of the subtree is assigned the depth of 0 and all other
nodes are assigned the difference between their depth and the original depth of the new
subtree root. Hence, the additional information corresponds to the depths of nodes
within the newly encoded subtree. Further modification to the encoding consists of
storing a number next to each backtrack 7’ symbol indicating the number of backtracks
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in the subtree, as opposed to storing each of those backtracks as a separate symbol. This
representation allows for easier string manipulation due to uniform block size.

4.4.2 Tree Model Guided (TMG) Enumeration
The candidate generation problem generally relates to the way by which all possible
subsets of a given dataset can be enumerated completely, without repetition (nonredundant), and in an efficient manner.
The two major enumeration strategies are enumeration by extension, and join (Chi et al.
2005). Most of early algorithms for frequent pattern search adopt the join candidate
generation approach (Chi et al. 2005; Zaki 2005b). The join approach has been applied
to mining frequent subtrees (Zaki 2005b). While the join approach is efficient for
relational data, when applied to tree-structured data, many candidates are generated that
do not conform to the structural aspects of the tree database at hand. This hinders the
performance as invalid candidates are generated and then pruned after determining that
they do not exist in the tree database.

The problem has motivated us to take a different approach to candidate subtree
generation that ensures only valid candidates. We refer to this candidate generation
strategy as Tree Model Guided {TMG) (Tan et al. 2005b). This non-redundant
systematic enumeration model ensures that only valid candidates are generated which
conform to the actual tree structure of the data. An example of a tree model would be
the structural aspects of a document in an XML schema, and a valid candidate would
conform to this. In general, the TMG would be applicable to any area with structural
models with clearly defined semantics that have tree like structures. In the cases where
the model representation of the tree structure is unavailable, the TMG approach will still
perform the candidate generation according to the tree structure of the document. A
candidate subtree can be considered valid in two ways. Firstly, by conforming to an
available model representation of the document tree structure (schema), and secondly by
conforming to the tree structure through which the information present in the current
document is represented.

In general, the TMG would be applicable to any area with structural models with clearly
defined semantics that have tree like structures. In contrast to the extension method used

for relational data, TMG generates fewer candidates as opposed to the join approach
(Tan et al. 2005b). Even though fewer candidates are generated, the TMG enumeration
ensures the generation of a complete candidate set.

Thus, TMG is an optimal enumeration strategy as it enumerates candidates completely,
is non-redundant, and generates only valid candidates.

In addition, a complexity analysis/mathematical model for TMG will be provided in
Chapter 7.

4.4.3 Frequency Counting with Vertical Occurrence List
Another important issue is how subtree occurrences are counted in the database.
Currently, the most commonly used support definitions are transaction-based. Limited
study has been done on the utilization of occurrence-match support. Transaction-based
support initially was used for relational data and has recently been adapted to treestructured data. The main difference between the two is that occurrence-match support
takes into account the repetition of items in transactions, whilst transaction-based
support checks only for the existence of items in transactions. In this study, we are
interested in exploring further the problem of using occurrence-match support for treestructured data and identifying any issue related to the utilization of this support count.

The occurrences of candidate subtrees need to be counted in order to determine whether
they are frequent, whilst the infrequent ones would be pruned. In this thesis, we propose
a counting approach to tackle the two different support definitions efficiently. As the
number of candidates to be counted can be enormous, an efficient and rapid counting
approach is extremely important. The efficiency of candidate counting is significantly
determined by the data structure used and how we represent the candidate. We utilize a
hash table for efficiently accumulating the frequency count time and being space wise.
For faster counting and space efficiency, we represent labels in candidates' encoding as
integers rather than string labels, which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.

Since our TMG enumeration generates candidates in a breadth-first manner, candidate
counting is done horizontally instead of vertically. For each candidate generated, its
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frequency is increased by one if it exists in the transaction. For counting efficiency, we
utilize a vertical occurrence (coordinate) list structure. Each occurrence (in the form of
an occurrence coordinate) of the candidate subtree is pushed to this list. For transactionbased support, each occurrence coordinate will store the transaction id (tid) to which
each subtree belongs. The support is directly determined by computing the size of the
vertical occurrence list. Breadth-first counting in general requires more space for
computation than does depth-first counting. However, depth-first counting can have an
issue with performing complete full pruning. One way to get the best out of each
approach is to perform the enumeration horizontally, but to perform the frequency
counting vertically. We demonstrate this hybrid approach when solving the problem of
mining frequent subsequences in Chapter 10.

We identify that the problem of not performing full pruning on depth-first counting can
become an issue whenever occurrence-match support is utilized. This is discussed in the
next section.
4.4.3.1 Issue of using Occurrence-match Support
Given a tree database 7^, if there exists candidate subtree CL and CV, where CpoCis
such that Ci' is frequent and Cl is infrequent, we say that Cl- is a pseudo-frequent
candidate subtree. In the light of the downward closure lemma, these candidate subtrees
are infrequent because one or more of their subtrees are infrequent.

lfe'hfe'

4 ( c ) 7 fa'

Figure 4.1: A tree T to illustrate pseudo-frequent problem

Lemma 1. The antimonotone property of frequent patterns suggests that the frequency
of a superpattern is less than, or equal to, the frequency of a subpattern. If pseudofrequent candidate subtrees exist, then the antimonotone property does not hold for
frequent subtree mining (using occurrence-match support).
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From Figure 4.1 suppose that the minimum support o is set to 2 and we consider
occurrence-match support. Consider a candidate subtree Q, with qy.'a e / c\ When an
embedded subtree is considered, there are 5 occurrences of C{? that occur at positions (0,
1, 4), (0, 1, 6), (0, 3, 4), (0, 3, 6) and (0, 5, 6). On the other hand, when an induced
subtree is considered, there are only 2 occurrences of C(p that occur at positions (0, 1, 4)
and (0, 3, 4)}. With o equal to 2, Cv is frequent for both induced and embedded types.
By extending C<p with node 5 (where possible), we obtain Cy where (p(p+ ’e ’ - 'a e / c
e\ and

C<p-

itself has a sufficient number of occurrences to be considered frequent.

However, in the light of lemma 1, CV‘ is a pseudo-frequent candidate subtree because
we can find a subtree of Cq,- whose encoding equal to ‘a c C at position (0, 4, 5) is
infrequent. This holds for both induced and embedded subtrees. In other words, the
definition of pseudo-frequent as stated above holds whenever occurrence-match support
is used. Subsequently, since pseudo-frequent candidate subtrees exist, according to
lemma 1, the antimonotone property does not hold for frequent subtree mining when
occurrence-match support is used. Flence, in the case where there exists a frequent
subtree s with one or more of its subtrees infrequent, then

also needs to be considered

infrequent for the antimonotone property to hold. This is different from flat relational
data where there are only 1 -to-1 relationships between items in each transaction. Treestructured data has a hierarchical structure where 1-to-many relationships can occur.
This multiplication between one node to its many children/descendants makes the
antimonotone property not hold for tree-structured data. However, we should note that if
transaction-based support is used where the repetition of items in each transaction is
reported only once, there will not be any pseudo-frequent subtrees generated. In other
words, when the repetition of items is reported only once per transaction, the 1-to-many
relationship between a node and its children is treated as a set of items as in a relational
database. When using occurrence-match support, a full (k-1) pruning (Tan et al. 2005b;
Zaki 2005b) should be performed at each iteration when generating a ^-subtree from a
(£-/)-subtree so that no pseudo-frequent subtrees would be generated.

4.4.3.2 Full (k-1) Pruning as Solution to Pseudo-frequent Subtree Problem
As mentioned previously, when using occurrence-match support there can be pseudofrequent candidate subtrees generated when generating A:-subtrees from (CT)-subtrees or
generating (&+/)-subtrees from A>subtrees. To make sure that all generated subtrees do
not contain infrequent subtrees, full (k-1) pruning must be performed. This implies that
at most {k-1) numbers of (A:-7)-subtrees need to be generated from the currently
expanding A:-subtrees. An exception is made whenever the 5constraint is set to 1, that is,
mining induced subtree, as in this case we only need to generate / numbers of {k-l)~
subtrees where / < {k-1) and / is equal to the number of leaf nodes in ^-subtrees. If the
removal of the root node of the ^-subtree does not generate a forest (Zaki 2005b), then
an additional {k-l)~subtree is generated by taking the root node off from the expanding
^-subtree. The expanding ^-subtree is pruned if at least one (A:-7)-subtree is infrequent;
otherwise, it is added to the frequent ^-subtree set. This ensures that the method
generates no pseudo-frequent subtrees.

4.4.4 Optimizations Techniques
The following are the two optimizations techniques for processing long subtrees and the
large database of subtrees. The first one is directed more toward improving the problem
of long subtree processing efficiency, whereas the second is directed toward improving
the in-memory space efficiency problem.
4.4.4.1 Utilization of RMP Coordinate List
When mining sequences, it is sufficient that only the last node coordinate be stored for
the purpose of generating candidate sequences (Tan et al. 2006a). However, storing only
the last node coordinate is not sufficient for subtree mining. In a conventional approach,
when mining tree structures, full coordinates must be stored so that the parent-child or
ancestor-descendant relationship between nodes can be preserved. This becomes one of
the performance degrading factors as this can become very expensive for long subtrees.
Thus, a good strategy for overcoming the problem will be an important contribution.

As defined in Chapter 3, the right-most-path of a tree is the (shortest) path connecting
the right-most-leaf with the root node. The usage of the right-most-path for candidate
subtree generation has been discussed in (Abe et al. 2002; Tan et al. 2005b). The right
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most-path is also the basis for the right-most-path expansion candidate generation
family (Abe et al. 2002). While the utilization and applications of the right-most-path
have been numerous, to our knowledge it has never been sufficiently discussed or
exploited as a means of tackling the space optimization problem.

We utilize the right-most-path concept for generating candidate subtrees. With such a
candidate generation technique, the right-most-path information is required to generate
candidate (k+1)-subtrees from a A:-subtree. However, the right-most-path information is
not automatically obvious since, in the conventional approach, full coordinates are
stored and so there is no mechanism in place which allows for an efficient retrieval of
the right-most-path coordinates for each subtree. Instead, the direct parent pointer (dpp)
was utilized for each node, which enabled the upward traversal of the right-most-path
during the candidate generation process. The drawback of this approach is that the
process could not assume that every node belongs to the right-most-path and hence,
extra checking was required during the traversal. An optimization can be attained if only
the right-most-path coordinates are stored so that further checking is not required and
dpp would not be needed any more as a work around.

For better efficiency in processing long subtrees, we utilize a structure that we defined
in Section 4.3.2.5 - the so-called RMP coordinate list. The main trait of this structure is
that it allows coordinate storage optimization. In this case, only the coordinates of the
right-most-path nodes of a subtree are required. This allows significant reduction in the
coordinate storage requirement for long subtrees. Especially in the case of subtrees with
high fan-out, this can be a performance boost since the length of the right-most-path of a
high fan-out subtree is normally much less than its length. With smaller coordinate size
to be stored, the frequency counting cost can be substantially reduced.
4A.4.2 Utilization of Recursive List
Despite its usefulness, the novel structure, called the embedding list discussed earlier in
Section 4.3.2.2, might require extra memory storage space to store the nodes
coordinates or hyperlinks of the generated candidate subtrees. In this section, we show
how we can improve the space efficiency by using a more compact structure to achieve
the same result as the one we could achieve from the embedding list.

To help in data compression, a fusion of the dictionary structure and embedding list is
introduced. This resulting structure is called a recursive list. In a way, it is a more
compact representation of embedding list with additional functionality that previously
belonged only to the dictionary. The recursive list serves as a global look-up list and at
the same time it encodes the embedding relationships of the subtrees to be mined.
Utilizing the recursive list can result in space saving and slightly better performance as
reported in our study (Tan et al. 2007). This optimization will be subsequently referred
to as the RL optimization.

4.5 Mining Frequent Unordered Subtrees
When the notion of order is considered, there are two different types of data: ordered
and unordered data. Ordered data is when the order of entities in data is semantically
important; that is, if the order of the same entities is changed, it has different semantics
from what it had originally. In contrast, unordered data is when the order of entities in
data is semantically insignificant.

When mining frequent ordered subtrees, the tendency is that the number of frequent
subtrees obtained is numerous. Hence, the technique developed for mining ordered data
in general will deal with more combinations of patterns. Thus, when mining frequent
ordered subtrees and the minimum support threshold is set high enough, the chance to
detect frequent subtrees can be slim. Sometimes, this becomes too restrictive. In this
case, we want to relax such a restriction and instead mine unordered subtrees.

On the other hand, when mining frequent unordered subtrees, the tendency is that fewer
subtrees to be enumerated because only automorphism groups are enumerated. The
main challenge of mining frequent unordered subtrees is that one needs to determine a
representative form of the automorphism groups which is referred to as the canonical
form (CF). Thus, given any subtree 1\ the task of mining unordered subtrees is to
compute their canonical form. In this respect, we count the frequency count of each
automorphism group rather than the frequency of the subtrees as in the case of mining
ordered subtrees. The enumeration technique that enumerates automorphism groups will
be more efficient than the enumeration technique that enumerates ordered patterns from

which they will then be required to be mapped to the canonical forms representing each
automorphism group.

As proposed in (Chi et al. 2005), there are two canonical form of subtree that can be
used, depth-first and breadth-first canonical form.

The work on mining unordered subtrees was carried out in a complementary thesis
(Hadzic 2008). The framework employs a transformation process that maps subtrees
into their depth-first canonical form. The way the transformation process is employed in
the framework is unique and is different from the strategy employed by others (Chi et
al. 2005; Zaki 2001). Our strategy allows an easy integration with the TMG enumeration
and the frequency counting approach utilized in the framework. Furthermore, this
strategy allows the framework to consider both induced and embedded unordered
subtrees at the same time. This is different from the existing techniques which address
either the induced or the embedded case, but not both simultaneously.

4.6 Mining Frequent Sequential Patterns using Vertical Tree
Approach
While the main pattern of interest of the study is the tree-structured pattern, a study of
other patterns can be interesting in order to determine how the developed framework
can be extended to other types of data.

The sequential pattern is one of the patterns that many are interested in discovering
(Agrawal & Srikant 1995; Ezeife & Lu 2005; Tan et al. 2006a; Zaki 2001). As an
example, discovering frequent sequences of a customer buying items from an online
retailer can be useful to improve product proposition. The information can be used to
tailor special promotions that will attract a lot of buyers, boost sales and hence,
company profits. Mining DNA sequences is another example of its use.

By definition, tree-structured patterns and sequential patterns are of a different kind.
Tree-structured patterns have a hierarchical order and sequential patterns are fiat data.
By definition, a sequential pattern means that the order is important. We argue,
however, that there is a connection between the two.
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Given that the interest of the study is how to maximize the utilization of the framework,
we develop a sequential pattern definition from the tree-structured pattern perspective.
A tree structure with no fan-out, that is, one where every node in the tree has only 1
child, is equivalent to a sequential pattern. By definition, a tree structure has a
hierarchical relationship. In other words, the order of the node of a tree structure with no
fan-out is important. Thus, one can see that from this perspective, a sequential pattern is
also a tree structure with a specialized structure.

Using this conceptualization that a sequence is equal to a vertical tree, the previous
framework utilized for mining frequent subtrees can be easily utilized to mine frequent
sequential patterns. We experiment with a hybrid enumeration approach when applying
the framework to mining sequential patterns. The intention is to show that such a hybrid
approach can overcome the space bottleneck issue when using horizontal enumeration.
The hybrid approach utilizes a horizontal structure to form candidate subtrees; however,
it applies vertical counting during enumeration so that early pruning can be done. The
benefit of such vertical counting done during the enumeration process is that, at each
enumeration, the frequency count of the generated candidate can be known without
having to wait until all candidates at the current iterations have been counted
completely.

4.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have given an overview of the solutions. We have laid down the
goals of the development early in the chapter to set the focus. We highlighted the
different representations utilized in the framework, followed by an overview of
canonical representations for labeled, ordered and unordered subtree and an efficient
representation for processing XML documents. A walkthrough of the framework is
provided. Strategies for dealing with the issue of complexity are described. An overview
of the enumeration method and frequency counting mechanism is given. Some
optimization strategies are described. An overview of the extension of the framework
for tackling mining frequent unordered subtrees is presented. Finally, an overview of the
extension of the framework for tackling mining frequent subsequences is given.

In the next chapter, the data structures presented earlier in this chapter will be discussed
in greater detail. An insight into these representations is essential so that the interaction
between these data structures and the proposed algorithms which will be described in
later chapters can be understood more clearly.
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Chapter 5
Representations and Data Structures
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we will discuss the proposed representations and data structures for the
efficient mining of frequent subtrees. In general, the mining of frequent patterns is a
very costly process. Mining frequent subtrees is even more costly than mining frequent
relational data. The choice of data structures used is critically important for efficient
candidate generation and the frequency counting processes. In order to efficiently
represent subtrees in memory and secondary storage, we utilize the depth-first string
encoding as it is better than the breadth-first search for representing vertical
relationships. To enable an efficient candidate generation process, we propose an
embedding list structure. With this structure, enumeration of embedded subtrees can be
performed naturally. Additionally, we propose a dictionary structure that functions as a
look-up structure so that each generated local subtree during candidate generation can
be reduced in the form of integer hyperlinks (Wang et. al. 2004). To perform efficient
frequency counting, a vertical occurrence list is proposed. An insight into these
representations is a pre-requisite for readers to grasp the context when the finer details
of the proposed framework are described in the next chapters. The rest of the structures,
recursive list and RMP coordinate list, can be ignored until the optimization strategies
are discussed in Chapter 6.

An algorithm is a set of well-defined instructions for accomplishing a certain task that
often presents a critical problem. An algorithm works by modifying states of objects and
transforming them into something tangible depending on the nature of the task it
performs. We are concerned with two things here. An algorithm needs a way to store
the state of the objects (data container) and to perform efficient operations on them
(method). Both are the basis for what we commonly refer to as a data structure. The
operations performed by an algorithm can be: inserting new objects into the container,
deleting objects from the container, retrieving objects value, sorting objects, etc. In this
context, ‘objects’ would refer to data.

A data structure is a data container with structured relationships that provides
mechanisms to perform effective and efficient operations on the stored data and
maintain data integrity. A well-designed data structure allows a variety of critical
operations to be performed economically, and is time, resource and space efficient. For
example, an array allows a fast random read/write access; a binary tree allows efficient
data retrieval, etc. Different kinds of data structures are suited to different kinds of
applications, and some are highly specialized for certain tasks. For example, Hash tables
are good for implementation of a dictionary, B-trees are particularly well-suited for
storing data in secondary storage, and an array is good for simple random read/write
access.

Algorithm performance and complexity, without precluding others factors, are heavily
dependent on the data structure used. In this chapter, we will be discussing some data
structures that are utilized in our framework for mining frequent subtrees. We will cover
both static and dynamic aspects of these data structures. The static aspect is referred to
as a data representation. The dynamic aspect is referred to as data operation. The latter
will be discussed in subsequent chapters when we are discussing the core algorithm
mechanisms.

The choice of representation is normally affected by the goals. If the goal is to transfer
information with emphasis on space efficiency, then we are interested in how we can
represent data in an efficient, compressed form that can be reliably retrieved w?ith less
effort. However, compressed data will always require more processing and thus result in
more time being needed to consume the original data. If speed is a higher priority, then
any extended information might need to be encoded together with the main information.
The extended information is often useful to speed up processing as it remembers certain
processing states so that it minimizes dynamic re-computation costs. However,
superfluous extended information can be an overkill that impacts negatively on
performance too. A balance of not too much and not too little information is often the
preferred option.

In this chapter, the focus is on giving formal definitions and contexts of representation
and data structures as the basis for discussions in later chapters. In the next section, we
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will first discuss the canonical form of labeled subtrees. Since we choose a string-like
representation of the canonical form of labeled subtrees, we refer to this representation
as ‘string encoding’. We also discuss the canonical form for unordered subtrees. XML
data tends to be larger than relational data. Efficiently representing XML data is an
important task when mining frequent subtrees from XML documents. We present a
strategy to expedite the processing of XML documents by indexing techniques. The
second representation problem that the framework tries to address is more related to
how complex computations and data manipulations can be performed efficiently and
effectively. There are several data structures proposed to address this issue. In Section
5.3.1, a global dictionary structure will be presented. In Section 5.3.2, a novel
embedding list structure will be discussed. A structure utilized for the purpose of
frequency counting, the vertical occurrence list, is described in Section 5.3.3. Then the
remaining two structures for optimizations are presented. A new, more space-efficient
structure, the recursive list, (a fusion of embedding list and dictionary) will be defined
in Section 5.3.4. In Section 5.3.5, RMP coordinate list representation utilizing the right
most-path concept is presented. A chapter summary is provided at the end of the
chapter.

5.2 Efficient Canonical Form Representation
The canonical form (CF) of an entity is, in general, a representative form (or a function)
which allows many equivalent variations of an entity to be represented (mapped) into
one standard, conventional, logical, and consistent manner (Chi, Yang & Muntz 2004b;
Valentine 2002).

5.2.1 Canonical Representations for Labeled Trees
A canonical representation for labeled trees is a unique way to represent a labeled tree
and relates to the way trees are represented in memory or secondary storage (Chi et. al.
2005). A function / that maps labeled trees to its canonical representation should be
bijective. The two famously known representations for tree structure are the adjacency
matrix (Inokuchi et al. 2002) and the adjacency list (Kuramochi & Karypis 2001). In the
field of frequent subtree mining, however, many tree mining algorithms also use string
like representations for several reasons. This type of canonical representation is
normally referred to as string encoding (cp). Firstly, string-like canonical representations

are more compact and hence more space efficient. Secondly, a string-like representation
is easy to manipulate and provides an efficient data access mechanism. For unordered
subtree cases where automorphisms of trees need to be determined, the choice of an
efficient data structure is crucially important (Chi, Yang & Muntz 2004b). This is
because there is extensive processing cost associated with detecting whether or not two
subtrees are automorphisms, and such processing is normally expensive as it requires
costly operations such as sorting.

Motivated by the study demonstrating that string-like encoding is more space-efficient
and easy to manipulate with robust performance (Tan et al. 2005a; Zaki 2005b), many
researchers have utilized this encoding for frequent subtree mining algorithms. There
are different forms of string encoding used for subtree mining. Chi et al. (2005), Tan et
al. (2005b), and Zaki (2005a) utilize a depth-first string encoding. Luccio et al. (2001,
2004) have independently defined a depth-first string encoding. Asai et. al. (2003) and
Nijssen & Kok (2003) independently defined a similar encoding for rooted ordered trees
using depth sequences where the depth of a vertex is encoded in the string. They all
encode the labels in a pre-order traversal way. With string encoding, a backtrack symbol
is used whenever we have to move up a node in the tree during the pre-order traversal of
the tree being represented by the encoding. Researchers have used different backtrack
symbols to represent the backtrack according to personal preference. Some used ‘5’, the
others used 7’. For the sake of discussion. 7’ is used to refer to backtrack symbol.

From Figure 3.1, for example, the default depth-first string encoding of 7) denoted as cp
(7)) is ’ ace//b/\ In the encoding that Asai's and Nijssens' proposed (p{T\) is (0;r/); (l;c);
(1;6); (2;e) or equivalently is ‘Or/led62c’. Each pair represents a depth or a vertex and is
followed by a vertex label. This breadth-first string encoding style is further extended to
canonical representations for rooted unordered trees (Chi, Yang & Muntz 2004b). This
idea is also used by Tan et al. (2006c) to introduce the distance constraint.
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5.2.2 Canonical Representations for Unordered Trees
One key problem of mining an unordered tree is the representation issue (Hadzic 2008).
There are multiple ordered trees that map to one canonical form of an unordered tree.
For an unordered tree, there can be many automorphisms (Zaki 2005a). From these
many automorphisms, we want to select one as the unique canonical representation for
the corresponding unordered tree. Thus, the problem of representation for unordered
trees consists of finding a representative canonical form of automorphisms of trees that
belong to the same automorphism group. Different ways to define a canonical form for
an unordered tree have been proposed. Chi, Yang & Muntz (2004b) defined a canonical
form based on depth-first traversal, depth-first canonical form (DFCF). Asai et al.
(2003) and Nijssen & Kok (2003) also defined equivalent canonical forms. Later, Chi,
Yang & Muntz (2004a) defined the breadth-first canonical form (BFCF) in his
HybridTreeMiner algorithm. He applies this BFCF to handle free trees. In general,
canonical forms for unordered subtrees can be classified into these two categories:
DFCF and BFCF.

Figure 5.1: Computing canonical form of tree T described in Chi. Yang & Muntz (2004a).

5.2.2.1 Breadth-first Canonical Form (BFCF) String Encoding
As described in (Chi, Yang & Muntz 2004a), this BFCF string encoding can be formed
by traversing the tree in breadth-first order, level by level. Each sibling family is
separated by the level coding (Nijssen & Kok 2003) or, as in (Chi, Yang & Muntz
2004b), the special separating symbol ‘S’ is used. For a rooted tree, the first character in
the string is the root node label. Both symbols ideally are not in the vertex labels set.
Chi, Yang & Muntz (2004a. 2004b) and Zaki (2005a) define the symbols to sort greater.
Fladzic, Tan & Dillon (2007) on the other hand sorts the symbols smaller. Since there
can be many automorphisms for an unordered tree, there can be more than one string
encoding for the same tree. One needs to define a canonical function that maps many
automorphisms to one canonical string encoding. One common practice is to define the
canonical string encoding as the minimal one, according to the lexicographical order.

For example, the breadth-first string encoding for tree T in Figure 5.1 (left) above,
following the rule defined in (Chi, Yang & Muntz 2004b) is cp:‘ a$eecab$b$$ec$$e#\
The string encoding is not in its canonical form yet. Given that the separating symbol
sorts greater, the BFCF string encoding is cp:‘ a$abcee$$e$ce$b$tF (Figure 5.1 (right)).
# encodes the end of the string. The breadth-first string encodings is good for capturing
and grouping the sibling relationships between nodes in a tree, that is, horizontal
relationships. However, it is not as good when describing the parent-child and ancestordescendant relationships (vertical relationships).

The above scheme can be extended to implicitly code vertical relationships by
introducing an empty sibling set (f). So, the BFCF string encoding for tree T above
becomes (p:La$abcee$^$e$ce$b$(f)^\ At least with this scheme, we can track the vertical
relationships better although ancestor-descendant relationships are still difficult to see
from such encoding, although it is still possible by counting and keep tracking of the ‘5’
symbols. Encoding the level of the nodes instead of the ‘5’ symbol might help encode
such an ancestor-descendant relationships. With the level of the nodes being encoded,
the previous encoding becomes (p:‘aOabceel(J>2e2ce2b2(j)W or in Asai’s or Nijssen’s
terms, it will be encoded similar to <p:‘0a$lalblclele$2<j>$2e$2c2e$2b$2<f>
5.2.2.2 Depth-first Canonical Form (DFCF) String Encoding
Algorithms such as FreeTreeMiner (Chi, Yang & Muntz 2003) and FlybridTreeMincr
(Chi, Yang & Muntz 2004a) implement BFCF string encoding. Algorithms such as
Sleuth (Zaki 2005a) and UNI3 (Hadzic, Tan & Dillon 2007), on the other hand, utilize
DFCF for discovering frequent unordered subtrees. Depth-first string encoding in
general is better for describing the vertical relationships with a trade-off that it is not as
a good breadth-first string encoding for describing the horizontal relationships. In a
technique such as RAZOR (Tan et al. 2006c) the vertical relationships are used as a
constraint variable to constrain the distance between two nodes with parent-child and
ancestor-descendant relationships. In iMB3 Miner (Tan et al. 2006a), a maximum level
of embedding constraint was used. It uses the vertical relationships to constraint the
embedding relationships between two nodes. Thus, it is more advantageous to utilize
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depth-first string encoding for techniques that exploit vertical relationships more than
the horizontal relationships.

Depth-first string encoding, as described in (Tan et al. 2005b; Zaki 2005b) can be
generated by adding vertex labels in a depth-first pre-order traversal of a tree T(V,E),
and appending a backtrack symbol (for example ‘$’, and ‘$’^T(F)) whenever we
backtrack from a child node to its parent node. For example, the depth-first string
encoding of the tree T in Figure 5.1 (left) is (p:‘aeb$$e$ce$c$$a$be$$\ Tan et al.
(2006a) use 7’ instead of ‘$’ as we do in this thesis to describe a backtrack symbol. The
DFCF string encoding is chosen such that it is lexicographically minimal among the
encoding of the other subtrees that are automorphic. If we define the backtrack symbol
to sort greater, the DFCF string encoding becomes (p\‘aa/be//cc/e//eb//e/'. If we define it
to sort smaller as in (Hadzic, Tan & Dillon 2007), it becomes (p\‘aa/be//cc/e//e/eb//'.
The choice of the sorting function depends on how the technique developed makes the
most out of each scheme. There is no clear evidence that one is better than the other.
Please note that normally we omit the backtrack symbols after the last label in the string
as a shorthand notation.

5.2.3 Efficient Representation for Processing XML Documents
XML documents tend to be large in size. Information encoded in XML documents is in
the form of text format. Processing a large collection of text data can be very expensive.
The underlying structure of XML documents is a tree structure. Given that XML
documents having a more complicated structure, can have an ordered data context and a
much bigger data size, the processing of textual information in XML documents can be
very expensive.

To ensure efficient processing, the tree-structured data in XML document can be
transformed into a string-like representation.
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<Book isbn="113-011-1911">
<Author>
<Name>Michael Foster</Name>
<Company>IT ProfessionaK/Company>
</Author>
<Title>XML Bible</Title>
<Price>49.90</Price>
</Book>

Figure 5.2: A fraction of XML tree

We mentioned earlier that depth-first string encoding is better for expressing vertical
relationships. Since we would like to concentrate more on vertical relationships within a
tree structure, we prefer to use the depth-first string encoding {(p) to represent the treestructured items. In this case, the depth-first string encoding is constructed from the
combination of XML elements, attributes and values by traversing the XML document
tree model in depth-first pre-order traversal. Unless otherwise stated, all string encoding
discussed in this thesis will refer to depth-first string encoding.

Rule 1: If structures and values are to be considered, XML can be transformed into a
string such that the elements’ names and their inner text (value) are appended as a single
string label. So from Figure 5.2, for example, the element <Naine> according to the said
rule can be transformed into a single string ‘Name["Michael Foster"]’. If structure only
is to be considered, then the element string (value/innertext) will be omitted and so we
will use only the element name.

Rule 2: Similarly, if an element has one or more attributes, since we do not consider a
node with multi labels, we will merge the element name-value with the attribute's
name-value as a single string label. So from Figure 5.2 for example, the element ‘book’
according to the said rule, can be transformed into a single string wBook[isbn="l 13-011
1911"]’. If structure only is to be considered, then the attribute name and value will be
omitted.

Processing long strings, however, can still be very expensive. Our strategy for
expediting the processing of XML documents is to transform them into an integer-based
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form. With this approach, the textual context of each element node will be mapped into
an integer number and the mapping is stored in an index table where the original string
can be looked up in this index table at a later time for reporting purposes. In this way,
the performance of the technique for discovering frequent subtrees from XML
documents can be improved greatly as reported in (Tan et. al. 2005b, 2006a).

Book[isbn = "113-011-1911"]

100

Author

100

Name["Michael Foster"]

102

Company["IT Profesional"]

103

Titleg'Xml Bible"]

104

Price["49.90"]

105

Figure 5.3: XML string index table

The above is an example of an XML string index table computed from the XML tree in
Figure 5.3. One can use any hash function to map such strings into integer indexes.
With this index table, the XML tree can be transformed into an integer-indexed tree as
shown in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: Integer-indexed tree of XML tree in Figure 5.2

By utilizing the same dataset format used by Zaki (2005b), the above integer-indexed
tree is formatted as follows:

tid

cid

S

0

0

1 1

1

1

N

N

100

101

102

-1

103

-1

-1

104

-1

105

-1

Figure 5.5: An XML tree in Figure 5.2 formatted as a string-like representation as used in Zaki (2005b). tid:
transaction-id: cid: omitted: S: size of the string
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A little extra post processing will be required to look up the string table, but overall this
technique is more scalable than processing string labels directly and improves frequency
counting. This is the case when a hash table is used for candidate frequency counting.
Hashing integer labels over string labels can have a significant impact on the overall
candidates counting performance as illustrated in the following example.

Suppose that a text ‘1234’ is to be hashed as a string data, one has to compute the hash
key from a string consisting of 4 characters ‘iy2Y3Y4\ On the other hand, suppose
that a text H234’ is to be hashed as an integer data, one can simple treat ‘1234’ as the
hash key. This makes the latter cheaper to compute and benefits the later important part
of mining frequent pattern, that is, frequency counting.

5.3 Efficient Representations and Data Structures for Trees
In general, processing of tree structures is computationally complex and expensive. The
standard ways of representing a graph are through a collection of the adjacency list and
the adjacency matrix. A tree structure is an acyclic graph. The adjacency list in general
uses less space than the adjacency matrix. The adjacency list is preferable for
representing sparse graph. The adjacency matrix, on the other hand, is preferable for
representations when the graph is dense because it gives faster data access. Ideally, a
better representation would have the good characteristics of both structures; that is, it is
space efficient with fast access time.
The efficiency of an Apriori-based frequent subtree mining technique is measured by
how well it performs candidate generation and frequency counting tasks. Due to the
large number of candidate subtrees that can be generated, it is important that the
candidate generation and frequency counting process be performed in a very efficient
way in terms of time and space. Thus, the choice of data structures becomes a very
important factor.

Several data structures are proposed to alleviate efficient candidate enumeration and
frequency counting process. A dictionary structure is used as a global look-up structure
that allows fast data access and reduces multiplication of the same information that

would otherwise be stored locally in each generated subtree. A novel embedding list is
proposed in order to provide an efficient candidate enumeration process. The
embedding list and the dictionary are the basic constructs for the candidate generation
process that will be discussed in Chapter 6. A vertical structure, vertical occurrence list,
is proposed for fast frequency counting. To take the space efficiency of the embedding
list further, a new structure called a recursive list as a fusion of the embedding list and
the dictionary is proposed. Furthermore, the efficiency of the candidate enumeration and
frequency counting process is enhanced by storing only the right-most-path coordinate
of each enumerated subtree. We refer to the structure that holds only the right-most-path
occurrence coordinate as the RMP coordinate list. Each data structure that we propose in
this thesis is discussed in detail below.

5.3.1 Dictionary
A dictionary is an intermediate structure that is used to capture hierarchical
relationships inherent in the tree-structure. During the initial transformation step, the
external data is transformed into this structure. This also implies that the dictionary is a
horizontal representation of the external data. When generating candidate subtrees, it
would be too costly if each instance of a subtree stored in memory were stored and
duplicated locally. Instead, it is more efficient to generate a global structure and store
only the hyperlinks (Tan et al. 2005b; Wang et al. 2004) to such a global structure. This
structure allows direct access to the global shared information and thereby avoids extra
space cost, which would be caused if duplicate information were to be copied
(stored) locally.
It is unrealistic to generate a dictionary from an extremely large database. To deal with
such a situation, one might want to consider constructing a dictionary in secondary
storage with a performance trade-off. An alternative solution is to consider a distributed
system where the database is partitioned into several segments from which a
corresponding dictionary structure will be generated, so that the dictionary is split over a
number of machines. However, due to time and resource constraints, this is considered
as possible future work.

This dictionary structure is useful when it is utilized for frequency counting and pruning
purposes. We represent this global structure as an array object so that random access to
this structure can be performed in 0(1) time. Each cell of the dictionary stores
information such as label, level, scope and a link to a parent node pre-order position. We
refer to this link information as direct parent pointer (dpp). The dpp of the root node is
equal to -1. The index of each cell refers to the position of each node in the original tree.
Thus, each cell in the dictionary will contain a tuple of {label, level, scope, dpp). The
level information of each node stored in the dictionary is used only when we are
considering the mining of an induced subtree. This will become clearer when a strategy
to mine induced subtrees using the maximum level of embedding constraint is discussed
in Chapter 6. The following example illustrates a tree T and a dictionary D that is
generated from tree T.

Figure 5.6: Illustration of generating a dictionary D from tree T where each cell in D has {label, level, scope, dpp)
tuple.

The scope of a node refers to the position of its right-most-leaf node with the given node
as a root, or its own position if it is a leaf node itself (Tan et al. 2005a; Zaki 2005b).
This scope information is useful for a number of things. One can determine that a node
is a leaf node if its position is equal to its scope. The scope can also be utilized to
determine whether a node is a descendant node or sibling node by doing a scope check
(Zaki 2005b). Given node A has position i, and its scope is i+n, node B with a position /
such that j > i and / < i+n we know that node B is a descendant of node A, otherwise ifj
> i+n and the dpp of both nodes are equal then node A and B are sibling. In addition,
scope information encodes the hierarchical notion of tree structures. In Figure 5.6, the
scope of each node is shown together with each node position. For example, the root
node of tree T at position 0 has a scope value of 6, denoted as 0,6.
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An item in the dictionary D at position / is referred to as D[i]. The notion of position of
an item refers to its index position in the dictionary. For example, D[3] stores the
structural information {label, level, scope, dpp}={d, 1,3,2} of node with label d, and so
on.

Later, when mining frequent subsequences, this global structure is modified into a two
dimensional array so that each row will correspond to a dictionary of sequence of
objects local to each transaction where those objects belong, thereby removing the need
to keep a global index. We call this structure a DMA-Strips and it was introduced in
(Tan et al. 2006b). This approach has the advantage of a better locality with the price of
more clock cycles to access a higher dimension array.

Because a dictionary is used extensively throughout the framework, it is a
fundamentally important structure within the framework.

5.3.2 Embedding List (EL)
An embedded subtree is a subtree type with the most complexity (l an et al. 2006a). The
framework proposed in this study is built with a capacity to tackle the complexity of
mining embedded subtrees. A novel and unique embedding list {EL) representation
suitable for describing embedded subtrees is proposed in (Tan et al. 2005b). This
representation is adapted from the conventional adjacency list format by relaxing the
adjacency notion into an embedding notion in order to capture the embedding
relationships between nodes in trees. The list not only contains adjacent nodes
(children), but also takes all its descendants and forms an embedding list in pre-order
ordering. Although we call this structure an embedding list, it can consist of multiple
embedding lists just as the adjacent list is a collection of adjacent lists.

For considerations of speed, each embedded list is represented as an array of integers so
that each item in the list can be accessed in 0(7) time. This representation is completely
different from the string-like (Zaki 2005b), adjacency matrix (Inokuchi et al. 2002) or
adjacency list (Kuramochi et. al. 2001) representation utilized previously for trees, t his
representation is also different from the embedding lists structure that was very recently

discussed in Tatikonda, Parthasarathy & Kurc (2006). The commonality between their
structure and ours (Tan et al. 2005b) is that it is an array-based structure.

The integer values in the EL correspond to a node’s position in the corresponding trees
that the EL represents. Thus, the EL captures only the structural aspect of tree structures.
One can obtain information about nodes from the dictionary. The interaction between
the dictionary and the EL is an essential part of the candidate generation strategy that
will be discussed in Chapter 6. In the candidate generation process, the dictionary
functions as a look-up structure so that each occurrence of a subtree can be represented
as an integer occurrence coordinate rather than being used to store all nodes information
locally. As the same information can be copied locally multiple times, the latter
approach is more expensive.

All 2-subtree candidates generated from T
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Figure 5.7: A tree T with all of its 2-subtree candidates and the EL of tree T

Figure

5.7 illustrates a tree T with all of its 2-subtree candidates and the EL of tree T. The

main idea of an EL is that we create a list of nodes that share the same root node of a
tree T. We use notation EL[i] to refer to an embedding list with a node at position / as its
root key. An embedding list of the root node is called the main embedding list. It is the
longest generated list in an EL. A slot refers to an array position in the EL. Thus,
EL[i][n] refers to a value stored at slot n in EL[i\, whereas \EL[i]\ refers to the size of
the embedding list of node at position i. So, for example from Figure 5.7. EL[0] refers to
the embedding list with root-key 0, that is, 0:[ 1,2,3,4,5,6,7.8). £X[0][0| refers to a value

stored in EL[0] at slot 0. From Figure 5.7 £X[0][0]=1, £X[0][6]=7, £X[7][0]=8, and so
on.
2-subtree is a subtree that consists of 2 nodes; 4-subtree is a subtree that consists of 4
nodes, and ^-subtree is a subtree that consists of k nodes. An EL of tree T can be
constructed by joining all 2-subtree candidates of a tree T that are rooted on the same
node and order the list in a way that it forms a sorted list that follows tree pre-order
traversal sequence. Please note that the ordering is important for mining ordered
subtrees. Each list will have its own key, which is the root node of the joined 2-subtrees.
Thus, an EL of tree T is actually a compact representation of 2-subtree candidates that
can be generated from a tree T. On the other hand, one can easily construct the original
tree by simply connecting the root node and each node in the main embedding list with
an edge.
In Chapter 6, we will show how an efficient candidate enumeration can be employed in
a systematic way utilizing this data structure. This representation is also useful when it
is utilized for mining frequent sequences that will be discussed in Chapter 10.

5.3.3 Vertical Occurrence List (VOL)
For efficient frequency counting, a vertical structure, called a vertical occurrence list
(VOL), is used to store an occurrence coordinate (OC) of each generated subtree. An
occurrence coordinate is basically an integer array of varying size whose values are
integer hyperlinks to coordinates of nodes following the pre-order traversal ordering
that are indexed in the dictionary. Unless otherwise stated, we will assume this
definition of occurrence coordinate.

The main characteristics of VOL are that it can efficiently construct a vertical list of
occurrence coordinates and compute its size vertically with almost no cost. With this
vertical structure, the frequency count of each subtree is equal to the size of the structure
vertically. The advantage of using this VOL is that the frequency count does not need to
be updated separately in addition to inserting the occurrence coordinate; whereas an
occurrence coordinate is needed for the candidate generation process.

Each occurrence of a subtree is stored as an occurrence coordinate as previously
described. The vertical occurrence list of a subtree groups the occurrence coordinates of
the subtree by its encoding. Computing the frequency of a subtree can be easily
determined from the size of the VOL. We use the notation VOL(L) to refer to the VOL of
a subtree with encoding L. Consequently, the frequency of a subtree with encoding L is
denoted as |VOL(Z)|. We can use VOL to count the occurrence-match support and
transaction-based support. For occurrence-match support, we suppress the notion of the
transaction id (tid) that is associated with each occurrence coordinate. For transactionbased support, the notion of tid of each occurrence coordinate is accounted for when
determining the support count.

As an example, suppose that a subtree with encoding cpfb c / e’ has occurrence
coordinates of {0,6,8},{0,5,8}, and {0,4,8}. When occurrence-match support is used,
the frequency of this subtree is computed by computing the size of the VOL, | VOL( ‘be/
e ’)|, that is, 3. When transaction-based support is used the | VOL( 'b c / e ’)| is equal to 1
because from the transaction-based support definition in Chapter 3, the support of a
subtree / is equal to the numbers of transactions that support subtree t. Let us assume
that the occurrence coordinates are of the same tree and that tree has the transaction id
0.
0 6 8
0 5 8
0 4 8
'be / e'

Figure 5.8: VOL(‘ b c / e") of a subtree cprb c / e’ when occurrence-match support is used

0 0 6 8
0 0 5 8
0 0 4 8
’bc/e'

Figure 5.9: VOL('b c / e‘) of a subtree with cp:'b c / e‘ when transaction-based support is used

With numerous occurrences of subtrees, the list can become very large, and also for
long subtrees, storing full occurrence coordinate is expensive. We will address this issue
in Section 5.3.5.

5.3.4 Recursive List (RL)
EL transforms the hierarchical nature of a tree structure into multiple list structures.
Such a conceptualization simplifies the enumeration process as it reduces the dimension
of generating candidates from the hierarchical structure into a flat structure. The
hierarchical structure is virtually a 2-dimensional structure whereas the flat structure is a
1 dimensional structure. The enumeration of 1-dimensional structures can be done much
more simply by iterating through it in a non-recursive manner. However, despite its
usefulness, EL requires extra memory storage to store the nodes coordinates or
hyperlinks of the generated candidate subtrees. This can be an issue when processing a
very large tree database.

To help in data compression, a fusion of the dictionary structure and EL is introduced.
This resulting structure is called a recursive list (RL). In a way, it is a more compact
representation of the EL with additional functionality that previously belonged only to
the dictionary. RL serves as a global look-up list at the same time as it encodes the
embedding relationships of the subtrees to be mined. Utilizing RL can result in space
saving and slightly better performance as reported in our study (Tan et al. 2007b). This
optimization will be subsequently referred to as RL optimization.
RL collapses multiple embedding lists of a subtree T, EL[i],EL[j],..,EL[z] into RL[i]
where i < j < z and EL\i) c= EL[j] c= EL[z\. RL utilizes the notion of scope to segment
each list within a flat structure. The scope of a node refers to the position of its right
most-leaf node with the given node as a root, or its own position if it is a leaf node itself
(Tan et al. 2005a; Zaki 2005b). This scope information is useful for several reasons.
One can determine that a node is a leaf node if its position is equal to its scope. The
scope can also be utilized to determine whether a node is a descendant node or a sibling
node by doing a scope check (Zaki 2005b). Given node A has position /, and its scope is
i+n, node B with a position j such that j > / and j < i+n we know that node B is a
descendant of node A, otherwise if j > i+n and the dpp of both nodes are equal, then
node A and B are siblings. In addition, scope information allows us to simulate the
hierarchical nature captured by the EL. In Figure 5.11, the scope of each node is shown
together with each node position. For example, the root node of tree T is at position 0
with scope 6, denoted as 0,6.
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Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 illustrate the difference between the RL and EL.
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Figure 5.10: An EL generated from tree T
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Figure 5.1 I: The RL with line and arrow indicating the start and end of each list. Each cell denotes (pos, scope) of
nodes of tree T

Due to its compact format, utilizing the RL can result in space saying and offer slightly
better performance than utilizing an EL.

5.3.5 RMP Coordinate List
When mining sequences, it is sufficient that only the last node coordinate be stored for
the purpose of generating candidate sequences (Tan et al. 2006b). However, storing
only the last node coordinate is not sufficient for subtree mining because the way the
string encoding is generated for a subtree is different from that for sequences. In the
case of sequences, there is no concept of backtracking (Zaki 2005b). In a conventional
approach, when mining tree structures, full occurrence coordinates must be stored so
that the parent-child or the ancestor-descendant relationship between nodes can be
preserved. This is one of the performance degrading factors as it can become very
expensive for long subtrees. Thus, a good strategy to overcome the problem is
considered as an important contribution.

As defined in Chapter 3, the right-most-path of a tree is the (shortest) path connecting
the right-most-leaf with the root node. The usage of the right-most-path for candidate
subtree generation has been discussed in (Abe et al. 2002; Tan et al. 2005b). The right
most-path is also the basis for right-most-path expansion candidate generation family
(Abe et al. 2002). While the utilization and applications of the right-most-path have
been numerous, to our knowledge it has never been sufficiently discussed or exploited
for the purpose of tackling the space optimization problem.

We utilized a right-most-path concept for generating candidate subtrees. With such a
candidate generation technique, the right-most-path information is required to generate
candidate (&+7)-subtrees from a ^-subtree. However, the right-most-path information is
not automatically obvious, since in a conventional approach, full occurrence coordinates
are stored and so there is no mechanism in place which allows for an efficient retrieval
of the right-most-path coordinates for each subtree. Instead, the direct parent pointer
{dpp) was utilized for each node, which enabled the upward traversal of the right-mostpath during the candidate generation process. The drawback of this approach is that the
process could not assume that every node belongs to the right-most-path and hence,
extra checking was required during the traversal. An optimization can be attained only if
the right-most-path coordinates are stored so that further checking is not required and
dpp would not be needed anymore as a work around.

By storing only the right-most-path coordinates, significant reduction in the coordinate
storage requirement is achieved. Especially, for subtrees with high fan-out, this can be a
performance boost since the length of the right-most-path of a high fan-out subtree is
normally much less than its length. The processing cost of subtree with a shorter
coordinate list is also substantially reduced. This structure is basically a VOL that holds
right most path coordinates. For this reason, we call this structure a RMP coordinate
list.
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Right Most Path Coordinate
Conventional Coordinate

Ti

t2

t3

{0,11}
{0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11}

{0,1,2,3,4}

{0,5}

{0,1,2,3,4}

{0,1,2,3,4,5}

Figure 5.12: Illustration of the right-most-path coordinate (OCrmp) of tree Tu T2. and T3

Figure 5.12 illustrates how the right-most-path can help reduce the amount of storage
needed to store the (occurrence) coordinates of a subtree. Note that the right-most-path
of 73, T2 and 73 is the path between node P {right-most-node) and node Q, node R and S,
and T and U respectively. Assume that we give a pre-order number to each node in the
trees.
As evident from the subtrees in Figure 5.12, if we have to store full (occurrence)
coordinates

of

tree

Ti

we

will

be

required

to

store

12

coordinates,

{0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11}. In contrast, storing the right-most-path coordinates requires
only 2 coordinates, {0,11}. However, it is interesting to note that the space gain can be
achieved only if the subtrees have a high fan-out as in Ty. For 73 which basically is just
a sequence, storing the right-most-path does not provide a space advantage as there are
the same numbers of coordinates to be stored as if the right-most-path were not utilized
at all. For 73 although it is structurally quite similar to 73, we can see a large space
advantage by storing its right-most-path, that is, {0,5} instead of {0,1,2,3,4,5}. This
advantage seems to benefit both wide trees and deep trees. In general, we can say that
the advantage is greater when extending a ^-subtree that has fewer nodes on the right
side of its root node, especially, when extending a node to a root node for which the
length of the right-most-path will become 2. With the right-most-path coordinate
optimization, regardless of how many nodes do not belong to the right-most-path of
such a subtree, the number of coordinates to be stored is always equal to the length of
the right-most-path. Thus, utilizing the right most path concept for storing subtrees'
coordinates provides a significant advantage in space processing and speed compared
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with our previous implementation since less checking is required, and the use of dpp
during the candidate generation process is unnecessary.

The utilization of this RMP coordinate list for an optimization reason will be discussed
in Chapter 6.

5.4 Summary
In this chapter, the focus is to give formal definitions and contexts of representations
and data structures for efficiently mining frequent subtrees as the basis for discussion in
later chapters.

The first representation problem that has been addressed in this chapter relates to
finding a means of efficiently representing subtrees in memory or secondary storage.
We have given the rationale of using depth-first string encoding to represent subtrees.
XMT data tends to be larger than relational data. We presented a strategy to expedite the
processing of XML documents by the indexing technique.

The second representation problem that the framework tries to address relates more to
the way that complex computations and data manipulations can be performed efficiently
and effectively. We propose several data structures to address this issue. Frequent
patterns mining in general is a very costly process. Mining frequent subtrees is even
more costly than mining frequent relational data. The choice of data structures used is
critically important for efficient candidate generation and frequency counting. To
provide an efficient candidate generation process, we propose an embedding list
structure. This structure is designed in such a way that enumeration of embedded
subtrees can be performed naturally. Additionally, we have presented a dictionary
structure that functions as a look-up structure so that each generated local subtree during
candidate generation can be reduced in the form of integer hyperlinks (Wang et al.
2004). To perform efficient frequency counting, a vertical occurrence list is proposed.
An insight into these representations is a pre-requisite in order for readers to grasp a
good context when the mechanical details of the proposed framework are described in
the next chapters. We presented two further data structures, the recursive list and the
RMP coordinate list as a means of space and time optimizations.
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Chapter 6
Mining Frequent Ordered Subtrees
6.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3, general concepts, definitions and problem formulations were discussed. In
Chapter 5, descriptions and the details of data structures utilized for mining frequent
subtrees were described. In this chapter, we will present the proposed framework for
mining frequent subtrees. First, the overall structure of the framework will be described
in Section 6.2 to give us a bigger picture of the framework. Once we are familiar with
the overall structure of the framework, we will be better able to see how we can utilize
the framework to attack different problems within the context of mining frequent
subtrees. Each technique (or algorithm), which addresses a more specific problem
within the context of mining frequent subtree, will be given a unique name so that it can
be easily distinguished from the others. In this chapter in particular, we will address
only the problem of mining frequent ordered subtrees by developing a number of
algorithms: MB3 Miner, iMB3 Miner, RAZOR, [i]MB3"R Miner.

The chapter outline is as follows. In Section 6.3, we will present a short overview of our
framework in the form of general functional steps to tackle the problem of mining
frequent subtrees. In Section 6.4, we will present the MB3 Miner algorithm (Tan et al.
2005b) that addresses the problem of mining frequent ordered embedded subtrees. The
Tree Model Guided (TMG) enumeration technique will be introduced and its formal
definition will be given. Full (k-1) pruning as a resolution for the generation of pseudofrequent subtrees is discussed in detail. A frequency counting technique utilizing a
vertical structure, the vertical occurrence list (VOL), is presented. In Section 6.5, we will
present the iMB3 Miner algorithm (Tan et al. 2006a) that addresses the problem of
mining frequent ordered induced subtrees utilizing the level of embedding constraint
defined in Chapter 3. In Section 6.6 we will present a minor extension to the previous
two algorithms to address the problem of mining frequent distance-constrained
embedded subtrees. We refer to the last extension as the RAZOR (Tan et al. 2006c).
Finally, two algorithms MB3‘R and iMB3"R that implement optimizations through the
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utilization of the recursive list and the RMP coordinate list are presented in Section 6.7.
A summary concludes the chapter. For descriptions of various data structures mentioned
in this chapter, please refer to Chapter 5.

In Chapter 7 readers will find the mathematical model of the TMG enumeration
technique and complexity studies of enumeration of induced and embedded subtrees. In
Chapter 8, we conduct experimental studies comparing our approaches discussed in this
chapter with the state-of-the-art algorithms that address the same class of problems.

6.2 Introduction to the Framework
In this section, the overall structure of the framework is given. In Figure 6.1, we show
both a generic framework for mining frequent subtrees and the framework proposed in
this thesis. The generic framework is provided to give some basis for comparison and it
does not necessarily represent any existing framework for mining frequent subtrees.

We break the framework into modules and decouple one process from the others. Each
highlighted module in the diagram indicates that such a process is specific only to the
proposed framework and signifies our contribution. The labels A,B, ... , H are given so
that we can easily identify what each module refers to.

In general, modules A, C, D, E, and H are common to the various problems addressed in
this study, whereas the rest are relevant only to the specific problem to be solved.
Modules A, C, D, E, and H would be the basis for mining frequent ordered subtrees and
also mining frequent subsequences. For mining embedded subtrees, module F would be
excluded. Module F is used when constraint is introduced into the system, for example
when an induced subtree is the subject of interest. Modules B and G would be utilized
when we are discussing the techniques for mining unordered subtrees.
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Figure 6.1: Diagram of a general mining frequent subtree framework (left) and the framework proposed in this thesis
(right)

We will refer to each module as necessary when we discuss each technique in the
following sections.

6.3 General Steps of the Proposed Framework for Mining Frequent
Subtrees
The problem of mining frequent subtrees can be formulated as: given a user specified
support threshold a. find all frequent subtrees whose support > a.

In the previous section, the pictorial depiction of the proposed framework was given. In
this section, we will convert it into a short overview of the framework in the form of
general functional steps.

We developed parallelisms between XML documents and tree structures in Chapter 3.
The original intent of the study was to mine patterns from XML documents. Since an
XML document is an instance of tree structures, we approach it by focusing on
developing techniques that are suitable for tree structures. Within our framework, we
discuss one way of representing XML documents as a tree structure which is
computationally efficient.

The two types of subtrees that we are interested in discovering from a large database of
trees are induced and embedded subtrees. Formal definitions of both subtrees have been
given in Chapter 3. Figure 6.2 illustrates the difference between induced and embedded
subtrees.

Figure 6.2: Kxample of induced subtrees (Tl, T2. T4, T6) and embedded subtrees (T3, T5) of tree T
(note that induced subtrees are also embedded)

The functional steps of mining frequent ordered subtrees can be outlined as follows:

Preliminary Step (Module A): This step is common to all techniques proposed in this
thesis and so we assume that we always perform this step whenever the dataset of
interest is a collection of XML documents. The database of XML documents is
transformed into a database of rooted integer-indexed ordered trees for faster
processing. This was described in detail in Chapter 5. This step can be logically
compared with a database indexing problem. This step should be straightforward and is
needed only for optimization of mining any instance of tree structure with long string
labels and XML documents that fall into this category.

Step 1: the tree database Tdb is scanned, and information extraction and intermediate
data structure generation occurs at this step. The intermediate data structure that we
generate at this time is the dictionary (Module C). Researchers use this event to also
compute the frequent 1-subtrees, F). Additional processing might also be done at this
step such as tree sorting (module B) which will be discussed in Chapter 9 when
discussing the proposed technique for mining frequent unordered subtrees. In the area of
mining frequent unordered subtrees, tree sorting, is commonly called the canonical
form transformation.

Step 2: efficient candidate generation would normally require advanced data structures.
Thus, we consider that the process for generating any intermediate structure for
candidate generation exists at this step. We generate the embedding list at this step
(Module D) and, at the same time, we generate 2-subtree candidates automatically. All
infrequent 2-subtree candidates are pruned. This leaves us with only the frequent 2subtrees, F2.
Step 3: candidate generation and frequency counting for ^-subtrees takes place for k >
2. For each frequent (k-1)-subtree, ^-subtrees are generated by following the IMG
enumeration rules and their frequency counts are computed by inserting each subtree
coordinate to the vertical occurrence list (VOL). To ensure that all candidate subtrees
whose frequency count is equal to, or greater than the user-specified minimum support
are not pseudo-frequent candidates, we perform full (k-1) pruning by checking that all
the (£-/)-subtrees of the frequent ^-subtree are also frequent. For mining induced
subtrees, the additional step (module F) constraining the level of embedding among
nodes with vertical relationships is performed during node extension, and when dealing
with all generated embedded subtrees, those that are not induced subtrees would be
pruned. For mining frequent unordered subtrees, after each &-subtree has been
generated, we perform the canonical form transformation (Module G) to map each
generated ordered subtree to its canonical form. Once all ^-subtrees have been
enumerated and counted we obtain all frequent ^-subtrees in L\. Then we increment k so
that k-1 becomes k. The whole process of generating ^-subtrees from frequent (k-1)subtrees and obtaining frequent ^-subtrees repeats until no more frequent ^-subtrees are
discovered.
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Once all of the above steps have been performed, the process stops and all frequent
subtrees with their support count are available for subsequent processing. In the next
sections, we will present MB3 Miner, iMB3 Miner, RAZOR, and [i]MB3'R algorithms
that are proposed to address a number of problems of mining frequent ordered subtrees.

6.4 MB3 Miner: Mining Frequent Ordered Embedded Subtrees
In this section, an algorithm for mining ordered embedded subtrees, MB3 Miner is
described. MB3 Miner utilizes the dictionary and embedding list (EL) representation
and for efficient candidate generation it employs Tree Model Guided (TMG)
enumeration strategy and the vertical occurrence list (VOL) for efficient frequency
counting. Two different support definitions are utilized: transaction-based and
occurrence-match support.
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Generate EL
Generate F2

Generate Q
Generate Fk
Generate AR
Figure 6.3: General structure of MB3 Miner

The general structure of the MB3 Miner (modules A, C, D, E, and H) is given in Figure
6.3. The details of module A have been described in Chapter 5. The rest will be
discussed below.

Figure 6.4: An arbitrary tree T

To help us clarify definitions, concepts, and formulations throughout the discussion, we
will use illustrations and examples using the arbitrary tree T shown in Figure 6.4.

6.4.1 Generating the Dictionary (Module C) & Frequent 1-subtrees (Fi)
The process of mining frequent subtrees is initiated by scanning a tree database, 7^, and
generating a global pre-order sequence in memory, the dictionary. The dictionary
consists of each node in Tdb following the pre-order traversal indexing. For each node,
its position, label, scope and dpp are stored. On each occasion, when inserting a node to
the dictionary, we generate a candidate 1-subtree. Based on its label, we increment its
support count. If its support count is > cr (user-specified minimum support count), we
insert the candidate 1-subtree into the frequent 1-subtree set, F\. After the dictionary has
been constructed, our approach does not require further database scanning as the
dictionary is basically an in-memory horizontal representation of the database. The
following is a dictionary constructed from the tree T in Figure 6.4.

[0]

[ MAil

[1]
12]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
b,3,0 1 c,2,l [ a,2,1 | b,8,0 1 c,6,4 1 d,6,5 | c,8,4 1 e,8,7 1 c,10,0 | c,10,9~l
Figure 6.5: The dictionary structure of the tree T in Figure 6.4

When the database size is extremely large it becomes unrealistic to fit the dictionary
into one machine main memory. As discussed in Chapter 5, a more realistic approach
would be to consider constructing the dictionary in secondary storage with an
anticipated performance trade-off, or to split the dictionary over a number of machines.

However, we do not consider this scenario in this thesis, but suggest it as possible future
work.
Inputs: D (dictionary), a (min. support), Ft (frequent 1-subtrees)
Outputs: EL (embedding list), F2 (frequent 2-subtrees)
ConstructEmbeddingList (Fh D):
for each frequent 1-subtree U e F1
vol-U = GetVOLfti) // returns a list of coordinates where ti occurs
for each occurrence coordinate oc e vol-ti
oc[0]-EL = Generate-EL (oc[0], D)

EL = EL u oc[0]-EL
return EL
Generate-EL (i, D):
i-scope = GetScope(i, D)
for (j = i+1 to i-scope)

line 1:
line 2:
line 3:
line 4:
line 5:
line 6:

i-EL = i-EL + j
t2 = Enumerate-Candidate(i, j)
C2 -C2ut2
if( support(t2,C2)>o) F2 = F2 ut2
return i-EL

II get scope of i
II add j to i-EL
II generate 2-subtree t2

Figure 6.6: EL and F2 construction pseudo-code

6.4.2 Generating an Embedding List (EL) (Module D) & Frequent 2sub trees (F2)
Efficient candidate generation would normally require advanced data structures for
efficient processing. We propose a novel structure called the embedding list (EL) for
this purpose. This structure is discussed in Chapter 5. At this step, by referring to the
pseudo-code given in Figure 6.6, an EL is generated as follows. For each frequent
internal node in F/, a list is generated which stores its descendant nodes' hyperlinks in
pre-order traversal ordering so that the embedding relationships between nodes are
preserved. At each step of inserting a descendant node into a list (Figure 6.6:line 3), a
candidate 2-subtree is generated (Figure 6.6:line 4) and the frequency of each generated
2-subtree candidate is counted (Figure 6.6:!ine 5).
[0]
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2
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6
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10

[1]
2
3
6

[2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9]
3 1 4 j 5 j 6 i 7 i 8 | 9 | 10 |
7 | 8 1

Figure 6.7: Embedding list constructed from tree T in Figure 6.4

If its support count is > cr (user-specified minimum support count), we insert the
candidate 2-subtree into the frequent 2-subtree set, F2 (Figure 6.6'.line

6).

The

embedding list structure generated from the tree T in Figure 6.4 is shown in Figure 6.7.
One important property of the embedding list is that the pre-order positions ordering of
nodes in the original trees are preserved. This becomes the basis for enumeration of
ordered subtrees.

6.4.3 Generate k-subtrees (Ck) (Module E)
In this step, candidate ^-subtrees are generated from (&-7)-subtree (sometimes also
referred to as candidate (£+7)-subtrees are generated from k-subtrees).

We propose an efficient enumeration strategy for enumerating embedded subtrees. We
call our enumeration strategy the TMG enumeration. In this section, we will develop the
formal definitions of the TMG.

We are concerned with a systematic way of generating candidate subtrees. An optimal
enumeration method should generate each subtree at most once, and generate only valid
candidates according to the tree model so it does not generate candidates with zero
support count. It should also be complete, in the sense that it generates all possible
candidate subtrees from a given database of trees. TMG is an enumeration technique
derived from the right-most-path extension family which has been reported to be
complete and where all valid candidates are enumerated at most once (non-redundant)
(Abe et al. 2002; Nijssen & Kok 2003; Tan et al. 2005b). For processing efficiency, we
make use of the EL structure which is simply a collection of 1 dimensional array-based
structures which are used to perform the TMG enumeration. With this approach, the
enumeration of candidate subtrees can be treated as simply an enumeration of
sequences.
6.4.3.1 Occurrence Coordinate
We described in Chapter 5 that an occurrence coordinate is basically an integer array
with varying size whose values are integer hyperlinks to coordinates of nodes following
the pre-order traversal ordering that are indexed in the dictionary. For example, we
denote the occurrence coordinate of the subtree T in Figure 6.8 as {0,1,2,3,4,5}.

However, since TMG enumeration is implemented using the EL structure, we have to
use a different notion of occurrence coordinate, i.e. the occurrence coordinate would
refer to slots in the EL rather than the coordinate of nodes indexed in the dictionary.
Assume that we have a C-subtree. To avoid confusion, we call the latter definition of
occurrence coordinate an indirect occurrence coordinate, denoted by \r,ci, ...,Ck-i],
whereas the other one is referred to as a default occurrence coordinate or simply just an
occurrence coordinate, denoted by

{r,Cj, ...,Ck-i}-

The first coordinate for both

definitions of the occurrence coordinate always encodes the root node position r. In this
case, it is the position of the root node r in the dictionary denoted as {r}. For the
indirect occurrence coordinate, however, the subsequent coordinates encode the slots
index in the EL[r] rather than the coordinate of nodes indexed in the dictionary. For
example, an indirect occurrence coordinate of a subtree T in Figure 6.8 is equal to
[0,0,1,2,3,4]. To convert an indirect occurrence coordinate to a default occurrence
coordinate, one can perform the following conversion: [{r},EL[0][0], £X[0][1],
EL[0][2], £Z[0][3], 0-£X[0][4]] => {0,1,2,3,4,5}. Note that EL[r] denotes an embedding
list with r as the root-key and the slot refers to an array position in the EL. For more
detailed descriptions, please refer to Chapter 5.
6.4.3.2 The Right-most-path (RMP) Coordinate
The right-most-path coordinate, denoted as

OCrmp\tq,

...,r/], of a tree T is defined as the

coordinates of nodes in Tthat form the right-most-path, i.e. the path that starts from the
right-most-leaf node (ri) all the way to the root node (r0). By its definition
As an example, from Figure 6.8

OCrmp

OCrmp c

OC.

of a subtree T is [0,3,41 or {0,4,5}. For

illustrations of OCrmp, please refer to Chapter 5.
6.4.3.3 Extension Coordinates
Extension coordinates of a /(-subtree with OCpMP'.[ro,

are a set of EL slots in

EL[r0], [s0,Sj,...,\EL[r0]\-\] such that s0<Si<..<\EL[r0]\-\ and,s'0=rAl and s{k+])=sk+\.

Tail slot
O-EL.

-• Extension points--

Scope ofextension

2 (c ) 3( a

Figure 6.8: TMG enumeration: extending a subtree T {0,1,2,3,4.5} with OCmP\[0,3,4] with extension coordinates [5,
6. 7, 8, 9]

6A.3.4 Extension Point
We refer to each node in the right-most-path as an extension point. In other words, each
coordinate in OCrmp’-Vo,

is an extension point. The extension point is the point to

which extension coordinates will be appended when TMG enumeration is performed.
The details will be discussed in the next section.
6.4.3.5 Enumerating Embedded Subtrees

using

the

TMG Enumeration

Technique
The TMG enumeration approach belongs to the family of the horizontal enumeration
approaches. It is an optimal enumeration strategy as it always generates unique subtrees
(non-redundant) and it exhausts the search space completely. The unique subtrees
generated by the TMG enumeration approach refer to instances of subtrees in the tree
database. Unique instances of subtrees have a unique occurrence coordinate; however, it
may have the same encoding. Because the TMG enumeration approach is optimal, and
all candidate subtrees enumerated by the TMG approach are valid, it is most likely that
any other horizontal enumeration approach would need to enumerate at least as many
candidates, if not more.

Given a tree T, the unique property of the right-most-path extension candidate
generation approach is that ^-subtrees c= T are generated from (&-/)-subtrees cz T by
extending one node at a time at its right-most-path coordinates OCRMp:[ro,...,r/]. starting
from the right-most-leaf node r/ up to its root r0. Each extending node is defined as any
node in the original tree T that has pre-order position greater than the right-most-leaf
node r/. We refer to the right-most-path coordinates as extension points.

Consider a frequent embedded (C-/)-subtree tk-i with (p(tk-i)-T and suppose that l(i)
denotes a labeling function of node at position i. Therefore, to enumerate all embedded
^-subtrees from tn-i with indirect occurrence coordinate [r,c/,
enumeration approach extends [r,ci,

...,Ck-2]

coordinates [ck-i,Ck,---,\EL[r]\-\], where

...,Ck-2],

the TMG

of tk-i with [/] and [/] e extension

Ck-^Ck-2

indirect occurrence coordinate becomes \r,ci,

+l,c*=c*./+l, and so on. Thus its

...,Ck-2,j]

and its encoding becomes

L ’:L*l(i) where i=EL[r][f].
6.4.3.6 Step-wise Depth-first String Encoding Generation
Given a (&-/)-subtree tk-i with depth-first string encoding (pifk-d and the OCrmp'-Ico,
we generate a ^-subtree tk by extending tk-i with a node whose coordinate is [/] such that
its label is defined by a labeling function /(/), the depth-first string encoding of tk
namely cp(jk) can be computed in a step-wise manner by extending the encoding of the
(C-Z)-subtree namely (p(C-/) with the extending node label /(/). We denote the extension
of (p(tk-i) with /(/) as cp(7_/)*/(z), and

is computed using (p(C-/) + /; (s,%) + /(/),

where i=EL[ro][f], + is a string append operation, and rj(s,%) is defined as a function to
generate the backtrack symbol s in % times. We use 7’ as a backtrack symbol as
discussed in Chapter 3. For example, rj(7’,5)=7////

//’, and so on.

Given that we are extending tk-i with a node whose coordinate is [/'], % is determined by
computing the reverse index of the right-most-path coordinate r, e

-[ro, ...,/*/] for

OCrmp

which the node at position EL[ro\\ri\ is the closest ancestor of the extending node
EL[ro\[j ]•
The closest ancestor of node

e

is defined as the first extension point e

OCrmp'-Vo,

from the back to the front that is the ancestor of the node e. In Chapter 5, when
discussing the embedding list, we described how one can determine whether a node is
an ancestor of another node by using the scope information that we store in the
dictionary. Basically, if the coordinate of a node A is smaller than, or equal to, the scope
of another node B. then node B is the ancestor of node A or node A is one of the
descendants of node B.

The reverse index of an item in the array is defined as the item index offset computed in
the reverse order. T hus, the first item in the array has the reverse index equal to the last
index of the array and the subsequent items in the array towards the end are assigned
indexes one less than the reverse index of the previous item and the last item in the
array has the reverse index 0. So, for example, the right-most-leaf node r/ e

OCrmp'-[t-

0, ...,r/\ has a reverse index 0. Let us denote the last index of item in EL[ro\ as rg. rg can
be computed as \EL[r0]\-\ where \EL[ro]\ is the size of the EL[r0]. The reverse index of a
slot n in EL[ro\ is computed as (rg-n). Let’s suppose that rg of EL[r0\ is 5. Using the
formula above, the reverse index of ro is equal to (5-0)=5. The reverse indexes of r/,...,
r5 are 4, 3, 2, 1,0 respectively.

Examples. Lrom Figure 6.8, extending a subtree T {0,1,2,3,4,5} whose OCRMp is [0,3,4]
and (p(7) is ‘abc/a//bc’ with an extension coordinate [5], i.e. node with label ’(T
whose default coordinate is {6}, will generate a subtree T’ such that the default
coordinate of T’ is {0,1,2,3,4,5,6} and its

OCrmp

is [0,3,4,5]. The computation of cp(T’)

takes the reverse index of the extension point as well as the label of the extension
coordinate. The computation of the reverse index is performed by first determining the
closest ancestor to the extension coordinate. From the definition of the closest ancestor,
the closest ancestor of the extending node [5] in the
index of [4] in

OCrmp

OCrmp

of T is [4], The reverse

of T is 0, so in this case the value of x is 0. Thus the resulting

encoding of T\ namely cp(7”), is computed as ‘a b c / a / / b c’ +

tj{7’,0)

+ ‘d’ = ‘a b c /

a / / b c d’. On the other hand, if we are extending T with the extension coordinate [8],
1. e. node with label ‘c’ whose default coordinate is {9}, the resulting encoding of T\
namely (p(T’), is computed as ‘a b c / a / / b c’ + r/(‘/\2) + ‘c’ = ‘abc/a//bc//c’
and the

OCrmp

of T’ becomes [0,8].

6.4.4 Frequency Counting
A candidate subtree can occur at different positions in the database and an occurrence
coordinate is used to denote the node positions of that particular subtree so that it can be
distinguished from other subtrees having the same encoding. Each occurrence
coordinate of a subtree describes an instance of each occurrence of the subtree in TjbHence, each candidate instance always has an occurrence coordinate associated with it.

To determine whether a subtree is frequent, we count the occurrences of that subtree
that have the same encoding and check whether they are greater than, or equal to, the
specified minimum support a.

Each occurrence of a subtree is stored as an indirect occurrence coordinate as previously
described. The vertical occurrence list of a subtree groups the occurrence coordinates of
the subtree by its encoding. Computing the frequency of a subtree can be easily done
using the size of the VOL. We use the notation VOL(L) to refer to the vertical
occurrence list of a subtree with encoding L. Consequently, the frequency of a subtree
with encoding L is denoted as \VOL(L)\. We can use VOL to count the occurrence-match
support and transaction-based support. For occurrence-match support, we suppress the
notion of the transaction id (tie!) that is associated with each occurrence coordinate. For
transaction-based support, the notion of tid of each indirect occurrence coordinate is
accounted for, when determining the support. As an example, when the occurrencematch support is used, the frequency of a subtree of tree T (Figure 6.8) with encoding 4a
b c\ | VOL( ‘a b c’)| is equal to the size of the vertical occurrence list, i.e. 3. When
transaction-based support is used the \VOL(‘a b c’)| is equal to 1 because from the
transaction-based support definition in Chapter 3, the support of a subtree / is equal to
the number of transactions that support subtree /. Hence, there is only 1 transaction
(tid:0) that supports subtree ‘a b c’ of tree T (Figure 6.8) even though there are 3
occurrences.
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Figure 6.9: VOL('a b c ’) of a subtree of tree T in Figure 6.8 with cp: ’a b c' when occurrence-match support is used
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Figure 6.10: VOL( 'a b e') of a subtree of tree T in Figure 6.8 with ip:‘a b c‘ when transaction-based support is used

The cost of the frequency counting process is incurred from at least two main areas.
First, it comes from the vertical coordinate list construction itself. With great numbers

of occurrences of subtrees, the list can grow very large. For long subtrees, storing full
occurrence coordinates is also expensive. Secondly, for each candidate generated, the
encoding needs to be computed. Constructing an encoding from a long tree pattern can
be very expensive. An efficient and fast encoding construction can be employed by a
step-wise string encoding construction, so that at each step the computed value is
remembered and used in the next step. In this way, a constant processing cost that is
independent of the length of the encoding is achieved. Thus, fast candidate counting can
be achieved. We have shown how we can generate depth-first string encoding in a step
wise fashion in Section 6.4.3.6.

6.4.4.1 Full (k-1) Pruning
As previously discussed in Chapter 4, if we use occurrence-match support, there can be
pseudo-frequent candidate subtrees generated when generating /[-subtrees from (k-1)subtrees or generating (/[+7)-subtrees from /[-subtrees. To make sure that all generated
subtrees do not contain infrequent subtrees, full (k-1) pruning must be performed. The
rationale for this has also been discussed in (Zaki 2005). Throughout the discussion, we
sometimes refer to the full (k-1) pruning simply as full pruning.

This implies that at most (k-1) numbers of (A-Z)-subtrees need to be generated from the
currently expanding /[-subtrees. An exception is made whenever the maximum level of
embedding constraint is set to 1, i.e. mining an induced subtree; as in this case, we need
to generate only / numbers of (A:-/)-subtrees where / < (k-1) and / is equal to the number
of leaf nodes in /[-subtrees. If the removal of the root node of the /[-subtree does not
generate a forest (Zaki 2005), then an additional (Z[-7)-subtree is generated by taking the
root node off the expanding /[-subtree. The expanding /[-subtree is pruned if at least one
(Z[-7)-subtree is infrequent; otherwise, it is added to the frequent ^-subtree set. This
ensures that the method generates no pseudo-frequent subtrees.

While full pruning is easily done in a breadth-first based method, it is a challenge for a
depth-first based approach such as VTreeMiner (Zaki 2005). When generating a ksubtree using the depth-first traversal method, information regarding the frequency of its
(k-1)-subtrees may not be available at that time. In contrast with the breadth-first
method, the frequency of all its (/[-/)-subtrees have been determined. Therefore, full

pruning can be done in a more complete way with the breadth-first approach than with
the depth-first approach.

Because of this difficulty, a depth-first approach such as VTreeMiner (Zaki 2005) is
forced to employ an opportunistic pruning strategy that prunes only infrequent subtrees
in an opportunistic way. On the other hand, the depth-first method is a more spaceefficient approach compared with the breadth-first method. A depth-first approach will
compute the frequency of all different length candidate subtrees from each transaction
completely before moving to the next transaction, and the information about all the
subtrees from that transaction can be removed from memory. In contrast, the breadthfirst method will need to store the occurrence coordinate of generated /[-subtrees which
is later used for generating (/:+7)-subtrees from the same transaction.

6.4.4.2 Accelerating Full Pruning
As for each /[-subtree candidate, there can be (k-1) checks involved in determining
whether all its (/[-7)-subtrees are frequent, a process that can be quite time consuming
and expensive. Fortunately, some time is saved by checking whether a candidate is
already a part of the frequent /[-subtree set. In this way, if a (/[-7)-subtree candidate is
already in the frequent /[-subtree set, it is known that all its subtrees are frequent, and
hence only one comparison is required. Thus, fast candidate counting can be achieved.

6.4.5 MB3 Miner Pseudo-code
Overall, the MB3 Miner algorithm can be described by the pseudo-code in Figure 6.11:
Inputs : Tdb(Tree database),a(min.support),<7(max.
Outputs : Fk(Frequent subtrees), D(dictionary)
{D, Fi} : Databasescanning (Tdb)
{EL, FL} : ConstructEmbeddedList (FhD, S)
k=3
while(\Fk\ >0){
Fk = GenerateCandidateSubtrees(Fk1 S)

level of embedding)

k = k+1
}

GenerateCandidateSubtrees(Fk1, S) {
for each frequent k-subtree tk.-, e Fk_-,
Lm = GetEncoding (tk.t)
VOL-tk.-i = GetVOL(tk1)
for each occurrence coordinate ock.-, (r:[m, ...n]) e
for (j = n+1 to\r-EL\-1)

VOL-tk.-,

{ock, Ld = TMG-extend( oc^L^J)
if( Contains(Lki Fk) )
lnsert( hashkey(Lk),ock,Fk)
else
lf(k-1 Pruning (Ld = false) II if all k-1 patterns frequent
lnsert( hashkey(Lk),ock,Fk)
return Fk
}

Figure 6.11: MB3 Miner pseudo-code

6.5 iMB3 Miner: Mining Frequent Ordered Induced Subtrees
In Chapter 3, we discussed how the task of mining embedded subtrees can become
infeasible, especially when large embeddings exist in the data. In this section, we
describe our approach iMB3 Miner to alleviate the problem by restricting the maximum
level of embedding on the candidate subtrees to be discovered. In general, iMB3 Miner
will use the same steps as those described for MB3 Miner above in respect to mining
frequent ordered subtrees, except that it uses an extra module (Module F) as described.
Thus, we will highlight only the steps where the extensions are performed.

From Chapter 3, the characteristic that distinguishes embedded subtrees and induced
subtrees lies in the level of embedding of the nodes that form vertical relationships. To
the best of our knowledge, our approach is the first with such a perspective. Just very
recently Tatikonda, Partasarathy & Kurc (2006) proposed a technique that also

addressed both induced and embedded subtrees. In their report however they reported
only the experimental results for the embedded subtrees case.

An induced subtree by definition is a subset of an embedded subtree. The formal
definition of an induced subtree is given in Chapter 3. Most of other studies adopt such
a formal definition. However, in this study we develop a definition that shows a closer
relationship between the induced and embedded subtree, rather than just stating that one
is a subset of the other.

Our framework is unique and is the first to use this concept to tackle the mining of both
induced and embedded subtrees. Utilizing the notion of level of embedding, we propose
a framework that can be flexibly switched between mining the two major types of
subtrees. Most of the known approaches will normally adopt a specialized approach for
tackling each subtree variant.

Motivated by such a proposition, we utilize the concept of level of embedding that
connects induced and embedded subtrees in a different way from the one that
traditionally defined them.

The level of embedding is defined as the length of the shortest path between two nodes
that form an ancestor-descendant relationship. Intuitively, when the level of embedding
inherent in the database of trees is high, numerous numbers of embedded subtrees exist.
Thus, when it is too costly to mine all frequent embedded subtrees, one can decrease the
maximum level of embedding constraint gradually down to 1, from which all the
frequent subtrees obtained are induced subtrees. With such a definition, we would see
induced subtrees as an embedded subtree where the maximum level of embedding that
is allowed to occur is constrained to 1. Hence, mining frequent induced subtrees can be
formulated in the same way as mining embedded subtrees where the maximum level of
embedding is constrained to 1 (Tan et al. 2006a).

Hence, when mining embedded subtrees, whenever the complexity becomes intractable,
we could restrict the maximum level of embedding of each subtree, which would

produce a good estimate in a much shorter time. We demonstrate such a scenario in our
experimental findings in Chapter 8.

6.5.1 Utilization of the Maximum Level of Embedding Constraint
The originally developed MB3 Miner algorithm needs a slight adjustment when
integrating the maximum level of embedding constraint to the TMG enumeration
method. We simply avoid producing candidate subtrees where the level of embedding A
between any two nodes is higher than the pre-specified maximum level of embedding
constraint threshold 5. To restrict the level of embedding of each node, at each
extension a check is performed if the level of embedding A is less than or equal to the
specified S. Only when the A of a node to its extension point is less than the maximum
level of embedding threshold S, is the extension performed.

A

A

5(T p

Figure 6.12: Illustration ol restricting the maximum level of embedding when generating SI-4 subtrees from a subtree
tk_,

c: T whose encoding is 'a b' with OC {0.1 j

From Figure 6.12, the level of embedding A between nodes at position 0 with nodes at
positions 2, 3, 4 and 5 is indicated by the dotted line with an arrow and marked with the
level of embedding specified on its right. For instance, in Figure 6.12, the level of
embedding between node at position 0 and node at position 5 in tree

denoted by

zl(0,5) is 3. Suppose that the maximum level of embedding S is set to 2, when we extend
a subtree with OC {0.1} with nodes at positions 2, 3, and 4, the level of embedding
between nodes at positions 2, 3 and 4 to their extension point is equal to 2 and it is less
than or equal to the specified maximum level of embedding 3, and thus the candidate
subtrees (S/, S'?, and S3) are generated. However, when it is extended with the node at
position 5, the level of embedding between the node at position 5 to its extension point
is greater than 3:2, and hence the candidate subtree S3 is not generated. According to

our definition of induced and embedded subtrees in Chapter 3, Sy is an example of an
induced subtree and S2, S3, and S4 are examples of embedded subtrees. Here, we show
that by restricting the maximum level of embedding, we can obtain different types of
subtrees, induced and embedded subtrees.

6.5.2 Enumerating Induced/Embedded Subtrees using TMG Enumeration
(Module F)
Given a tree T, the unique property of the right-most-path extension candidate
generation is ^-subtrees c: T are generated from (£-/)-subtrees c= T by extending one
node at a time to its right-most-path coordinates OCrmp'.\To,...,vi\, starting from the right
most-leaf node r/ up to its root ro. Each extending node is defined as any node in the
original tree T that has a pre-order position greater than the right-most-leaf node n. We
refer to the right-most-path coordinates as extension points.

As stated in Chapter 3, A(r,s) denotes the level of embedding between two nodes whose
indirect coordinate is r and s and A is the maximum level of embedding constraint.

Given a frequent induced (&-7)-subtree tk-i with (p(tk-i):L and suppose that l(i) denotes a
labeling function of node at position /. Therefore, to enumerate all induced ^-subtrees
from tk-i with the indirect occurrence coordinate [r,Cj, ...,Ck-2\, the TMG enumeration
approach extends [r,cj, ...Xk-2] of tk-i with j, and Vee (tq,

A(e,f) < 5 and j e

extension coordinates [q./,c*,...,|£X|V||-1], where Ck-i=Ck-2 + l,c*=c*./+l, and so on. Thus
its indirect occurrence coordinate becomes [r,ci, ...,Ck-2,j] and its encoding becomes
L ’:L*l(i) where i=EL[r][f]. For mining induced subtree Ais set to 1.
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6.5.3 iMB3 Miner Pseudo-code
Overall, the iMB3 Miner algorithm can be described by the pseudo-code in Figure 6.13:

Inputs : Tdb(tree database),cr(min.support),6 (max. level of embedding)
Outputs : Fk(frequent subtrees), D(dictionary)
{D, F-,} : Databasescanning (Tdb)
{EL, FJ : ConstructEmbeddedList (FhD, S)
k=3
while(\Fk\ >0){
Fk = GenerateCandidateSubtrees(Fk1 5)

k = k+1
}

GenerateCandidateSubtrees(Fk1, S) {
for each frequent k-subtree tk.-, e Fk.-,
Lk.1 = GetEncoding (tkA
VOL-tk.-i = GetVOL(tk1)
for each occurrence coordinate ock^
for(j = n+1 to \r-EL\-1)

(r:[m,...n]) e VOL-tk-i

if( EmbeddingLevel(j) < S) then
{ock,
= TMG-extend( oc^L^j )
if( Contains(Lk F/J )
lnsert( hashkey(Lk), ock, Fk)
else
lf( k-1 Pruning (Lb) == false)
lnsert( hashkey(Lk),ock,Fk)
return

Fk

}
Figure 6.13: iMB3 Miner pseudo-code

6.6 RAZOR: Mining Distance-constrained Embedded Subtrees
In this section, we present an algorithm, RAZOR, for mining embedded subtrees where
the distance of nodes relative to the root of the original tree needs to be considered. We
implement an encoding strategy to efficiently enumerate candidate subtrees taking into
account the distance of nodes relative to the root of the original tree. This allows us to
preserve the TMG approach and obtain an algorithm for yet another subset of the tree
mining problem.

This notion of distance-constrained embedded tree mining will have important
applications in biological sequences, web information systems and conceptual model
analysis. Knowledge merging is another area where the distances between the nodes
within embedded subtrees may need to be considered. Inside a concept-hierarchy, the
distances between the nodes indicate the amount of specific knowledge about a
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particular concept, or that is needed for the accurate classification of that concept.
Domains representing their knowledge in a tree-structured form may require this
additional distance information as it commonly indicates the amount of specific
knowledge about a particular concept that is stored within the hierarchy. The structurebased approaches for schema matching commonly take into account the distance
between the concept nodes within a sub-structure when evaluating the concept
similarity across different schemas.

6.6.1 Motivating Examples
In this section, we will present the motivating example where the distance constraint is
useful. As mentioned in the introduction, there are a few applications where mining of
distance-constrained embedded subtrees would have important implications. The
problem considered here is concerned with semantic matching of concepts that come
from heterogeneous data sources. Semantic matching is particularly important in the
area of Ontology learning and matching (Giunchiglia & Shvaiko 2003). This problem is
a key part of another member of the graphs PhD thesis.

An ontology in Al is defined as a formal, explicit specification of a shared
conceptualization. 'Formal’ corresponds to the fact that the ontology should be machine
readable, ‘explicit’ means that the concepts and their constraints should be explicitly
defined, and ‘conceptualization’ refers to the description of concepts and their
relationships that occur in a particular domain (Fensel 2004; Gruber 1995). The main
differences among Ontologies occur in: vocabularies, design principles, knowledge
representation, level of detail and the ontology commitment (Pinto, Gomez-Perez &
Martins

1999;

Guarino

1997).

These

differences

make

ontology

matching

(Bergamaschi, Castano & Vincini 1999) a challenging task and to manually perform the
task would be too time consuming and error-prone. Automatic detection of semantic
matches among ontology concepts has therefore become the initial and most
challenging stage in most ontology merging and alignment tasks (Gomez-Perez,
Femandez-Lopez & Corcho 2003; Noy & Musen 1999. 2001).

Tet us consider the following scenario. Suppose that we have a fictional family
taxonomy of a great Professor. What we are interested to see is the relationships of
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people within the family tree of that great Professor. The kind of relationship that we
would like to discover is, for example, how many ‘famous Professors were born from a
non-famous Bachelor bloodline’. Also, we are interested to see how many generations
separate one from another. Additionally, we are also interested to see, for example, how
many ‘famous Professors within the great Professor bloodlines have a famous uncle or
aunt with a PhD’. By using the traditional embedded subtree definition, we can find that
there are two instances of ‘famous Professors who were bom from non-famous
Bachelor bloodlines’ with occurrence coordinates {1,3} and {2,3}. However, we would
not be able to obtain the number of generations that separate them. Furthermore, by
using the embedded subtree definition, we cannot find any occurrence of any ‘famous
Professors within the great Professor bloodlines that has a famous uncle or aunt with a
PhD’. This is simply because the traditional embedded subtree definition does not have
this kind of expressive capability. Instead, it discovers ‘famous Professor within the
great Professor bloodline that has a famous brother or sister with a PhD’, which is
simply incorrect in respect to the actual subtree from which the embedded subtrees are
discovered.

{Professor, famous}
{Professor, famous}

{PhD, famous}
{Bachelor,non-famous]

{Bachelor,non-famous}

{Professor,famous}

{PhD,famous}

{PhD,famous}

{Bachelor,non-famous}
{Professor,famous}

{PhD,famous}

{Professor,famous}

Figure 6.14: Examples of fictional family taxonomy of a great Professor for illustrating the importance of distance
constraint

In constrast, by utilizing the distance-constrained embedded subtrees, we can still find
two instances of ‘famous Professors who were born from a non-famous Bachelor
bloodline' with occurrence coordinates {1,3} and {2,3}. However, now we can further
distinguish the two instances and we can capture how many generations separate each

from the others. From the {1,3} instance, for example, we know they are separated by a
generation, and from the {2,3} instance, we know that they are separated by 2
generations. For the other case, by utilizing the distance constraint, we can actually find
one occurrence of ‘famous Professor within the great Professor bloodline that has a
famous uncle or aunt with a PhD’ with occurrence coordinate {0,3,5} which would not
be discovered otherwise.

In the context of determining the semantic similarity among concepts, mining distanceconstrained embedded subtrees will provide a more strict structural matching approach
as concept nodes must occur at the same positions among extracted subtree patterns. It
is stricter in the sense that the extracted embedded subtrees where one concept is known
to be the same, that is, candidates for comparison, are much higher in number. Each
concept-related embedded subtree is now split into multiple distance-constrained
embedded subtrees which keep the information about the node positions in the original
tree. This refines the comparison since extra reasoning can take place, taking into
account the concept node positions among extracted subtrees.

It is important to note here that we are not claiming that the mining of distanceconstrained embedded subtrees should replace the mining of embedded subtrees for the
purpose of semantic matching. Embedded subtrees without the distance constraint are
still important as the amount of concept granularity can differ among knowledge
representations and we need to relax the node distance constraint in order to investigate
such relationships. Consequently, one could start the structural matching process by first
mining distance-constrained embedded subtrees. This would detect initial exact matches
where the concept granularity is the same among knowledge representations. It also
indicates the point in the structure matching process where differences in the concept
granularity occur and extra care has to be taken with similarity update. The distance
constraint could then be relaxed (i.e extract embedded subtrees) in order to detect other
pairs of concept-related subtrees which are similar in structure but the concept
granularity differs among knowledge representations.

This would refine the concept matching process and help avoid initial bad matches
which could affect the rest of the knowledge (ontology) matching process. Flence, the
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whole process could be performed in a more controlled manner where the node
positions in the representative structure are taken into account.

6.6.2 Definition of a Distance-constrained Embedded Subtree
A tree T (r\V ,L\E') is an ordered distance-constrained embedded subtree of a tree
T(r,V,L,E) if it satisfies all the properties of an embedded subtrees (above), and Vv’EF
there is an integer stored indicating the level of embedding in tree T between v’ and the
root node r of T, denoted by A(v r).

6.6.3 Illustration of Distance Constraint
With a distance constraint, the distance between the nodes is used as an additional
equality criterion to group the enumerated embedded subtree candidates. To illustrate
the difference that this additional distance constraint will impose on the task of mining
embedded subtrees, consider the example of the tree shown in Figure 6.15. If the
traditional mining technique for embedded subtrees is used, a subtree LA C' by the
occurrence-match support definition would have a support equal to 8 with the following
instances indicated by their coordinates {(0,2), (0,3), (0,5), (0,6), (0,7), (1,2), (1,3),
(1,5)}. On the other hand, if the distance equality constraint is added, we would need to
divide this candidate into three candidates depending on the varying distance between
the nodes. Flence, the three ‘A C’ subtree candidates would have varying distances of 1
{(1,2), (0,6)}, 2 {(1,3), (1,5), (0,2), (0,7)}, and 3 {(0,3), (0.5)} and the occurrencematch support of 2, 4 and 2 respectively. For subtrees with more nodes, the stored
distance for each node will correspond to its distance from the root of that particular
subtree.

Figure 6.15: Example tree T with labeled nodes ordered in preorder traversal

While the number of unique candidate subtrees to be enumerated will increase because
of the added granularity, this constraint can be used to filter out certain embedded
subtrees based on the distance criterion. In addition, this constraint can be used to
further separate what would be otherwise just an embedded subtree into its distancecoded variants.

We utilize a slight modification to the string encoding discussed earlier in order to
implement the distance constraint. The distance to the root is worked out from the node
depths stored in the dictionary, where the root of the subtree is assigned the depth of 0
and all other nodes are assigned the difference between their depth and the original
depth of the new subtree root. Hence, the additional information corresponds to the
depths of nodes within the newly encoded subtree. Further modification of the encoding
consists in storing a number next to each backtrack 7’ symbol indicating the number of
backtracks in the subtree, as opposed to storing each of those backtracks as a separate
symbol. This representation allows for easier string manipulation due to uniform block
size.

6.6.4 Generating Distance-constrained String Encoding
The distance-constrained string encoding can be generated in a way similar to the
manner a depth-first string encoding can be generated as described in Chapter 4. A
distance-constrained string encoding, can be generated by adding vertex labels in a
depth-first pre-order traversal of a tree T(V,E), and appending an integer number
denoting the distance to the root node, and appending a backtrack symbol (for example
4$’, and t$,^L(f)) whenever we backtrack from a child node to its parent node with an
integer number denoting the number of backtrackings that occur between the current
child node and the next node.

1 CO 2

Figure 6.16: Example of trees, tree 77 and tree 72

We denote encoding of a subtree T as cp(T). With this encoding scheme, from Figure
6.16, cp(Tj) is cb0 cl /I bl e2 /2’; (p(T2) is ‘bO el c2 /2 cl /V, etc. The backtrack symbol
could be omitted after the last node. The positive integer number next to each node label
corresponds to the depth of that node relative to the depth of the root node. The positive
integer number next to each backtrack symbol is the backtrack multiplier. So, if there
are 2 backtracks, then it will be encoded as 72’, if there are k backtracks it will be
encoded as 7k\ and so on. This multiplier is computed in the same way as it is for step
wise string encoding generation as shown in Section 6.4.3.6.

6.7 [i]MB3 R Miner: Optimization

through

Utilization of the

Recursive List and the RMP Coordinate
This section provides the details of the MB3'R Miner and iMB3~R Miner algorithm,
developed in order to achieve better space and time efficiency than that provided by our
originally proposed MB3 Miner and iMB3 Miner algorithms. Both MB3'R Miner and
iMB3‘R Miner implement the right-most-path (RMP) and recursive list (RL)
optimization. We will refer to these algorithms as the [i]MB3'R Miner. A fine
differentiation, however, should be noted for which MB3"R Miner mines only embedded
subtrees, whereas iMB3'R can mine both embedded and induced subtrees by using the
maximum level of embedding constraint as described earlier. Both use the same steps as
those described above for MB3 Miner and iMB3 Miner in respect to mining frequent
ordered subtrees. Thus, we will highlight only those steps where the optimizations are
performed.

6.7.1 Space Optimization Utilizing the Recursive List (RL)
To help in data compression, a fusion of the dictionary structure and EL is introduced.
This resulting structure is called the recursive list (RL). In a way, it is a more compact
representation of the EL that reduces the memory space consumption with additional
functionalities that previously belonged only to the dictionary. The RL serves as a global
look-up list at the same time as it encodes the embedding relationships of the subtrees to
be mined. Utilizing the RL can result in space saving and slightly better performance.

RL collapses multiple embedding lists of a subtree T, EL[i],EL(j],..,EL[z\ into RL[i]
where i < j < z and EL\i] c EL\J] cz EL[z\. RL utilizes the notion of scope to segment
each list within a flat structure. This scope notion allows us to replace the EL for
candidate generation using the TMG enumeration approach. In addition, the RL stores
global coordinates of subtrees, in contrast to the EL structure that stores local
coordinates. The global coordinate should be considered as the true coordinate of each
coordinate within the database of trees, whereas the local coordinate is the coordinate
that is local to the intermediate structure and does not provide a direct correlation to the
position or coordinate of nodes in the database. Storing a local coordinate means that an
indirect operation needs to be performed to look up the global coordinates, and this has
more access latency when low level implementations are considered. Therefore, from
this point forward, all the coordinates will be represented as the default occurrence
coordinate which basically reflects the global coordinate.

6.7.2 Generate k-subtrees (Ck) (Module E)
With RMP optimization, for each generated ^-subtree, only RMP occurrence coordinates
OCrmp-{po.... u} need to be stored in contrast to the traditional approach where full
coordinates

are stored. By definition, the RMP is the shortest path from the

right-most-node to the root node. Thus, the storage of RMP coordinates is always
guaranteed to be maximal. The worst case of storing the RMP coordinates would be
equal to storing every coordinate of a node in a subtree, i.e. when the subtree becomes a
sequence (each node has degree 1) (Tan et al. 2006b; Zaki 2001). The best case of
storing the RMP coordinates for ^-subtrees where k>l is that it stores only 2
coordinates, i.e. whenever the length of the RMP is equal to 1.

The right-most-path coordinate, denoted as OCrmp'{f’o, ■■■T/}, of T is defined as the
coordinates of nodes in T that form the right-most-path, i.e. the path that starts from the
right-most-leaf node (rf) all the way to the root node (pq). By its definition OCrmp c: OC
(full coordinates). From Figure 6.17 OCrmp of a subtree T is {0,4,5}.

vrW:{0,4,5}
RL:

I
Figure 6.17: Illustration of extending (A-/)-subtree Tk where <p(Tk_i): ‘a b c / a / / b c' and OCiwpGvAYi 0,4,5} with
extension coordinates {6,7,8,9,10}

6.7.2.1 Enumerating Induced/Embedded Subtrees with RMP Optimization
(Module F)
Given a tree T, the unique property of the right-most-path extension candidate
generation is A'-subtrees c= T are generated from (C-7)-subtrees c= T by extending one
node at a time to its right-most-path coordinates OCRMp:{ro,...,r/}, starting from the
right-most-leaf node r/ up to its root ro. Each extending node is defined as any node in
the original tree T that has a pre-order position greater than the right-most-leaf node r/.
We refer to the right-most-path coordinates as extension points.

As stated in Chapter 3, A(r,.s) denotes the level of embedding between two nodes whose
coordinate is r and s and S is the maximum level of embedding constraint.

Given a frequent embedded (k-J)-subtree tk-i with (p(tk-i):L and suppose l(i) denotes a
labeling function of node at position /. To enumerate all embedded ^-subtrees from /*_/
with occurrence coordinate
extension points {ro,

the TMG enumeration approach extends

of /*_/ with j where

77

< j < scope(ro), and for \/ee {ro,

A(ej) < S. Thus, its OCrmp becomes {ro,C/,...,/} and its encoding becomes L’:L*l(i)
where i=EL[r][j]. For mining an induced subtree, Ais set to 1.

Previously, we describe (p(tk-i)*l(f) as an operation to extend a (^:-7)-subtree encoding
cp(tk-i) wPh the extending node label /(/'). cp(C_/)*/(/’) is computed as cp(C-/) + p (V’,%) h
/(/') and x is the number of backtrack symbols 7’ in between cp(C-/) and /(/'). To generate
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OCrmp of tk at each step of candidate generation, we utilize the computed numbers of

backtracking % between (p(/*-y) and /(/'). So that given that the OCrmp of tk-i is {ro,...,ri}
and \OCrmp\=S , the OCrmp of tk can be generated by inserting / at position S-% to the
OCrmp of tk and node at jth position in this case will be the right-most-leaf node of the tk

so that the OCrmp of tk becomes {ro,...j}. The bigger the value of % is, the shorter the
length of the generated OCrmp• The best case is given when the extension point is the
root node ro for which the length of the OCrmp will always be 2.

6.7.3 Frequency Counting Optimization Utilizing the RMP Coordinate List
In Section 6.4.4, we demonstrated how frequency counting can be performed on the
vertical occurrence list {VOL). In the previous section, we described how we can use the
RMP occurrence coordinate (OCrmp) rather than storing the full coordinate of subtrees
for candidate generation. Storing OCrmp clearly requires much less memory space than
storing the full coordinate of subtrees on average unless all the trees in the database are
all sequences (each node in sequence has degree 1). Given that now the occurrence
coordinate of each generated subtree is on average shorter than if we store the full
coordinate, the cost of computing the frequency of subtrees will consequently be lower.

Each occurrence of a subtree is now stored as an OCrmp as previously mentioned, and
VOL is used to count occurrences of subtrees. Since each occurrence coordinate stored
in VOL now is an OCrmp, we refer to this variant of the VOL as the RMP coordinate list.
Mechanically, the RMP coordinate list works in exactly the same way as the VOL
structure works, except that it stores the OCrmp rather than the full coordinate. Also,
since the RL is used, the occurrence coordinate is the default occurrence coordinate
where each coordinate reflects the global coordinate of nodes indexed in the dictionary.
Furthermore, since the size of OCrmp of A-subtrees might not always be equal to the size
of A-subtrees as is the case when we store the full coordinate, the RMP coordinate list
must store the size of the OCrmp•
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0
5
0
6
‘bec//c’

(a) RMP coordinate list
0
0

2
2

4
4

5
6

‘beetle’

(b) Vertical occurrence list (VOL)

Figure 6.18: Frequency counting of a subtree t with encoding ‘bee/ c’ for which t cz T

Fortunately, for subtrees with the same encoding, the length of OCrmp will always be
the same. Hence, we do not need to encode each

OCrmp

length. The following two

examples are given to illustrate the difference between performing frequency counting
with and without RMP optimization. In Figure 6.18a, we show how we perform
frequency counting on a subtree with encoding Lb e c / / C of a tree T by inserting its
OCrmp

to the RMP coordinate list. In Figure 6.18b, we show how we perform frequency

counting on the same subtree by inserting the full coordinate to the VOL. As can be
seen from Figure 6.18, storing only

OCrmp

of generated subtrees will require less

memory and, with shorter coordinates (on average), frequency counting can be
performed faster.
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6.7.4 [i]MB3 R Miner Pseudo-code
The pseudo-code of the [i]MB3"R Miner is given in Figure 6.19. For mining an
embedded subtree, the maximum level of embedding would be unconstrained. For
mining an induced subtree, the maximum level of embedding is set to 1.
Inputs : Tdb(tree database),a(min.support), £(max. level of embedding)
Outputs : Fk(frequent subtrees), D(dictionary)
{D, Fi} : Databasescanning (Tdb)
{RL, F2} : ConstructRecursiveList (FhD, 5)
k=3
whilef |F*| >0){
Fk = GenerateCandidateSubtrees(Fk1 S)

k = k+1
}

GenerateCandidateSubtrees(Fk1, S) {
for each frequent k-subtree tk.f e Fk.i {
Lk.-i = GetEncoding (tk.-,)
VOL-tk.i = GetVOL(tk1)
for each occurrence coordinate ock.-,
for (j = n+1 to scope(r)){

(r:[m,.. .n]) e VOL-tk.1 {

{extpoint,slashcount} = CalcExtPointAndSlashcount(ock.1:j);
Lk = Lk.-i + append(7, slashcount) + Label(j)
if( EmbeddingLevel(extpointJ) ^
ock = TMG-extend( ock.1tj)
if( Contains(Lk Fk))

S)

{

lnsert( h(Lj,ockFk)

else

lf(AIISubpatternFrequent(Lk)) //all
Insert( h(Lk),ock,Fk)

k-1 patterns frequent?

}
}
}

}

return

Fk

}

TMG-extend( ock1 j ) {

/* right-most-path computation V
|ocd= \ock^\ + 1-slashcount; /* compute the size of the
a = |ock\-1; /* update the tail index a V
ock[a] = j; /* store the new node pos at tail index a */

right-most-path coordinate */

return {ock}
}

Figure 6.19: [i|MB3‘R pseudo-code
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6.8 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented the overview of the framework for mining frequent
ordered subtrees. Several algorithms are proposed. An algorithm for mining embedded
subtree, MB3 Miner, is presented. The MB3 Miner utilizes the dictionary and
embedding list (EL) representation. When the database size is extremely large, it
becomes unrealistic to fit the dictionary into the main memory of one machine. A more
realistic approach would be to consider storing the dictionary in secondary storage with
an anticipated performance trade-off, or to split the dictionary over a number of
processing units. However, such a scenario is not considered in this thesis. We suggest
it as possible future work.

For efficient candidate generation, the MB3 Miner employs Tree Model Guided (TMG)
enumeration strategy and the vertical structure namely vertical occurrence list (VOL) for
efficient frequency counting. Two different support definitions are utilized: transactionbased and occurrence-match support. We have presented a strategy for dealing with the
generation of pseudo-frequent subtrees when occurrence-match support is used by
performing full pruning. Pseudo-frequent subtrees are frequent ^-subtrees where one or
more of its subtrees are infrequent.

We discussed how the task of mining embedded subtrees can become infeasible,
especially when large embeddings exist in the data. We have presented the iMB3 Miner
algorithm that is developed to deal with this situation. The iMB3 Miner constrains the
infeasibility of mining embedded subtrees by restricting the maximum level of
embedding on candidate subtrees to be discovered. For this, the iMB3 Miner employs
the extended version of the TMG enumeration that allows constraining the maximum
level of embedding on each generated candidate subtree, whereas the remaining
constructs of the iMB3 Miner remains the same as used in the MB3 Miner. When the
maximum level of embedding on discovered candidate subtrees is constrained to 1, all
discovered subtrees are induced subtrees. The utilization of the maximum level of
embedding constraint allows easy switching between mining induced and embedded
subtrees.

The traditional embedded subtree definition may allow too much freedom with respect
to the notion of embedding of the subtrees extracted. An algorithm for discovering
frequent distance-constrained embedded subtrees, RAZOR, is presented. We implement
an encoding strategy to efficiently enumerate candidate subtrees, taking into account the
distance of nodes relative to the root of the original tree. This allows us to preserve the
TMG enumeration approach and obtain an algorithm for yet another subset of the tree
mining problem. The remaining constructs of the RAZOR remains the same as those
used in the MB3 Miner. This notion of distance-constrained embedded subtree mining
will have important implications for biological sequences, web information systems and
conceptual model analysis. Another area where the distances between the nodes within
an embedded subtrees may need to be considered is knowledge merging.

For processing efficiency, we make use of the EL structure which is simply a collection
of 1-dimensional array-based structures which are used to perform the TMG
enumeration. With this approach, the enumeration of candidate subtrees can be treated
simply as an enumeration of sequences. Flowever, despite its usefulness, this structure
requires extra memory in order to store the node coordinates or hyperlinks of the
generated candidate subtrees. This can be an issue when processing a very large tree
database. We presented the [i]MB3"R Miner algorithm that is specifically designed to
improve the space efficiency by utilizing the recursive list (RL) structure and the RMP
coordinate list. The RL is a fusion of the dictionary structure and EL. It is a more
compact representation of the EL that reduces the memory space consumption with
additional functionalities that previously belonged only to the dictionary. The RMP
coordinate list is a variant of the vertical structure VOL that stores the right-most-path
(RMP) occurrence coordinates instead of full occurrence coordinates of each generated
subtrees. By definition, the RMP is the shortest path from the right-most-node to the
root node.

The storage of RMP coordinates is always guaranteed to be maximal. The best case of
storing the RMP coordinates for ^-subtrees where k> 1 is that it stores only 2
coordinates, that is, whenever the length of the RMP is equal to 1. The worst case of
storing the RMP coordinates would be equal to storing every coordinate of a node in a
subtree, i.e. when the subtree becomes a sequence (each node has degree 1). The usage
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of RMP coordinates instead of full coordinates reduces the overall cost of the frequency
counting process.

In Chapter 7, the mathematical model of the TMG enumeration technique and
complexity studies of enumeration of induced and embedded subtree are presented. In
Chapter 8, experimental studies are conducted comparing our approaches discussed in
this chapter against the state-of-the-art algorithms that address the same class of
problems.
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Chapter 7
Mathematical Analysis

7.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we will discuss the mathematical model of the proposed TMG
enumeration technique and complexity analysis of enumeration of induced and
embedded subtrees. Deriving the mathematical model of an approach is always useful
for a number of reasons. It can be used in complexity analysis and for enhancing the
predictability of the approach. Also, it can be used as a means of validating the
correctness of the approach. Furthermore, it functions as an implementation independent
model of the approach. In addition, the complexity analysis of enumerating induced and
embedded subtrees is provided as a theoretical basis to emphasize the importance of the
maximum level of embedding constraint to help us constrain the complexity of mining
embedded subtrees to a manageable level. For instance, by obtaining only embedded
subtrees with the maximum level of embedding equal to 1, only induced subtrees would
be obtained. Since an induced subtree is a subset of an embedded subtree, mining
induced subtrees is less complex, if not much less complex, than mining embedded
subtrees.

The chapter outline is as follows. The mathematical model of the TMG enumeration
approach will be presented in Section 7.2, followed by the complexity analysis of
enumerating induced and embedded subtrees in Section 7.3. The summary concludes
the chapter.

7.2 Mathematical Model of the TMG Enumeration Approach
In this section, we present the mathematical model of the TMG approach for
enumerating embedded subtrees. The TMG enumeration approach belongs to the family
of horizontal enumeration approaches. It is an optimal enumeration strategy as it always
generates unique subtrees (non-redundant) and it exhausts the search space completely.
The unique subtrees generated by the TMG enumeration approach refer to instances of

subtrees in the tree database. Unique instances of subtrees have unique occurrence
coordinates; however, they may have the same encoding. Due to the fact that the TMG
enumeration approach is optimal and all candidate subtrees enumerated by the TMG
approach are valid, it is most likely that any other horizontal enumeration approach
would need to enumerate at least as many candidates, if not more. Valid candidate
subtrees refer to subtrees whose frequency count is greater than zero. Throughout this
section, we assume that all candidate subtrees generated are of the embedded subtree
type.

There is no simple way to parameterize a tree structure unless it is specified as a
uniform tree (defined in Chapter 3). The closed form of an arbitrary tree is defined as a
uniform tree with a degree equal to the maximum degree of internal nodes in the
arbitrary tree. Thus, the worst case complexity of enumerating embedded subtrees from
any arbitrary trees is given by their closed form (Figure 7.1). We denote a uniform tree
as T(n,r) where n refers to its height and r refers to the degree of every node in the tree.
The size of a uniform tree T(n,r) can be computed by counting the number of nodes at
each depth. For a uniform tree with degree r there will be rd numbers of nodes at depth
d. Hence, there are r° + rl + r2+ ... + /'numbers of nodes in a uniform tree T{n,r). This
can be computed using the geometric series formula (l-r'7+1)/(l-r). When the root node
is omitted, the following formula is used; r(rn-\)/(r-\). If. r = 1, the size of the uniform
tree is equal to its height n and it becomes a sequence.

Figure 7.1: Example of an arbitrary tree T1 and its closed form T2 (3.2)

The task of frequent subtree mining is to discover all candidate subtrees whose support
is equal to or greater than the user-specified minimum support a. Since we are
considering labeled trees, in order to discover such candidate subtrees, we have to count
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their support by counting the number of occurrences of the candidate subtrees that have
the same string encoding. This means that for one candidate subtree with an encoding tp,
there can be many instances of this subtree with the same encoding. In other words, the
number of candidate instances generated when enumerating labeled trees is equal to the
number of candidate subtrees generated when enumerating unlabeled trees. We refer to
an instance of a candidate subtree as a candidate {subtree) instance.

Given that the TMG enumeration approach uses the structural aspect of tree structures to
guide the enumeration of subtrees, the enumeration complexity of the TMG enumeration
approach is bounded by the height and degree of tree structures rather than by their label
set. In dealing with the problem of mining frequent subtrees, much of the complexity of
time and space is produced during the candidate enumeration and counting phase.

In the next sections, we will formulate the mathematical model of the TMG enumeration
approach, which allows us to calculate the complexity of enumerating embedded
subtrees from a uniform tree T(n,r).

7.2.1 Complexity of 1-subtree Enumeration
There are \T(n,r)\ number of candidate 1-subtree instances that can be enumerated from
a uniform tree T(n,r). Thus, the complexity of 1-subtree enumeration, denoted as ||7j||,
is equal to \T(n,r)\.

7.2.2 Complexity of 2-subtree Enumeration
In Chapter 5, we mentioned that the EL can be constructed by joining all the 2-subtree
candidates that have a common root node position and inserting each leaf node in the
list with the same root key. In other words, all 2-subtrees with root key n are enumerated
by constructing the EL with root key n and the size of the EL[n] equates to the number
of 2-subtrees generated with the root key n. Therefore, the total sum of the lists size in
the EL reflects the total number of 2-subtree candidates and the complexity of
generating the EL would be equal to the complexity of enumerating 2-subtrees.

Let 5 be a set with n objects. The combinations of k objects from this set x GQ) are
subsets of x having k elements each (where the order of listing the elements does not

distinguish two subsets). The combination 5Q formula is given by s !/(.?-&) !&!. Thus, for
2-subtree enumeration, the following relation exists. Tet an EL[r] consist of / number of
items; each item is denoted by j. The number of all generated valid 2-subtree candidates
(r: [/']) rooted at r is equal to the number of combinations of / nodes from EL[r] having 1
element each. As a corollary, the complexity of 2-subtree enumeration, denoted as ||T2||,
of tree T with size \T(n,r)\ is equal to the sum of all generated 2-subtree candidates given
by Expression 7.1.

|T(n,r)|-l
X |EL[r]|Cl

7.1

r=0

From Expression 7.1, since |£z.[r||Ci is equal to |J£X[r]| and |EL[0]|=|r(«,r)|, and we sum
|£X[r]| for r=0,...,\T(n,r)\-\. It appears that the complexity of 2-subtree enumeration is
0{\T(n,r)\ ). However, since the |£X[/]| is zero for / e T^and Lt is a set of leaf nodes in
T, the complexity of 2-subtree enumeration of a uniform tree T(n,r) is < (){\T(n,r)\2-rn)
since there are r" leaf nodes in a uniform tree T(n,r). Furthermore, the size of each
\EL[r]\, for r=0,...,|T(^,r)|-l is not equal such that |£Z,[0]|<|£I[1]| and |EX[0]|<|£I[2]|,
\EL[0]\<\EL[T(n,r)-\]\, and so on. Also, in the case of a uniform tree T(n,r), given that
dYp\{c\,..,cx} is a set of pre-order position of children nodes of node P at position p and
all nodes in jYp:{fj,..,cr} have depth d, the sum of \EL[cj]\,..., \EL[cr]\ is equal to
\EL[p]\-(r +...+/) for d<n-1. Therefore, the sum of \EL[r]\ for r=0,...,|r(tf,r)|-l can be
computed

by

|£T[0]|+|EI[0J|-(rl)+|ET[0]|-(r1+r2)+...+|ET[0]Kr/V...+rn'1),

where

|£X[0]|= \T(n,r)\-\. Suppose that our aim is to express the above expression in a form of
C.{A)-M. and r]+...+rc/ can be computed by the geometric series formula r{rd-1 )/(r-1),
the sum of |£X[r]| for r=0,...,|7’(/7,r)|-l can be given by Equation 7.2, as follows:

1)

7.2

Since, the complexity of generating 2-subtrees is equal to the sum of the size ot'\EL[r]\
for r=0,...,jJ\/7,r)|-l, we can infer that the complexity of generating 2-subtrees is also

/
\ n~l r(V — 1)
equal to Equation 7.2. Given that n.\T(n,r)\ > n.(\T(n,r)\-\) > n.i\T(n,r)\ — 1J — "V--------,=i r -1
, Equation 7.2 can be approximated by n.\T{n,r)\.

On the contrary, the complexity of the 2-subtree enumeration of the join approach is
0(\T(n,r)\.\T(n,r)\) assuming that each label of the uniform tree T{n,r) is unique. Given
that n < \T(n,r)\ for r > 1 , the following relation is always true: n.\T(n,r)\ <
\T(n,r)\.\T(n,r)\. In the case of r = 1, n.\T(n,r)\ = |r(w,r)|.|71(w,r)| because T(n,\)=n.
However, from Equation 7.2, the complexity of enumerating 2-subtrees of our approach
n-1

will always be less than the join approach due to the extra subtracting term

X

r{r' -1)
r-1

7.2.3 Complexity ofk-subtree Enumeration
The generalization of the 2-subtrees enumeration complexity can be formulated as
follows. Let an EL[r] consist of / number of items; each item is denoted by j. The
number of all generated valid ^-subtree candidates ([r,ej, ...,£*-/]) rooted at r is equal to
the number of combinations of / nodes from EL[r] having k-1 elements each, \EL[rjCk-i\.
As defined in Chapter 6, a valid occurrence coordinate of valid candidates has the
property of e/<e2<-••<£*-/• Thus, the enumeration complexity ofk-subtree enumeration
can be computed as the sum of all of the generated ^-subtree candidates and this is given
by the Expression 7.3:

\J {n.r)|-1

/! i/■:/[/■ ii Q--i

7-3

r=0

In Expressions 7.1 and 7.3, the size of each EL {EL[r |) is unknown. If we consider T as
a uniform tree T(n,r), a relationship between the height n and the degree r of a uniform
tree T with the size of each EL can be derived.

A uniform tree T(r,n) can be represented as an embedding list EL[r], The size of a
uniform tree T(r,n) is governed by the geometric series formula r(r{nd)-l)/{r-l).
Consequently, the corresponding embedding list EL[r] that represents the uniform tree

T(n,r), has the same size as the uniform tree T(n,r). In Chapter 5, we refer to the EL\r]
as an embedding list with the root key r.

Let rSn~d denote the size of an embedding list of a uniform tree T(n,r) with root key d.
Since, in a uniform tree T{n,r), there are rd number of nodes at each level d and for each
node with pre-order position i an embedding list EL[i] is created, therefore, for each
level in T{n,r) there are rd number of embedding lists that have the same size rSn~di as
given by Expression 7.4.

rdr8n~d

7.4

Because for each level in T(n,r) there are rd number of embedding lists that have the
same size rSn'd and there are n levels, the total number of candidate k-subtree instances
that can be generated from a uniform tree T(n,r) can be shown by Expression 7.5.

r 5"

Ck~

+r

S"~

CL , +... + r

C k-1

7.5

Further, Expression 7.5 can be rewritten as Expression 7.6:

n— 1

XX rCt,,for

rS">{k~ 1)

7.6

;=0

Substituting ,-d"'d with r(r{"~d)-l)/(r-l) in Expression 7.6 gives us Expression 7.7.

n-1

/=0

<- -.or r(r”
’ 1—
. 1)

r—1

h

7.7

Please note that if the \EL\ < (k-1). no candidate subtrees would be generated; thus, the
constraint ,Snd > {k-1) takes care of this condition. Hence, using the expressions
developed, the complexity of total ^-subtree candidates from a uniform tree T{n,r) for
k=\,...,\T(n,r)\ is given by Equation 7.8.
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Zll77”’r)l* =ll7’(”’'')||,+ ZU”’r)IL

7.8

From Expression 7.7, the second term of Equation 7.8 can be further expanded as
follows to give Expression 7.9.
\tm|
Zr<»>■'•4

=r°r^-RC^ +- + r"~\ct,,for

> k -1

1—r"-H
\T(n,r)\

j_r

n-\

Z!^0|L=ZH Z
Ar=2

;=0

|7’(«,r)|

n-1

r(r-\)

k=2

C*-

r-1

1 — r n—i+1
r(r^ -1)
.5 =
—r
r—1

Zlk(«^)|L
=Zr
A=2
/=0

7.9

Finally, Equation 7.8 can be restated as Expression 7.10:

|7’(w,r)|

Z l r(«^)|s
k=1

IbiZ> +
(i - /•)

n-1

I-r

Z'-'

r
z ,,,• -]}^k-\

;=0

k=2

7.10

r-1

Thus, given an arbitrary tree T and its closed form T\n,r), the worst case complexity of
enumerating embedded subtrees using the TMG approach can be computed using
Equation 7.10 where n is the height of T’ and r is the degree of T\

Suppose you have a complete tree with degree 2 and height 3 denoted by T(3,2). Using
Equation 7.10. we could compute that the enumeration cost for generating all possible
subtrees is 16.536. therefore. 16,536 subtrees have been enumerated. When the height
of the tree is increased by 1, T(4,2), the enumeration cost for generating all possible
subtrees is 1,073.774,896. Further, if we increase the degree by 1, T(3,3), the number of
subtrees generated blows out to 549,755,826,275.

Although the TMG enumeration approach is optimal, the formula clearly demonstrates
that the complexity of generating embedded subtrees from a complete tree structure can
be intractable. It also suggests that the worst case complexity of enumerating all
possible candidates from data in a tree structure form is mainly determined by the
structure of the tree (iheight and degree).

7.2.4 Analyzing TMG Enumeration Cost Graph
In this section, we will analyze the TMG enumeration cost graph produced by Equation
7.10. We will use the enumeration cost graph of the uniform tree T(3,2) shown in Figure
7.2 as a case in point. From Figure 7.2 we see that the produced curve is not exactly
symmetric; that is, the left hand side of the curve (from the beginning to the middle of
the curve) has a slightly higher enumeration cost than the right hand side of the curve
(from the middle to the end of the curve). We will discover the reason for this in the
following passages.
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Figure 7.2: Enumeration cost graph of uniform tree T{3,2)

To help us understand the curve, we will use the embedding list representation of T(3,2)
as shown in Figure 7.3. Please refer to Figure 7.1 for the topological structure of the
uniform tree T(3,2).
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Figure 7.3: Embedding list of a uniform tree T{3,2)

To illustrate how the enumeration cost of T(3,2) can be computed, using Expression 7.7,
we show the computation for k= 2,3, and 4 and leave out the computation for k > 4 as
this can be easily obtained using the same procedure.

IIT(3,2)||2= 2° hC, + 2' 6C, + 22 2C, = 34
Hr(3,2)||3= 2° ,4C2 + 21 6C2 + 22 2C2 = 125
117X3,2)114= 20I4C3+2i6C3 = 404
||7(3,2)||5=1031
l|7’(3,2)||14=15
i|7' (3,2) 11,5=1
The enumeration cost is governed by the size of each embedding list. Intuitively, one
can see that for h= 4, EL[2], EL[5], EL[9], EL[\2) do not contribute anymore to the
enumeration cost of T{3,2) since their size is less than (k-1) as explained above
(Expression 7.6 & 7.7). For the same reason, EL[ 1] and EL[8] would cease to contribute
to the enumeration cost of T(3,2) for k > 1. Then, for 7 < k < 15, the enumeration cost
simply comes from EL[0].

If the lists in the EL (Figure 7.3) are grouped by their size, three different categories are
obtained. The graphs in Figure 7.4 are obtained by plotting the enumeration cost for
those three different categories separately. Thus, if we add the three enumeration cost
graphs in Figure 7.4, we will obtain the original graph in Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.4: Enumeration cost graphs of enumerating 7(3.2)

By understanding the embedding list structure of a uniform tree T(n,r), we can now see
that the asymmetry property in the graph presented earlier in Figure 7.2 is caused by the
difference in the size of the lists in the embedding list structure.

7.2.5 Overall Remarks
Expression 7.1 suggests that the complexity of enumerating 2-subtrees from a tree T
using the TMG enumeration approach is equal to the sum of each list size in the EL of T.
In other words, the complexity of enumerating 2-subtrees from a uniform tree T{n,r)
using the TMG enumeration approach, is bounded by 0(C.\T(n,r)\) where C is the height
of the uniform tree T(n,r) and n < \T(n,r)\. Using the join approach (Zaki 2005b), the
complexity of enumerating 2-subtrees is bounded by 0(\T(n,r)\.\T{n,r)\). Thus, the TMG
enumeration approach using the tree model guided concept has a lower complexity for
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enumerating 2-subtrees. It is, however, rather difficult to compare the TMG approach
with the join approach for enumerating ^-subtrees for k > 2, as we do not have a
mathematical model for the join approach. For this particular reason, we will compare
the two approaches directly through experiments, which will be described in Chapter 8.
In addition, the mathematical model of the TMG enumeration approach suggests that the
size of the database of trees is not the main factor determining the complexity of
enumerating embedded subtrees. The structural property of a tree structure plays a more
important role here.

Moreover, Equation 7.10 helps us to understand that it is far more difficult to mine
frequent embedded subtrees from a single transaction of a uniform tree with a large
height n and degree r than thousands of transactions of a uniform tree with a small
height n and degree r. Let us consider an example. The enumeration cost of T(3,2) is
16,536 and the enumeration cost of T(3,3) is 549,755,826,275. In other words, the
enumeration cost of a database of trees that contain 1 transaction of T{3,3) is
comparable to the enumeration cost of a database of trees with 33,245,998 transactions
of T{3,2). This indicates that mining frequent embedded subtrees is more problematic
than mining frequent sequences or induced subtrees.

To conclude this section, it is worth mentioning that even though we have shown here
that the complexity of the task can easily become infeasible, in reality the developed
algorithms are still well scalable even for quite large databases. To be able to obtain a
mathematical formula for a worst case analysis of the TMG enumeration approach, we
had to assume a uniform tree with support set to one. In real world cases, the tree
databases would have varying depths and degrees and support thresholds would be set
higher. The number of candidate subtrees to be enumerated would decrease since many
infrequent candidates would be pruned throughout the process. As the frequency
distribution is generally not known beforehand, the support threshold cannot be
integrated into the TMG enumeration approach mathematical formula. At this stage, our
aim was to obtain some insight into the worst-case complexity of the task and in the
future we will strive to obtain an analysis on an average case basis. Flence, despite the
large complexity indicated by the formula, the developed tree mining algorithms are
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still well scalable for large databases of varying depth and degree, as is demonstrated by
experiments provided in Chapter 8.

7.3 Complexity

Analysis

of

Candidate

Generation

of

an

Embedded/Induced Subtree
This section provides a mathematical analysis for the task of mining induced and
embedded subtrees. It starts by deriving a formula for counting the number of induced
subtrees from a uniform tree, from our previously obtained formula for counting the
number of embedded subtrees. Throughout this process, the complexity relationship
between the induced and embedded subtree mining tasks is revealed, and the effect of
introducing the level of embedding constraint is discussed .

The time and space complexity for the problem of mining frequent subtrees mostly
arises during the candidate enumeration and counting phase. Hence, we have used the
term ‘complexity’ here to refer to the total number of candidate instances that need to be
generated. Because all candidate subtrees enumerated by the TMG enumeration
approach are valid, it is most likely that any other method would need to enumerate at
least as many candidates. Hence, the mathematical formulas presented here give a good
indication of the complexity involved in the task of mining induced/embedded subtrees.
7.3.1 Counting Embedded k-subtrees
The number of different ways of picking p items from n items where the order is not
important and each item can be chosen only once, is expressed through the formula
given in Equation 7.11:
n\
" ”

p\(n-p)\

7.! 1

As explained in Section 7.2, the number of candidate embedded ^-subtrees |Q| instances
that can be generated from a uniform tree T with a known height d and degree r,
denoted as T{d,r) can be computed using the following equation.

C, 1= r

r(/~ I)

Ck-\ +i r 1 . (S' ,

C,k-\, +r
r-1

7.12
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In Chapter 3, we demonstrated that an induced subtree is a subtree where the parentchild relationships must be the same as those in the original tree. In addition to this, an
embedded subtree allows a parent in the subtree to be an ancestor in the original tree
and hence the information about ancestor-descendant relationships is retained. We
formally redefined an induced subtree as a specialization of an embedded subtree where
the maximum level of embedding between any two adjacent nodes from different levels
is equal to 1. Therefore, the visibility between two adjacent nodes (from different
levels) is limited by only 1 level. We will use the notation S to denote the maximum
level of embedding between two adjacent nodes from different levels. On the other
hand, an embedded subtree additionally keeps the ancestor-descendant relationships the
same to the original tree. Ancestor-descendant relationships could span several levels;
i.e. the level of embedding is greater than 1 (A> 1).

In this section, we will derive an equation to compute the total number of candidate
induced subtrees from a uniform tree T(d,r). To achieve our objective, we will first
express Equation 7.12 in a different form. Deriving the induced subtree equation from
the embedded subtree equation will allow for a clearer comparison of the complexity of
the two.

Since any differences between the induced and embedded ^-subtree generation start
only from k > 2, we will first formulate the common equation to compute the total
number of 1-subtrees from a uniform tree T(d,r). The other way to compute the number
of embedded ^-subtrees to be generated from a uniform tree T(d,r), is to use a
probabilistic approach; i.e. by counting all the possible unique combinations. For the
generation of Cy, each node has no concept of children or descendants and so there is
only a Ti possibility for each node. Thus, the generation of Cy is formulated as given in
Equation 7.13:

7.13
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The formula can be abstracted into the form of
we refer to the first term as rx term and („C

V

)*". To simplify the discussion,

term for the second. The ‘+’ sign for the

second term indicates that there can be one or more combinatorial terms. Equation 7.13
is also known as a summation formula for geometric series.

The total number of 2-subtrees IC2I is given by Equation 7.14:

| C2 |= r°, C, v C, + r', C,y C, +... + rd~x, C, v C,
+ r°, C, >2 C, + r1, C, v C, +... + rd~2C, >2 C,

7.14

+ r°.1CIV/C1

The equation above is explained as follows. Let us consider a uniform tree with height 2
and degree 2, 7(2,2). Starting with the root node, i.e. the only node at depth/level 0,
there are ]Cr2Cl ways of generating 2-subtrees. Continuing with the next level, level 1,
there are r nodes from which we can generate 2-subtrees; hence, we multiply r!
recursively with |C,.2C, number of nodes at the next level, i.e. level 2. The recursive
stopping condition, which will be described in the next passage, is met here since no
further 2-subtrees can be generated. Up to now, we have computed the first two terms
from Equation 7.14. Since every node in an embedded subtree can have ancestordescendant relationships, the combinatorial multiplication continues over multiple
levels. The number of nodes at each level / can be determined by r. So, if we substitute
/ with 2 it will give us 4 nodes at level 2. Hence, going back to level 0, we multiply the
root node (,C\) with the nodes in level 2 ( ct ))• As there are no other possibilities, the
recursive stopping condition is met and we obtain the total number of embedded 2subtrees.

The recursive stopping condition in Equation 7.15 is met when the rA term meets the
following conditions, x = (d-A) where d is the height of the tree and A is the level of
embedding between the current root and leaf nodes. In order to determine the zl, the
previous equation needs to be re-factored so that each combinatorial term will have an
association with the notion of level (/) such that a multiplication of two combinatorial

terms has the following form n CpA'.n Cp 2,+'. Please note that X is not an absolute
level. A indicates a relative level in respect to the level of the root node. The root node
can be any node from any level and is not necessarily the node from level 0 in the
source tree. However, Xo will always be 0. From this point forward, unless otherwise
explicitly stated, any reference to the word level in our discussion will no longer mean
the absolute level. Hence, the word level will refer to the relative level from the root
node. In other words, A corresponds to the difference between the level of leaf nodes
(last combinatorial term) and the level of the root node (first combinatorial term), which
is simply just the level of the leaf nodes. For example, from Equation 7.15 the recursive
stopping condition for the last combinatorial expression ^°1C1° 2C2*-i is 0, i.e. the x of
the f term is equal to 0 as calculated from d-A = 2-2 = 0.

Simplifying Equation 7.14 would result in the Equation 7.15:

(

C2 1 =

1i — r (cl-A + \) \'
f
1-r

i.

i

f. i, 2. — 1,..., d
7.15

In order to obtain the number of ^-subtrees for k > 3, we can extend Equation 7.15.
From Equations 7.13 and 7.15, we can see that for 1-subtree there is only one ncp
combinatorial expression and likewise for 2-subtree there are y

combinatorial

expressions involved respectively. However, the relationship does not say there is 1
combinatorial expression for 1-subtrees and 2 for 2-subtrees and k for ^-subtrees. The
relationship hints that the terms p in the first, second and k combinatorial expressions of
Equation 7.15 should add up to 1,2 and k respectively. Therefore, for ^-subtrees there
will be up to ^combinatorial expressions involved such that the terms po+pi+. ..+pn
add up to k. Also, since each combinatorial expression corresponds to each level in the
tree, Q will be bounded by the height of the tree d {O < d). With such properties and
constraints, that is, taking into consideration how the recursive stopping condition and
Q should be computed, as well as the fact that the multiplication between nodes for
embedded subtrees can span multiple levels, S> 1, a formula to compute all embedded
3-subtrees from a uniform tree T(d,r) can be developed as follows.

IC31= r°, C,°, C2' + r1, C,°, C2‘ +... + r“~', C,\, C2'
+ r°,C,° ,C22 + r1,C,° , C22 +... + r"-1,C,° ,C22
+ r° ,0C°
CJ
-r-A
., r</^2
+ r° |*-1
C ° rl C1
C2 T...T/
+ + rJ~2 l1-]
C0 C1 C2
H r2^|
+ r° C° C1 C3+

+ rd~3 C0 C1 C3

+T r°
Cd
r i C°
H p C]
H /H
0 /-< 0

2

^i 3

+ ^ l^| r2^1 r3^| + -..+ T

t/-3 si 0

^i 2

^-<3

i^i r2 C\ f,C 1

+
C0 pH
C2 pH
Cd
^'r° iH
+ r° i C°
CJ_I p Cd
H p-'H
i
It can be seen from the above equation that each rx.[nCp)+ term can occur recursively
and as described earlier, the recursive stopping condition is met when the x in / term
=d-A such that we can compute such recursive occurrence by using the geometric series
formula

( 1 _ r(<2~A)+l "\
v

>-r

Hence, the above equation can be simplified to give Equation

J

7.16:
(i _ ^.(o-'O+i A
(\
/"i 0 r~< <t> C' ® •
C°XrACA 2 +
01=
lH pH pH ’
1 r
1 -r
(fr < e\(/> = 1,...,(<9-1);<9 = (</> +1),...,

7.16

The above equation assumes that the height of the subtrees is > 3 as otherwise there will
not be the multiplication between 3 different levels nCp\lu Cp*.n^ C 0. If the height of
the tree is d, then there can be a maximum d number of multiplications between
combinatorial terms.
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Now to further generalize, for all k where k=l,...\T(d,r)\, for which \T(d,r)\ can be
computed using the geometric series formula Q -rd^ the combinatorial expression
1-r
can be given by Equation 7.17.

nfcy,kcv„cv..%c^

Pa

i=0

7.17

Where n, > p, and C2 is a positive integer such that Q < d and po+Pi + ...+pn = k.
Additionally, a is an update function such that ni — 77;_)r/' where l<A<d and A < A,+y.
f

Since a subtree can occur recursively

, _ ^

1-r

times within the original tree where

the recursive stopping condition depends on the level of embedding between the root
node r and the leaf nodes /, denoted as A(r,7), integrating A into Equation 7.16
determines all the possible embedded £-subtress that can be generated from a uniform
tree T{d,r), and this is given in Equation 7.18.

IQ
7.18

7.3.2 Counting Induced Subtrees by Enforcing Constraint
An induced subtree is an embedded subtree where the maximum level of embedding S
between any two adjacent nodes (from different levels) is equal to 1. To compute all
induced ^-subtrees that can be generated from a uniform tree T(d,r), the maximum level
of embedding constraint (d=l) between any two adjacent nodes needs to be enforced. In
the following section, we will show how such a constraint can be integrated with the
previous equations derived for embedded subtrees, starting with k= 2 and k= 3 and then
generalizing for all k.

C\ !=

( | _ r(^-A)+i A
C*\X*"+\A-(T + 1)-T = 1
7.19
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We will use an example similar to the one for embedded subtrees above to illustrate
how we can enforce the level of embedding. Suppose that we use a uniform tree 7(2,2)
as an example and set

to 1. Starting with the root node, that is, the only node at level

0, there are ,C, ,C, ways of generating 2-subtrees. Continuing with level 1, there are r1
nodes that we can generate 2-subtrees from, and hence we multiply r1 again with
,C,.2C, number of nodes at the next level, level 2. The recursive stopping condition is
met here since no further 2-subtrees can be generated at level (d-l)=2-l=1. When 3 is
constrained to 1, by definition the multiplication between two nodes can happen only
between nodes from two consecutive levels. This reduces the scope of multiplication
between nodes from different levels, which implies that the number of subtrees
generated will be less when such a constraint is enforced. We will use the example
below to clarify the point. In the case of embedded subtrees where the level of
embedding is not restricted, node Nj (left hand side) from level 1 can be multiplied by r2
number of nodes from level 2; w hereas, when the 3 is restricted to 1, node N/ from level
1 can be multiplied by only rl number of nodes from level 2 (right hand side).

Level 0:
Level 1:

Level 2:

N2 » , N2\ N2'

Figure 7.5: Illustration of the scope of multiplication between N, and N2 of embedded subtrees (left) and induced
subtrees (right)

Let us denote nodes at level i as N, and the level of embedding between two nodes x & y
as function A(x,y). This example demonstrates that for each multiplication, the specified
maximum level of embedding constraint 3, has to be satisfied, i.e. A (N„ Nj) < 3. From
Figure 7.5, in the case of embedded subtrees (left), there are r numbers of nodes
available for selection whereas for the case of induced subtrees (right), there are only r
numbers of nodes available for selection when extending NqN/ since only nodes A
(ATAT)

< 5 whereas A

(AAAL)

> 6. Consequently, if we convert it into a combinatorial

0 1 2
expression, the embedded subtree case resolves to ,C, 2C, 4C, and the induced subtree
case resolves to \C\ 2C\ 2C\ .

Please note that Equation 7.19 is basically Equation 7.15 with fewer terms without the
combinatorial multiplication between nodes at level A, and node(s) at level Aj for A
(Xj,Xj) > 5.

A similar deduction can be applied to Equation 7.16 to obtain an equation for
determining the number of all embedded 3-subtrees where the maximum level of
embedding is equal to 1 (i.e. induced 3-subtrees), and this is given by:

C\ + r1,1^1
C, r1 C, +... + rd~x,1 C,1 r1 C

C, |= r°, C,
+ r°iG

G p Ci +... + rc ~]C] f t C, ^ C{

This can be simplified to give Equation 7.20:

G

( 1 _ r(d-\)+\
1 -

r

( ] __ (rf-2)+l \

,C°irIC' 2 +

1 -r

c
I r0
L I c1| 2 ^1
7.20

With the introduction of the maximum level of embedding constraint into the formula,
the level of embedding A between any two adjacent nodes needs to satisfy the specified
constraint. Here we are considering only where the maximum level of embedding is
constrained to 1. In this case, the A between two combinatorial terms must not be
greater than 1. If the multiplication between two nodes from two different levels A, and
A.) is represented by the multiplication of two combinatorial terms n Cp „ Cp/' and the
multiplication between three nodes from three different levels
represented by the multiplication of three combinatorial terms

A, and Ak is
C ' n^CpJ nCp'k

then A(Ay, A,-) and A (A*, AJ) must be 1.
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Equation 7.21 counts all embedded ^-subtrees that can be generated from a uniform tree
T (d,r) for which the maximum level of embedding constraint is set to 1. Equation 7.21
has a form similar to the Equation 7.18, with the change consisting of the additional rule
that enforces the maximum level of embedding constraint S: 1 between adjacent nodes
from different levels.

Where n > p and Q is a positive integer such that Q < d and po+pi+■■■+Pn = k for
k=\,...,\T(d,r)\. For Equation 7.21, a is an update function such that n, =/?Mr. /? is a
constraint such that for two adjacent combinatorial multiplication „Cp„CP',A(A,
Zi) = 1. Also, Aj< Zj+i.
7.3.3 Counting Induced/Embedded Subtrees
In this section, we will show how we can use the previous equations to count all
embedded ^-subtrees from a uniform tree T(2,2) as shown in Figure 7.6. We will first
set the maximum level of embedding constraint to 1 and then increase it to 2 to
demonstrate how the maximum level of embedding constraint is used to control the
complexity of generating embedded subtrees.

Figure 7.6: A uniform tree T(d,r) with height d=2 and r=2

The following shows the calculation of |C/|, \C2\,...,\C7\ of embedded subtrees that can
be generated from T(2,2) for which the maximum level of embedding

is set to 1:

|C1|:2°1C1+211C1+221C1

=7

|C2|:2°1CI2C1+2I,C12C1 =6
| C31:2°,C12C2 + 2,1C12C2+,CI2C12C1 = 7
| C4 |:20,C12C,2C2 +2°1CI2C24C1 =6
| C51:2°,C12C24C2 = 6
| C61:20,C12C24C3 = 4
| Cl |: 2°1C]2C24C4 = 1

All the counted A>subtrees are generally known as induced subtrees. There are a total of
37 induced subtrees generated from uniform tree T(2,2).

Next, we will increase the maximum level of embedding £to 2, and this gives:

|Cl |:2°,C, + 21 ,C, + 22,C, =7
|C2|:2°2C1 +2'2C, +20,Ci4C1 =10
|C3|:2°1C12C2 +211C)2C2+20,C]2C14C) +20,Ci4C2 =17
| C4 |:20,C)2CmC2 +2°1C12C24C1 +2°,C14C3 =20
i|

i- ?° 1^12 ^r11 4 c3

^ |, z.

~ui0
c c c a.?0 r1 c — is
' ^ l'^'12'^24'^2~r^ 1 ^ 1 4 ^4
1 ^

| C61:20,C,2C,4C4 +20,C12C24C3 =6
|C7|:2°,C12C24C4=1

As expected, with the increase in the maximum level of embedding S, there are more
embedded subtrees counted with a total of 76. In fact, by setting the maximum level of
embedding to 2, all the counted ^-subtrees are generally known as embedded subtrees,
since S= d where d is the height of the tree T(d,r).

The following graph shows the number of embedded subtrees of varying length
generated from a uniform tree T(2,2) at two different maximum levels of embedding S,
1 and 2.
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Figure 7.7: Comparison of the numbers of embedded subtrees generated between 5:1 (induced) and 5:2 (embedded)

Throughout this section, we have seen how the maximum level of embedding constraint
can be utilized to contain the complexity of mining embedded subtrees to a manageable
level. If the maximum level of embedding S is set to 1, then all the embedded subtrees
obtained are in fact induced subtrees.

7.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have discussed the mathematical model of the TMG enumeration
approach and complexity analysis of enumeration of the induced and embedded subtree.
Deriving a mathematical model for an approach is always useful for a number of
reasons. It can be used in complexity analysis and for enhancing the predictability of the
approach. Also, it can be used as a means of validating the correctness of the approach.
Furthermore, it functions as an implementation-independent model of the approach. We
have demonstrated that the utilization of the mathematical model of the TMG
enumeration approach would provide a good estimate of the complexity involved in the
task of mining embedded subtrees and help us deal with the difficult situation where the
complexity of mining embedded subtrees becomes intractable.

Even though the complexity of mining embedded subtrees can easily become infeasible,
in reality, the tree databases would have varying heights and degrees, and support
thresholds would be set higher than 1. The number of candidate subtrees to be
enumerated would be reduced since many infrequent candidates would be pruned
throughout the process. Hence, despite the great complexity indicated by the formula,

the developed tree mining algorithms are still well scalable for large databases of
varying heights and degrees. We will show this in the experiments described in Chapter
8.

We next present the complexity analysis of enumerating induced and embedded subtree
in Section 7.3. The analysis serves as a theoretical basis to emphasize the importance of
the level of embedding constraint to help us contain the complexity of mining
embedded subtrees to a manageable level. For instance, by obtaining only embedded
subtrees with the maximum level of embedding equal to 1, only induced subtrees would
be obtained. Since an induced subtree is a subset of an embedded subtree, mining an
induced subtree is less complex, if not much less complex, than mining an embedded
subtree.

In Chapter 8, we present the performance evaluation of the proposed framework for
mining frequent ordered subtrees using an experimental approach. The framework
developed in this thesis will be compared with some of the state-of-the-art algorithms
that solve the same class of problems.

Chapter 8
Performance Evaluation of the Proposed Algorithms
8.1 Introduction
In Chapter 6, we developed practical approaches and algorithms for mining frequent
ordered subtrees from a database of trees. In Chapter 7 we provided the mathematical
model of the proposed TMG enumeration technique as well as the theoretical basis for
mining induced subtrees by constraining the level of embedding. In this chapter, we will
evaluate the proposed algorithms for mining frequent ordered subtrees by comparing
them with other algorithms such as PatternMatcher (Zaki 2005), VTreeMiner (Zaki
2005), X3 Miner (Tan et al. 2005) and FREQT (Asai et al. 2003). Among those
algorithms, VTreeMiner is considered to be the current state-of-the-art technique in the
literature and is one of the first techniques proposed for solving the problem of mining
frequent ordered embedded subtrees.

The chapter outline is as follows. First, we will discuss the method of experimental
comparison in Section 8.2. Results and discussions of experiments will then be provided
in Section 8.3. The summary concludes the chapter. Some implementation issues, as
complementary materials, are provided in Appendix A.

8.2 The Rationale of the Experimental Comparison
In general, experimental comparisons are an important part of data mining algorithm
research. In the area of mining frequent patterns from large databases, experimental
comparisons have been widely used as a means of confirmation, validation, and
comparison of the proposed techniques against certain theoretical framework, meeting
certain correctness criteria, and the state-of-the-art techniques respectively.

In Chapter 4 we defined the performance criteria against which we are validating our
proposed techniques. Our performance criteria are built upon the concepts of efficiency,
scalability, predictability, and extensibility as defined in Chapter 4.
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With these definitions of performance, we do not limit our criteria when measuring
performance based solely on the timing variable. Although timing is an important
criterion to consider, it becomes less important if it does not handle other criteria
gracefully. A framework that is faster than other frameworks only on data with certain
characteristics but very poor on different data is a poor framework. A framework that is
fast and efficient on small data but is helpless when dealing with a large dataset is not
normally useful. A framework that provides solutions for a problem but is unable to
tackle similar problems or sub-problems of the domain of interest will have only a short
lifetime and does not provide many applications in both scientific and industrial areas.

With these goals in mind, we set out to develop a framework for mining frequent tree
patterns that is efficient, scalable, predictable, and extensible. A means of verifying our
framework against these criteria will be provided in this study by conducting
comparative studies against state-of-the-art algorithms that solve the same class of
problems.

Many researchers have previously used artificial datasets for experimental comparisons.
An advantage of using artificial datasets is that it gives more freedom to embed desired
characteristics into the dataset. It also allows the dataset to be designed in a bottom-up
approach that helps researchers to meet certain goals they want to achieve from such a
dataset or to highlight certain characteristics of their approaches. However, artificial
datasets can sometimes be oversimplified and might not encode the same level of
complexity as the real dataset. On the other hand, a real-world dataset would normally
have certain complexity that is harder to predict and in many cases it can be very
difficult to deal with. Therefore, it is always important that real datasets be used in any
experimental comparisons. More importantly, most of the proposed algorithms are to be
used for solving real-world problems and hence, it is always a good benchmarking
mechanism to run it against the real-world dataset that is part of the real-world
problems.

In our experimental comparisons, we will utilize both artificial and real-world datasets.
As performing comparisons on restricted datasets are not sufficient and would have
limited value for drawing reliable conclusions about the relative performance of
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algorithms, a variety of datasets, covering a broad range of characteristics that are
important in the domain, are chosen for experimental comparison. Thus, for the
performance evaluation of the proposed framework comparisons with other approaches,
the datasets are designed with a choice of different mixtures of attribute types (high fan
out, deep tree, mixed, long tree, sparse, dense, small labels, large labels, etc), different
size of dataset, and different complexity.

8.3 Experimental Results & Discussions
We divide our experimental results into 3 parts: experiment sets I, II, & III. The first
experiment set shows the comparison of the MB3 and iMB3 Miner with other
approaches such as FREQT, VTreeMiner, PatternMatcher, and X3 Miner. In the second
experiment set, we show experimental results of the MB3'R and iMB3‘R Miner. Finally,
we present the experimental results of the RAZOR algorithm in the last experimentation
set. For generating artificial datasets, we use the TreeGen program that was developed
by Zaki (2005). Throughout our thesis, we will describe all datasets generated by
TreeGen using the following parameters:
|T|

: Number of transactions

1D |

: Depth

|F|

: Fan-out factor

|N|

: Number of items

|M |

: Total number of nodes in parent tree

Additionally, we provide the table in Figure 8.1 describing the characteristics of all the
datasets used for comparison of experimental results throughout this thesis.
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Dataset

1N

1 Tr |

avg

CSIogs

10698

10,000

Prions

46,851

17,511

Deeptree

100

10,000

Deeptree2

9724

Widetree

10000

Widetree2

Avg

Avg

|T|

|D|

|F|

7.46

2.56

2.3

12.97

1

11.98

27.31

16.66

1.27

20,000

34.23

15.38

1.21

6,000

217.27

6.19

9.97

10001

10,000

217.245

6.19

9.97

Mixedl

10000

76,000

27.63

4.9

Mixed2

100

26,550

8.15

lOOKs

50

100,000

6.98

500Ks

50

500,000

IMS

50

1000,000

Avg

Max

Max

Max

Max

IM

|T|

|D|

|F|

IM

13.93

218

31

60

435

24.96

19

1

18

37

53.6

28

17

3

55

67.46

63

17

3

125

433.476

428

9

69

855

433.48

428

9

69

855

2.50

54.31

428

17

69

855

2.98

1.91

15.30

233

24

7

465

2.37

1.94

12.94

10

3

4

19

6.98

2.37

1.94

12.95

10

3

4

19

6.98

2.37

1.94

12.95

10

3

4

19

Figure 8.1: A table describing the characteristics of all the datasets used in experimental comparison throughout this
thesis

CSLogs dataset is a real world dataset previously used by (Zaki 2005) for testing VTM
and PM using transaction-based support, and since then has been used by many for
experimental studies (Chi et al. 2005; Tatikonda, Parthasarathy & Kurc 2006; Wang et
al. 2004). The CSLogs dataset contains one-month web access trees of the CS
department of the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. There are a total of 59,691
transactions and 13,209 unique vertex labels (corresponding to the URLs of the web
pages). The average string encoding length for the dataset is 23.3 (Chi et al. 2005). In
Zaki (2005), the experiments were conducted using transaction-based support. When
used for occurrence-match support, the tested algorithms had problems in returning
frequent subtrees including the TreeMiner algorithms. The dataset was then
progressively reduced until interesting results appeared at 32,241 transactions. Prions
dataset describes a protein ontology database for Human Prion proteins in XML format
(Sidhu & Dillon 2005). The remaining datasets are artificial datasets generated to test
the algorithms on varieties of characteristics of tree structures such as deep trees, wide
trees, mix (deep-wide-short-long), large dataset, dense, and sparse. The artificial
datasets in general are sparser than the real-world CSLogs dataset.

8.3.1 Experiment Set I
We compare iMB3 Miner (iMB3), FREQT (FT) for mining induced subtrees and MB3Miner (MB3), X3-Miner (X3), VTreeMiner (VTM) and PattemMatcher (PM) for
mining embedded subtrees. We created an artificial database of trees with varying
characteristics as shown in Figure 8.1. Notation XXX-T, XXX-C, and XXX-F are used
to denote execution time (including data preprocessing, variables declaration, etc),
number of candidate subtrees |C|, and the number of frequent candidate subtrees |F|
obtained from XXX approach respectively. Additionally, iMB3-(NP)-dx notation is
used where x refers to the maximum level of embedding S and (NP) is optionally used
to indicate that full pruning has not been performed. The minimum support a is denoted
as (sxx), where xx is the minimum frequency. Occurrence-match support was used for
all algorithms unless it is indicated that the transaction-based support is used.
Experiments were run on 3Ghz (Intel-CPU), 2Gb RAM, Mandrake 10.2 Linux machine
and compilation were performed using GNU g++ (3.4.3) with -03 parameter. We use
the Kudo’s FT implementation (Kudo 2003), which was also used by Chi (Chi et al.
2005) and disable the output mode so that it does not spend its execution time printing
all the frequent subtrees when timing its performance.
8.3.1.1 Scalability Test
The datasets used for this experiment are lOOKs, 500Ks, and lMs with a set to 25, 125
and 250. respectively. From Figure 8.2a we can see that all algorithms are scalable.
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Figure 8.2: Scalability test: (a) time performance (left) (b) number of subtrees |C| (right)

MB3 outperforms VTM and PM for mining embedded subtrees and iMB3 outperforms
FT for mining induced subtrees. Figure 8.2b shows the number of candidates generated
by MB3, VTM and PM for |Tr|:1000K, g:250. It can be seen that VTM and PM generate
more candidates (VTM-C & PM-C) by using the join approach. The extra candidates
are invalid; that is, they do not conform to the tree model.

Figure 8.3: Pseudo-frequent test: number of frequent subtrees |F|

8.3.1.2 Pseudo-frequent Test
We created a tree as shown in Figure 8.4 to illustrate the importance of full pruning
when occurrence-match support is used.

5{ '€

Figure 8.4: A tree T to illustrate pseudo-frequent subtrees generation

We set o to 2 and compared the number of frequent subtrees generated by various
algorithms. From Figure 8.3, we can see that the number of frequent subtrees detected
by VTM (DFS) is larger when compared to PM, MB3 and X3 (BFS). The difference
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comes from the fact that the three BFS based algorithms perform full pruning, whereas
the DFS based approach such as VTM relies on opportunistic pruning, which does not
prune pseudo-frequent candidate subtrees. Figure 8.3 shows that FT & iMB3-NP
generate more frequent induced subtrees in comparison to iMB3. This is because they
do not perform full pruning, and as such they generate extra pseudo-frequent subtrees.

8.3.1.3 Deep Tree vs Wide Tree Test
For the deeptree dataset, when comparing the algorithms for mining frequent embedded
subtrees, MB3 has the best performance (Figure 8.5a). The reason for VTM aborting
when o < 150, can be seen in Figure 8.5b where the number of frequent subtrees
increases significantly when o is decreased. At o:150, VTM generates a superfluous
688x more frequent subtrees compared with MB3 and PM.
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X MB3-T
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-A- iMB3-T-NP-d1

* MB3-F

-^VTM-F

-A iMB3-F-NP-d1

-B- iMB3-F-d1
FREQT-F
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aborted

A32692085
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-
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Minimum Support
(a) time performance

s300
z

s200

s150

s100

Minimum Support
(b) number of frequent subtrees

In regards to mining frequent induced subtrees, Figure 8.5a shows that iMB3 has a
slightly better time performance than FT. At s80, FT starts to generate pseudo-frequent
candidates. For the widetree dataset, the DFS based approach like VTM outperforms
MB3 as expected. However, VTM fails to finish the task when o < 7, due to the extra
number of pseudo-frequent subtrees generated throughout the process. In general, the
DFS and BFS based approaches suffer from, deep and wide trees respectively. In Figure
8.5c, we omit iMB3 and FT because the support threshold at which they produce
interesting results is too low for embedded subtrees algorithms.
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(c) wide tree time performance
Figure 8.5: Deep and w'ide tree test

8.3.1.4 Mixed (Deep and Wide) Test
For this experiment, we utilized a mixed dataset. Since the DFS approach and BFS
approach suffer from, deep and wide trees respectively, it would be interesting to test
the performance on a mixed dataset, which is both deep and wide.
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Minimum Support
Figure 8.6: Mixed dataset
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When comparing algorithms for mining embedded subtrees, MB3 has the best
performance as is shown in Figure 8.6. VTM is aborted when a < 150, and the
drawback of opportunistic pruning is even more noticeable. With regards to mining
induced subtrees, iMB3 performs better than FT.

8.3.1.5 Prions Test
For this experiment, we used the Prions dataset. This real world data describes a protein
ontology database for Human Prion proteins in XML format (Sidhu & Dillon 2005). For
this dataset, we map the XML tags to integer-indexed labels similar to the format used
in (Zaki 2005). The maximum height is 1.
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Figure 8.7: Prions protein data: (a) time performance (left) (b) number of frequent subtrees (right)

Since the maximum height of each subtree in this dataset is 1, consequently, the number
of frequent candidate subtrees generated is identical for all algorithms (Figure 8.7b). In
this case, all candidate subtrees generated by all algorithms would be induced subtrees.
Figure 8.7a shows the time performance of different algorithms with varying o. MB3
has the best time performance for this data. Another observation is that when o < 10.
PM aborts and VTM performs poorly. The rationale for this could be that the utilized
join approach enumerates additional invalid subtrees. Note that original MB3 is slightly
faster than iMB3 due to additional checks performed to restrict the maximum level of
embedding.
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8.3.1.6 CSLogs Test
For this experiment, we use the CSLogs dataset. This dataset was previously used by
(Zaki 2005) to test VTM and PM using transaction-based support. When used for
occurrence-match support, the tested algorithms had problems in returning frequent
subtrees. This is a quite large dataset (|Tr|:59,691), and for occurrence-match support
each of the transactions needs to be traversed to the full in order to count all occurrences
of a subtree. Hence, during the process many more subtree occurrences have to be
stored and processed which can exhaust the system memory when the number of
subtrees enumerated are numerous. For algorithm that runs on a single machine, this is a
typical limitation. Higher processing scalability can be attained if one makes use of
distributed parallel processing system so that the tree database is split, and load
balanced over a number of autonomous processing units. This is discussed in our future
work section in Chapter 11. With this difficulty, thus, the dataset was progressively
reduced and at |Tr|:32,241 interesting results appeared. VTM aborts when o < 200 due
to numerous numbers of candidates generated. We demonstrate the usefulness of
constraining the maximum level of embedding and provide some results between the
algorithms when the minimum support threshold a is varied.
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Figure 8.8: Test on 54% transactions of original CSLogs data

From Figure 8.8b, we can see that the number of frequent subtrees generated by FT and
iMB3-NP is identical. Both FT and iMB3-NP generate pseudo-frequent subtrees as they
do not perform full pruning. Because of this, the number of frequent induced subtrees
detected by FT & iMB3-NP can unexpectedly exceed the number of frequent embedded
subtrees found by MB3 & PM (Figure 8.8b, s80). Figure 8.8a shows that both iMB3-NP
and iMB3 outperform FT. One important thing to note is that our approach has always
the best time computing frequent 2-subtrees. This confirms our theoretical assertion
discussed in Chapter 7 that our approach has a better 2-subtree enumeration complexity
than of the join approach.

A large time increase for FT and iMB3-NP is observed at s200 as a large number of
pseudo-frequent subtrees are generated (Figure 8.8b). Secondly, we compare the results
from VTM, PM and MB3 to the result obtained when the maximum level of embedding
is restricted to 6 (iMB3-d6) (Figure 8.8c). By restricting the embedding level, we expect
to decrease the execution time without missing many frequent subtrees. The complete
set of frequent subtrees was detected at a > 200, while only less than 2% were missed
with o < 200. Overall, MB3 and its variants have the best performance.

8.3.1.7 Transaction-based Support Test
In this experiment, we use the CSLogs data. The paper focuses on the use of
occurrence-match support. Previous experimental results show that, overall, our
approach performs better than other techniques when occurrence-match support is
considered. In this experiment, the comparison is made using the transaction-based
support.
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Figure 8.9: Benchmarking the usage of transaction-based support for mining embedded subtrees

As discussed earlier, our framework is flexible and generic enough to consider different
support definitions. From Figure 8.9a it can be seen that MBS performs better than
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VTM, and when a is lowered to 50, VTM aborts. VTM’s performance degrades with
the increase in subtree length, as is shown in Figure 8.9b. In Figure 8.9c, we can see a
spike of the total number of candidate 2-subtrees generated by the VTM.
iMB3-T-d1
iMB3-T-NP
FREQT-T

Length of Subtrees

Figure 8.10: Benchmarking the usage of transaction-based support for mining induced subtrees

VTM generates 131,769 whereas MB3 only generates 4,470 candidate 2-subtrees. For
generation of candidate 2-subtrees alone, VTM generates 29.47852 times more
candidates in comparison to MB3. However, the total number of frequent subtrees
produced by VTM and MB3 is identical, as evident from Figure 8.9d. The problem of
generating pseudo-frequent subtrees, which was a major issue in our previous
experiments, is eliminated here because the transaction-based support is considered. The
flexibility inherent in our framework allows MB3 to swap from occurrence-match
support to transaction-based support without a noticable performance penalty. The
performance comparison for induced subtrees case can be seen from Figure 8.10.
Overall, iMB3 performs slightly better than FREQT.
8.3.1.8 Overall Discussion
MB3 and all its variants demonstrate high performance and scalability, which comes
from the efficient use of the EL representation and the optimal TMG approach that
ensures that only valid candidates, are generated. The join approach utilized in VTM &
PM could generate many invalid subtrees which degrades the performance. MB3
performs expensive full pruning, whereas VTM utilizes less expensive opportunistic

pruning but suffers from the trade-off that it generates many pseudo-frequent candidate
subtrees. This can cause memory blow out and serious performance problems (Figure
8.5a & Figure 8.8). This problem is evident in cases when VTM failed to finish for
lower support thresholds. Some domains aim to acquire knowledge about exceptional
events such as fraud, security attacks, terrorist detection, unusual responses to medical
treatments and others. Often, exceptional cases are one of the means by which the
current common knowledge is extended in order to explain the irregularity expressed by
the exception. In order to find the exceptional patterns, the user often needs to lower the
support constraint, as exceptional patterns are exceptional in the sense that they do not
occur very often. It is therefore preferable that a frequent subtree mining algorithm be
well scalable with respect to varying support.

In the context of association mining, regardless of which approach is used, for a given
dataset with minimum support o, the discovered frequent patterns should be identical
and consistent. Assuming pseudo-frequent subtrees are infrequent, techniques that do
not perform full pruning would have limited applicability to association rule mining.
When representing subtrees, FT (Abe et. al. 2002) uses string labels. VTM, PM, and
MB3 (and its variants) use integer-indexed labels. As mentioned earlier, when a hash
table is used for candidate frequency counting, hashing integer labels is faster than
hashing string labels, especially for long patterns. As we can see, iMB3 & iMB3-NP
always outperform FT. When experimenting with the maximum level of embedding
constraint (Figure 8.8c), we have found that restricting the maximum level of
embedding at a particular level leads to speed increases at the low cost of missing a very
small percentage of frequent subtrees. This indicates that when dealing with very
complex tree structures where it would be infeasible to generate all the embedded
subtrees, a good estimate could be found by restricting the maximum level of
embedding.

The flexibility inherent in our framework allows the MB3 and iMB3 algorithms to
consider the transaction-based support with only a slight change to the way subtree
occurrences are counted. Despite the fact that the implementation was not tailored for
transaction-based support, our algorithms still exhibit the best performance when
compared with other algorithms (Figure 8.9, Figure 8.10).
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8.3.2 Experiment Set II
In this section, we compare iMB3 variants (iMB3 Miner (IM), iMB3 with RMP
extension (IMR), iMB3 with RMP & RL extension (IML)) and FREQT (FT) for mining
induced subtrees and MB3 variants (MB3-Miner (M), MB3 with RMP optimization
(MR), MB3 with the RMP & RL optimization (ML)), VTreeMiner (VTM) and
PattemMatcher (PM) for mining embedded subtrees. We will refer to each algorithm in
this section using its abbreviation as indicated in the brackets. Additionally, IM(NP)-dx
notation is used where x refers to the maximum level of embedding

8

and (NP) is

optionally used to indicate that full pruning is not performed. Whenever IM is
mentioned without ‘-dx’ suffix it is assumed that the maximum level of embedding
constraint is 1. The minimum support a is denoted as (sxx), where xx is the minimum
frequency. Occurrence-match support was used for all algorithms;-u parameter is used
for VTM and PM. Experiments were run on 3Ghz (Intel-CPU), 2Gb RAM, Mandrake
10.2 Linux machine and compilation were performed using GNU g++ (3.4.3) with -03
parameter. We use the Kudo's FT implementation (Kudo 2003) and disable the output
mode so that it does not spend its execution time printing all the frequent subtrees when
timing its performance.
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Figure 8.11: Testing RMP approach

8.3.2.1 RMP Coordinate Test
We use the widetree and deeptree dataset for this experiment. This set of experiments
was performed to demonstrate the space efficiency obtained by only storing the RMP
coordinates of a subtree.

Figure 8.11 shows the space required by the M and MR algorithms for storing the
candidate subtree information lor subtrees of different lengths. As the graphs clearly
show, storing the RMP coordinates of a subtree (MR), instead of the whole occurrence
coordinate, greatly reduces the space requirement of the approach. The major
improvement occurred for the mid-length subtrees since they are ‘sufficiently’ long and
high in number. ‘Sufficiently long’ refers here to the fact that they are long enough so
that by only storing the RMP information, space requirement is greatly reduced.
8.3.2.2 Recursive List Test
The aim of these experiments is to demonstrate the time and space efficiency obtained
by using the RL structure for implementing the TMG enumeration approach. Figure
8.12(a-c) shows the time performance of the algorithm variants and, as can be seen, the
candidate enumeration implementation using the RL structure has better time
performance in all cases. Since the difference is not always easy to observe from the
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graphs, each graph is accompanied by a table that shows the corresponding time
differences among algorithm versions for the decreasing support values.
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Figure 8.12: Testing RL approach

For some datasets, the difference was small because of the varying tree structures of the
datasets. Furthermore, the RL approach is more memory efficient since the storage of
the embedding list occupies large amounts of memory for some datasets. This is shown
in Figure 8.12d which also corresponds to the total amount of memory saved for each
dataset, by implementing the RL optimization.
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Figure 8.13: Scalability test-time performance

The 1M dataset is a synthetic dataset consisting of 1M transactions with characteristics
described in Figure 8.1.
8.3.2.3 Scalability Test
For this experiment, we generated an artificial tree database where |Tr| was varied to
500K, 1000K, 1500K and 2000K and |D|:40 and |F|:40 using TreeGen with o set to 5,
10, 15 and 20, respectively. From Figure 8.13 we can see that all algorithms are well
scalable. ML outperforms VTM for mining embedded subtrees and IML outperforms
FT for mining induced subtrees.
8.3.2.4 Deep Tree Test
For this experiment, we utilized the deeptree2 dataset. When comparing the algorithms
for mining frequent embedded subtrees using the deeptree2 dataset, ML enjoys the best
performance (Figure 8.14a).
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Figure 8.14: Deep tree test for embedded subtrees

Figure 8.14b displays the number of frequent subtrees generated by all algorithms. As
can be seen the VTM approach detects more subtrees as frequent whose number can
significantly grow with a decrease in o (g:260 - o:220). The reason is that VTM cannot
guarantee the absence of pseudo-frequent subtrees. When comparing algorithms for
mining induced subtrees, Figure 8.15 shows that IML performs better than FT.
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Figure 8.15: Deep tree test for induced subtrees

8.3.2.5 Wide Tree
In this experiment, we used the widetree2 dataset. Figure 8.16 shows the comparison of
algorithms for mining embedded subtrees using the widetree2 dataset. ML has the best
time performance, as is shown in Figure 8.16a.
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Figure 8.16: Wide tree test for embedded subtrees

Figure 8.16b shows the number of frequent subtrees detected by the compared
algorithms, and for this particular dataset, the number of pseudo-frequent subtrees
detected by VTM as frequent is much smaller in comparison with the wide tree dataset.
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Figure 8.17: Wide tree test for induced subtrees
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Figure 8.17a shows the time performance comparison between the IML and FT
algorithms for mining frequent induced subtrees. As can be seen, the IML algorithm
completes the task in a shorter amount of time. The IML(NP) version was developed
where full pruning is not performed; hence, we see the small difference in time
performance between IML and IML(NP). However, since both IML(NP) and FT do not
perform full pruning, extra pseudo-frequent subtrees are detected as frequent which is
shown in Figure 8.17b.

8.3.2.6 Constraining the Maximum Level of Embedding Test
These experiments were performed in order to demonstrate the complexity reduction
that is achieved by constraining the maximum level of embedding. ML, IML, and FT
algorithms were run on the widetree2 and deeptree2 datasets and the experimental
results are shown in Figure 8.18(a and b), respectively. On the left of those figures, we
can see some variation in the total time taken by the IML algorithm when different
thresholds are chosen for the maximum level of embedding constraint. As can be seen
any reduction in the level of embedding results in a reduction in the total time taken to
perform the task. Similarly, on the right of Figure 8.18(a and b), it can be seen that a
variation in the allowed level of embedding results in a variation of the total number of
subtrees detected as frequent. The graphs also display the total number of subtrees
detected by FT and IML (induced), and ML (embedded) algorithms. The major
difference in both totals of induced and embedded subtrees for these particular datasets
occurs when the maximum level of embedding constraint is set to approximately 8 as
this is far away from the induced embedding level and the depth of the database tree.
However, this is highly dependent on the structure of the database tree and the
frequency distribution of it substructures.
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We ran other comparisons of the algorithms using widetree2, deeptree2, CSLogs and
Prions data used in (Tan et al. 2006). As the only change in that experiment is that the
new versions of our algorithms are used for testing, the resulting graphs were very
similar to those described in experiment set I above. The only difference is that our new
algorithms enjoy better performance over our previous implementations and this aspect
has been demonstrated throughout the RMP and RL optimization experiments above.
The comparisons with other approaches remain the same as those reported in
experiment set 1, which generally are that our algorithms achieve better performance
and scalability when compared to other approaches, due to the employment of the
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effective TMG enumeration technique and the representative structure (RL) which
performs the task efficiently.
8.3.2.7 Overall Discussion
Throughout the experiments, both ML and IML demonstrate high performance which
generally comes from the optimal TMG candidate generation approach that ensures only
valid candidates. The join approach utilized in VTM & PM could generate many invalid
subtrees which degrades the overall performance. The RMP optimization proved very
useful for memory conservation, especially for mid-length patterns, which are large in
number and ‘sufficiently’ long (Figure 8.11). This has also resulted in a faster algorithm
(Figure 8.12a-c). Furthermore, the ML and IML approach exhibits a faster performance
and is much more space efficient since, in our previous implementation, the embedding
of the list structure occupied a great deal of memory (Figure 8.12d). Our algorithms
perform expensive full pruning, whereas VTM utilizes less expensive opportunistic
pruning and FT does not perform pruning at all. For this reason, VTM and FT both
suffer from the trade-off that many pseudo-frequent subtrees could be generated. This
could result in memory blow out and serious performance problems. In the context of
association mining, regardless of which approach is used, for a given dataset with
minimum support a, the discovered frequent patterns should be identical and consistent.
Regarding pseudo-frequent subtrees as infrequent, techniques not performing full
pruning would have limited applicability to association rule mining.

When

experimenting with the maximum level of embedding constraint (Figure 8.18), it was
found that restricting the maximum level of embedding could lead to speed increases at
the low cost of missing a small percentage of frequent subtrees. This indicates that when
dealing with very complex tree structures where it would be computationally
impractical to generate all the embedded subtrees, a good estimate could be provided by
restricting the maximum level of embedding.

8.3.3 Experiment Set III
In this section, we present some of the tests performed on the RAZOR algorithm.
Firstly, we show the scalability of the approach followed by the comparisons with the
MBS and iMB3 Miner algorithms on the grounds of the number of frequent subtrees
generated for varying support and maximum level of embedding thresholds. For the task
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of mining frequent subtrees, most of the time and space complexity comes from the
candidate enumeration and counting phase. The distance-constrained subtrees are much
larger in number than induced or embedded subtrees, and in general, an algorithm for
this task would require more space and run-time. This makes our approach incompatible
with the current tree mining algorithms and, to our knowledge, there is currently no
algorithm that mines distance-constrained embedded subtrees to allow for a compatible
comparison. Note that the occurrence-match support definition is used in all the
experiments. The minimum support a is denoted as (sxx), where xx is the minimum
frequency. Experiments were run on 3Ghz (Intel-CPU), 2Gb RAM, Mandrake 10.2
Tinux machine and compilation was performed using GNU g++ (3.4.3) with the -03
parameter.
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Figure 8.19: Scalability test

8.3.3.1 Scalability Test
The purpose of this experiment is to test whether the algorithm is well scalable with
respect to the increasing number of transactions present in a database. We use the
lOOKs, 500Ks, and lMs artificial database with minimum support 50, 250, and 500
respectively. The result shows that the time to complete the operation scales linearly
with the increase in transaction size.
8.3.3.2 Frequent Subtrees over Different Support
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For this experiment, we have used a reduction of the CSLogs dataset. The rationale for
the dataset reduction was previously discussed in the introduction of Section 8.3. In this
case, we have randomly reduced the number of transactions from 52,291 to 32.421. The
comparison of the number of frequent subtrees generated among the MB3, iMB3 and
RAZOR algorithms, for varying support thresholds is presented in Figure 8.19.

iMB3 and RAZOR were set with the maximum level of embedding S constraint equal to
5. Consequently, the number of detected frequent subtrees differs slightly between the
iMB3 and MB3 algorithms. In Figure 8.20, we can see that the number of frequent
subtrees detected by the RAZOR algorithm increases significantly when the support is
lowered. This is due to the additional distance relationship used to uniquely identify
candidate subtrees.
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As shown in Chapter 3, an embedded subtree may be split into multiple candidate
subtrees when the distance is taken into account. As the support is lowered, many more
subtrees will be frequent and hence, many more variations of those subtrees with respect
to the distance among the nodes will also be frequent. This is the explanation for such a
large jump in the number of frequent subtrees detected by the RAZOR algorithm, when
the support threshold is lowered sufficiently.

8.3.3.3 Varying the Level of Embedding
The purpose of this experiment is to compare the number of frequent subtrees detected
by the algorithms when the maximum level of embedding 5 is varied. We use the
deeptree dataset. The minimum support threshold was set to 100. The MB3 algorithm
does not restrict the level of embedding and hence, the number of frequent subtrees
detected remains the same for all cases. As the largest level of embedding of the dataset
tree is 17, the MB3 Miner detects the largest number of frequent subtrees.
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Variation in the number of frequent subtrees detected by the RAZOR and the iMB3
algorithm can be observed in Figure 8.21. At 5:1, the same number of subtrees are
detected since no extra candidates can be derived when mining induced subtrees (that is,
the distance between the nodes is always equal to 1). When the 5 threshold is increased,
the RAZOR algorithm detects more frequent subtrees for the reasons explained in the
previous section. However, when the 8 threshold was increased to 15, iMB3 algorithm
detected more subtrees as frequent. When such a high level of embedding is allowed,
many embedded subtrees previously infrequent will become frequent as there is more
chance of their re-occurrence. On the other hand, the RAZOR algorithm may further
distinguish each of those subtrees based upon the distance of nodes relative to the root,
and the frequency of the new candidate subtrees may not reach the support threshold.
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This explains why iMB3 has detected a larger number of frequent subtrees at 5:15, in
comparison with the RAZOR algorithm. As expected, it can also be seen that, as the 5
threshold is increased, the number of frequent subtrees detected by iMB3 algorithm gets
closer to the number detected by the MB3 algorithm where no 5 restriction applies.

8.3.3.4 Overall Discussion
In this work, we have extended the traditional definition of embedded subtrees in order
to take the distance amongst the nodes into account. The motivation of this work was
discussed in Chapter 6. As the traditional embedding definition allows too much
freedom with respect to the frequent subtrees extracted, we felt that an extra grouping
criterion was required. In reality, the distance between the nodes in a hierarchical
structure could indicate the amount of specific information stored about that concept,
which would be considered important especially for applications in web information
systems and conceptual model analysis and biological databases. We have presented
RAZOR, an algorithm that groups candidate subtrees based upon the node labels, node
structure, and the depth of the nodes within that structure. The correctness and
implications of the approach were demonstrated with experiments using real world and
synthetic data.

From the experiments, we learn that enforcing the distance constraint might add extra
complexity to the task of mining embedded subtrees as more candidate subtrees will
need to be enumerated and counted. Nevertheless, this can differ from one case to
another case. We note that the cost of enumeration is the same as for the traditional
embedded subtrees. However, the frequency counting process might be more expensive
due to the larger number of candidate subtrees that we would generate by imposing the
distance constraint. However, while the number of unique candidate subtrees to be
enumerated will grow because of the added granularity, this constraint can be used to
filter out certain embedded subtrees based on the distance criterion. In addition, this
constraint can be used to further distinguish what would be otherwise just an embedded
subtree into its distance-coded variants.
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We have presented an encoding strategy to efficiently enumerate candidate subtrees
with the additional grouping criterion and the efficient TMG approach to candidate
enumeration was preserved in yet another subset of the tree mining problem.

8.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented the experimental comparison results of the proposed
techniques introduced in Chapter 6 comparing them with the state-of-the-art algorithms.
We have run the experimental comparisons against a variety of datasets that cover a
broad range of different mixtures of attribute types (high fan-out, deep tree, mixed, long
tree, sparse, dense, etc), different sizes of dataset, and different complexity.

We have shown that the embedding list can be very useful because of the amount of
information it provides. Moreover, an additional benefit of such a representation is that
it reduces the complexity inherent in hierarchical tree structures. It allows us to perform
enumeration of tree structures which essentially is a two-dimensional structure using a
sequence-based approach, that is, enumerating embedded subtrees by permuting the
linear array object.

Throughout our experiments, the TMG approach has proven to be more efficient than
the join approach. It generates only valid candidates and therefore in many cases it
generates less candidates than the join approach. In almost all cases through the
experiments, our approach has always the best time computing frequent 2-subtrees. This
confirms our theoretical assertion discussed in Chapter 7 that our approach has a better
2-subtree enumeration complexity than of the join approach. The interesting point to
mention here is that we have demonstrated that the TMG enumeration approach is
efficient. However, the TMG enumeration is not without any limitations. Since the TMG
is of a horizontal enumeration family, we acknowledge that this type of approach
requires more memory space than the approaches from the vertical enumeration family
because the vertical enumeration family finishes computation of frequency counting in
one shot. The horizontal enumeration, on the other hand, has to compute the frequency
counting of each enumerated subtree one at a time and completes the counting process
only once it traverses the breadth of the database. However, we do not see any
difference in computing costs for updating each frequency count of enumerated subtrees
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other than one has to hold information longer (horizontal) than the other one (vertical).
We have shown throughout the experiments that in many cases the horizontal
enumeration technique like the TMG enumeration approach can be as efficient as the
vertical enumeration technique. Moreover, the advantage of using horizontal
enumeration family is that full pruning, which is an important technique to deal with the
issue of pseudo-frequent generations, can be dealt with much more easily as discussed
in Chapter 6.

Deriving the mathematical model of an approach is always useful for a number of
reasons. With the mathematical model derived in Chapter 7, we could run a complexity
analysis, and utilize it for detecting difficult scenarios (intractable datasets) which
otherwise would be difficult to detect until one encounters the problem when running
the experiments. When it is too costly to mine all frequent embedded subtrees, one can
decrease the maximum level of embedding constraint gradually up to 1, from which all
the obtained frequent subtrees are induced subtrees. Hence, it helps us to avoid difficult
situations,

therefore, in this case, the mathematical model is enhancing the

predictability of the TMG enumeration approach. Another advantage of such a
mathematical model is that we can use it as a means of validating the correctness of the
approach by comparing the results obtained from running the experiments with the
computation obtained through the mathematical formulas.

The implications of using occurrence-match support instead of the simpler transactionbased support were investigated. High performance and scalability of the proposed
approach were demonstrated in our experiments by contrasting it with other algorithms
such as PatternMatcher, VTreeMiner, X3 Miner and FREQT. Among those algorithms,
VTreeMiner is considered as the current state-of-the-art technique existing in the
literature and is one of the first techniques proposed for solving the problem of mining
frequent ordered embedded subtrees. We use both synthetic and real datasets in the
experimental studies. The results show the flexibility and efficiency of our approach
when either support-definition was used.

Some further insight into various performance issues of the frequent induced and
embedded subtree mining tasks was provided. We proposed an efficient approach for
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tackling the complexity of mining embedded subtrees by utilizing the RMP coordinate
list and recursive list which we refer to as RMP optimization and RL optimization
respectively. Our previous algorithms MB3 Miner and iMB3 Miner were alternated to
the optimized version, MB3'R and iMB3‘R versions ([i]MB3'R Miner), which as
demonstrated in experiments, achieve much better efficiency in terms of space and time.
Using both synthetic and real world datasets in the experimental studies, we have
demonstrated performance improvement by implementing the RMP and RL
optimizations.

Lastly, we have extended the traditional definition of embedded subtrees in order to take
the distance amongst the nodes into account. We have presented RAZOR, an algorithm
which groups candidate subtrees based upon the node labels, node structure, and the
depth of the nodes within that structure. The correctness and implications of the
approach were demonstrated with experiments using real world and synthetic data.

We learn that enforcing the distance constraint might add extra complexity to the task of
mining embedded subtrees as more candidate subtrees will need to be enumerated and
counted. The cost of enumeration is the same as that of the traditional embedded
subtrees because the numbers of candidate instances enumerated are the same.
However, the frequency counting process might be more expensive due to the larger
number of candidate subtrees that we would generate by imposing a distance constraint.
However, while the number of unique candidate subtrees to be enumerated will grow
because of the added granularity, this constraint can be used to filter out certain
embedded subtrees based on the distance criterion. In addition, this constraint can be
used to further distinguish what would be otherwise just an embedded subtree into its
distance-coded variants.

We have presented an encoding strategy as a means of splitting embedded subtrees by
the distance constraint. This allows us to utilize the TMG enumeration approach without
any changes to the technique, yet we solve another subset of the tree mining problem.

Overall, we have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed approaches to tackle
various frequent ordered subtree mining problems. In the next two chapters. Chapter 9
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and Chapter 10, we will present extensions to the framework by developing techniques
to solve the problem of mining frequent unordered subtrees from a database of trees and
mining frequent subsequences from a database of sequences respectively.
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Chapter 9
Extension I: Mining Frequent Unordered Subtrees

9.1 Introduction
Frequent subtree mining has attracted much interest from the data mining community,
due to the increasing use of semi-structured data for more meaningful knowledge
representations. Semi-structured data sources are increasingly in use today because of
their capacity to represent information through more complex structures where
semantics and relationships of data objects are more easily expressed. Extraction of
frequent sub-structures from such data has found important applications in areas such as
Bioinformatics, XML mining, Web mining, scientific data management, etc (Termier et
al. 2005; Eladzic et al. 2006).

Applications in these areas increasingly make use of tree mining algorithms for analysis
of domain knowledge represented in a tree-structured form. The scope of their
applications usually depends on the assumptions made about the data structures to
which the algorithms can be applied. These assumptions depend upon the domain of
interest, and many algorithms have been developed to deal with different types of
subtrees (Tan et al. 2005, 2006). Even though the tree structures underlying semistructured data sources are ordered, interesting associations or queries are commonly
based on unordered trees since the ordering among sibling data objects is not of great
importance to the user and is often not available (Chi et. al 2005; Hadzic, Tan & Dillon
2007; Hadzic et al. 2007a; Nijssen & Kok 2003; Valentine 2002; Zaki 2005a;).
Unordered tree mining has been successfully applied in (Shasha, Wang & Zang 2004)
for the analysis of phylogenetic databases.

This has motivated us to extend the framework for mining frequent ordered subtrees
introduced in Chapter 6 in order to tackle the problems of extracting all frequent
unordered induced and embedded subtrees from a database of rooted ordered labeled
subtrees (eg. XML). One of the goals of the thesis is to develop a framework that is
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extendable, to a certain extent, over other closely related problems (sub-class and super
class problem domains). In this chapter, we will be presenting our extension work to
address the problem of mining frequent unordered induced and embedded subtrees.
While the problem of mining frequent unordered subtrees on its own is a very difficult
problem to solve and represents a rather large number of research problems, our focus
in this extension work is to highlight the extendibility property of our framework
described in Chapter 6. We will concentrate on how we can stretch the framework for
mining frequent ordered subtrees to address the problem of mining frequent unordered
subtrees. We do not claim to produce the best algorithm for mining frequent unordered
subtrees.

There are several existing algorithms proposed in the literature to efficiently mine
frequent unordered subtrees for a database of trees. Algorithms such as uNot (Asai et al.
2003), and HybridTreeMiner (Chi, Yang & Muntz 2004a) mine induced unordered
subtrees. SLEUTH (Zaki 2005) mines unordered embedded subtrees. SLEUTH
enumerates unordered subtrees by unordered scope-list joins via the descendant and
cousin tests. A recent algorithm, TDU proposed in (Chehreghani et al. 2007), mines
maximal embedded unordered subtrees using IRTree. Another algorithm for mining
frequent embedded unordered subtrees is TreeFinder (Termier, Rousset & Sebag 2002)
that uses an Inductive Logic Programming approach, but which in the process can miss
many frequent subtrees and so it will not have a useful application in association
mining. The main idea of this chapter is to show how the framework utilized to tackle
the problem of mining frequent ordered subtrees described in Chapter 6 can be reused
and extended to address the problem of mining frequent unordered subtrees. The main
work on mining unordered trees is part of another complementary thesis (Hadzic 2008).
We present some of the work here to verify the proposition that our framework can be
extended to unordered tree mining. We will conduct experimental comparisons between
the proposed technique (Hadzic, Tan, Dillon 2007; Hadzic et al. 2007; Hadzic 2008)
and the uNot, HybridTreeMiner for the case of induced subtree, and SLEUTH for the
case of embedded subtree.

The chapter outline is as follows. In Section 9.2, we will discuss the driving need for
mining frequent unordered subtrees instead of ordered subtrees. In Section 9.3, the
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problem that characterizes the frequent unordered subtrees mining is discussed. The
algorithm, UNI3 Miner, is presented in Section 0. We empirically evaluate the
performance and scale-up properties of the proposed technique in Section 9.5. The
summary concludes the chapter.

9.2 The Needs for Mining Unordered Subtrees
We have said previously that even though the tree structures underlying semi-structured
data sources are ordered, interesting associations or queries are commonly based on
unordered trees since the ordering among sibling data objects is not of great importance
to the user and is often not available.

The following illustrates what motivates our interest to extend the proposed framework
for mining frequent ordered subtrees discussed in Chapter 6 to tackle the problem of
mining frequent unordered subtrees.
< Col lections >

<FirstName:X>

<LastName:Y>

<LastName:Y>

<FirstName:X>

Figure 9.1: Example of data where mining unordered subtree is more desirable than mining ordered subtree

When the order among siblings is taken into consideration, some subtrees that are
actually automorphic would be considered to have different semantics. Sometimes this
becomes too restrictive. For example, the following XML subtree fragment
<Book><Title:A/><Author:A/> from Figure 9.1 will be considered as a different
subtree from subtree <Book><Author:A/><Title:A/>. Also, if we specify that the
minimum support count equal to 2, none of the above subtrees discovered from Figure
9.1 would be frequent.

Often, we would like to relax the order among siblings such that the XML tree fragment
<Book><Author:A/><Title:A/>

(assume

this

is

the

representative

form

of

automorphism group) would be considered equivalent with the XML tree fragment
<Book><Title:A/><Author:A/>. With such an assumption, we would now find that the
XML tree <Book><Author:A/><Title:A/> is frequent because its support count is >
minimum support specified, 2. Furthermore, sometimes we want to allow a certain
degree of embedding to be present in the discovered subtrees. For example, we might
want

to

consider

the

following

XML

subtree

fragment

<Book>

<FirstName:X/><LastName:Y/>, which is an embedded subtree not an induced subtree.
If we consider order among siblings, a similar case happens, that it becomes too
restrictive such that the subtree <Book><FirstName:X/><LastName:Y/> becomes
infrequent. Again, it is more logical if we relax the order notion among the siblings such
that the XML subtree fragment <Book><FirstName:X/><LastName:Y/> is considered
equivalent

to

the

other

XML

subtree

fragment

<Book><LastName:Y/><

FirstName:X/>.

The work that we will be presenting in this chapter is different from the existing work
(Asai et al. 2003; Chi et al. 2004a; Nijssen & Kok 2003; Shasha et al. 2004; Zaki
2005a) in the coverage of approaches to the problems of mining unordered subtree.
Since we are extending our framework for mining frequent ordered induced and
embedded subtrees as described in Chapter 6, the proposed algorithm for mining
frequent unordered subtrees would inherit the capability of the framework to mine both
types of subtrees, induced and embedded, utilizing the level of embedding constraint.
The uniqueness of our approach is that it allows the extensions of the framework,
especially the enumeration approach, to be applied across a different set of problems
easily.

9.3 The Problems and Characteristics of Frequent Unordered
Subtrees Mining
Let Tdb be a database of trees consisting of N transactions of trees, KN. The task of
frequent unordered subtree mining from T^b with given minimum support (rr), is to find
all candidate unordered subtrees whose support is > er.
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In Chapter 3, we discussed that the main difference between mining unordered subtrees
and mining ordered subtrees lies in the candidate enumeration phase. It is the problem
of determining whether two trees 7a and 7b are isomorphic to one another, denoted as
7a=7b,

and finding a canonical tree

7C

from those isomorphic trees. Two trees are

isomorphic if there is a bijective correspondence between their node sets which
preserves and reflects the structure of the trees.

In mathematics, automorphism is an isomorphism of an object to itself. It is, in some
sense, the symmetries of the object and a means of mapping different forms of
isomorphic objects to itself. Let Auto(S), for S:{sj, ...,s„} denotes the automorphism
group whose members are subtrees s/,...,sn and S\^S2, ^2^3, Sn-i^V If permuteis)
denotes a permutation of all possible subtrees that are isomorphic to s, then X is an
Auto(S) and S:{ssn} iff S:permute(s\) for i<\<n. In other words, S must contain a
complete permutation of isomorphic subtrees. In the mining unordered subtree context,
by automorphism we refer to the label-preserving automorphisms (Zaki 2005a). Let X
be an automorphism group.

Thus, the problem of candidate generation for unordered subtrees is to enumerate
canonical subtrees from X and the problem of frequency counting for unordered
subtrees can be formulated so as to count the frequency of each automorphism group of
subtrees. By enumerating random subtrees, by default ordered subtrees are generated.
Extra steps are required to identify ordered subtrees that form an automorphism group.
Further, a canonical subtree needs to be chosen from such an automorphism group. Due
to this extra processing, that is, the enumeration of canonical subtrees, we can see that
the mining of frequent unordered subtrees is more difficult than mining frequent
unordered subtrees. On the other hand, when order notion in data is considered, the
processing complexity can increase due to potentially numerous combinations of
entities in data.

9.4 UNI3

Miner:

Mining

Frequent

Unordered

Induced

and

Embedded Subtrees
We have presented the general structure of the framework in Chapter 6. In this section,
details specific to the UNI3 Miner algorithm are given. The flow chart representation of
the algorithm is given in Figure 9.2. The two main modules, module B and G, for
processing unordered subtrees are highlighted in the flow chart below. These two
modules are not required when processing ordered subtrees. The given flow chart is
provided to give the big picture of the algorithm to aid the discussion of the specific
details of the algorithm.

Data
Pre-processing

Generate Diet.
Generate F

IF,| > 0

Generate EL
Generate F2

Generate Ck

Constrain^J-

Generate Fk

Generate AR

Figure 9.2: Flow chart describing UN 13 Miner algorithm

In this section, we will emphasize candidate generation and related processing for
enumerating all automorphism groups of subtrees, since this is what distinguishes
mining unordered subtree from mining ordered subtree. The rest of the processing will
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be handled similarly as we would be dealing with the case of an ordered subtree as
previously described in Chapter 6.

The Tree Model Guided (TMG) enumeration technique is used to enumerate ordered
subtrees and is discussed in full detail in Chapter 6. The purpose of the work described
in this chapter is to reuse the TMG enumeration approach to address the problem of
mining frequent unordered subtrees. Our approach is to deal with the task of mining
frequent unordered subtrees (induced and embedded) performing enumeration of
ordered subtrees using the same approach described in the previous chapter. (k+1)subtrees are enumerated from frequent ^-subtrees by expanding its right-most-path with
valid nodes with pre-order index greater than each of the nodes in the right-most-path.
For mining unordered subtrees, each ordered subtree generated is then transformed into
its canonical form if it is not already in the canonical form. Then we update the frequent
count of each subtree with the same canonical form from which we will obtain only the
frequent ones, that is, the ones that have a frequency count equal to or greater than the
user-specified minimum support count.

9.4.1 Canonical Form Computation
The problem of finding automorphism groups is more or less equivalent to the task of
finding the canonical form of subtrees. We determine a canonical form of a subtree by
transforming a subtree into its minimal form. This minimal form becomes the canonical
form of subtrees from the same automorphism group for which 8cf represents encoding
of an automorphism group. The members of this automorphism group are all ordered
subtrees [Si,8k) that are automorphic to

8cf-

Canonical transformation is expensive. We would like to minimize performing this
expensive transformation whenever possible. Many techniques try to minimize
canonical transformation computations by performing canonical checks such that the
transformation is performed only when a subtree is not already in its canonical form.
Our take to minimize expensive canonical transformation is to sort the tree database
such that the tree database is almost in its canonical form. This is especially true in the
case of mining unordered induced subtree. Furthermore, this allows us to accelerate
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canonical checks by utilizing the pre-conditions that will be described in the next
section.

Since the focus of this chapter is to show the extendability of our framework, we will
not delve into too much detail here. The details mechanisms of how the sorting and
canonical form transformation are performed can be found in a complementary thesis
(Hadzic 2008) and a recent work in (Hadzic, Tan & Dillon 2007; Hadzic et al. 2007a).

9.4.2 Pre-conditions to Accelerate the Canonical Transformation
For the optimization technique, some pre-conditions are used for which unnecessary
expensive computations can be avoided by performing the canonical form check. If the
preconditions are met, then we know for certain that the enumerated ordered subtree is
already in canonical form (Hadzic 2008).

The following preconditions allow us to accelerate canonical transformation so that no
further transformation is performed on a subtree that is already in its canonical form.
These preconditions occur when we are appending a new node n to the right-most-node
r of the currently expanding subtree. Let the left sibling of n be %.

Precondition 1: r=parent(n);
Precondition 2: children(x) = (J) AND L(x) = L(ri), OR L(x) < L(ri).

If any of the above conditions are met, the ordering can be skipped which results in a
run time reduction as will be demonstrated in our experimental section. For cases where
enumerated subtrees are not in canonical form, then transformation will be required.
From this point forward, the frequency counting is performed.

The derivation of the above preconditions and how frequency counting computed are
discussed in a complementary thesis (Hadzic 2008).

9.4.3 A Strategy for Mining Unordered Induced and Embedded Subtrees
The utilization of the level of embedding and the TMG enumeration approach allows us
to deal with the problem of mining induced and embedded unordered subtrees in the

same way as we deal with induced and embedded ordered subtree. We utilize the
notion of level of embedding to switch from generating induced subtree to embedded
subtree. When the level of embedding is constrained to 1, all the subtree that are
generated would be induced subtrees and when the level of embedding is unconstrained,
we would be getting all induced and embedded subtrees. Note that an induced subtree is
also an embedded subtree with the level of embedding equal to 1 as we defined it in
Chapter 3.

In Chapter 3, we discussed how the generation of (&+7)-subtrees are performed using
the TMG enumeration approach. Note that the notion of an embedded subtree is relevant
only when we are talking about a subtree and an original tree from which the subtree
was generated. We can determine that a subtree is an embedded subtree only if we can
see that the subtree contains embedding relationships of nodes from the original tree.
We represent each subtree in the form of string encoding for which we do not represent
embedding relationships between nodes. Thus, from the perspective of the depth-first
string encoding we discussed in Chapter 3, we see virtually no difference between
induced and embedded subtree. This perspective helps us to deal with both types of
subtrees when mining unordered subtree and allows our approach to be generic enough
to mine both induced and embedded subtrees unlike most of the existing techniques in
the literature. Thus, by performing the canonical form transformation against the depthfirst string encoding of each generated ordered subtree, coupled with the utilization of
the TMG enumeration approach with the level of embedding constraint, we can address
the problem of mining induced and embedded subtrees altogether.

9.4.4 UNI3 Miner Pseudo code
The pseudo-code of the UNI3 Miner algorithm (Hadzic 2008) is given in Figure 9.3.
Inputs : Tdb(Tree database), o (min.support), 8(max. level of embedding)
Outputs : Fk(Frequent subtrees), D(dictionary)
{D, FT : DatabaseScannlngAndCanonicalTransformation(Tdb)
{RL, F2) : ConstructRecursiveList (F1tD, 8)
k=3
while(|Fk| >0){
Fk = GenerateCandidateSubtrees(Fk1 8)

k = k+1
}
GenerateCandidateSubtrees(Fk1,S):
for each frequent k-subtree tk_i E Fk.-, {
{Ln.q} = GetEncodingAndPivotPos (tk1)
VOL-t^ = GetVOL(tk1)
for each occurrence coordinate ock_t (r:[m,...n]) E VOL-tk.i {
for (j = n+1 to scope(r)){

{extpoint,slashcount} = CalcExtPointAndSlashcount(ock.-i,j)
Lk = Lk.i + append('/’,slashcount) + Label(j)
if(Precondltion1(Lk) == false && Precondition2(Lk) == false) {
{Lk,T = CanonicalTransform(Lk,q)
}

if( EmbeddingLevel(extpoint,j)< 6) {
ock= 7MG-extend( ock_i,j)
if( Contains(Lk Fk))
lnsert( h(Lk),^,ock Fk )
else
lf(AIISubpatternFrequent(Lk)) // all k-1 patterns frequent?
Insert( h(Lk),c;,ock,Fk)

}
}

}
}

return Fk
TMG-extend( ock.k j):

/* right-most-path computation */
|ock|= |ock_i|+1-slashcount; /* compute the size of the rmp coordinate */
a = |ock|-1; /* update the tail index a */
ock[ a ] = j; /* store the new node pos at tail index a */
return {ock}

Figure 9.3: UNI3 Miner algorithm pseudo-code

9.5 Experimental Results & Discussions
In this section, we provide some performance evaluations of the UNI3 Miner algorithm
by comparing it with existing algorithms that mine unordered induced subtree and
embedded subtree. Throughout this section, we will refer to UNI3 Miner algorithm for
mining frequent unordered induced subtrees as UNI3. For the case of embedded
subtrees, we would refer to as U3. For mining induced subtrees, we compare UNI3 with
HybridTreeMiner (FIBT) (Chi et al. 2004a) and RootedTreeMiner (RTM) (Chi et al.
2004b). RTM is Chi et al. (2004b) implementation of uNot (Asai et al. 2003). To our
knowledge, the uNot algorithm was originally written in Java and since most of efficient
algorithms are written in C++, Chi re-implements the uNot algorithm in C++ for a fairer
experimental comparison. For mining embedded subtrees, we compare U3 with
SLEUTH (Zaki 2005a). Note that we set the maximum level of embedding to 1
whenever we want to mine frequent induced subtree using UNI3. Experiments were run
on 3Ghz (Intel-CPU), 2Gb RAM, Mandrake 10.2 Linux machine and compilations were
performed using GNU g++ (3.4.3) with -03 parameter. We will refer to each algorithm
in this section using its abbreviation as indicated in the brackets. For transaction-based
support, our algorithm is preceded by T-’ (e.g. T-UNI3), and if no full k-1 subtree
pruning is performed (NP) is added at the end (e.g. UNI3(NP)). The minimum support o
is denoted as (sxx), where xx is the minimum support count. All experiments assume
that transaction-based support is used because, except for the SLEUTH, the HBT and
the RTM do not support the usage of occurrence-match support. However, we would
still conduct a couple of experiments that use occurrence-match support for
completeness.
Since performing comparisons on restricted datasets is not sufficient and hardly has any
value in drawing reliable conclusions about the relative performance of algorithms, a
variety of datasets, covering a broad range of characteristics that are important in the
domain, are chosen for experimental comparison. Thus, for the performance evaluation
of the proposed framework compared with other approaches, the datasets are designed
and mixtures of different attribute types are chosen such as high fan-out, deep tree, long
tree, sparse, and dense. We also vary the size of the datasets to test the scalability
properties of the approaches.

In our experimental comparison, we will utilize both artificial and real-world datasets
for the reasons explained in Chapter 8. We generate the artificial databases using the
TreeGen used by Zaki (Zaki 2005b) and reuse some of the artificial datasets that we use
in Chapter 8. As for the real-world dataset, we use the CSLogs data.

9.5.1 Mining Induced Unordered Subtree Experiments
In this section, we will be comparing UNI3 against the HBT and RTM to mine frequent
induced subtrees (Hadzic 2008). UNI3 implements the RL & RMP optimization which
was earlier implemented in [i]MB3'R Miner discussed in Chapter 6 and preconditions 1
& 2 described in Section 9.4.2. We label the UNI3 algorithm with the -L2 suffix to
highlight this.
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Figure 9.4: Time performance test

9.5.1.1 Time Performance Test
For this test, we use the CSLogs datasets with 32,241 transactions. We have used the TUNI3-L2 implementation where both preconditions that were explained in the previous
section are used to prevent unnecessary canonical transformation of enumerated
subtrees. As can be seen in Figure 9.4, for both datasets, the T-UNI3-L2 algorithm
enjoys the best time performance. Additionally, by not performing full (£-1) pruning, TUNI3-L2(NP), there was an additional performance gain because the canonical form

transformation does not need to be performed for all the (£-1) subtrees of a potentially
frequent ^-subtree.

9.5.1.2 Scalability Test
For this experiment, we have generated synthetic datasets using the TreeGen program
with |D|:40, |F|:40, |N|: 10,000.
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Figure 9.5: Scalability test

The number of transactions |Tr| used was 2.5M, 5M, 10M, and the respective support
threshold was 162, 325 and 650. From Figure 9.5, one can see that all the tested
algorithms are well scalable for the different dataset sizes used, and the time
performance is comparable among the algorithms with T-UNI3-L2 performing slightly
better than the others. It is interesting to see that RTM shows a performance advantage
over the HBT for this dataset. In general, performing full pruning is expensive
whenever the numbers of candidate subtrees generated are numerous as canonical
transformations will be performed more frequently. For this dataset, we see that the TUNI3-L2(NP) has a very close run time with T-UNI3-L2. We believe that this might be
because the unique labels on this dataset are relatively small so the number of candidate
subtrees generated is not extremely large.
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Figure 9.6: Occurrence-match support test

9.5.1.3 Occurrence-match Support Test
The purpose of this experiment is to show the performance of the UNI3 algorithm when
occurrence-match support is used. Since, to our knowledge, there are no current
algorithms for mining induced unordered subtrees using occurrence-match support, we
have included the performance of our algorithm for mining ordered induced subtrees for
extra comparison. The dataset was artificially created using the TreeGen with |Tr|:lM,
|N|: 10,000, and |D|:40, |F|:40. Figure 9.6 shows that our algorithm is well scalable when
occurrence-match support is used. Furthermore, our T-UNI3-L2 algorithm enjoys the
best time performance for this dataset when compared with HBT and RTM when
transaction-based support is used.

9.5.2 Mining Embedded Unordered Subtree Experiments
In this section, we will be comparing U3 against the SLEUTH to mine frequent
embedded subtrees. Mining embedded subtrees is known to be more expensive than
mining induced subtrees, especially whenever the trees in the database have a large
height and fan-out. In addition, specific to the problem of mining frequent unordered
embedded subtrees, we would be expecting that the numbers of canonical
transformations performed would be higher than for induced subtrees. We will give
each variation of UNI3 a certain suffix to easily distinguish one version from the others.
U3 implements the RMP optimization which was earlier implemented in [i]MB3‘
Miner discussed in Chapter 6 and preconditions 1 & 2 described in Section 9.4.2. We
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label the U3 algorithm with the -L2 suffix to highlight this. For the following
experiments, we use both transaction-based support and occurrence-match support since
both U3 and SLEUTF1 support both support definitions.
9.5.2.1 Time Performance Test
For this test, we use the CSLogs datasets with 32,241 numbers of transactions. We have
used the T-U3-L2 implementation where both preconditions explained in the previous
section are used to prevent unnecessary canonical transformations of enumerated
subtrees. As can be seen in Figure 9.7, the T-U3-L2 algorithm enjoys better time
performance when compared with SLEUTFI which has performance issues for
decreasing support value. With minimum support set to 200, SLEUTH’s performance
degrading significantly with total execution 2177.41 seconds. With minimum support
set to 100 after running for more than 397.50 minutes (~6.5 hours) we decided to
terminate the program while it was still running. On the other hand, U3 and U3 NP are
stable enough even though the minimum support is reduced to 50. By not performing
full pruning, there was an additional performance gain by T-U3-L2(NP). The
performance gain firstly comes from avoiding the generation of all possible k-1
subtrees, and secondly because canonical form transformations do not need to be
performed for all the (C-l) subtrees of a potentially frequent ^-subtree.
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The result reported that the number of frequent unordered embedded subtrees returned
by SLEUTH is equal to the (NP) version of U3. This is confirmed throughout the
experiments. We believe that SLEUTH performs opportunistic pruning as VTreeMiner
does and so it can opportunistically miss a lot of pseudo-frequent subtrees. Our
experiments indicate that the number of frequent subtrees returned by SLEUTH is
always comparable to the (NP) variation of U3. We may infer from this that SLEUTH
does not performing full pruning. By not performing full pruning, there was an
additional performance gain because the canonical form transformation does not need to
be performed for all the (L-l) subtrees of a potentially frequent L-subtree. However, this
is also dependent on the size of the label count in the dataset. In general, by not
performing full pruning on datasets with high height and fan-out as well as large label
counts, the number of pseudo-frequent subtrees generated can be very large and in this
case performing full pruning would be a more desirable approach.

9.5.2.2 Scalability Test
For this experiment, we have generated a synthetic dataset using the TreeGen with
|D|:40, |F|:40, and |N|: 10,000. The number of transactions |Tr| used was 100K, 500K,
1000K, and the respective minimum support threshold was 250, 500 and 1000.
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Figure 9.8: Scalability test

From Figure 9.8a, one can see that all algorithms are well scalable for the different
dataset sizes used, and the time performance is comparable among the algorithms with

T-U3-L2 performing slightly better than the other algorithms. In Figure 9.8b, we show
the total number of frequent unordered embedded subtrees returned by each algorithm.
The results indicate SLEUTH returns the same number of frequent subtrees as T-U3L2(NP) for the same reason that has been explained earlier that the SLEUTH version we
use might either not perform full pruning or the opportunistic pruning it employs might
miss too many pseudo-frequent subtrees.

9.5.23 Ordered vs Unordered Test
In this experiment, we compare algorithms that mine ordered and unordered subtree.
The CSLogs dataset is used for this experiment. We use the MB3 that uses transactionbased support as a representative of algorithm that mine ordered subtree. Many studies
claim that mining unordered subtrees is more expensive than ordered subtrees but not
by a very large margin (Nijssen & Kok 2003; Zaki 2005a). The results given in Figure
9.9 from our experiments confirm this.

The results shown in Figure 9.9a & Figure 9.9b are explained as follows. Naturally, we
would expect that on the same dataset, there should be a lower number of frequent
subtrees returned whenever we relax the order between sibling nodes, that is, mining
unordered subtrees.
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Figure 9.9: Ordered vs unordered test

Our experiments indicate that this is not necessarily true and can be explained as
follows. When the order among sibling nodes is considered, we actually add extra
granularity to the data. With this extra granularity, the likelihood that two ordered
subtrees match with each other becomes less than whenever the order is relaxed.

Therefore, the chance of a subtree being frequent is greater whenever the granularity is
relaxed and therefore the variables that differentiate two subtrees are also lessened. On
the other hand, when mining ordered subtrees, naturally there are more unique
candidates generated. This adds more overhead when performing frequency counting as
more unique subtrees are hashed into the hash table. The fact that the number of
frequent ordered subtrees returned is smaller than the unordered subtrees does not
necessarily imply that its run time performance will always be faster. What really counts
is the number of unique generated subtrees that are hashed to the hash table as each
operation costs processing time. This explains the result in Figure 9.9a.

9.5.3 Overall Conclusions
In general, mining frequent embedded subtrees is more expensive than induced subtrees
as can be seen from the two sets of experiments shown above. The numbers of frequent
induced subtrees returned are relatively much smaller than for the case of embedded
subtrees. This, in turn, allows us to use much larger datasets when mining frequent
induced subtrees.

Overall, we see that the proposed algorithm has a better performance on most of the
datasets used. The strengths of the proposed framework are that it uses an optimal
structure-guided enumeration technique, the TMG enumeration approach, where it
always ensures that only valid candidates are generated. In addition, the framework uses
the right-most-path coordinates instead of the full coordinates which on average have a
shorter size. Furthermore, the utilization of efficient data structures such as the
dictionary and RL utilized for performing efficient enumeration and frequency counting
are also an important trait of our framework. With the dictionary and the RL.
enumeration of tree structures can be simply treated as enumeration of sequences as
described in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. The dictionary structure allows enumerated
subtrees to be represented as an array of integers, which contains hyperlinks to the tree

database. In addition utilizing the RMP coordinate further improves the space efficiency
and overall performance of the proposed framework. This, in turn, allows efficient
frequency counting. Utilizing the vertical structure RMP coordinate list, the support can
be counted and obtained in a very efficient way as discussed in Chapter 5 and Chapter
6.

On the other hand, we notice that in some instances, our approach has several
limitations. One limitation is that, since it uses the horizontal enumeration approach, the
memory usage tends to be larger than vertical approaches. This can lead to poor
performance on very large datasets where the minimum support is set to a very small
value because then it will start using the virtual memory. Performing complex
computations in virtual memory is very slow. To overcome the limitation of the
horizontal enumeration approach, one might consider a parallel architecture where the
processing is split over a number of autonomous processing units.

Another limitation of the proposed framework is that it employs an expensive canonical
transformation approach, which is basically a sorting operation on labeled trees
recursively. Whenever many of the trees in the database are long trees, this can be very
expensive.
Furthermore, our algorithm has the capability of using occurrence-match support which
is absent in most of the previously developed algorithms for mining unordered subtrees.
Fladzic et al. (2007b) have recently proposed a hybrid support definition which suggests
that the occurrence-match support, where repetitions of subtrees within each transaction
are accounted for, can have important application such as automatic detection of
semantic matches among ontology concepts. We have discussed in Chapter 6 that if full
pruning is not performed properly, pseudo-frequent subtrees can be generated, and
when there are numerous pseudo-frequent subtrees, the overall processing cost
outweighs the cost of performing full pruning.

Many researchers have claimed that mining unordered subtrees is slightly more
expensive than mining ordered subtrees because of the extra canonical transformations
processing. We believe that this differs from one case to another. The guiding principle
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is that the larger the number of unique subtrees generated, the higher the processing
cost. From a given dataset, the numbers of generated unique automorphism groups c=
ordered subtrees. We enumerate automorphism groups when we are mining unordered
subtrees and we enumerate unique ordered subtrees when we are mining ordered
subtrees. In cases where the size of the generated unique automorphism groups is much
smaller than the generated ordered subtrees, we can expect that the run time
performance of algorithms that mine unordered subtree will be faster to a certain extent
despite the extra canonical transformation processing required.

9.6 Summary
Even though the tree structures underlying semi-structured data sources are ordered,
interesting associations or queries are commonly based on unordered trees since the
ordering among sibling data objects is not of great importance to the user and is often
not available (Chi et al. 2005; Nijssen & Kok 2003; Valentine 2002; Zaki 2005a). This
has motivated us to extend the framework for mining frequent ordered subtrees
introduced in Chapter 6 to tackle the problems of extracting all frequent unordered
induced and embedded subtrees from a database of rooted ordered labeled subtrees (eg.
XML).
The flexibility of our general approach to tree mining is demonstrated through reuse of
the Tree Model Guided (TMG) enumeration approach and similar mechanisms of the
frequency counting approach as used in the proposed framework for mining ordered
subtrees discussed in Chapter 6. The advantage of the TMG enumeration approach is
that it will always generate valid candidates, that is, candidates with minimum support
greater than zero. The framework also implements RMP and RL optimization, which
increase the space and processing efficiency as described in Chapter 6.

The modification to the framework is relatively minimal considering that we are
applying the proposed approach to address the problem of mining unordered induced
and embedded subtrees, which by itself stands out as a difficult research problem. It is
also interesting to note the extended framework in general has a comparable
performance and efficiency in relation to the existing state-of-the-art algorithms.
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Due to the extra processing required to perform canonical transformation, we can see
that the mining of frequent unordered subtrees is more difficult and can be more
expensive than mining frequent unordered subtrees. On the other hand, when order
notion in data is considered, the processing complexity can increase due to the
potentially numerous combinations of entities in data.

The utilization of the level of embedding and the TMG enumeration approach allows us
to deal with the problem of mining induced and embedded unordered subtrees in the
same way as we deal with induced and embedded ordered subtrees. We utilize the
notion of level of embedding to switch from generating induced subtrees to embedded
subtrees.

Performance evaluation by conducting experimental comparison of the proposed
approach was presented. Overall, our approach shows a comparable performance and
efficiency in relation to the other state-of-the-art approaches for mining both frequent
induced and embedded subtrees.
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Chapter 10
Extension II: Mining Frequent Subsequences
10.1 Introduction
Data Mining strives to find frequent patterns in data (Agrawal & Srikant 1995; Bayardo
1998; Tan et al. 2005; Zaki 2001). A data mining task is characterized by the type of
data, structures and patterns to be found. Advancements in data collection technologies
have contributed to the high volumes of sales data, which typically consists of
transaction timestamps and the list of items bought by customers. While the problem of
market basket analysis is concerned with finding frequent intra-transaction patterns,
mining sequential patterns on the other hand is concerned with finding frequent inter
transactional patterns (Feng, Dillon & Liu 2001). If one is interested in inter
transactional patterns, sales data is a good example of a sequential pattern. In addition,
sequential patterns exist in data such as DNA string databases, the incidence of
recurrence of illness, etc.

In this chapter, we propose an algorithm for mining frequent subsequences from a
database of sequences as another extension of the proposed framework to mine frequent
tree-structured data, developed in Chapters 6 to 9. The main idea of this chapter is to
show how the framework utilized to tackle the problem of mining frequent ordered
subtrees described in Chapter 6, can be reused and extended to address the problem of
mining frequent subsequences. We do not claim to produce the best algorithm for
mining frequent subsequences.

There are two different sub-problems in mining frequent subsequences, that is,
problems of addressing (1) sequences of items and (2) sequences of itemsets.
Addressing sequences of itemsets, that is, sequences whose elements consist of multi
items, is a more difficult problem and poses more challenges (Agrawal & Srikant 1995;
Zaki 2001). Mannila & Toivonen (1996) proposed an approach that addresses the
problem of sequential mining where each element of the sequences consists of atomic
item. Similarly Wang et al. (1994) formulated the problem of mining frequent
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subsequences from genetic sequences where each element of the sequences consists of
an atomic item. In this chapter, we will limit our scope of study to address the first
problem by comparing our technique, SEQUEST, with the PLWAP algorithm.
Nonetheless, SEQUEST is designed to tackle both sub-problems of mining frequent
subsequences.

There are very efficient techniques for mining frequent subsequences such as GSP
(Agrawal & Srikant 1995) and SPADE (Zaki 2001) and many others. In this study, our
focus is mainly to show how the proposed framework previously used for mining
frequent ordered subtrees can also be used to address other problems that are in similar
domains. As a basis for comparison, we choose a recently developed algorithm,
PLWAP (Ezeife & Lu 2005). The PLWAP algorithm uses preorder intermediate WAP
trees during sequential mining as was done by WAP tree techniques. Ezeife & Lu
(2005) have conducted a comparison study comparing PLWAP with the GSP and
reported some performance improvements over the GSP algorithm. We will compare
the SEQUEST with the PLWAP by running some experiments utilizing a relatively
large database of sequences to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
framework. We would leave the possibility of comparing our approach with other
techniques as possible future work.
The chapter outline is as follows. In Section 10.2, we provide an overview of the
proposed solutions. We present the algorithm in Section 0. In Section 10.5, we
empirically evaluate the performance and scale-up properties of the proposed technique.
We summarize the chapter in Section 0. For general definitions and concepts about
sequences, readers should read Chapter 3.

10.2 Overview of the Proposed Solutions
In this section, we will provide an overview of the proposed solutions to address the
problem of mining frequent subsequences from a database of sequences. The algorithm
will be given in more detail in Section 0.

Mining frequent subsequences from a database of sequences can be formulated as
discovering all frequent subsequences whose support count y is greater than or equal to

the user specified minimum support threshold a. A subsequence a has a support count y
if there are y number of input sequences that support it. An input sequence supports
subsequence a if it contains at least 1 occurrence of a. Below, we describe our strategies
for addressing the problem of mining frequent subsequences from a database of
sequences.

The challenge of mining a very large database of sequences is that it is computationally
expensive and requires large memory space because the order of items in sequences is
important. When the order of entities in data is important, the granularity inherent in the
data is more refined and often contributes to the problem of combinatorial explosion.
One way to achieve efficient processing is to develop an intermediate memory construct
that helps us to easily process and manipulate something. An example of an
intermediate memory construct is the embeddling list (EL) utilized for efficient
enumeration of subtrees as given in Chapter 6. The problem of using such intermediate
memory constructs is, however, that it demands additional memory storage. For mining
a very large database of sequences, this can be a problem. Often, distributed parallel
processing would be more desirable for addressing this issue. In this study, due to the
time constraint, we consider only the development of an algorithm that runs on a single
machine. We would consider a development of distributed parallel processing as a
possible future work.

The proposed algorithm uses a slightly modified version of the recursive list (RL)
structure that we discussed in Chapter 5. We refer to this structure as Direct Memory
Access Strips (DMA-Strips). DMA-Strips allow candidate subsequence generation to be
done efficiently. The DMA-Strips structure provides direct memory access to sequences
in the database. DMA-Strips do not store hyperlinks of items; instead, they segment the
database of sequences systematically (per transaction) so that it allows direct access
processing and manipulation. T his contributes to a slightly better speed and space
performance. DMA-Strips resemble the EL in that they allow efficient enumeration
using a model-guided or structure-guided approach. Furthermore, DMA-Strips provide
direct access to each item to be manipulated. In contrast to the RL structure, DMAStrips have better transaction segmentation as each segmentation provides data locality
to each transaction, in respect to the position of the item, for each transaction in
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database. On the other hand, the RL takes more global data space so that the index of
item in the RL is local to the database of transactions but not to each transaction in the
database. A transaction is a set of one or more items obtained from a finite item
domain, and a dataset is a collection of transactions (Bayardo, Agrawal & Gunopulos
1999).

The proposed technique uses a hybrid principle of frequency counting by the vertical
join approach and candidate generation by the horizontal extension method. The
horizontal extension method utilized here is adapted from the TMG enumeration
approach used for enumerating embedded subtrees as formalized in Chapter 6. We
model the sequences as a vertical tree. By viewing a sequence as a vertical tree, we can
reuse the TMG enumeration approach for enumerating sequences. A vertical tree is
defined as a uniform tree with degree 1, that is, each node has a fan-out of 1.

As discussed in Chapter 6, the TMG enumeration approach is a candidate generation
technique that utilizes the tree model to generate candidate subtrees. A unique property
of the structure-guided approach is that it ensures that all enumerated patterns are valid
patterns. These patterns are valid in the sense that they exist in the database, and hence
by ensuring only valid patterns, no extra work is required in order to prune invalid
patterns. This applies to tree-structured data as well as sequences.

Our strategy for efficient and more scalable frequency counting is as follows. We
transpose the database from the horizontal format to a vertical format for counting
frequent 1-subsequences. We combine efficient horizontal counting using a hashtable
for counting 2-subsequences and the space efficient vertical join counting approach
(Zaki 2001) for counting k-subsequences where k> 3. This hybrid approach overcomes
the non-linear performance when counting 2-subsequences of the join enumeration
approaches due to their ()(n2) complexity (Han & Kamber 2006; Tan et al. 2007; Zaki
2005) and overall improves the memory space efficiency over the pure horizontal
counting approach.

10.3 SEQUEST: Mining Frequent Subsequences from a Database of
Sequences
In this section, we present the SEQUEST algorithm. The unique properties of the
SEQUEST are as follows. It uses the DMA-Strips structure to allow efficient candidate
subsequences generation. DMA-Strips are different from the EL in that they have a
better segmentation of each transaction. The coordinates of items in the database
therefore will be local only to the transaction where they belong. In addition, SEQUEST
utilizes a hybrid of the horizontal candidate enumeration and the vertical frequency
counting approach. SEQUEST reuses the concept of the structure-guided TMG
technique by modeling sequences of itemsets as vertical trees. This allows us to utilize
the TMG approach seamlessly. Furthermore, by using the structure-guided concept, no
invalid sequences are generated. At the same time, it takes advantage of the vertical
counting approach that is more space efficient than the horizontal counting approach.
Invalid sequences are sequences that have support zero.

Given that SEQUEST reuses the TMG enumeration approach, and utilizes DMA-Strips
the general structure of the framework proposed in Chapter 6 can be easily adapted.
DMA-Strips structure is a variation of the RL structure that was utilized for describing
tree-structured data. Therefore, it is suggested that readers revisit the overview of the
general structure of the framework in Chapter 6 in order to obtain a clear picture.
Throughout this chapter we will, however, highlight some areas that are new and merit
discussion, including but not limited to, the DMA-Strips generation, enumeration of
subsequences using the structure-guided approach, and the vertical counting technique
utilizing the vertical join counting approach.

10.3.1 Database Scanning
SEQUEST scans the database Sdb twice and generates a frequent database that contains
only frequent 1-subsequences, Sdb’ after the first scan (Figure 10.4 [1]). Sdb’ is obtained
by intersecting Sdb with 1/ (Figure 10.4 [2]), the set of frequent 1-subsequences. The
first scan and the second scan are executed in two separate runs. Sdb ’ is used to construct
the DMA-Strips structure.

10.3.2 Constructing DMA-Strips
A DMA-Strip is constructed as follows (Figure 10.4 [3]). For each item in Sdb, an
ordered list {strip) is generated which stores a sequence of items’ label, scope and eid.
Each strip is uniquely identified by a sequence-id sid. To allow mining sequences of
itemsets, each item in a strip stores event-id eid and a notion of scope. The eid groups
items in a strip based on their timestamps. The scope is used to determine the
relationship between two consecutive items in a strip. The timestamp helps to
distinguish the order of transactions if we are examining sequences of itemsets as in
time of transaction in market basket databases. Alternatively, it will be useful in
determining the order of items when we are examining sequences of items. The scope of
an item A is determined by the position of the last item that belongs to the same event.
If the preceding item’s position is out of the prior item’s scope, this tells us that for a
sequence of itemsets the two items (say A and B) occur at different times, denoted by
A^B. Otherwise, A and B occur at the same time the event is generated, denoted by
AB. The scope DMA-Strips can be used for both mining sequences of itemsets or items.

sid [0]:: A—►CEF—*HJL

Figure 10.1: Example of a strip of a sequence A^-CEF—>11JL

Figure 10.1 shows an example of a strip of a sequence A—+CEF—+HJL whose sid is 0.
The above sequence consists of 3 different events. AC, EF, and HJL belongs to event 0,
1 and 2 respectively. The scope of A is equal to the position of the last item whose eid is
the same as A, which is C. Hence, A's scope is determined to be 1. Similarly, using the
same rule, ITs scope is determined to be 6. Each strip can be fetched in 0(1) by
specifying its offset or its sid.

10.3.3 Enumeration of Subsequences
In Chapter 6, we use the structure-guided enumeration technique called TMG
enumeration to generate candidate subtrees. We call this structure-guided enumeration
because the enumeration is guided by the actual model or structure of the data. To reuse
the TMG enumeration technique for enumerating subsequences, we need to first develop
parallelism between a sequence and a tree so that we can define a sequence as a certain
type of tree structure.

A sequence contains no hierarchical relationship but only horizontal (linear)
relationships. Each item in a sequence has a fan-out of 1. By definition, the order of
items in a sequence is important. A tree structure on the other hand has hierarchical
relationships and horizontal relationships. But, a uniform tree with degree 1 has only
hierarchical relationships. By definition, hierarchical relationships imply that the order
between nodes is vertically significant. By corollary, we can then view a sequence as a
uniform tree with nodes degree 1. With this definition, then we can define a sequence of
itemsets as a collection of uniform trees with nodes degree 1 rooted on the same root
node, and we refer to this tree as a vertical tree. In this case, the root node is the sid. For
instance, a sequence A —>CEF—> HJL with sid 0 can be represented as the following
vertical tree.

Figure 10.2: Vertical tree representation of the strip in Figure 10.3

The enumeration of subsequences is done by iterating a strip and extending one item at
a time to the expanding ^-subsequence.
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Figure 10.3: Enumeration examples

Figure 10.3 illustrates how the enumeration of AC, A^>A, and A^>H is done through the
strip. Given that we have 1-subsequence 7 at position r and the strip S with size \S\, 2subsequences are generated by extending 7 with each item J at position t on its right to
the end of the strip such that r < t < |S] (Figure 10.4 [4]). This can be generalized to
enumerating (&+7)-subsequences from a k-subsequence (Figure 10.4 [5]). For a ksubsequence it is sufficient to store only a pair of sid and the last item’s position (tail) as
its occurrence coordinate. Hence, given an occurrence coordinate of a (k-1)subsequence, its occurrence coordinate will be in the form of (sid,tail). Hence, the
enumeration of (&+7)-subsequences M using a strip S from a A-subsequence 5 whose
encoding is (p(s), and occurrence coordinate is (p,q), where p is its sid and q is the tail
can be formalized as follows. Suppose that C is the set of occurrence coordinates of
(£+7)-subsequences, C={(p,t)\q< t < |S|}. The encoding of the (&+7)-subsequences is
computed by performing a scope test. We define two functions, T(/7,^) and k(j?,q) that
determine the scope and label of an item in a strip with sid p and at position q. If t >
VP(p,q) then the new encoding q =

q>(v)

+

+ X(pJ) otherwise <; = (p + k(p,t) (Figure

10.4, a strip with sid 0. extending Aq (A at position 0) with A2 (A at position 2) generates
A^A since 2 > T(0,0) for the given strip. We know that T(0.0) from Figure 10.1 is 1.

10.3.4 Frequency Counting
We utilize a hybrid strategy enumerating subsequences by extension and counting by
the vertical join approach to make use of the desired property from each technique.
Enumeration by extension ensures that the candidates generated are all valid. What we
mean by a valid candidate is a candidate whose support is greater than zero. The vertical
counting approach is used to help us achieve a space efficient and less expensive full
pruning strategy.
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We define two operators inter-join and intra-join (Figure 10.4 [10] & [11]) to tackle
both sub- problems of mining the sequence of itemsets and items. The inter-join
operator is used whenever the tail items of two joinable (&-7)-subsequences are from
different events, whereas the intra-join operator is used if they are from the same event.
The intra-join will join any two occurrence coordinates whose sid and eid are equal.
Inter-join will join any two occurrence coordinates whose sid are equal but the prior eid
is less than the preceding eid. Space efficiency is achieved through the vertical join
approach by freeing the memory sooner than the horizontal counting approach does.
The details of how the less expensive full pruning is achieved through the vertical join
approach are discussed below.

10.3.5 Pruning
According to Apriori theory (Agrawal, Imielinski & Swami 1993), a pattern is frequent
if and only if all its subsets are frequent. To ensure that no generated subsequences
contain infrequent subsequences, full (k-1) pruning must be performed. Full (k-1)
pruning or full pruning implies that at most (k-1) numbers of (&-7)-subsequences need to
be generated from the currently expanding ^-subsequences. This process is expensive.
Using the join approach principle, any two (£-7)-subsequence that are obtained from a
^-subsequence by removing one node at a time can be joined to form the k-subsequence
back. This implies that we could accelerate the full pruning by doing only root and tail
pruning (Figure 10.4 [8]&[9]). Root pruning is done by removing the root node (that is,
the first node of the sequence) and checking whether the pattern has been generated
previously. Similarly, tail pruning is done by removing the tail node. Since we use a
hash table to perform frequency counting this can be done by simply checking whether
the pattern exists in the the k-1 hash table. If it does not exist, then we can safely prune
the generated ^-subsequences. However, it is not completely safe to assume that if both
root-pruned and

tail-pruned

(U7)-subsequences exist, then the generated k-

subsequences must be frequent. At least, the root and tail pruning will do the partial
check and the final check is done by joining the occurrence coordinates of the rootpruned and tail-pruned (U-Z)-subsequences which is done as part of the support
counting. This process can be performed only by using vertical support counting since
vertical support counting counts the support of a subsequence vertically, that is, the
result is known immediately. Horizontal counting, on the other hand, increments the

supports of a subsequence one at a time and the final support of a subsequence is not
known until the database is traversed completely.

10.4 SEQUEST Pseudo-code
Overall, SEQUEST algorithm is given by the pseudo-code in Figure 10.4 below.

Sdb:Sequence Database
Lk:Frequent k-subsequences
Lx= Scan-Sdb
Sdb'= Intersect (SdbnLi)
DMA-STRIPS = Construct-DMA-STRIPS (Sdb' )
L2 = Generate-2-Subsequences(DMA-STRIPS)
k= 3
while(Lk > 0)
Lk= Generate-k-Subsequences (Lk_!)

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

[5]

k++

Generate-k-Subsequences (Lk_x) :
foreach (k-1) -sequence s in Lk_x{
foreach occurrence-coordinate oc(sid,r) in s{
for t=r+l to |DMA-STRIPS[sid]|{
if( t > scope(sid,r) )
join = inter-join
cp(s') = cp(s) + -» + label (sid, t)
[6]
else
join = intra-join
cp(s') = cp (s) + label(sid,t)
[7]
root-pruned = remove-root ((p (s' ) )
tail-pruned = cp(s')
[9]
if(join == intra-join)
Intra-Join(root-pruned, tail-pruned)
Else
Inter-Join(root-pruned, tail-pruned)
if ( InFrequent (cp (s' ) ) )
Prune (cp (s' ) )
else
Insert ((p (s' ) , Lk)

[8]

[10]

[11]

Figure 10.4: Pseudo-code of SEQUEST

10.5 Experimental Results & Discussions
This section explores the effectiveness of the proposed SEQUEST algorithm, by
comparing it with the PLWAP algorithm that processes sequences of items. The
formatting of the datasets used by PLWAP can be found in (Ezeife & Lu 2005).
SEQUEST, on the other hand, uses the datasets format that is used by the IBM data
generator (Agrawal & Srikant 1995; Srikant & Agrawal 1996). The minimum support a
is denoted as (Sxx), where xx is shown as the absolute support count. Experiments were
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run on Dell Rack Optimized Slim Servers (dual 2.8Ghz CPU, 4Gb RAM) running
Fedora 4.0 ES Linux. The source code for each algorithm was compiled using GNU
g++ version 3.4.3 with -03 parameter.

The datasets chosen for this experiment were previously used in (Ezeife & Lu 2005), in
particular data.ncust_25 (Figure 10.5), data.IOOK, data.600K, data.ncust_125 (Figure
10.6 & Figure 10.7), and data.ncust lOOO (Figure 10.8). To obtain the 500K dataset for
experiments in Figure 10.6 we cut the last 100K sequences from the data.600K dataset.

10.5.1 Performance Test
Figure 10.5a shows the comparison of the algorithms with respect to time, for varying
support thresholds. The experiment uses the 200K dataset. In this experiment we try two
schemes for SEQUEST, namely SH (refers to SEQUEST-hybrid) and S (refers to
SEQUEST). SH uses a vertical join counting approach only for generating frequent ksequences where k>3, whereas S uses a horizontal counting approach using a hash table
for all k. The results in Figure 10.5a show that SH performs better than S and PLWAP.
The performance of SH remains nearly constant for a very small support (o:2 or
0.001%). The difference between SH and PI,WAP performance at g:2 is in the order of
-800 times. It should also be noted that the memory usage of SH is much better than S
due to the vertical counting approach used in SH.
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Figure 10.5: 200K dataset (a) time performance (b) memory profiles
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Figure 10.5b shows the comparison of memory usage between PLWAP, SH and S. We
can see that when the horizontal counting approach is used, S suffers from memory
blow-up and this contributes to S aborting at o<135. SH memory profiles, on the other
hand, show a superior overall performance over the other two, especially when the
minimum support is lowered.

10.5.2 Scalability Test
We perform a scalability test by varying the datasets of different sizes while o is fixed at
0.005%. The experiment uses 100K, 500K, and 1000K. dataset. In Figure 10.6a, SH
outperformed PLWAP with respect to time in the order of -250 times faster (note that
the vertical axis in Figure 10.6a is in logarithmic). In this experiment, we try two
different methods for generating frequent 2-subsequences. We modify SH such that it
uses the structure-guided enumeration approach as described in the previous section for
enumerating 2-subsequences, and S-L2J uses a join approach for enumerating 2subsequences.
100000
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figure 10.6: 100K. 500K. 1000K dataset (a) time performance (b) memory profiles

By implementing horizontal enumeration for enumerating 2-subsequences, in Figure
10.6a we see that SFI has a more linear performance than S-L2J which implements the
join approach for enumerating 2-subsequences. We observe that if the enumeration for
2-subsequences uses the join approach, the time performance is greater by roughly n2 if
the datasets size is scaled up by n times. On the other hand, it is interesting to see that
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whenever the join approach is used, the memory usage is slashed by almost half as
evident in Figure 10.6b. Figure 10.6b shows that SH memory usage is 2x greater than SL2J. Here, we observe that by using the horizontal enumeration approach for generating
2-subsequences, the overall performance of SEQUEST improves with a trade-off that
the memory usage will be higher. When using the join approach, if the number of
candidates is high, we can see that the performance degrades.

From this, we can infer that optimal performance can be obtained whenever it is known
when to switch from the horizontal to the vertical join counting approach. The
horizontal counting approach suffers from memory blow-up but is faster whenever the
numbers of candidates generated are very large. The vertical counting join approach is
space efficient; however, the performance degrades when the number of candidates to
be generated is very large.
Overall, we witness that all SEQUEST variants, SH and S-L2J have outperformed
PEWAP in terms of speed and space performance.

10.5.3 Frequency Distribution Test
For the experiment in Figure 10.7, we use 100K, 500K, 1000K datasets.
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Figure

10.7 shows the distribution of candidate subsequences and frequent

subsequences generated over different dataset sizes with a fixed at 0.005%. PLWAP
performs well whenever the average length of the extracted subsequences is relatively
short. In other words, PLWAP performs well for large sparse databases but when
applied to dense databases with long patterns, the performance is significantly reduced.

10.5.4 Large Database Test
Figure 10.8 shows the time performance comparison between PLWAP and SH for a
dataset of 7.8 million sequences (7000K). For this particular dataset, we see that
PLWAP outperforms SH by a small margin. However at o:2500 (0.03%), PLWAP
aborted due to a memory blow out problem. At a: 10000 and a:5000 the number of
extracted frequent subsequences is relatively low, 130 and 1211 respectively.

aborted
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PLWAP
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Figure 10.8: 7000K time performance

10.5.5 Overall Conclusions
Overall remarks about the algorithms are as follows. PLWAP is a space efficient
technique but it suffers when the support is lowered and the numbers of frequent
subsequences extracted are high. SEQUEST, on the other hand, when the horizontal
counting approach is used, suffers from the memory blow out problem due to the BFS
approach for generating candidate subsequences. It uses two hash tables and additional
space needs to be occupied when the length of the sequences to be enumerated
increases. We also show that if SEQUEST uses a vertical join counting approach, it

performs extremely well for both speed and space performance. If the vertical join
counting approach is used, the space can be freed much sooner than if the horizontal
counting approach were used. The hybrid method of structure-guided enumeration using
DMA-Strips and the vertical join counting approach enables SEQUEST to process a
very large database and shows linear scalability performance. However, it should be
noted that whenever the frequency of extracted subsequences is high, the vertical join
approach performance could degrade due to the complex nature of the join approach.
Additionally, by using the notion of scope in DMA-Strips, SEQUEST can process
sequences of itemsets as well as sequences of items. Throughout this chapter, we show
how the previous framework utilized for mining tree-structured data can be extended to
mine sequences.

10.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented the algorithm to mine frequent subsequences from a
database of sequences as another extension of the proposed framework to mine frequent
subtrees from a database of trees. The purpose of the extension work is to show how the
proposed framework previously used for mining frequent ordered subtrees can also be
used to address other problems that are in similar domains. We do not claim to produce
the best algorithm for mining frequent subsequences, but rather seek to demonstrate the
extension of our tree mining framework to sequence mining.

There are two different sub-problems in mining frequent subsequences. These problems
relate to (1) sequences of items and (2) sequences of itemsets. Addressing sequences of
itemsets, that is sequences whose elements consist of multi items, is a more difficult
problem and poses more challenges. We have shown how SEQUEST can reuse the
TMG enumeration approach utilized for mining frequent ordered subtree by modeling
the sequences of itemsets as the vertical trees. By modeling sequences of itemsets as
vertical trees, SEQUEST is designed not only to tackle the problem of mining frequent
subsequences of items, but also subsequences of itemsets.

We have also demonstrated how a hybrid approach by implementing horizontal
enumeration and vertical counting through the join approach enables SEQUEST to
process a very large database and shows linear scalability performance. However, it

should be noted that the performance of vertical counting through the join approach
could degrade due to the complexity nature of the join approach.

Experiments utilizing very large databases of sequences, which compare our technique
with the existing technique PLWAP (Ezeife & Lu 2005) have demonstrated the degree
of effectiveness and agility of the proposed framework to tackle the problem of mining
frequent subsequences in addition to addressing the problem of mining frequent ordered
subtrees.
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Chapter 11
Summary and Future Work
11.1 Introduction
We start this chapter by recapitulating the thesis in Section 11.2, highlighting the
main works that were presented and discussed in Chapters 1 to 10. In Section 11.3, we
will discuss some topics for future work arising from the thesis. Finally, we will
conclude the thesis in Section 11.4.

11.2 Recapitulation
XML has increasingly gained popularity and been adopted as a platform-independent
data exchange-medium and its widespread use has become increasingly ubiquitous.
This thesis reflects our interest in XML data mining problem space. As XML is a
manifestation of tree-structured data, the main problem addressed in the thesis
centered around the development of an efficient, scalable, predictable, and extensible
framework to mine frequent subtrees from a database of trees.

The thesis began with a broad overview of data mining as an important phase in the
knowledge discovery process. The motivations for, and the objectives of, the thesis
were presented. Then, the scope of the thesis was defined followed by the outline of
the thesis plan.
A survey and an evaluation of the existing literature on association rules mining,
frequent patterns mining in general and frequent subtree mining were given. We
outlined the achievements of traditional association mining, and explored techniques
and theories that can be extended as the building blocks of the proposed frequent
subtree mining framework. Existing techniques were examined. Major achievements
in the area were highlighted and discussed. Problems which remain outstanding, and
which were to be addressed in this thesis were also pointed out. Some opportunities
for new contributions were identified as follows:
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•

Optimal and measurable enumeration strategy for a tree-structured pattern
that improves on the join approach

•

Study of the utilization and usage implications of a different support definition
that arises when the data type is tree-structured

•

A mechanism to measure and constraint the complexity of mining embedded
subtrees

•

Lack offramework that is complete:
o

Mine not only induced, but also embedded subtrees

o

Mine not only ordered, but also unordered subtrees

o Ability to mine other patterns with relatively easy adjustment

The thesis continues by providing general concepts, definitions and problem
definitions as the basis for development of subsequent chapters. General tree concepts
and definitions were given. The problem of association rule mining was presented. As
the thesis approaches the problem of association mining on XML data from a treestructured domain perspective, the parallelisms between XML and tree structure were
discussed. This parallelism was used as the basis for defining the problem of XML
document association mining. Having the problem of XML document association
mining developed, the problem for mining frequent subtrees from a database of trees
was then formulated. Formal definitions of two important types of subtrees, induced
and embedded subtrees were given. The problem of candidate generation of mining
frequent subtree was stated. The problem of frequency counting was presented. Two
types of constraints used in the framework were defined. Definitions of different
supports, transaction-based support and occurrence-match support were given. The
issues of using occurrence-match support were outlined and discussed. As the basis
for the extension works presented in Chapter 9 and Chapter 10, the issues and
concepts of mining frequent unordered subtrees were given. The chapter also provides
the general sequence concepts and definitions and formulates the problem of mining
frequent subsequences from a database of sequences.

With the important concepts, definitions, and problem definitions defined, formalized
and described in detail, the overview of the proposed solutions was then outlined.
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This overview gives the overall picture of the proposed solutions from a high-level
perspective. The thesis then described the solutions in detail.

There are two aspects of the proposed solutions that will be answered in this thesis.
The first one is the representation aspect (Chapter 5) and the second one is the
algorithmic aspect (Chapter 6 to Chapter 10).

We discussed two kinds of representation problems in Chapter 5. The first one is
related to how the actual subtree is modeled and represented in memory or secondary
storage. The second one is more related to how complex computations and data
manipulations can be performed efficiently and effectively. To address the first issue
of representation, a space-efficient, depth-first string encoding was proposed. The
rationale behind our preference for the depth-first canonical form representation
instead of the breadth-first canonical form was discussed. A strategy to expedite the
processing of XML documents by transforming them to integer-indexed trees was
presented. To address the second issue of representation, several data structures,
dictionary, embedding list, vertical occurrence list, recursive list, and RMP coordinate
list were proposed. The details and mechanism of the proposed data structures were
discussed. The embedding list and dictionary are essential data structures utilized for
performing efficient enumeration of induced and embedded subtrees using the TMG
enumeration approach. The vertical occurrence list and the dictionary are utilized for
performing efficient frequency counting. The remaining two data structures were used
for optimization where the RMP coordinate list allows the storing of only the right
most-path coordinate of enumerated subtrees instead of the full coordinate which on
average is shorter. The recursive list is used since it is a more space-efficient structure
than the embedding list for enumeration of induced and embedded subtrees using the
TMG enumeration approach.

The first part of the second aspect of the solutions, that is, the algorithmic aspect, is
discussed in Chapter 6 to Chapter 8. Some extension works were discussed in Chapter
9 and Chapter 10. Chapter 6 discussed the proposed framework for mining frequent
ordered subtrees. First, we presented our MB3 Miner algorithm to mine frequent
embedded subtrees. An optimal enumeration strategy called the TMG approach was

formulated. To guarantee that every candidate subtree generated is valid, the TMG
enumeration approach utilizes the structural aspect of trees captured in the embedding
list structure when enumerating subtrees. A frequency counting technique utilizing the
vertical structure, VOL, was presented. The VOL allows efficient update and retrieval
of support count of enumerated subtrees. A strategy for efficiently counting support
using transaction-based and occurrence-match support was presented. We presented
the second proposed algorithm to mine frequent induced subtrees, iMB3 Miner. The
strategy for employing the TMG enumeration approach that utilizes the maximum
level of embedding constraint was discussed. The maximum level of embedding
constraint can be effectively utilized to discover induced subtrees as well as
embedded subtrees. If the maximum level of embedding constraint is constrained to 1,
then all the discovered subtrees are induced subtrees. If it is not constrained, all the
discovered subtrees are embedded subtrees. We further consider utilizing a distanceconstrained notion for mining embedded subtrees where the distance of nodes relative
to the root of the subtree needs to be considered. This will have important applications
in, but not limited to, biological sequences, web information systems and conceptual
model analysis as well as knowledge merging. For this type of problem, we developed
an algorithm to discover frequent distance-constrained embedded subtrees, RAZOR
by taking the distance of nodes relative to the root of the original tree into account.
RAZOR implemented an encoding strategy to enumerate candidate subtrees that
allows us to preserve the TMG enumeration approach and obtains an efficient
algorithm for yet another subset of the tree mining problem. Lastly, we presented the
[i]MB3'R Miner algorithm that utilizes the recursive list structure and the RMP
coordinate list. By utilizing the recursive list structure and the RMP coordinate list,
the [i]MB3'R Miner enjoys a better space efficiency which also leads to a better
performance as demonstrated in our experimental studies.

The mathematical model of the TMG enumeration approach was given in Chapter 7.
The mathematical model can be used in complexity analysis and for enhancing the
predictability of the approach. Furthermore, the mathematical model of an approach is
not only useful as a way to prove the validity of the approach, but also serves as an
implementation independent model of the approach. A complexity analysis comparing
the complexity of enumerating 2-subtrees using our approach and the join approach
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was provided. We stated that the complexity of enumerating 2-subtrees from a
uniform tree T(n.r) using our approach is bounded by 0(n.(\T(n,r)\-\)). For r > 1,2subtree enumeration complexity of a uniform tree T(n,r) of our approach is always
less than the 2-subtree enumeration complexity of the join approach that is bounded
by 0(|7,(«,r)|.|7T(w,r)|). Thus, the following relation is always true: n.(\T(n,r)\-\) <
\T(n,r)\.\T{n,r)\. In addition, the complexity analysis of enumerating induced and
embedded subtrees was provided as a theoretical basis to underline the importance of
the maximum level of embedding constraint to help us constrain the complexity of
mining embedded subtrees to a manageable level.

The thesis continued with the evaluation of the proposed algorithms for mining
frequent ordered subtrees. This is discussed in Chapter 8. The evaluation of the
proposed algorithms was performed by conducting experimental comparisons with
other algorithms such as PattemMatcher, VTreeMiner, X3 Miner and FREQT.
VTreeMiner is one of the first techniques proposed for solving the problem of mining
frequent ordered embedded subtrees and considered as the reference technique in the
literature. First, the rationale of the experimental comparison was given. To
demonstrate the effectiveness and the efficiency of the proposed framework,
extensive experiments were conducted against both synthetic and real world datasets
that cover a broad range of different mixtures of attribute types (high fan-out, deep
tree, mixed, long tree, sparse, dense, etc), different size of dataset, and different
complexity. We divided the experiments into three experimental sets. The first one
focused on the MB3 Miner algorithm. The second one focused on the iMB3 Miner
and the [i]MB3 R Miner which implements the optimization through the utilization of
the RMP coordinate list and the recursive list. The last one focused on the RAZOR.
Details analysis of the experimental comparison was provided.

Chapter 9 presented an extension of the proposed framework introduced in Chapter 6
to address the problem of mining frequent unordered induced and embedded subtrees.
This is largely the work earned out in a complementary thesis (Hadzic 2008). The
extension was performed by reusing the TMG enumeration approach and the
frequency counting approach utilized in the proposed mining ordered subtrees
framework described in previous chapters. We do not claim to produce the best

algorithm for mining frequent unordered subtrees, but rather seek to demonstrate the
extension of the proposed framework introduced in Chapter 6. A strategy to mine
unordered induced and embedded subtree was outlined. Some practical comparisons
by conducting experimental comparisons against the state-of-the-art algorithms such
as HybridTreeMiner, RootedTreeMiner (uNot) and SLEUTH were presented.

Finally, Chapter 10 presents another extension of the framework introduced in
Chapter 6 to address the problem of mining frequent subsequences from a database of
sequences. The main objective of this chapter is again to show how the proposed
framework can be extended to address different problems with minor modifications
and yet to produce a comparable performance against other techniques that address a
similar problem. The conceptualization of sequence as a vertical tree was presented.
Enumeration of sequences by reusing the TMG enumeration strategy was presented. A
hybrid strategy of horizontal enumeration and vertical counting was presented. The
hybrid strategy overall helps the proposed approach to improve its performance when
tackling larger datasets by overcoming one of the limitations of the horizontal
counting (by doing vertical counting) and the C)(n ) complexity of join approach (by
performing horizontal enumeration). Results from experiments comparing our
technique with one of the existing techniques PLWAP developed by Ezeife & Lu
(2005) demonstrated a comparable performance of the proposed framework.

11.3 Future Work
In this section, we will discuss some possible future works as the probable extension
to the study conducted in this thesis. We have identified a number of potential and
interesting problems that are not addressed in the thesis because of the time constraint
and are defined outside of the scope of the thesis. The possible future works that have
been identified are as follows:

11.3.1 Distributed Parallel Processing
Despite the many achievements of the proposed framework, one of the limitations of
the proposed framework is that its scalability is bounded by one machine processing
power, especially the limitation of the main memory capacity. To overcome such a
limitation and go beyond the scalability level that the current framework can handle
where the processing space requirement would hardly fit into the main memory of a
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single machine, a different architectural design would need to be considered. One
possible solution is to consider a distributed parallel architecture where processing is
done in parallel mode and the processing is split over a number of autonomous
processing units. Such architecture would normally require a load distribution and a
processing coordination so that the results can be computed and aggregated in an
efficient manner. With this type of architecture, the processing limit will then be a
function of the number of processing units that can be put to work together rather than
the size of the database.

11.3.2 Mining Frequent Closed Subtrees
One of the issues of mining frequent subtrees is that there can be numerous candidate
subtrees that need to be enumerated. It becomes a challenge to mine long subtrees on
a very large database with very low minimum support despite all of the optimizations
performed. Discovering frequent closed patterns is a relatively recent direction in the
area of frequent pattern mining. The numbers of discovered closed patterns are
normally much lower than the full frequent patterns, yet we could obtain support
counts of all frequent patterns from them. Thus, unlike mining frequent maximal
patterns from which we cannot obtain complete support count information of the
obtained frequent patterns, mining frequent closed patterns would have wider
applications including association mining. One possible extension to the proposed
enumeration strategy is thus to enumerate only closed subtrees rather than enumerate
full subtrees by studying the TMG enumeration approach further so that one can
enumerate closed subtrees directly.

11.3.3 Mining Frequent Subgraphs
Research in both theories and applications of data mining is expanding, driven by the
need to consider more complex structures, relationships and semantics expressed in
the data. An emerging trend in data mining is to deal with knowledge that is
manifested in a form that has a more complex structure such as a tree or graph
structure, for which many relationships among data in the real life fit into those
complex structure. In this thesis, we have addressed the problem of mining frequent
subtrees. Mining of graph patterns is considered to be a very difficult, but at the same
time interesting, problem to solve. Mining frequent subgraphs has broad applications
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in areas such as bioinformatics, computer vision, web mining, text mining,
multimedia, etc. Thus, a possible extension to the proposed framework is to extend
the TMG enumeration to enumerate graph structures in addition to tree structures by
using the same philosophy, i.e. by structure-guided approach so that each enumerated
graph will always be valid and at least has support count 1.

11.3.4 Enumeration of Canonical Form
The mining of frequent unordered subtrees is an important problem in frequent
subtree mining problem space. One of the main tasks in mining frequent unordered
subtrees is in general to perform canonical transformation which is expensive. This
seems to be a common problem of mining frequent unordered subtrees when the
utilized enumeration is to enumerate the ordered subtrees and the canonical
transformation is done post-enumeration. Therefore, an interesting extension of the
proposed approach is to develop an enumeration technique that enumerates unordered
subtrees directly, such that each candidate generated would already be in canonical
form and no extra canonical transformations need to be performed.

11.3.5 Utilization of Hybrid Support
Transaction-based support does not consider repetitions of subtrees within a tree
transaction. On the other hand, occurrence-match support takes repetitions of subtrees
within a tree transaction into account. A possible extension is to combine (hybrid) the
two support definitions such that the fulfillment of one support definition is
conditional upon the fulfillment of the other. Transaction-based support is better in
capturing inter-transaction distribution of subtrees whereas occurrence-match support
is better in capturing intra-transaction distribution of subtrees. With the hybrid
support, one could add weight to the traditional transaction-based support such that
the frequency notion of a subtree can be further conditioned upon the occurrencematch support criteria, that is occurrences or repetitions of subtrees within a tree
transaction. The benefit of this hybrid support is that the frequency of some frequent
subtrees that would normally be considered all frequent when using traditional
transaction-based support definition can now be further distinguished and ranked
based upon the number of repetitions or occurrences of the subtrees occur in the
transactions they occur. With this hybrid support, for example, one can find frequent
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subtrees that appear in at least 50 transactions of tree database and with at least or a
maximum of 3 occurrences in each transaction.

The following example demonstrates the advantage of using hybrid support over the
traditional transaction-based support definitions. Suppose that we have a search
engine E and a set of XML documents D:{di,...,dn}. Since, XML document is a treestructured data, we can assume that each XML document as a tree transaction. We are
interested to find documents in D that contain subtree f. Assume that n is a very large
number and tcid, for z=l,With traditional transaction-based support definition,
the search engine E will basically return all documents dj,...,dn without being able to
suggest which documents have more relevancy than the others. This basically renders
the search engine ineffective. For the search engine to make a better suggestion, it
needs a further criterion to rank the documents, for example by weighing each
document with the number of occurrences of t, so that the document with the highest
number of occurrences of t will have the highest rank. From this practical example,
we can infer that by considering an extra criterion, that is, occurrences of a subtree in
each document, we can reduce the result set and increase the relevancy of finding the
‘"gold from the sands”.
11.3.6 Application on Real-World Domains
The thesis has covered extensive study of performance, predictability, scalability and
extensibility properties of the proposed framework with a limited insight of its
potential real-world applications. A study exploring the utilization of the framework
on various real-world domains could be fruitful possible future work. The approach
illustrated in Chapter 6, Section 6.6.1, Figure 6.14, for instance, could be effectively
implemented within the medical and health domain to study the inheritance pattern of
a disease within a family tree. Another potential future work could be to study the
utilization of the proposed framework for solving the XML data integration problem,
where a number of XML documents from multiple data sources may need to be
integrated based on the degree of tree structure similarity.

11.4 Thesis Summary
In this thesis, we have developed a framework to mine frequent ordered subtrees from
a database of trees. Comparison studies through experiments comparing the
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framework proposed in this thesis with the state-of-the-art algorithms have shown that
the proposed framework is efficient, scalable, and predictable.

Further, we have extended the proposed framework for mining frequent ordered
subtrees to also address the problem of mining frequent unordered subtrees which
alone stands out as a difficult research problem. The extension work reusing the TMG
enumeration approach and the frequency counting approach to tackle the problem of
mining frequent unordered subtrees shows the flexibility of our overall framework.
Furthermore, comparison studies through experiments comparing our approaches with
the state-of-the-art algorithms indicate a comparable performance.

The extensibility of the framework is further demonstrated through the extension
work addressing the problem of mining frequent subsequences by modeling
sequences of itemsets as vertical trees.

A number of promising and unresolved problems arising from the thesis have been
identified as possible future works.
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Appendix A -Implementation Issues
Theoretical aspects of an algorithm are important. On the other hand, an algorithm
without an implementation has no real value. Implementation issues are seldom
discussed when describing and comparing various algorithms. We have found that if
some implementation issues are overlooked the performance can be greatly affected.
In fact, implementation can be the decisive factor when we are talking about the
performance. In this section, we discuss some of the implementation issues that we
considered important and common when implementing tree mining algorithms.

A.l Accelerating the Object Oriented (00) Approach
Using the 00 development approach is one of the common practices today in
software development and it is claimed that it results in a more manageable,
extensible and easy to understand code. We have developed our algorithms in C++
making use of some of the OO features of the language such as class and function
overloading. There are a few important things worth noting when implementing time
critical systems using the 00 approach. Constructor calls on objects have overheads
and one should keep them as low as possible. Inheritance between objects should be
avoided whenever possible. We found that performing equivalent computations
through primitive objects such as array of integers instead of thick objects such as
vector objects or link list objects could improve the performance, especially when we
need to construct a large number of objects in memory. Another reason not to use
thick objects is that they may implement inheritance. An additional way to avoid
expensive constructor calls is by only storing a hyperlink (Wang et. al. 2004) or a
kind of pointer to the existing object and using that pointer to access information from
the same object. Another well known way to increase the performance is by passing
an object through function by reference instead of by value. Moreover, when copying
a block of memory from one location to another location performing the operation
through the use of a memory block copying routine such as memcpy in C library
instead of using the for loop could also be the next step in performance tweaking. Tast
but not least, one can consider writing inline functions when they are called very
frequently. However, it is not always a good practice to create all functions in inline
mode.
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A.2 Choosing Hash Functions
In the context of mining frequent patterns, one of the most common approaches to do
frequency counting is to use a hashtable. When using a hashtable choosing a good
hash function is a very important task. Unfortunately, choosing a hash function can be
more than a trivial task (Jenkins 1997). The following are several known hash
functions that were compared: Rotation Hash (RH), Additive Hash (AH), Bernstein
Hash (BH), Zobrist Hash (ZH), and One-At-A-Time Hash (OH). Detailed
descriptions of each hash function and a few others hash functions can be found in
(Jenkins 1997). To see the effect of using different hash functions we ran experiments
on the CSLogs data (Zaki 2005).
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From Figure A.l & Figure A.2 it is not quite obvious which function is truly the
winner. When minimum support is set to 1000, BH is the fastest. At minimum support
500 and 200, RH and OFI are the fastest respectively. In terms of number of collisions
produced, RFI is consistently the worst for different minimum support and OH seems
to be the best of all. One interesting point to note is that at minimum support 500, RH
has a faster execution time than RH at minimum support 1000, whereas the other
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functions seem to have increasing execution time when the minimum support
threshold is decreased. There is no direct explanation for this but we can see an
indication that certain functions can have varying performances at different minimum
support thresholds. In general, simple functions like AH and RH are not
recommended as they do not handle collisions very well (Jenkins 1997). Our
experiment supports this view. AH and RH are the two functions that produce the
worst number of collisions (Figure A.l). From Figure A.l & Figure A.2 we can infer
that BH and OH are the two top performers. For all the experiments used in later
section, we use BH. BH can produce fewer collisions than a hash that gives a more
truly random distribution if all 32 bits in the keys are used (Jenkins 1997). However,
if you do not use all the 32 bits, this function has detected flaws. There is a possibility
that if a better hash function is used further optimization can be attained.

A.3 Hashing Integer Array versus String
Representing labels of trees as integer as opposed tostring has considerable
performance and space advantages. When a hashtable is used for candidate frequency
counting, hashing integer over string label can have a significant impact on the overall
candidates counting performance. In the experiment, we discovered how the time
taken to hash a string versus and integer could differ by more than lOx when the
dataset is large and patterns become relatively long.

A.3.1 Label Sensitivity Test
Let us consider a very large database of integer-labeled trees with large labels set. In
this case, the labels can be a very big integer value. We performed a label sensitivity
test and created four synthetic datasets by varying the maximum integer label values:
24; 24,000; 24,000,000; 240,000,000. It is important to see that the algorithms can
handle databases of small and big integer-labeled trees.
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As we can see from Figure A.3, MB3 can handle both small and big integer-labeled
trees very well. The performance of MB3 remains the same for all 4 different datasets.
On the contrary, we find that both TreeMiner algorithms VTreeMiner (VTM) and
PattemMatcher (PM) suffer performance degradation whenever the maximum value
of the integer-labeled trees is increased. Surprisingly, for the last dataset with
maximum integer-labeled value equal to 240,000,000 both VTM and PM were
aborted. We observe that the implementation of the TreeMiner for generating 1 and 2subtrees employs a perfect hashing scenario using array objects and using the label as
the key for each cell in the array. What essentially happens with this implementation
is that it is performance optimized but space inefficient. In the last scenario where the
maximum label can go up to 240,000,000, VTM and PM will unnecessarily allocate
an array with 240,000,001 cells even when there is only one node with label equal to
240,000,000 in the tree database. Using a hashtable as opposed to using an arraybased implementation would be a better approach whenever the numbers of items to
be counted are numerous.
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